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Dear Reader:

The Final Environmental Impact Statement prepared for the Kelsey Whisky Landscape Management Plan and Proposed

Medford District Resource Management Plan Amendment (FEIS) is available for your review. We welcome your

participation in evaluating the document.

The FEIS presents three action alternatives and a no-action alternative, each developed with differing emphasis. Public

comment was considered in developing and analyzing issues and alternatives in this document along with local government,

known interest groups and data developed by Bureau of Land Management (ELM) staff. After analysis of the draft and the

public comments. Alternative 1 was modified and is now the Preferred Alternative. The Medford District received 144

individual comment letters, which were assessed by the Interdisciplinary Team and were utilized in clarifying and

strengthenmg the Final EIS.

No requests for public meetings were received during the 90-day comment period. Two on-site evaluations were requested by

and provided for two separate landowners within the planning area. No public meetings, open houses or field tours of the

project area have been scheduled at this time. However, if there is sufficient public interest, public meetings can be arranged

to discuss the management alternatives and answer questions.

Ifyou would like further consideration of your interest/concerns prior to the final decision on RMP implementation

alternatives, please identify them in writing prior to the end of the 30-day comment period. Comments must be received

within the official comment period. The comment period will end 30 days after publication of the Environmental Protection

Agency's Notice of Availability in the Federal Register. The Medford District will announce the official comment period

closing date in a news release in the Grant's Pass Courier and the Umpqua Free Press newspapers.

All written comments should be sent to the attention of Lynda L. Boody, Field Manager, Glendale Field Office, 3040 Biddle

Road, Medford, OR 97504, or to the e-mail address: or 1 10mb@or.blm.gov. Documents referenced in this FEIS may be

examined at the Medford District Office during regular working hours.

The final decision on RMP implementation actions will be based on the analysis contained in the EIS, additional data

available, public input, management feasibility, and policy and legal constraints. Approval ofRMP implementation actions

will be documented in a Record of Decision. The Public will be notified of its availability through newspapers and mailings.

All Records of Decision will be available on the BLM website at www.or.blm.gov/Medford under "Planning Documents". It

is important to note that RMP implementation actions involving timber sale decisions would become subject to appeal under

43 CFR Parts 5003 only after a notice of sale is advertised. Other forest management actions would be subject to appeal after

a Record of Decision is signed.

The proposed resource management plan amendment is subject to administrative review via a plan protest to the BLM
Director if you believe the approval of the Proposed RMP Amendment would be in error under 43 CFR 1610.5-2. Careful

adherence to those guidelines will assist in preparing a protest that will assure the greatest consideration to your point of view.

Only those persons or organizations who participated in our planning process leading to the Proposed RMP amendment may

protest. Before deciding to file a protest, I encourage you to contact me or Sherwood Tubman to determine if your concerns

might be met in some way other than via a protest or to assist you in the protest process if it is appropriate.

A protesting party may raise only those issues he or she submitted for the record during the planning process. If several

individuals, landowners or interest groups share an issue, a combined protest on the common issue or concern may be
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mutually more efficient and effective.

The period for filing a protest begins when the Environmental Protection Agency publishes its Notice of Availability of the

Final Environmental Impact Statement in the Federal Register. The protest period extends for 30-days. There is no provision

in BLM's regulations for an extension of time. To be considered "timely," your protest must be postmarked no later than the

last day of the protest period. Although not a requirement, we suggest that you send your protest by certified mail, return

receipt requested.

Protests must be filed in writing to:

Director, Bureau of Land Management

Attention: Ms. Brenda Williams, Protests Coordinator

WO-210/LS-1075

Department of the Interior

Washington D.C. 20240

The overnight mail address is:

Director, Bureau of Land Management

Attention: Ms. Brenda Williams, Protests Coordinator (WO-210)

1620 L Street N.W.,Rm 1075

Washington, D.C. 20240

[Phone:202-452-5110]

Protests filed late, or filed with the State Director, or District or Field Manager shall be rejected. Resolution of the protests is

entirely the province of the Director of BLM, whose decision is the final decision of the Department of the Interior.

In order to be considered complete, your protest must contain, at a minimum, the following information:

(1) The name, mailing address, telephone number, and interest of the person filing the protest.

(2) A statement of the issue(s)/concem(s) being protested.

(3) A statement of the issue or issues being protested.

(4) A statement of the part or parts of the Medford District Proposed RMP Amendment being protested. To the

extent possible, this should reference specific pages, paragraphs, sections, tables, maps, etc.

(5) A copy of all documents addressing the issue or issues that were submitted during the planning process by the

protesting party or an indication of the date the issue or issues were disclosed for the record.

(6) A concise statement explaining why you believe the State Director's decision is believed to be wrong. A
protest merely expressing disagreement with the State Director's decision, without any data, will not provide us

with the benefit of your information and insight. In this case, the Director's review will be based on the existing

analysis and supporting data.

Comments, including names and addresses of commenters, will be available for public review. Individual respondents may
request confidentiality. If you wish to withhold your name and/or address from public review or fi-om disclosure under the

Freedom of Information Act, you must state this prominently at the beginning of your written comment. Such requests will be

honored to the extent allowed by law. All submissions fi-om organizations or businesses and fi^om individuals identifying

themselves as representatives or officials of organizations or businesses will be made available for public inspection in their

entirety. This FEIS and your comments will be published on the Medford District website at www.or.blm.gov/Medford under

"Planning Documents".

Sincerely,

Lynda L. Boody Cj
Field Manager

Glendale Resource Area
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KELSEY WHISKY LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT PLAN,
PROPOSED MEDFORD RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

AMENDMENTS
AND FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Glendale Resource Area Field Manager Recommendations
I recommend the proposed Kelsey Whisky Creek Landscape Management Plan (LMP), associated proposed

amendments to the Medford Resource Management Plan (RMPA) and final environmental impact statement (FEIS) be

published for the public and interagency review. The proposed Resource Management Plan (RMP) amendments would

consider alternative land use allocations and resource use management direction and identify additional areas with high

public values. The transportation plan and road access management direction would be modified to facilitate federal

resource protection, limit public access to private inholdings and still provide reasonable motorized access to traditional

use areas. In addition, the landscape plan provides a coordinated, multi program, multi year management strategy

addressing forest and ecosystem health, while providing for commercial activities in conformance with the approved

Medford RMP. The portion of the alternatives which would amend the Medford RMP were prepared in accordance

with43CFR 1610.5 5.

T ÂC^/i
Lynda Boody, Glendale FieldLManager

Medford District Manager Concurrence
1 concur with the Proposed Medford RMP amendment and various activity or RMP implementation actions considered

in the array of alternatives. The proposed plan and FEIS has been developed with appropriate public and interagency

coordination.

Ron Wenker, Medford District Manager

OregonAVashington State Director Approval to Publish the proposed landscape management

plan, proposed RMP amendments and Final Environmental Impact Statement for Public and

Interagency Review
I concur that the proposed plan amendments and subordinate activity or RMP plan implementation actions have been

developed and analyzed in accordance with applicable Department of the Interior and Bureau procedures. I approve

publication of the final EIS for the required 30-day public and interagency review and comment period and protest

period.

Elaine M. Brong, Ore^n/Washingtdn State Director
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KELSEY WHISKY LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT PLAN,
PROPOSED MEDFORD DISTRICT RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT PLAN AMENDMENT
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT

He
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( ) Draft Environmental Statement (X) Final Environmental Statement

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management

Type of Action: (X) Administrative ( ) Legislative

Abstract: This Landscape Management Plan/Proposed Resource Management Plan

Amendment/Final Environmental Impact Statement describes and analyzes the impacts

of four alternatives for managing the public lands within the Kelsey Whisky Landscape

Planning Area. The alternatives are designed to achieve a variety of land management and

restoration objectives. There are three action alternatives and a no-action alternative, each

developed with differing emphasis, to be accomplished over several years. The range of

activities include timber harvest of anywhere from 3 to 1 1.9 million board feet (MMBF),
restoration activities, road decommissionings, water source enhancement projects, fuel

hazard reduction projects, and other land management direction. Two of the four

alternatives would require an amendment to the Mcdford RMP with the addition of 1600-

2800 acres of designated area of critical environmental concern (ACEC). Land allocations

made in the Northwest Forest Plan would remain unchanged by ACEC designation.

Alternative 1 is BLM s preferred alternative which would harvest up to 1 1 .9 MMBF to meet RMP timber

objectives and treat over 5,000 acres in fuels treatments

Protest/

Comments: The planning portion of this FEIS is open to protest for 30 days. Comments on the RMP implementation

portion of this FEIS are requested from all interested and/or affected agencies.

organizations, and individuals. Comments must be received within 30 days of the Federal

Register notice of availability.

For further infonnation contact:

Sherwood Tubman, Team Leader

Bureau of Land Management

3040 Biddle Road

Medford, OR 97504

541-618-2399
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Kelsex Whisker RMPA/LMPA Final EIS

A Reader's Guide to the

Kelsey Whisky Landscape Plan and
Proposed Medford District Resource
Management Plan Amendments and

Final Environmental Impact
Statement

Contents

• What is Different between the DEIS and the FEIS? ix

• Purpose and Need -Why do the proposals need to be considered? x
• Decisions to Consider xi

• Range of Alternatives xi

• Management Common to All Alternatives xii

• Analysis Assumptions xii

Interested members of the public are invited to use this guide as an introduction to the

Kelsey Whisky Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). This guide summarizes the

changes from the Draft to the Final EIS. Proposals, issues and their management
implications are described. Details of the entire proposal are available in the FEIS.
Throughout the guide, section numbers and map numbers refer readers to the FEIS for

more information. The watershed analyses were critical components of the evaluation

process and can be accessed at www.or.blm.gov/Medford under planning documents.

Vll
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What is Different between the DEIS and the

FEIS?

Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

The description of the purpose and need were changed to better define the relationship

between the management direction of the Medford District Resource Management Plan

(RMP) and the proposals (1.1).

The key issues were combined with the purpose and need to provide a clearer picture of

the drivers (1.1).

The order of the key issues was revised to reflect the priority focus of the FEIS.

The issue surrounding the Zane Grey roadless area was expanded to include history of

the Zane Grey Inventory Unity 11-16. (1.1.5)

• The Summary of Alternatives was revised to explain the differences in the range of

alternatives more clearly (2. 1 ). The change includes identifying the role of RMP
implementation and the proposed changes in RMP guidance.

• Under Management Common to Alternatives #1,2, and 4 the order of primary headings

corresponding to key issues was changed to reflect the priority focus of the FEIS (2.3).

• Table 2-1 was revised, primarily to reflect modifications to harvest and road proposals,

and to add a pond to alternative 1.

• DEQ 303d listed streams were added to the discussion under Water Quality (3.3.2)

• Survey information was added for vascular and non vascular plants (3.4.2 & 3.4.3)

• The chapter was rearranged to provide the reader with an easier flow of information.

• Chapter 4 was expanded to include discussion from the Northwest Forest Plan on long

term management assumptions (4.0).

• The Introduction now includes a description of how the ID team came to examine

management proposals and RMP changes at the fine scale of 7"' and 5"' field watersheds.

• Discussion of impacts relative to late successional habitat were clarified (4.7).

• Cumulative impacts are more fully described (4.24).

• The tables were all revised to reflect changes in harvest acres and type of treatments,

impacts to habitat types, etc.

IX
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Chapter 5

Appendices

Maps

The Draft EIS publication history was added.

Chapter 5 was updated to include additional names on the distribution list and list of

preparers.

Appendix 1 was supplemented with additional definitions.

Appendix 2 was revised to reflect modifications to Alternative 1, and to add a section

summarizing the prescription for treatments.

Appendix 3 was revised to reflect modifications to Alternative 1 and to correct mileages

throughout.

Appendix 6 was revised to include vascular plant survey results.

Appendix 1 1 was revised to update the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Consistency

Analysis.

Appendix 12 was supplemented with additional references.

Appendix 13 was added and presents the Silvicultural Prescription.

Appendix 14 was added and presents a table of past treatments and activity in the

watershed. It also provides silvicultural treatment history.

Appendix 15 was added and presents the BLM responses to public comments.

Appendix 16 was added and presents the Biological Assessment for Section 7

consultation with NOAA Fisheries.

Map 4 (Alternative 1) was revised to include modifications to harvest and road

treatments

Maps 4, 5, and 6 (Alternatives 1, 2, and 4) were revised to show correct location of

pond.

Maps 4, 5, and 6 were revised to show correct location of Late Successional Reserve

and General Forest Management Area.

Purpose and Need - Why do the proposals

need to be considered?

1. There is a growing need for RMP implementation management actions to reduce fuel

hazard in the planning area to avoid large losses of valuable resources. The planning

area has many high value resources, including late-successional forest providing habitat

for late successional affiliated species, connectivity/diversity blocks, habitat for

federally listed threatened or endangered species, riparian reserves, commercial timber

lands and recreation areas.

2. In order to meet annual forest management requirements, the Glendale Resource Area

needs to develop and implement plans for harvesting trees, restoring sites, conducting

forest health treatments, and reducing fire hazards.

3. There is a need to maintain late successional forest in the watershed to aid in the long term

viability of affiliated species and connectivity between Late Successional Reserves. In

particular, there is a need to maintain a high enough level in the northeast region to

contribute fully to connectivity needs adjacent to the Grave Creek Watershed.

4. To support access for fire response and timber harvest/silvicultural treatments, and to

improve the quality of the environment, the BLM needs to maintain or improve existing

roads and consider construction of new roads or closing roads.
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Decisions to Consider:

• Amendment to Land Use Plan (ACEC)
• Fuels management areas and treatments

• Timber harvest

• Forest health projects and treatments

• Wildlife habitat enhancement projects

• Transportation system activities

Proposed Amendments to the Medford District Resource Management Plan

Designation of an ACEC would require an amendment to the Medford District RMP. It would
include changes to management of the area designated, eliminating harvest, thinning, road use,

and modifying fire response activities. It would entail changes in off-highway vehicle usage of

a road through closure, and changes in availability of lands for energy and utility related uses.

Range of Alternatives

Alternative 1 - RMP Implementation - Timber Harvest
Alternative 1 emphasizes implementation of timber harvest objectives for Matrix lands, and is

consistent with the objective to provide a sustainable supply of timber and other forest

products.

Alternative 2 - RMP Amendment (ACEC) and RMP Implementation
- Timber Harvest Modified

focuses on change in RMP guidance for late successional forest in approximately one half of

the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed and proposes a new Area of Critical Environmental

Concern (ACEC) Designation of an ACEC would require an amendment of the RMP
management guidelines for a specific portion of General Forest Management Area by

eliminating scheduled timber harvest, commercial thinning, road building, fuels treatments,

and modifying fire response actions. This alternative also emphasizes implementation of the

RMP with timber harvest on Matrix lands, with modifications from timber harvest in

Alternative 1.

Alternative 3 (No-Action)
RMP related routine management actions would continue to occur, including fire suppression,

road maintenance and plantation maintenance. Planning for RMP implementation actions

would be ongoing in the Resource Area, and would include the Wild Rogue North Watershed.

The opportunity for timber harvest, fuels treatments and forest health treatments in this

watershed would continue to be a viable option for future entries.

Alternative 4 - RMP Amendment and RMP Implementation - Forest

Health Management
Emphasizes non-commercial forest health treatment and change in RMP guidance for late

successional forest in the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed and proposes a new Area of

Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). Timber harvest would be considered only where it

would benefit wildlife habitat, fuels management or forest health.

XI
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Management Common to All Alternatives

This FEIS includes proposals to address the need to reduce hazardous fuels and also includes

proposals to begin the reintroduction of fire back into the ecological processes with prescribed

underburns.

Thinning forest stands within Late Successional Reserve lands is planned stewardship activity

needed to maintain or improve forest health. The primary focus is to reduce risk of catastrophic

stand replacing wildfire, promote retention, and enhance late-successional forest habitat

characteristics.

There are few water sources in portions of the watershed, due to the steep terrain. This FEIS
includes proposals to enhance water-holding capacity of four ponds to make them more
effective in providing wetland habitat.

Various project design features have been identified for the proposals in the Kelsey Whisky
FEIS. They stem from the RMP and represent the management direction for this area.

Analysis Assumptions and Guidelines

The following assumptions and guidelines were used to guide and direct the analysis of

environmental consequences:

If selected, any of the alternatives would be implemented as described in Chapter 2,

including the Management Common To All Alternatives.

The Bureau of Land Management would have sufficient funding and personnel to

implement alternatives.

Current trends in management, including land use and fuels development, would
continue in compliance with the Medford District Resource Management Plan (RMP)
and the Northwest Forest Plan.

The selected action alternative would be implemented over approximately the next five

years.

The monitoring identified within the context of the alternatives would be funded and

implemented.

The Aquatic Conservation Strategy, as described in the RMP, and the Best Management
Practices in Appendix D of the RMP, would be common to all action alternatives.

The environmental consequences would be consistent with those described in the RMP
and Final Environmental Impact Statement (RMP/EIS), unless specifically identified in

this document.

Clearance surveys have not been completed for all Special Status and Survey and

Manage species. Required surveys would be completed for these species before a

Record of Decision is signed. All required sites would be protected according to

established direction and protocols.

xu
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Table S-1. Summary of Proposed Amendments to the Medford District Resource

Management Plan.

Alternatives

Management 1

Preferred No-Action

Land Use Allocations Which Amend the Medford Resource Management Plan

+1,677 acres +2,844 acresDesignation ofACEC
in East Fork Whisky

Creek subwatershed

Off-Highway-Vehicle Restrictions Which Amend the Medford Resource Management Plan

9.7 miles 13.6 miles

9.2 miles

Miles closed due to road 9.7 miles

decommissioning

Roads closed with gates 5.1 miles

Roads closed with 1.8 miles

barricades

5.1 miles

1.8 miles

Leasable Mineral and Energy Resources Amendments to the Medford Resource Management Plan

(Area is describe in Medford RMP as low potential for oil & gas and geothermal resources)

No surface occupancy

stipulation

Standard leasing

stipulations

+470 acres,

not including

pre-existing

constraints

+ 1,093 acres

not including

pre-existing

constraints

-1,093 acres

Utility Transmission Corridor or Sites and Special Use Permit Opportunity Amendment to the Medford

Resource Management Plan

(Area does not include occupied corridors, or have known interest in special use permits or sites)

Use/permit Restricted

acres

+ 1,677 acres +2,844 acres

Closing roads requires an amendment to the RMP Transportation Plan. Creating an ACEC requires an amendment to the RMP changing Land

Use Allocations.

XIU
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Note for Kelsev Whisky FEIS table S-1 — common to all alternatives

Wilderness Inventory and Study Area Review Procedures and Policy

Based on public letters and other infomiation, the Medford District and State Office staff reviewed the historical record

for wilderness inventory and potential wilderness study area review within the planning area. As noted in Chapter 1.1.5,

and 2.2 of this document, the Zane Gray area was examined for wilderness inventory and wilderness study potential, as

required by the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA). However, the Zane Gray portion of the analytical

area is composed entirely of revested lands managed under the O&C Sustained Yield Act of 1937, which limits the

application of the FLPMA regarding allocation of lands. The Commercial Forest Land portions of the Oregon and

California Railroad Revested lands (or O&C to many people) are to be principally managed for permanent forest

production. The Department of the Interior, Regional Office of the Solicitor has provided the following guidance to

assist us.

1) O&C lands that are not being managed for permanent forest production are subject to wilderness inventory

under Section 201 ofFLPMA. Other O&C lands are exemptfrom wilderness inventory as this would conflict

with the O&C Act.

2) O&C lands that were originally classified as being managed for permanent forest production, but now within

Late Successional Reserves or other protective classification, are still exempt from wilderness inventory as the

original underlying classification oftimber production capability is dominant over a later administrative

classification.

We find the majority of the publicly proposed Zane Gray wilderness area is classified for timber

production and all the proposed harvest units are exclusively in this same area. Therefore the

proposed harvest units would not diminish opportunities for potential wilderness designation, given

the current interpretation of the O&C Act and FLPMA.

In addition, a new wilderness inventory would only be required if persuasive new information indicated reconsideration

is appropriate. The public presented no new infonnation concerning wilderness values during project scoping or

comments on the draft EIS and no changes in on-the-ground circumstances, law or procedures were applicable which

would trigger a re-inventory or study at this time. Consequently, since wilderness inventory and any subsequent review

would be a land use planning decision under all alternatives, the State Director makes a procedural finding that no

amendment or revision is warranted to consider wilderness potential for the Zane Gray area . Further, the proposed

actions in the preferred alternative are consistent with this finding, given the original wilderness inventory boundary

and proposed treatment areas, types of treatments and locations of existing and proposed temporary roads.

XIV
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Table S-2. Summary of management in all alternatives. Treatment acreages and mileages

are approximations for analytical purposes, based on preliminary field review and existing spatial data. Actual

treatment acres may vary slightly. MBF is based on similar estimates and represent +/- 10%.

Alternatives

Management 1

Preferred No-Action

Activity / Implementation Actions Affecting the Planning Area Transportation System

Permanent Road

Construction

Road Renovation 7.1 miles 7.1 miles

Temporary Road 1.5 miles 1.9 miles

Construction

Reestablish original 7.4 miles

Road Prism

Road Outslope and Waterdip 7.4 miles

Road Decommission 9.7 miles 9.7 miles

Road closed with gates 5.1 miles 5.1 miles

Road closed with 1.8 miles 1.8 miles

barricades

Road to be rocked

Road to be naved

6.7 miles 6.7 miles

7.1 miles

7.4 miles

13.6 miles

9.2 miles

6.7 miles

10.3 miles

(byway)

Forest Stand Treatments Proposed to Implement the Medford District Resource Management Plan

Treatments Designed to Meet the Medford District Resource Management Plan

Timber Management Objectives

Regeneration harvest

(RH, OR, OR/CT
RH/CT, RH/OR)

531 acres

6,100-7.450 MBF
355 acres

4,050-4,900 MBF

Commercial Thin

(CT, CT/PCT)

930 acres

3,650-4,500 MBF
969 acres

3,300-4,050 MBF
955 acres

3,150-3,850 MBF

Total Harvest

Treatments

1,461 acres

9,750-11,950 MBF
1,324 acres

7,350-8,950 MBF
955 acres

3,150-3,850 MBF

Tractor Yarding

XV
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Table S-2. Summary of management in all alternatives. Treatment acreages and mileages

are approximations for analytical purposes, based on preliminary field review and existing spatial data. Actual

treatment acres may vary slightly. MBF is based on similar estimates and represent +/- 10%.

Alternatives

Management 1 2 3 4

Preferred No-Action

Cable Yarding 1012 acres 874 acres 700 acres

Cable/Helicopter 197 acres 171 acres 122 acres

Cable/Tractor 164 acres 155 acres 51 acres

Helicopter Yarding 98 acres 124 acres 82 acres

Precommercial Thin 50 acres 50 acres 61 acres

Fuels Treatments Associated with RMP Timber Objective Treatments

Slash/Pile (SP) 1,829 acres 1,751 acres 1,659 acres

Broadcast Bum 807 acres 740 acres 261 acres

(BB,UB,UB/SP)

Mechanical Fuels 5 1 acres 5 1 acres 5 1 acres

Treatment (MFT)

Treatments Designed to Meet RMP Non-Timber Objectives

(e.g., forest health, wildlife habitat, fuels, etc.)

Partial Cut 328 acres 329 acres 328 acres

(CDM, CDM/NDM) 700-850 MBF 700-850 MBF 700-850 MBF

Tractor Yarding 1 acre

Cable Yarding 103 acres 103 acres 103 acres

Helicopter Yarding 137 acres 137 acres 137 acres

Cable/Helicopter 51 acres 51 acres 51 acres

Cable/Tractor 37 acres 37 acres 37 acres

Non-Commercial 181 acres 181 acres 181 acres

Density Management (LSR)

XVI
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Table S-2. Summary of management in all alternatives. Treatment acreages and mileages

are approximations for analytical purposes, based on preliminary field review and existing spatial data. Actual

treatment acres may vary slightly. MBF is based on similar estimates and represent +/- 10%.

Alternatives

Management 1 2 3 4

Preferred No-Action

Pine enhancement/ 1,091 total 1,091 total 1,105 total acres,

maintenance acres acres, 561 acres, 561 575 acres ofCT
(West Fork Whisky Cr.) acres CT acres CT 550-700 MBF
(Matrix) 550-650 MBF 550-650 MBF

Pine Conversion; 221 acres 221 acres 221 acres

Pine to Douglas-fir 10 MBF
(Quail Cr. fire) (LSR)

Fuels Treatments Associated with RMP Non-Timber Objective Treatments

Slash/Pile (SP) 1,847 acres 1,823 acres 1,784 acres

Underbum 1,129 acres 1,129 acres 1,129 acres

(UB, UB/SP)

Mechanical Fuels 289 acres 289 acres 302 acres

Treatments

RMP Fire Suppression Priorities and Equipment Limitations

Wildfire Suppression Full Fire Full Fire Full Fire Full Fire

Suppression Suppression Suppression Suppression

but limits on but limits on

heavy heavy

equipment equipment

in ACEC in ACEC

Wildlife Habitat Enhancement to Meet RMP Objectives

Spring/Pond 4 sites 4 sites 4 sites

Enhancement

BB Broadcast Bum PCT Pre-commercial Thin

CDM Commercial Density Management RH Regeneration Harvest

CT Commercial Thin SL Slash

MFT Mechanical Fuels Treatment UB Underbum
NDM Non-commercial Density Management L&S Lop and Scatter

OR Overstory Removal MBF Thousand Board Feet

P Hand Pile, bum piles SP Slash/Pile

xvu



Table S-3. Summary of Environmental Consequences by Key Issue.

Alternatives

Management 1 2

Preferred

3

No-Action

4

Kelsev Whiskey RMPA/LMPA Final EIS

Environment

1

Preferre

Issue 1: Fire and Fuels Management

Acres of fuel treatments +5,983 acres +5,783 acres

Issue 2: Timber Management

Estimated Timber 1 1.000-13,400 MBF 8,550-10.450 MBF
harvest levels

Change in acres available

for scheduled timber harvest

Net Matrix Acres +10,208 acres +9,738 acres +10,208 acres

Available for Scheduled

Timber harvest

Acres returned to timber +18.8 acres +18.8 acres
~

production through road

decommission

Issue 3: Late-Successional Habitat

Loss of late-successional -531 acres -355 acres

habitat - regeneration harvest

(Matrix)

Short-term degradation of -930 acres -969 acres

late-successional habitat 321 acres would

from commercial thin retain 60% canopy

(Matrix) with remainder

approx. 40%

Promotion of late +5 10 acres +5 10 acres

-successional habitat by

commercial and non-

commercial density "

management (LSR)

Loss of suitable owl habitat -1,744 acres 1,341 acres

-removed -814 acres -644 acres

- degraded to -930 acres -697 acres

dispersal habitat

+5,186 acres

3,850-4,700 MBF

-1,093 acres

+9,1 15 acres

+26.4 acres

-955 acres

321 acres would

retain 60%
canopy with

remainder

approx. 40%.

+509 acres

-1,142 acres

-289 acres

-853 acres
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Table S-3. Summary of Environmental Consequences by Key Issue.

Alternatives

Management 1 2

Preferred

3

No-Action

4

Acres of Critical Habitat -1,727 acres -1,259 acres

Impacted

Total Critical Habitat -626 acres -610 acres

removed

Total Critical Habitat -850 acres -649 acres

degraded from

Commercial Thinning

Issue 4: Roads/ Transportation System

Temporary Road Construction 1.5 miles 1.9 miles

Permanent Road Construction

Roads Decommissioned -9.7 miles -9.7 miles

-709 acres

-273 acres

-436 acres

13.6 miles
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Chapter I - Purpose and Need

1.0 Introduction

The Kelsey Whisky Landscape Plan and Resource Management Plan Amendment and Final

Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) presents an array of proposals that would implement

management direction from the Medford District Resource Management Plan (RMP), amend
management direction in the RMP through designation of an Area of Critical Environmental

Concern in two alternatives and close roads in three alternatives. This FEIS assess the

impacts of the proposals in relation to relevant key issues. The purposes and needs for

developing this FEIS are described in this chapter under the framework of issues.

Decisions Proposed in the EIS

The selected alternative, if 2 or 4, would amend the RMP management guidelines for a

specific portion of General Forest Management Area by eliminating scheduled timber harvest,

commercial thinning, road building, fuels treatments, and modifying fire response actions.

Road closures in alternatives 1, 2, and 4 would require an RMP amendment to the

transportation plan. Under all alternatives, multiple decisions would be made concerning

implementation of specific RMP management actions over a period of years. Some actions, if

selected, may be ready for implementation immediately following the publication of the Final

EIS, including low impact actions such as paving some existing roads. Other actions may
require more pre-disturbance surveys or consultation with other agencies or other parties

before implementation could occur. The latter may be the case with prescribed fire and timber

sales. The most important decision areas include:

Amendment to Land Use Plan (ACEC)
Fuels management areas and treatments

Timber harvest

Forest health projects and treatments

Wildlife habitat enhancement projects

Transportation system activities

Background

The actions are proposed to occur within the Wild Rogue Watershed, a 5th field watershed,

with the Wild Rogue Wilderness to the west, the Rogue Wild and Scenic River Corridor

through the center, designated critical habitat for northern spotted owls and marbled

murrelets, Late-Successional Reserve, and two connectivity/diversity blocks. Management

plans and policies currently exist for these areas to ensure protection of their values.

However, to give consideration to the proximity of these significant areas to the proposed

actions, impacts will be assessed in the following environmental impact statement.

The FEIS area is located about 23 miles northwest of Grants Pass, Oregon (Map 1 ). It lies

within the Wild Rogue Watershed, for which existing conditions and ecological functions

were analyzed in the Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis (1999) and the Wild Rogue South

Watershed Analysis (2000). Most of the watershed is managed by the Bureau of Land

Management (BLM). The public lands within the FEIS area are designated as Oregon and

California (O&C) lands.

1.1 Purpose and Need
For planning purposes, an "issue" was defined as a matter of controversy, dispute, or general

concern over resource management activities, the environment, or land uses. The issues

incorporate some aspects of land management direction defined by the Medford District

Resource Management Plan. These issues help to define the need for the actions proposed,

and provide a focus for assessing impacts and a basis for resulting decisions. The four

primary issues described below were identified through public scoping and internal

1-3
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evaluation, and further supported by the Wild Rogue Watershed Analyses (BLM 1999; BLM
2000). Additional issues are addressed to provide further context for the resulting decisions.

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is mandated to balance production of timber with

numerous management concerns. The Oregon and California (O&C) Act of August 28, 1937

(O&C Act) requires the Secretary of the Interior to manage O&C lands for permanent forest

production in accordance with sustained-yield principles. Further, the Act requires that

management of O&C lands protect watersheds, regulate stream flow, provide for recreational

facilities, and contribute to the economic stability of local communities and industries.

FLPMA directs the BLM to manage public land on the basis of multiple use and "in the

manner that would protect the quality of scientific, scenic, historic, ecological, environmental,

air and atmospheric, water resource, and archeological values."

1.1.1 Issue 1: Fire and Fuels

There is a growing need for RMP implementation management actions to reduce fuel hazard

in the planning area to avoid large losses of valuable resources. The planning area has many
high value resources, including late-successional forest providing habitat for late successional

affiliated species, connectivity/diversity blocks, habitat for federally listed threatened or

endangered species, riparian reserves, commercial timber lands and recreation areas.

Fire plays an important role in many forested ecosystems, including those within the planning

area. This FEIS includes proposals for beginning to reduce the hazardous fuels. It also includes

prescribed underburn proposals to begin to reintroduce fire into the ecological processes.

The need to prioritize fuels treatments is particularly emphasized by the 2002 fire season in

Oregon involving over 800,000 acres. The drought, along with the dense growth, contributed

to making 2002 Oregon's worst fire season in a hundred years. Although the Wild Rogue
Watershed was untouched by the massive Biscuit fire, the edge of the fire came close to the

southern border of the watershed.

Accumulation of fuels and resulting risk of intense fires was also identified in the Wild Rogue

North Watershed Analysis and through several comments received from the public. It is a

complex issue, involving several factors. Hazardous forest fuels in the form of dense stands

of conifers and hardwoods occur in portions of the planning area, creating heavy fuel loadings

and ladder fuels which have the potential for carrying fire into the canopy. Large areas with

little or no road access, along with the very steep, rugged terrain, limit fire suppression in

portions of the planning area. Some primary roads expose areas to greater risk of fire. In an

effort to reduce the level of fire risk associated with existing primary roads throughout the

planning area and in an effort to limit the potential for large fire growth within sub

watersheds, a strategy of treating high hazard fuels along primary road systems and along

major ridgehnes will be utilized.

In 1995 a federal fire policy (USDA and USDI 1995) was issued directing federal land

managers to expand the use of prescribed fire to reduce the risk of large wildfires due to

unnatural high fuel loadings and to restore and maintain healthy ecosystems. The use of

prescribed fire is a management tool that would assist in meeting the objectives of conserving,

protecting and restoring values identified throughout the planning area.

A Record of Decision (ROD) will identify which of these fuels treatments would be

implemented, where they would occur, the means by which the fuels would be treated and the

time lines involved for implementation.

1.1.2 Issue 2: Timber Management

In order to meet annual forest management requirements, the Glendale Resource Area needs

to develop and implement plans for harvesting trees, restoring sites, conducting forest health

treatments, and reducing fire hazards.
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Timber harvest is a primary objective in lands designated in the Northwest Forest Plan as

General Forest Management Area (GFMA), some of which the Kelsey Whisky Landscape

Planning Area mcludes. One of the purposes of this FEIS is to examine site-specific

consequences of specific timber harvest proposals in this area. Specific proposals for

commercial timber harvest from GFMA lands are included in all of the action alternatives, to

varying degrees. The areas and intensities of harvest vary among the alternatives to address

different objectives. All alternatives are consistent with RMP guidance. The No Action

Alternative addresses the option of postponing timber harvest, but even under this alternative,

it is assumed that timber harvest would occur on these GFMA lands in the future, since that

decision was made in the RMP.

Commercial timber harvest is a major objective for GFMA lands and is an integral component
of the Northwest Forest Plan. In this planning area, proposals for timber harvest are greatly

affected by protection measures for late-successional species and habitat. The scarcity of

roads in some areas also have an impact on how the land may be managed for timber. The
values some people place on large, undeveloped tracts of land could have a major impact on

timber management practices in this planning area. Protection of Visual Resource

Management (VRM) resources around the Wild and Scenic Rogue River might, also, affect

timber management practices.

A ROD will identify where and how timber might be harvested over the next several years. It

will also identify whether fuels treatments and treatments to promote late-successional habitat

will be implemented, which could lead to a commercial timber product, including biomass for

potential energy generation.

1.1.3 Issue 3: Late-successional Habitat

There is a potential need to maintain late successional forest outside Late Successional

Reserve in the watershed to aid in the short term viability of affiliated species and

connectivity between Late Successional Reserves. Based on the condition found in the Grave

Creek watershed, the need is to maintain a high enough level of suitable dispersal habitat in

the northeast region of the Wild Rogue watershed to contribute fully to connectivity needs to

the adjacent watershed (USDI 1999b, p.80).

Late-successional habitat is defined here as late-successional forest that provides habitat to

late-successionally affiliated species. The forest serai stages of mature and old-growth age-

classes comprise late-successional habitat.

Late-successional habitat has been a topic in virtually all land management activities since the

development of the Northwest Forest Plan (NFP). The NFP provided a network of Late-

successional Reserves (LSR) to "maintain late successional and old growth species habitat on

ecosystems on federal lands" (USDA and USDI 1994, pg B-1 ), providing the necessary

habitat for the long term viability of affiliated species. In addition, "forests in the matrix

function as connectivity between LSRs and provide habitat for a variety of organisms

associated with both late-successional and younger forests" (USDA and USDI 1994, pg B-

1,2). Since late successional reserves will take several years to develop all of the

characteristics of late-successional habitat, activities in the matrix may result in short term

(10-20 years) impacts to late-successional habitat and affiliated species.

The Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis has identified connectivity between the Fish

Hook/Galice LSR and others in southwest Oregon as a concern because of past timber harvest

in matrix lands. "Once species depart this watershed to the east, they encounter the Grave

Creek watershed. In the Grave Creek watershed, east-west connectivity is difficult because of

timber harvest on private and federal land;'" and "connections to the north are also

checkerboarded and include some heavily harvested private ownerships" (USDI 1999a, pg
80). Currently the areas of connectivity within the Wild Rogue watershed appear to be

functioning well, but proposed treatments may alter this.

Commercial timber harvest of late successional forest can remove or degrade habitat for those

species present or affiliated with that habitat. Some treatments, such as commercial density

management often benefit late-successional habitat and create merchantable timber volume as
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a by-product. Road construction, underbuming and other management activities have the

potential for adversely affecting late-successiona! habitat and the plants and animals which are

affiliated with older forests. Protection measures for survey and manage species often create

difficulties in managing for timber, roads, fuels and other resources.

A ROD will identify whether an ACEC will be designated, and the size. One of the most

important purposes of designating an ACEC is to maintain this area in a late-successional

condition, thereby contributing to east-west connectivity.

1.1.4 Issue 4: Roads/Transportation System

To support access for fire response and timber harvest/silvicultural treatments, and to improve

the quality of the environment, the BLM needs to maintain or improve existing roads and

consider construction of new roads or closing roads.

Portions of the watershed have high road densities and others have none (Map 2). Portions of

the road system were constructed for timber harvest or primary access and are no longer

needed. Others need to be upgraded or repaired. Water dips properly installed can help

minimize road damage from erosion that results from rain and overland water flow. New
roads are needed for timber harvest and have the potential to lead to further development of

the area. Many existing roads were constructed decades ago and require increased levels of

maintenance, while budgets are declining. Some roads have assigned third parties with pre-

existing rights (see Table 3-6). Presence or absence of roads can have effects on wildlife, soil

erosion, and access for administrative or recreational purposes, and for fire fighting access

(cf. Section 3.10).

Some of the public stressed the importance of maintaining areas without roads or other

developments to support recreation, wildlife and aesthetic values. The FEIS area includes the

Zane Grey area, once examined for potential wilderness designation and which continues to

be of public interest. The BLM removed this area from further study as wilderness but many
of the public still advocate wilderness designation. Regardless of the lack of a wilderness

designation, during the scoping process some people commented that the area deserved to be

maintained without any road construction.

The ROD will identify which roads, if any, would be constructed, decommissioned, gated or

improved. A ROD will also identify whether an ACEC would be designated, which would

further affect road development.

1.1.5 Other Issues

Forest Health

Thinning forest stands is needed within Late Successional Reserve lands, where stewardship

and forest health are a primary focus, to reduce risk of catastrophic stand replacing wildfire,

promote retention, and enhance late-successional forest habitat characteristics. The purpose

of the actions related to thinning includes increasing the diameter growth of residual trees to

promote development of larger diameter trees, snags and coarse woody debris, reducing

competitive stress to larger diameter trees, and reducing ladder fuels.

Land Use Allocation

The Medford District Resource Management Plan (RMP) identifies the need to protect

important values, preserving native species composition and ecological process of biological

communities, and developing site-specific management plans for special areas as needed

(USDI 1995, pg 56). Since the completion of the RMP, a potential plant group has been

found to fill a heretofore unfilled plant cell in the Oregon Natural Heritage Plan. The area

representing a sample native plant community consists of 91 acres surrounded by steep terrain

within the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed.
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A ROD will identify whether an Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) would be

designated, and whether a research natural area will be established.

Water Source

There are a few water sources in the planning area which provide a unique habitat type.

These are relatively rare due to the steep terrain, which makes them all the more valuable as a

scarce resource. Some of these sites no longer hold water or are only filled during a short

time of the year. There is a need to improve the water-holding capacity of these ponds to

make them more effective in providing wetland habitat. Proposals for enhancing the habitat

features at these sites are included in all the action alternatives.

Zane Grey Area

During both project scoping and in comments on the Draft EIS, the public provided numerous

comments that supported the protection of an area that the public commonly refer to as the

Zane Grey Roadless Area. The comments were varied in that they supported or requested the

designation of wilderness area within the National Wilderness Preservation System for

approximately 46,646 acres, supported or requested formal designation as a National Roadless

Area, and/or requested that no logging or road building occur in any of this area pending

future legislative protection.

This support for additional protection to this large tract of land has a long history and was

examined in greater detail in 1980. At that time, taking into account the requirements of the

O&C Act, approximately 18,000 acres were inventoried for wilderness values by the Bureau

of Land Management under the requirements for a statewide wilderness inventory specified

in section 603 of the Federal Lands Policy and Management Act. There were several

considerations in choosing the area to be inventoried. The O&C Act identifies lands to be

used for permanent timber production. After completion of the inventory the Zane Grey unit

(11-16) was found to lack sufficient wilderness characteristics and was removed from further

study. The Oregon Wilderness Coalition filed a protest of this decision in 1980 and an appeal

in 1981. The Interior Board of Land Appeals (IBLA) denied the appeal February 2, 1983

(IBLA 81-626).

To propose and then analyze the impacts of designating a wilderness area is of a much larger

and far reaching scope than the relatively minor RMP amendments considered in the EIS to

designate an ACEC.

In Title II of FLPMA (section 201), the BLM has the mandate to propose and maintain

inventories of public land resources (including wilderness). This does not, however, require

BLM to automatically reinventory all roadless areas that had not been previously designated

as a Wilderness Study Area (WSA). In section 202, the BLM has the discretion and authority

to conduct new wilderness studies and submit recommendations to the Secretary of Interior.

In this planning effort, wilderness inventories of previously inventoried land were not

conducted in conformance with Bureau guidance.

The Oregon Wilderness Coalition has prepared a proposal for new wilderness in Oregon.

This would include 46,646 acres identified as the Zane Grey portion of the Wild Rogue

Wilderness. As of this date, no such wilderness bill has been introduced to Congress.

Nothing has occurred which might alter the rationale that was used in identifying the area's

wilderness potential in 1980. There has, however, been the addition of Late Successional

Reserves which limits many types of activities, including scheduled timber harvest,

permanent road construction, etc. The guidance for BLM that is currently in place for this area

is to manage as Late Successional Reserve under the Northwest Forest Plan, manage riparian

reserves, connectivity blocks, owl activity centers, and to manage for permanent timber

production (O&C Act).

Any initiation of Wilderness study is identified as beyond the scope of this EIS and will be

deferred.
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1.2 Proposed Action and Alternatives

This FEIS is specific to Public Land management (Map 2) and will address activities on

private and other non-federal lands within and near the planning area only insofar as they

relate to cumulative impacts. Three action and the no-action alternatives were analyzed in

detail. Each of the three action alternatives emphasizes a variety of concerns and issues

identified through internal and external scoping and project development. The legal

requirements and directives governing the planning process were considered in determining

the range of management alternatives. Implementation of any one of the action alternatives

could occur over several years.

The action alternatives are presented with Project Design Features (PDF) for a range of

management treatments. The actions proposed include timber harvest, road

decommissioning, road construction, fuels treatments, forest health treatments, wildlife

habitat enhancement projects, and a proposal to amend the Medford District Resource

Management Plan to include designation of a new Area of Critical Environmental Concern

(ACEC) or a Research Natural Area (RNA). Direct, indirect and cumulative effects are

described relative to issue and alternative.

A Record of Decision (ROD) will:

1

)

identify whether fuels treatments would be implemented, where they would occur, the

means by which the fuels would be treated and the time frame for implementation,

2) address whether to designate an Area of Critical Environmental Concern, how large,

and any associated management direction,

3) address whether to modify timber sale proposals or fuels treatments to reduce impacts

to late-successional habitat and species,

4) identify where and how timber would be harvested in the planning area over the next

several years,

5) identify whether fuels treatments and treatments to promote late-successional habitat

would be implemented.

1.3 Management Common to all Alternatives

There were several other important issues raised during scoping which are of concern to the

public, but which have been addressed in the Medford District's RMP, or are governed by

existing laws and regulations. Because management of these issues has already been

determined, management alternatives for those issues are not presented in depth in this EIS.

These issues are discussed in further detail in the "Management Common to All Alternatives'

section in Chapter 2.

Management of Noxious Weeds
Management of the Wild Rogue Wilderness Area

Management of Fire Suppression Activities

Management of Prescribed Fire

Management of Archeological Sites

Management of Special Use Activities

Management of Riparian Areas consistent with the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

Management of Fish and Wildlife (including hunting and fishing) by the State of

Oregon

Management of the Rogue Wild and Scenic River Corridor

Management of Acquired Lands
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1.4 Planning

Public Scoping

An interdisciplinary planning team was formed in the Summer of 1999 to begin an inclusive

planning process designed to develop management proposals for the project area. The public

scoping period began with publication of the Notice of Intent to produce an EIS, Federal

Register Volume 64, No. 108, Pg.30353, June 7, 1999. Two inforaiation mailings and three

public meetings were held to help identify significant issues. A complete outline of the

scoping process may be found in Chapter 5.

Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)

The DEIS was made available to the public for a 90 day comment period beginning April 12,

2002 and ending July 12, 2002. The EPA Federal Register Notice of Availability appeared in

Volume 67. Number 71, page 17993-17994, April 12, 2002. An errata sheet was mailed to the

public on April 18, 2002. Comments were received during the 90 day comment period ( 144

letters and e-mails). Tho.se comments were used in revising the EIS text, and were compiled

(available at www.or.blm.gov/Medford under planning documents) and responses developed

(see Appendix 15). Comments were consolidated and responses were made to the consolidated

comment.

Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS)

Availability of this Final EIS is to be announced in the Federal Register and in local media.

Publication of the Notice of Availability will open the 30 day protest/ and comment period for

the public.

Planning Criteria

Planning criteria ensure that plans are tailored to identified issues and ensure that unnecessary

data collection and analysis are avoided. The criteria are the standards, rules and measures

u.sed for data collection and alternative formulation to guide the final decisions. They are

based on applicable law and regulations, BLM manual sections, policy directives, public

comments, and coordination with other Federal, state and local governments, and Native

American Indian tribes.

Criteria used in developing the Kelsey Whiskey EIS:

• The EIS would be completed in compliance with FLPMA and all other applicable laws,

regulations, and Bureau of Land Management policies.

• The Kelsey Whiskey EIS Interdisciplinary Team would work cooperatively with the

State of Oregon, tribal governments, county and municipal governments, other Federal

agencies, and all others interested groups, agencies and individuals.

• The planning process would include an Environmental Impact Statement that would

comply with National Environmental Policy Act standards.

• The EIS would emphasize ecological and science-based management of the resources

within the EIS area. It would also identify opportunities and priorities for research and

monitoring related to key resource values.

• The EIS would recognize valid existing rights within the planning area.

• The EIS would address transportation and access, and would identify where better

access is warranted, where access should remain as is, and where decreased access is

appropriate to protect and manage resources.
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• The EIS would identify plant communities and address their health and possible

restoration.

1.4.1 Oregon and California (O&C) Act of August 28, 1937

The alternatives presented in this FEIS have been formulated in compliance with the O&C
Act, which requires the Secretary of the Interior to manage O&C lands for permanent forest

production, and in accordance with sustained-yield principles. Further, the Act requires that

management of O&C lands protect watersheds, regulate stream flow, provide for recreational

facilities, and contribute to the economic stability of local communities and industries. Lands

administered under the O&C Act must also be managed in accordance with other

environmental laws such as the Endangered Species Act and the Clean Water Act.

1.4.2 Federal Land Policy and Management and National
Environmental Policy Acts

This FEIS has been prepared in compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA) of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq) and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act

(FLPMA) of 1976, as amended, section 202 (C). As required by FLPMA and NEPA, the

BLM has used an interdisciplinary approach and has provided, and will continue to provide,

opportunities for public involvement and interagency coordination. In addition FLPMA
requires land use plans to:

Consider multiple uses of resources with a sustained yield objective.

Q Give priority to the designation and protection of Areas of Critical Environmental Concern.

Consider the present and potential uses of public lands

Consider scarcity of values involved

Rely on public land inventories

Comply with pollution-control laws

1.4.3 Endangered Species Act of 1973

Consultation with the US Fish and Wildlife Service was conducted under Section 7, of the

Endangered Species Act of 1973. Two programmatic consultations provided terms and

conditions.

• USDI and USDA. 2001 . Rogue River/South Coast FY 01/02/03 Timber Sale Projects

for Medford District, BLM, and Rogue River and Siskiyou National Forests, Biological

Assessment 18 July, 2001, and Biological Opinion 12 October, 2001. Portland, OR.
• USDI and USDA. 1996. Rogue River/South Coast biological assessment for FY97/98

timber sale projects, and FY97-05 for all other projects. Grants Pass, OR.

A letter of concurrence from NOAA Fisheries and the Biological Assessment is included as

Appendix 16 and addresses impacts to Southern Oregon/Northern California coho salmon.

1.4.4 Archaeological and Historic Acts

All archaeological resources are protected and preserved by the Bureau of Land Management
under the following federal laws: The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, Antiquities Act of 1906 and the Archaeological

Resources Protection Act of 1979, the Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960, the American Indian

Religious Freedom Act of 1978, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and the

Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990 (NAGRPA). NAGPRA
protects Native American burial sites and human remains, sacred objects of cultural patrimony

on federal and tribal lands.
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A landscape type survey was completed in the KelseyAVhisky area in summer of 2000 which

served to further the BLM's knowledge of archaeological sites in this area. This serves to

expand the understanding of the environmental and cultural aspects of the Wild Rogue
Watershed.

1.5 Relationship of the Final EIS to BLM
Policies, Programs, and Other Plans

The guidelines outlined in BLM NEPA Handbook, H- 1790-1, provided the framework for this

FEIS. The alternatives were developed with reference to. and in compliance with, the forest

management standards and guidelines of the Medford District Resource Management Plan

(RMP), 1995. Many impacts associated with managing BLM lands were previously analyzed

in the RMP/EIS. This FEIS tiers to that analysis, and provides more site specific analysis as

needed. More detailed references to specific tiering will be made under individual sections of

the FEIS.

The RMP, FLPMA, NEPA, and other mandates provide the direction for the preparation of

this Landscape Management Plan. Within this guidance, many decisions still remain about

how best to maintain, protect, restore or enhance relevant and important values within the

planning area and address major issues surrounding management.

This FEIS is tiered to the Medford District Resource Management Plan (RMP). Two of the

alternatives would require an RMP amendment to fully approve and implement. If changes in

land use allocations or management direction occurs as a result of this EIS, this analysis and

decision making process would meet requirements of the Bureau's regulation for RMP
amendments found in 43 Code of Federal Regulations 1610.5-5. Since the authority to

approve RMP amendments cannot be re-delcgated to the field or district manager levels, any

proposed changes in the RMP must be elevated to the ORAVA State Office for review and

approval by the State Director.

This FEIS is tiered to the U.S. Department of the Interior. Bureau of Land Management.

Western Oregon Districts Transportation Management Plan, 1996, updated 2001.

In 1998. BLM Medford District completed a decision record (DR) for its Integrated Weed
Management Plan (EA OR-1 10-98-14) which was tiered to the Northwest Area Noxious Weed
Control Program EIS (March 1987). The Kelsey Whisky EIS is tiered to both and decisions

made in the Decision Record for EA ORl 10-98-14 are not readdrcssed in this document.

This FEIS is tiered to BLM's 1989 Western Oregon - Management of Competing Vegetation

EIS for analysis of impacts of vegetation management activities on human health, and all

other impacts from the use of herbicides, in management programs other than noxious weed

control. The decisions made in that ROD arc not readdrcssed in this document.
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2.0 Introduction

The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Kelsey Whisky Landscape Plan

and Proposed Resource Management Plan Amendment addresses specific management
actions proposed to be implemented within the next several years. In most cases, no

additional analysis under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) would be required.

The FEIS presents four alternatives, including a No Action Alternative.

2.1 Summary of Alternatives

Two alternatives present a change in land use allocation with the proposal of a Research

Natural Area/ Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). If one of these two
alternatives was selected, an amendment to the Medford District Resource Management Plan

(RMP) would be required. Road closures in alternatives 1, 2, and 4 would also require

amending the RMP. Such amendments would occur in conjunction with a Record of Decision

(ROD) associated with these proposals. Each of the three action alternatives present

proposals at the activity level including timber harvest, fuels reduction, road construction or

decommissioning, forest health treatments, and habitat improvements. While the analysis

area includes the entire fifth-field watershed, the proposed management actions aie located

north of the Rogue River, in the Glendale Resource Area.

Alternative 1 - RMP Implementation - Timber Harvest
Alternative I emphasizes implementation of timber harvest objectives for Matrix lands, and is

consistent with the objective to provide a sustainable supply of timber and other forest

products (USDI 1995, p.72).

Alternative 2 - RMP Amendment (ACEC) and RMP Implementation -

Timber Harvest Modified
Alternative 2 focuses on change in RMP guidance for late successional forest in

approximately one half of the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed and proposes a new
Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). Designation of an ACEC would require an

amendment of the RMP management guidelines for a specific portion of General Forest

Management Area by eliminating scheduled timber harvest, commercial thinning, road

building, fuels treatments, and by modifying fire response actions. This alternative also

emphasizes implementation of the RMP with timber harvest on Matrix lands, with some
modifications of the timber harvest planned under Alternative 1

.

Alternative 3 (No-Action) - No Planned Timber Harvest
RMP related routine management actions would continue to occur, including fire suppression,

road maintenance and plantation maintenance. Planning for RMP implementation actions

would be ongoing in the Resource Area, and would include the Wild Rogue North Watershed.

The opportunity for timber harvest, fuels treatments and forest health treatments in this

watershed would continue to be a viable option for future entries.

Alternative 4 - RMP Amendment and RMP Implementation - Forest

Health Management
Non-commercial forest health treatment is emphasized in Alternative 4, as well as change in

RMP guidance for late successional forest in the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed as the

proposed ACEC for Alternative 2 would emphasize the entire subwatershed. Timber harvest

would be considered only where it would benefit wildlife habitat, fuels management or forest

health.

Under each of the action alternatives, proposed activities may be implemented soon after the

Record of Decision is signed. Although there are no current proposals, additional

management actions within this planning area can be anticipated to be proposed in the future.

The Wild Rogue North Watershed contains valuable economic resources in Matrix lands.

Such actions would be analyzed in compliance with NEPA when proposed.
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Table 2-1 presents a summary of the actions and effects to land use allocations under each

alternative. Appendices 2 and 3 present a summary of the specific management actions and

projects which would be implemented under each alternative. Appendix 2 also contains a

description of harvest methods proposed within the action alternatives.

2.2 Alternatives considered but eliminated

Substantial changes in basic land use allocations were considered during early planning and

scoping, which would have modified existing Late- Successional Reserve (LSR) and General

Forest Management Area (GFMA) boundaries. The primary objectives in altering the existing

land use allocations were to improve management by placing the LSR/GFMA boundaries

along major ridge tops in the watershed, to enhance LSR function while still maintaining

commercial timber availability, and to keep the same relative proportions of GFMA and LSR
acreage. This alternative would have emphasized timber harvest on the modified GFMA
lands, with both commercial and non-commercial forest management treatments occuring

throughout the planning area. An amendment to the Medford District Resource Management
Plan (RMP) would have been required to support this alternative.

This alternative was analyzed in some detail but was found, in the end, to not be

implementable while remaining in compliance both with the Northwest Forest Plan (NFP), the

RMP and the Endangered Species Act. Currently, marbled murrelet critical habitat in the

planning area, further protected by LSR designation, is managed in such a way as to not

interfere with the potential nesting by marbled murrelets. If the site were to be modified to

GFMA status, regeneration harvest might be considered a harvest technique, but would have

the potential to interfere with nesting practices of the marbled murrelet. Potential harvest

activity on GFMA would, then, have to be restricted to maintain consistency with the intent of

critical habitat under ESA, but would then be inconsistent with the intent for GFMA under the

NFP and the RMP. This alternative can no longer be considered viable and is, therefore, not a

reasonable alternative.

Several comments were received during the scoping process suggesting that portions of the

planning area should be either designated as wilderness, or receive some other protective

designation to restrict road construction, logging and other activities. In 1979 and 1980 a

substantial portion of the analysis area, both North and South of the Rogue River, was

reviewed for possible addition to the National Wilderness Preservation System. Ultimately

this area was not added, with that decision being appealed to the Interior Board of Land

Appeals and affirmed for BLM. A second possibility was to consider some other large scale

protective designation to maintain the roadless quality of the area. Establishing a wilderness

study area, designating wilderness or other protective designations for thousands of acres was

a level of planning that this implementation EIS does not encompass. In keeping with the

scale of the actions proposed herein, however, a Research Natural Area/ Area of Critical

Environmental Concern (ACEC) designation supporting some of the same values is examined

under alternatives 2 and 4.

23 Management Common to

Alternatives # 1, 2 and 4

Project design features for projects in the Medford District are specified in the Medford

District Resource Management Plan (RMP) and include Best Management Practices (BMP)
(USDI 1995, Appendix D). The RMP is consistent with the standards and guidelines

identified in the NFP ROD & Standards and Guidelines which were developed as a part of the

Northwest Forest Plan FSEIS process and "singularly and collectively, they avoid, rectify,

reduce or eliminate potentially adverse environmental impacts of forest management

activities." (USDA/USDI 1994b, pg 29). As directed by Executive Order 13186, the BLM
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Table 2-1 Summary of management in all alternatives. Treatment acreages and mileages are

approximations for analytical purposes, based on preliminary field review and existing spatial

data. Actual treatment acres may vary slightly.

Management 1 2 3 4

Preferred No-Action

Land Use Allocations Which Amend the Medford District Resource Management Plan

Change in LSR
from RMP
allocations

Change in

GFMA from

RMP allocations

Change in acres -470 acres -1,093 acres

available for

timber mgt

Connectivity Blocks

two blocks, 1,258 acres

Designation of +1,677 acres +2,844 acres

East Fork

Whisky Creek

ACEC

Off-Highway-Vehicle Restrictions Which Amend the Medford District Resource Management Plan

Miles closed 9.7 miles 9.7 miles 13.6 miles

due to road

decommissioning

Roads closed with 5.1 miles 5.1 miles 9.2 miles

gates

Roads closed with 1.8 miles 1.8 miles

barricades

Leasable Mineral and Energy Resources Amendments to the Medford District Resource Management Plan

(Area is describe in Medford RMP as low potential for oil & gas and geothermal resources)

No leasing available

No surface +470 acres, +1,093 acres,

occupancy not including not including

stipulation pre-existing pre-existing

constraints constraints
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Table 2-1 Summary of management in all alternatives. Treatment acreages and mileages are

approximations for analytical purposes, based on preliminary field review and existing spatial

data. Actual treatment acres may vary slightly.

Management 1

Preferred No-Action

Special leasing,

stipulations Aquatic

Conservation Strategy

Special leasing

stipulations,

sensitive habitats

Standard leasing

stipulations

-470 acres 1,093 acres

Utility Transmission Corridor or Sites and Special use Permit Opportunity Amendment to the IMedford

District Resource Management Plan

(Area does not include occupied corridors, or have known interest in special use pennits or sites)

Use/pennit Restricted

acres

1,667 acres +2,844 acres

1.5 miles

Activity / Implementation Actions Affecting the Planning Area Transportation System

Permanent Road

Construction

Temporary Road

Construction

1.9 miles

7.1 miles

7.4 miles

Road Renovation

Reestablish Orginial

Road Prism

Road Outslope

& Waterdip

Road Decommission 9.7 miles

Road closed with gates 5.1 miles

Road closed with 1 .8 miles

barricades

Road to be rocked 6.7 miles

Road to be paved (byway)

7.1 miles

7.4 miles

9.7 miles

5.1 miles

1.8 miles

6.7 miles

7.1 miles

7.4 miles

13.6 miles

9.2 miles

6.7 miles

10.3 miles
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Table 2-1 Summary of management in all alternatives. Treatment acreages and mileages are

approximations for analytical purposes, based on preliminary field review and existing spatial

data. Actual treatment acres may vary slightly.

Management 1 2 3 4

Preferred No-Action

Forest Stand Treatments Proposed to Implement the Medford District Resource Management Plan

Treatments Designed to Meet the Medford District Resource Management Plan

Timber Management Objectives

Regeneration harvest 53 1 acres 355 acres

(RH. OR, OR/CT 6, 1 00-7450 MBF 4,050-4950 MBF
RH/CT, RH/OR)

Commercial Thin 930 acres 969 acres 955 acres

(CT, CT/PCT) 3,650-4,500 MBF 3,300-4,050 MBF 3,150-3850 MBF

Total Harvest 1,461 acres 1,324 acres 955 acres

Treatments 9,750-1 1,950 MBF 7,350-9,000 MBF 3,150-3,850 MBF

Tractor Yarding

Cable Yarding 1012 acres 874 acres 700 acres

Cable/Helicopter 197 acres 171 acres 122 acres

Cable/Tractor 164 acres 155 acres 51 acres

Helicopter Yarding 98 acres 1 24 acres 82 acres

Precommercial Thin 50 acres 50 acres 61 acres

Fuels Treatments Associated with RMP Timber Objective Treatments

Slash/Pile (SP) 1,829 acres 1,751 acres -

—

1.659 acres

Broadcast Bum 807 acres 740 acres 261 acres

(BB,UB,UB/SP)

Mechanical Fuels 51 acres 51 acres 51 acres

Treatment (MFT)

Treatments Designed to Meet RMP Non-Timber Objectives

(e.g., forest health, wildlife habitat, fuels, etc.)

Partial Cut 328 acres 329 acres 328 acres

(CDM, CDM/NDM) 700-850 MBF 700-850 MBF 700-850 MBF

Tractor Yarding 1 acre 1 acre
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Table 2-1 Summary of management in all alternatives. Treatment acreages and mileages are

approximations for analytical purposes, based on preliminary field review and existing spatial

data. Actual treatment acres may vary slightly.

Management 1 2 3

Preferred No-Action

Cable Yarding 103 acres 103 acres

Helicopter Yarding 137 acres 137 acres

Cable/Helicopter 51 acres 51 acres

Cable/Tractor 37 acres 37 acres

Non-Commercial 181 acres 181 acres

Density Management

(LSR)

Pine enhancement/ 1,091 total ,_._.^ 1,091 total

maintenance acres, 561 acres, 561

(West Fork Whisky Cr.) acres CT acres CT
(Matrix) 550-650 MBF 550-650 MBF

Pine Conversion; 221 acres 221 acres

Pine to Douglas-fir 10 MBF -—
(Quail Cr. fire) (LSR)

Fuels Treatments Associated with RMP Non-Timber Objective Treatments

Slash/Pile (SP) 1,847 acres 1,823 acres

Underbum 1,129 acres 1,129 acres

(UB, UB/SP)

Mechanical Fuels 289 acres 289 acres

Treatments

RMP Fire Suppression Priorities and Equipment Limitations

Wildfire Suppression Full Fire Full Fire Full Fire

Suppression Suppression Suppression

103 acres

137 acres

51 acres

37 acres

181 acres

1,105 total acres

575 acres of CT
550-700 MBF

221 acres

1,784 acres

1,129 acres

302 acres

Full Fire

Suppression

but limits on

heavy

equipment

ACEC

Spring/Pond

Enhancement

Wildlife Habitat Enhancement to Meet RMP Objectives

4 sites 4 sites 4 sites

BB Broadcast Bum
CDM Commercial Density Management
CT Commercial Thin

MFT Mechanical Fuels Treatment

NDM Non-commercial Density Management
OR Overstory Removal
P Hand Pile, bum piles

PCT Pre-commercial Thin

RH Regeneration Harvest

SL Slash

UB Underbum
L&S Lop and Scatter

MBF Thousand Board Feet

SP Slash/Pile
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will comply with the requirements to protect, restore, enhance, and manage habitat of

migratory birds and prevent the loss or degradation of remaining habitat on BLM lands. For

ease of reference, many of the project design features are included below.

The following issues provide a focus for identifying project design features, environmental

analysis and a basis for resulting decisions. Key issues and additional issues of interest are

presented which allow for a broad understanding of the proposed actions and their scope.

Key Issues:

a) Fire and Fuels

b) Timber Management

c) Late-Successional Habitat

d) Roads/Transportation System

2.3.1 Fire and Fuels

Fuels Treatments

An array of treatments designed to reduce hazardous fuels is proposed for the project area.

The type of treatment utilized is dependent on existing and projected fuel loadings, existing

vegetative conditions, slope and access. Proposed treatments include manual and mechanical

methods in combination with prescribed burning.

Due to the unnatural accumulation of fuels that exist throughout the Kelsey Whisky Planning

Area, a variety of fuels management treatments are planned. In most cases, more than one

type of treatment is planned before a prescribed burn would be implemented. By treating

fuels first either manually or mechanically, the fuel loading can be reduced to more natural

levels before fire is reintroduced to the landscape. By treating fuels through multiple entries,

risks to private property and the environment would be mitigated.

Prior to prescribed fire being utilized as a slash treatment or reintroduced to the landscape as a

maintenance burn, a prescribed burn plan would be written, reviewed by fuels management
specialists and adjacent private landowners, if any, and authorized by the Field Manager. A
prescribed burn plan is comprised of many components and is written, in part, to identify the

objectives of the burn, complexity of the burn and issues that need to be mitigated. Some of

the major components of a burn plan include: burn objectives, weather parameters, fire

behavior modeling, risk analysis, complexity analysis, ignition plans and maps, and safety

plans.

Prior to the ignition of a treatment unit, coordination would occur with the National Weather

Service and with the Oregon Department of Forestry to obtain smoke management clearance.

The burn boss for the prescribed fire plan would complete a final field review on the day of

the burn with a Go/No-Go checklist which is designed to ensure that the burn is within all

planned parameters and that resource and safety objectives will be met.

Fuels have accumulated within the project area, due to the absence of fire, which precludes

single entry fuels treatment. The energy released from prescribed fire as the initial entry

would exceed desired intensity levels and have undesirable effects on vegetation and soil.

Therefore, a combination of mechanical or manual treatments with prescribed fire is

necessary to insure all resource objectives are met.

Fuel Modification Zones (FMZs) would be created along major ridge lines. Widths are

variable dependent upon topography and fuel types but generally are 1/4 mile. One objective

of establishing a Fuel Modification Zone is to reduce the potential for a crown fire to start

within this zone. This, in turn, would reduce the intensity and size of a wildfire. To

accomplish this, ladder fuels need to be eliminated and crown closures need to be reduced.

Manual treatments would generally consist of hand cutting of existing ladder fuels (brush and

saplings) and then hand piling this material so it can be burned. In some cases, dense stands

of small conifers would be thinned to space out the stems and reduce the chance of crown

fires. Mechanical treatments would utilize the use of a "slashbuster" machine which uses a
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rotating cutting head mounted on a tracked excavator with a reach of approximately 30 feet

and would be limited to slopes less than 50 percent. Prescribed fire treatments would consist

of hand pile burning, underburning or broadcast burning. These treatments may be utilized as

an initial treatment or as a follow-up treatment to further reduce the accumulation of slash and

natural fuels across the landscape. Slashing brush and hardwoods would be done no closer

than 25 feet of streams. Underburns and pile and burn would be allowed within 50 feet of

streams. There would be no broadcast burning within 50 feet of streams.

Future underburns may also be implemented to help maintain the stand and prevent a future

build-up of fuels. These underburns would be light treatments and help maintain the reduced

fire hazard following the initial slashing and pile burning treatment. Typically, maintenance

underburns would occur 2-7 years following the initial treatments but would be driven by the

condition of the stand and regrowth of slashed vegetation.

If conditions warrant, fuels treatments would be reexamined at any stage of treatment to

determine cuirent applicability. At the discretion of resource specialists, planned treatments

may be refined to better meet the objectives outlined in this FEIS.

Mechanical fuels treatments that entail stem removal would be limited to trees less than 11

inches diameter at breast height (dbh) to assure maintenance of potentially suitable northern

spotted owl habitat.

Fire Suppression

The Bureau of Land Management has a master cooperative fire protection agreement with the

Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF). This agreement delegates the responsibility of fire

protection of all lands within the planning area to the Oregon Department of Forestry. This

contract directs ODF to take immediate action to control and suppress all fires. Their primary

objective is to minimize total acres burned while providing for fire fighter safety. The
agreement requires ODF to control 94 percent of all fires before they exceed 10 acres in size.

Under all Alternatives, full fire suppression tactics would be utilized to minimize the size of

any wildfire. Areas within the planning area which require special suppression methods

designed to minimize damage to unique habitat and resources would be limited to the

proposed East Fork Whisky Creek Research Natural Area/ Area of Critical Environmental

Concern under alternatives 2, and 4.

Air Quality

Prescribed burning operations would follow all requirements of the Oregon Smoke
Management Plan and the Department of Environmental Quality Air Quality and Visibility

Protection Program. Prescribed burns would be conducted within the limits of a burn plan

which describes prescription parameters so that acceptable and desired effects are obtained.

Smoke produced from prescribed burning is the major air pollutant of concern.

National Ambient Air Quality Standards for PM2.5 have been established to protect human
health. Due to the lack of monitoring data for PM2.5 these standards have yet to be

implemented. It is estimated that by year 2003 monitoring data for PM2.5 will be completed.

When standards are implemented for PM 2.5, all burning proposed within the planning area

will comply with these standards.

Administration ofSmoke Producing Projects

The operational guidance for the Oregon Smoke Management Program is managed by the

Oregon State Forester. The policy of the State Forester is to:

1

.

Regulate prescribed burning operations on forest land.

2. Achieve strict compliance with the smoke management plan.

3. Minimize emissions from prescribed burning.
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For the purpose of maintaining air quality, the State Forester and the Department of

Environmental Quality shall approve a plan for the purpose of managing smoke in areas they

designate. The authority for the State administration is ORS 477.5 13(3)(a).

ORS468A.005 through 468A.085 provides the authority to DEQ to establish air quality

standards including emission standards for the entire State or an area of the State. Under this

authority the State Forester coordinates the administration and operation of the plan. The
Forester also issues additional restrictions on prescribed burning in situations where air

quality of the entire State or part thereof is, or would likely become adversely affected by

smoke.

In compliance with the Oregon Smoke Management Plan, prescribed burning activities on the

Medford District require pre-bum registration of all prescribed burn locations with the Oregon
State Forester. Registration includes specific location, size of burn, topographic and fuel

characteristics. Advisories or restrictions are received from the Forester on a daily basis

concerning smoke management and air quality conditions. These advisories or restrictions

insure that burning done by the Medford BLM is in compliance with standards set for

particulate matter.

2.3.2 Timber Management

Timber harvest would occur on lands within the EIS area to assist in meeting land

management objectives. Harvests and subsequent foUowup treatments would be consistent

with management direction and Standards and Guides in the RMP and the Northwest Forest

Plan. Timber management on mineral patent lands would be consistent with the management
on adjacent federal lands. Timber would be harvested under the auspices of one or more

timber sales. If several timber sales, they would occur during the 5-7 years following the

Record of Decision.

The actual numbers and sizes of trees for logging is not known at this time. Acres are

approximate and unit boundaries have not been finalized. This EIS provides anaylsis on

estimated acres, describing effects based on stand conditions, habitat, water quality, etc. if

each of the alternatives were implemented.

Standard Project Design Features (PDFs) and management direction would be incorporated

into the design of timber harvest, as called for in the RMP (e.g., green tree retention, coarse

woody debris retention, restrictions on harvest seasons, protection measures for special status

species). In addition, the following PDFs would apply:

Directional Falling

Directional falling toward the lead would be required to minimize damage to residual trees

and conifer regeneration in all Overstory Removal (OR), Commercial Thin (CT), and

Commercial Density Management (CDM) units. Directional falling away from streams

would be required within one tree length of Riparian Reserves.

Yarding

Lateral yarding would be required on all cable-yarded OR, CT, and CDM units. Yarding

carriages would be required to maintain a fixed position on the skyline system during lateral

yarding. Cable yarding in CT and CDM units would not be allowed between March 1 and

June 15 to lessen bark slippage on residual trees. All trees to be cable yarded in OR, CT, and

CDM units would be limbed and cut into lengths not to exceed 35 feet prior to yarding to

minimize damage to residual trees. Cable yarding lines would be respooled when changing

yarding corridors. Overstory Removal units would be required to be yarded within four

weeks from commencement of falling operations to minimize damage to the residual stand.

Landings would not be located within Riparian Reserves. Tractor yarding would be restricted

to designated skid trails.
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To lessen the spread of blackstain disease, roadside brushing would be done between June 15

and September 15.

For harvest units with a proposed site preparation treatment of slashing and hand piling, the

work would be completed within three months following completion of logging.

Follow-up treatments (outside of timber sales) designed to achieve BLM stocking standards

would be conducted on Regeneration Harvest and Overstory Removal harvest units following

site preparation or fuels treatment. Treatments may include: tree planting, below ground

fertilization (usually concurrent with the planting operation), mulching, shading, tubing,

maintenance brushing and release brushing.

Sale or use of Special Forest Products (SFPs) would be allowed throughout the planning area

where harvest would not prevent the attainment of land use allocation or Aquatic

Conservation Strategy objectives.

Proposed Riparian Reserve widths were calculated based on site potential tree heights

measured in each of the timber harvest planning areas and range from 150 tol80 feet wide;

minimum 300-360 feet on fish-bearing streams. Riparian Reserve width .seeps and springs

would be 100 feet.

2.3.3 Late-Successional Habitat

Commercial density management treatments within the Late-Successional Reserve would

only be implemented in stands less than 80 years of age and would maintain a minimum of 60

percent canopy closure.

In all regeneration or overstory removal harvest units, guidelines for snags and coarse wood
would conform to the December 1 1, 2000 Memorandum of Understanding by the SW Oregon

Provincial Interagency Executive Committee (PIEC), which defines levels of snags and

downed wood by plant association. As some site conditions seem to preclude achieving the

standard levels of downed woody debris, all non-hazardous snags would be retained in all

harvest units. If it is necessary to fall snags for safety reasons, they would remain on site as

down wood. All naturally occurring dead and down woody debris, greater than or equal to 16

inches dbh, currently present in all units would remain on the site and would not be removed.

Retaining green trees, snags, and large down logs would be emphasized during layout,

marking, and timber harvest. Sufficient trees would be marked for retention to allow for

losses. If trees, snags, or logs are inadvertently knocked down or disturbed during logging

they would be retained on site.

Ponds

Four small ponds or wetlands would be improved to create better conditions for wildlife. The

four locations include:

• T33S, R9W, sec.ll,SW IMofNW 1/4

This is a small pond adjacent to the road, but not visible due to screening. Road screening

would be maintained. Alders would be removed in the area of the small dam, and a

small amount of riparian manipulation would occur.

• T 32S, R 8W, sec. 1 3, NE I /4 of SW 1 /4 (Nine-mile saddle)

This small spring with a box, below the road, would be improved by excavating it to an

approximately 4-foot center depth, tapered towards the edges to provide shallower

water habitat and improved wildlife access. A liner would be installed to improve

water retention and the road would be improved to facilitate pumper access.

• T32S, R8W, sec.31,SE l/4ofNE 1/4

This is a borrow pit adjacent to the road, with a spring in the southeast portion of the pit.

The pit would be improved to hold water longer by digging it out to approximately a 6-
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foot center depth, and tapered toward the edges to provide shallower water and gentler

banks. A liner would be installed to hold water for longer periods. The intake and

outlets would be screened. Organic material would be hauled in to facilitate vegetative

development. Vegetative screening would be placed on the west (road) side of the pit,

including alder and maple. The existing 300 feet of road to the east would be barricaded

with a berm to prevent motor vehicle access.

• T 33S, R 9W, sec. 4, SE 1/4 of NW 1/4 (Kelsey Pond)

This pond is currently dry. A liner would be installed to help retain water. At the existing

culvert outfall, an approximately 4-foot deep catch-basin would be constructed, with an

outfall pipe directed to the pond. The existing pipe below the road would also be

cleaned out.

Threatened and Endangered Species

Northern Spotted Owl (threatened)

No treatments would take place in the 100-acre northern spotted owl activity centers because

they are managed under the guidelines for Late Successional Reserve. Spotted owl surveys

would be conducted in the spring of the year timber sale units are planned to be logged, prior

to logging activity, to ensure owls have not moved into the unit. If hatching year (fledgling)

spotted owls are known or suspected within or immediately adjacent to a project area, the

project activity would be delayed until June 30th or until a biologist determines that young

have sufficiently dispersed. In addition, work activities which have the potential to disturb

nesting spotted owls, including tree falling, yarding, slashing, burning, road construction and

renovation, and use of chain saws or other power equipment, would not take place within 1/4

mile of known spotted owl sites between Maich 1 - July 1 . At a minimum, this would affect

the following Units: California Gulch Units 22-1,23-1,26-2,26-3, and 26-4; Meadow Creek

Unit 29-1; West Fork Whisky Unit 9-3; Upper East Kelsey Units 1-1,1-2, and 6-5; Mari-

Kelsey Units 26A, 26AI, 27-3, and 27-4; and Lower Marial Unit 2- IB. Other units may also

be limited depending on survey results. These Project Design Features (PDFs) may be

waived in a particular year if nesting or reproductive success surveys conducted according to

the Fish and Wildlife Service-endorsed survey guidelines reveal that spotted owls are not

nesting or that no young are present that year. Waivers would be valid only until March 1 of

the following year. Previously known sites or activity centers would be assumed occupied

unless surveys indicate otherwi.se.

Marbled Murrelet (threatened)

Timber sale units which would remove or degrade suitable marbled murrelet habitat within

the sale area and located in Marbled Murrelet Area B (up to ten kilometers east of the

hemlock zone) would be surveyed for marbled murrelets to protocol standards (2 years)

before the sale is sold. These units include Mari-Kelsey Units 23A1, 26A, 26A1, 27-3, 27-4,

and 33- 1 ; and Upper East Kelsey Units 35-1 and 35-2. If occupancy behavior of marbled

murrelets is documented during the surveys, reinitiation of formal consultation with the Fish

and Wildlife Service would be required, and the site within 1/2 mile would be protected

(USDA and USDI 1994, pg.C-10)

Work activities within 1/4 mile of suitable unsurveyed habitat which have the potential to

disturb nesting marbled murrelets would have daily operating restrictions from April 1
-

August 6, confining operations to between 2 hours after sunrise to 2 hours before sunset.

Bald Eagle (threatened)

The active bald eagle nest located in the Alder Creek drainage would be protected from

human disturbance within one-half mile of the nest, consistent with RMP direction. This

applies specifically to California Gulch units #27-1 A, 27- IB, and 28- IB, in which post-

harvest canopy closure would be at least 60%, and no co-dominant or dominant conifer trees

would be removed. There would be no new road construction in these units. No project

activities, including prescribed fire, would occur from February 1 - August 15 within one-half

mile of the nest.
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Survey and Manage and special status species

Protocols for species protection are evolving. Placement of buffers is current policy for BLM
actions to maintain species viability. The actions proposed in this EIS would be implemented

in accordance with approved Management Recommendation and/or in accordance with

approved policy and planning documents at the time of the action. Pre-disturbance clearance

surveys would be conducted for Survey and Manage and special status species according to

protocols before any decision is made concerning implementation of any ground disturbing

activities. Known sites would be managed and protected according to the approved Regional

Ecosystem Office management recommendations. All active raptor nests would all be

protected as specified in the February 8, 1999 Instruction Memorandum No. OR-99-036.

Protection measures for Bureau Tracking species would be determined on a site-by-site basis.

Sites could be underburned outside of the growing season.

Red Tree Vole (Survey and Manage)

The current guidance requires all active Oregon red tree vole sites, either individual nest trees,

or a collection of active and inactive nest trees within 100 meters of an active nest tree,

receive a 10-acre minimum no-cut buffer, or a minimum one acre per nest tree, whichever is

greater. Due to susceptibility to heat and smoke which penetrates tree crowns, burning of

hand-piled material is required to not occur within 50 feet of red tree vole nest trees.

Great Gray Owl (Survey and Manage)

Current guidance requires that if a great gray owl nest site were to be detected, a 1/4 mile no-

cut buffer would be established around the known nest site.

Northern Goshawk (Bureau ofLand Management Sensitive)

If a northern goshawk nest is located, it would be protected with a 30 acre nest core area and

no activity would be allowed within 1/4 mile from March 1 - July 30, or until a biologist has

determined that nesting is not occurring or that the juveniles have sufficiently dispersed.

Peregrine Falcon (Bureau of Lxind Management Sensitive)

Peregrine falcons would be protected from human disturbance, including disturbance from

prescribed fire activities in California Gulch Unit #2-2, from Feb. 1-Aug. 15.

Vascular Plants^ Lichens and Bryophytes

Pre-disturbance surveys would be conducted for Survey and Manage Categories A and C, and

Bureau special status lichens, bryophytes and vascular plants. No fungi surveys are required

in this planning area. Survey and Manage, Bureau Sensitive and Bureau Assessment species

plant sites would be protected in accordance with approved management recommendations

and/or in accordance with approved policy and planning documents. Although Bureau

Sensitive species require protection. Bureau assessment species do not. Thus, protection

measures for measures for Bureau assessment species will be considered on a site by site

basis. Bureau Tracking species do not require mitigation. For species receiving protection,

current guidance is to retain vegetation in no-cut buffers which would be at least 100 feet

wide with 200-foot buffers in regeneration and overstory removal units that would retain less

than 40 percent canopy cover. The objective would be to maintain adequate micro-climatic

conditions to allow the plant populations to persist.

Special status species existing in fuels units may be included in the burn as experimental sites.

Anecdotal evidence suggests species such as Bolander's onion (BTO) and Howell's camas

(BSO) which occur in dry open habitats, are not adversely affected by fire. These sites would

be monitored on a bi-yearly basis, to document regeneration and/or extirpation rates.

Experimental sites within pile and burn fuels units would have smaller piles to decrease heat

intensity. If piling near a site, buffer size would be reduced to 5 or 10 feet in width to protect
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the plant site from direct heat for Bureau Assessment and Bureau Tracking species.

2.3.4 Roads/Transportation System

Routine road maintenance would continue to occur across the Kelsey Whisky Landscape

Planning Area, depending on needs and available funding.

Logging, burning and other activities would be designed and implemented so that traffic on
the Mt. Reuben and Marial roads would not be blocked for more than 30 minutes at a time.

This road system does provide access to private lands above the Rogue River and that access

would not be altered; the land owners would continue to have access to their lands through the

gates. Local residents would be notified of any planned activities which might restrict or

interfere with access to their property.See Section 2.3.6 for seasons for hauling.

Any work performed in stream channels would be accomplished between July 1 and

September 15 of the same year, in accordance with Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

guidelines. The work period for decommissioning road surfaces would be limited to July 1 to

October 15 of the same year. Where practical, stream flows would be diverted around

existing culvert replacements so that the construction sites remain de-watered; and would not

be returned through the project area until all instream work has been completed to minimize

stream sedimentation.

Existing culverts excavated from the road prism would be disposed of in accordance with

State and County regulations. Excavated side slopes where culverts are permanently removed

would be laid back to at least a 1 1/2: 1 slope, to reduce erosion potential. The width of the

bottom of the excavation would match the width of the bank-full stream channel. Excess

excavated material generated from this work would either be spread in stable locations within

the existing road prism or hauled to a stable designated waste disposal area where sediment

would not enter stream channels. Buried logs and other debris from culvert excavation would

be placed in designated disposal areas.

Partial rather than total decommissioning may be more appropriate where vegetation on the

road surface is well-established, the surface is not eroding and ripping could reinitiate erosion.

In such a situation, existing culverts would be removed and the road water barred and

barricaded. Where full decommissioning is appropriate, discontinuously sub-soil the road

surface and water bar to prevent longitudinal erosion of the road bed. Water bars would be

constructed at the same time as ripping. Sub-soiling would be done with a winged ripper (24"

tines) at least 18" deep and 36" apart to provide at least 70 percent fracture of the compacted

roadway material.

Equipment refueling would be done where there is minimal chance that toxic materials could

enter a .stream. Equipment would not be stored in a stream channel overnight. Hydraulic

fluid and fuel lines would be in proper working condition in order to minimize leakage into

streams. Heavy equipment would be washed off before entering federal lands. This would be

to minimize spread of noxious weeds and disease into the project area.

Cutting vegetation on road fill slopes would be minimized in order to maintain slope stability

and shading. Work would be temporarily suspended if monitoring indicates that rain storms

have saturated soils to the extent that there is potential for causing excessive stream

sedimentation. Mulching would be done immediately after excavation or ripping to reduce

erosion. Decommissioned and barricaded roads would be open to non-motorized use, such as

foot traffic, bicycles and horses.

The normal work period for quarry operations would be June 15 to October 15 of the same

year, to minimize potential for generating sediment that could enter streams. Standard

measures would be taken to capture sediment before it reaches streams if quarry work must be

done outside the preferred work period. Waste diesel, oil, hydraulic fluid and other hazardous

materials would be removed from the site and disposed of at an approved landfill.
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All soil disturbance associated with road drainage improvement and culvert installation/

replacement would be within the existing road rights-of-way, with moderate to small

excavations and fills. Alder and other vegetation would be cut in ditch lines to ensure proper

road drainage. Ditch lines would be pulled and cleared of obstructions where identified in the

contract. Energy dispersal pads would be placed at culvert outlets where necessary to reduce

potential for soil erosion.

2.3.5 Forest Health

Proposals for vegetation treatments designed to promote forest health include a wide range of

practices which overlap considerably with management actions primarily designed for timber

harvest, fuels reduction or wildlife habitat enhancement. Forest health proposals are designed

to:

• restore naturally functioning forest systems,

• reduce the risk of large-scale insect and disease damage brought on by abnormally

dense stands

resulting from past attempts of fire exclusion,

• promote native plant populations and communities, such as the open pine stands,

meadows and

serpentine openings which are being crowded out by dense stands of young Douglas-fir,

white fir, and
• restore Douglas-fir stands to areas in the Quail Creek burn which were planted with

ponderosa pine.

In addition to the use of timber sales to meet forest health objectives, non-commercial

treatments would also be conducted. Non-commercial density management treatments would

include girdling or thinning young conifers and hardwoods and disposing of the slash where

necessary, by either underburning, hand-piling and burning, or through lopping and scattering.

This non-commercial treatment would often extend into the Riparian Reserves, but not within

25 feet of a stream.

Treatments designed to improve forest health within the California Gulch area would occur

under all action alternatives.

Treatments to improve vigor and maintain large pines (both sugar and ponderosa) in the West

Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed would occur under all action alternatives.

Approximately 22 1 acres of the Quail Creek burn would be treated to begin to move the area

back to a more natural Douglas-fir community from the current unnatural, dense ponderosa

pine stands resulting from planting after the fire (units 2-1, 2-lA and 2-3). The treatment

would consist of thinning the pine stands to allow for release of existing Douglas-fir trees and

in areas to allow for the planting of Douglas-fir seedlings where none exists. Over most of

the area, the pines are too small for a commercial product or yarding would not be

economically feasible. In this situation, the pines would either be cut or they would be

girdled and left standing. Hand piling of slash followed by burning of piles would occur.

This treatment would be the initial in a series of treatments that would occur over the next

several decades that would gradually move the stand to one dominated by Douglas-fir.

Subsequent treatments would receive their own environmental analysis. See Appendix 13 for

Silviculture Prescription which describes details of treatments.

2.3.6 Soils and Watershed

Temporary roads would be constructed to minimum width necessary for safe operations.

After site preparation is accomplished the road would be obliterated and planted back to

conifer species suited for the site. Ground which is disturbed during road construction and

decommissioning would be mulched prior to the onset of fall rains. Construction of

temporary roads would occur only between May 15 and October 15 of the same calender year

to minimize erosion.
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When replacing bottom-lay culverts (stream channels) streams would be diverted around the

work site whenever reasonably feasible in order to limit movement of sediment off-site during

the low flow period. The diverted stream would not be returned to the channel and allowed to

flow through the project site until all in-stream work has been completed.

Road renovation and maintenance on natural surface roads would be restricted to the dates

prescribed for hauling. If the roads are deemed too wet (road surfaces are deforming and road

damage or sediment production is likely) during a designated haul season (inclusive of the

start and end dates), hauling would not be allowed until approved by the Field Manager.

To prevent damage to roads and potential for stream sedimentation, log or rock hauling would
only be allowed during the following periods:

Paved roads - All year

Rocked roads - April 15 to November 15

Native surface roads - May 15 to October 15

New construction - May 15 to October 15

Helicopter landings would be constructed and used in the same season. The landings would

be ripped following logging and planted. The helicopter landings would only be rocked if it is

necessary to prevent erosion and movement of sedimentation to streams. All landings which

are used for timber harvest would be ripped and mulched and planted with conifers following

harvest.

In all tractor yarding units, tractor blades would not be u.sed. This provision would ensure

minimal soil displacement and would help to retain the organic material on site. Where
tractors are used for yarding, existing skid roads would be used if present. Skid roads used in

this timber sale would be discontinuously ripped and water-barred to reduce erosion. Water

bars would be installed at the same time as ripping.

All activities within the planning area would conform to the Aquatic Conservation Strategy as

outlined in the Northwest Forest Plan (Appendix 1 1 ).

Broadcast burning and underburning would be done under spring-like conditions to minimize

the loss of soil organic material and minimize damage to reserve trees.

Heavy equipment would be washed before moving into the project area to remove soil and

plant parts to prevent the spread of noxious weeds into the project area.

2.3.7 Land Acquisition

Land acquisitions resulting in land tenure adjustments for all land use allocations would occur

when opportunities to conserve biological diversity or to promote land management on

federal land exist. BLM ownership in the planning area would be consolidated, where

possible, to improve management of all natural resources. Land would be acquired only from

willing owners. Newly acquired lands would be designated the same as the adjacent land use

allocation (USDI 1995, pg. 98).

2.3.8 Cultural Resources

All sites found during the cultural resource survey were flagged during the survey process.

The BLM would protect each site. Cultural sites would be rechecked for flagging prior to any

activity. If actions were to impact a cultural site, the BLM would mitigate the impacts

through excavations, testing or avoidance. An archaeologist would be onsite during

operations for culturally sensitive sites where activity can occur.
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To mitigate possible damage or impact to cultural sites the following measures would be

followed in areas of timber and silviculture management activities. Archaeological sites

would be protected by the following methods or combinations thereof:

• Complete site avoidance would be accomplished in most circumstances. If complete

avoidance is not possible, known archaeological sites would be flagged prior to project

implementation with a buffer area and the contract administrator would be advised.

• In timber units a buffer area would be delineated and direction falling of timber away
from the site center area would be employed.

• Skid trails through the site would not be permitted.

• No landings would be constructed where known archaeological sites exist.

• In the case of a linear archaeological site, such as a historic trail or railroad grade,

logging equipment would not be permitted to use these areas for operation.

Archaeological site protection measures that apply to all Kelsey Whisky fuels treatments

include the following:

• All buffer areas would be designated using black/orange striped flagging prior to project

implementation to delineate a no-entry area.

• Fuels treatments such as slashbuster would receive protection measures that consist of a

flagged buffer area where all hand piles would not be permitted inside the buffered area.

• AH hand piles would be pulled back 10-15 feet from the flagged buffer area.

• All railroad grades and historic trail segments would be designated with flagging and all

machinery, including slashbuster, would be kept off these areas.

• Change a part of the fire prescription to further buffer the site - for example hand pile

and burn a minimum of 25 feet away from the structures with in a site, and then the

prescribed fuels treatment. This could lessen the fuel load near the cultural resource site

and offer the site more protection.

• Historic mine adits or shafts that are determined to be a safety hazard, would be grated

for safety reasons.

2A Alternative 1

This section presents management actions specific to alternative 1. As noted above, the

following issues provide a focus for environmental analysis and a basis for resulting

decisions.

a) Fire and Fuels

b) Timber Management
c) Late-Successional Habitat

d) Roads/Transportation System

Alternative 1 (Map 4) would implement timber sales, fuels treatments, road management
actions, wildlife pond enhancements and some other management actions under the existing

guidance in the RMP. No changes to land use allocations would be made. In comparison to

any of the alternatives, this alternative would provide the highest level of commercial timber

and other commodities, consistent with the RMP and the Northwest Forest Plan.

2.4.1 Fire and Fuels (Alt. 1)

Approximately 3,265 acres of high risk and high hazard fuels would be treated to reduce the

potential for major wildfires (Map 4). The objectives would be to reduce the potential for a

human-caused Are to start (risk) as well as reduce the intensity and rate of spread of a wildfire

if one did get started (hazard). The highest priorities for fuels treatments are along major

travel routes and ridges. Treatment of these high risk and hazard areas offer the greatest

potential for altering fire behavior. This change in fire behavior greatly increases the chance

that direct suppression measures would be successful in the event of a wildfire. An increased
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opportunity for suppression would decrease the total amount of acres burned and decrease the

percentage of acres burned in a high intensity fire. Additional high risk and hazard areas have

been identified where private land (the wildland-urban interface) meets federal lands as well

as on southern exposures where fuels may pose an additional risk and hazard for fire spread

and intensity.

Of the approximate 3,265 acres identified for non-commercial fuels treatments, roughly 1,847

acres would receive manual treatments (slashing, hand piling, hand pile burning). Mechanical

treatments (slashbuster) would be applied to approximately 289 acres. In addition,

approximately 1,129 acres of older stands would be underburned to reduce fuel loadings and

remove ladder fuels. In the latter situation, hand fire lines would be constructed where

necessary for control. Underbums would normally occur in the spring when prescribed

burning is most likely to successfully meet objectives while minimizing the risk of

escapement. A more detailed description of proposed fuels treatments can be found in

Appendix 5.

Commercial thinning and density management treatments would also be conducted in some of

the conifer stands throughout the project area. Fuels treatments would occur on

approximately 2,687 acres within the commercial treatments. Approximately 1 ,829 acres

would receive manual treatments (slashing, hand piling, hand pile burning) and 807 acres

would be underburned or broadcast burned. These treatment areas are identified on Map 4

and are considered as part of the timber harvest proposal in the GFMA or wildlife habitat

enhancement proposal in the LSR.

Full wildfire suppression strategy would continue to be used throughout the area under this

alternative. When a wildfire is detected, all available resources might be used to suppress the

fire, including hand crews, tractors, helicopters and retardant tankers. This is consistent with

the current management direction for this area.

The treatments would be tailored to individual site conditions, but would generally consist of

slashing brush and saplings, hand-piling and burning the piles. In some cases, dense stands of

small conifers would be thinned to space out the stems and reduce the chance of crown fires.

More details of the proposed fuel treatments can be found in Appendix 5.

Commercial thinning (CT) and density management treatments (CDM) would also be

conducted in some of these areas along major travel routes which could help meet some of the

fuels objectives. In these cases, the CT areas displayed on Map 4 would be considered part of

the timber harvest proposal in the General Forest Management Area (GFMA), and CDM also

displayed on Map 4 would be considered part of the wildlife habitat enhancement proposal in

the late-successional reserve (LSR).

2.4.2 Timber Management (Alt.l)

Timber harvest would involve approximately 531 acres of regeneration harvest, including

overstory removal, and 930 acres of commercial thinning (Table 2-1, Map 4). Timber harvest

would result in approximately 9,750- 1 1 ,950 MBF.

In units 2-
1 , 2- 1 A and 2-3 treatment would consist of thinning the pine stands to allow for

release of existing Douglas-fir trees and in areas to allow for the planting of Douglas-fir

seedlings where none exists. In some areas the ponderosa pines are large enough to yield a

commercial product. These areas are primarily in the western part of the unit. Under this

alternative approximately 20 acres of commercial density management would occur and

approximately 10 MBF would be harvested.

2.4.3 Late-Successional Habitat (Alt.l)

Under the management direction of the RMP and the Standards and Guidelines (S&G) of the

Northwest Forest Plan, commercial thinning within LSRs would be undertaken when the

objective is to promote the retention or enhancement of late-successional forest habitat
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characteristics or to reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfire. Under this alternative, 328 acres

of commercial density management would occur within the current LSR in stands younger

than 80 years old. In these cases, the objectives would include increasing the diameter growth

of residual trees to promote development of larger diameter trees, snags and coarse woody
debris, reducing competitive stress to larger diameter trees, and reduce fuel ladders.

The underburns and fuels treatments within the LSR would be designed to be consistent with

LSR management direction in the NFP ROD, the RMP and the Southwest Oregon LSR
Assessment. In these cases, the primary objective of the treatments in the LSR is to prevent

future large scale, intense wildland fires which would remove late-successional habitat.

2.4.4 Roads/Transportation System (Alt.l)

The existing road system would be maintained to provide access for management and for

public use and currently includes over 230 miles in the northern part of the watershed, (see

Table 3-1). Existing gates and barricades would be maintained. In addition, 1.5 miles of

temporary roads would be constructed for timber harvest. The temporary roads would be

barricaded and decommissioned immediately following harvest and prescribed burning.

Approximately 7.1 miles of primitive roads would be renovated and upgraded to provide fire

suppression access.

Approximately 9.7 miles of existing roads would be fully decommissioned and closed to

motor vehicle use. Full decommissioning would involve discontinuous ripping of the road

bed, removing culverts, and stabilizing the surface. A total of two gates and one barricade

would be installed to close approximately 6.9 miles of existing roads to public motor vehicle

use. These action are designed to minimize the amount of soil that moves off site.

2.4.5 Forest Health (Alt.l)

In Alternative 1, forest health treatments would involve approximately 328 acres of

commercial density management and commercial/non-commercial density management
treatments. As a by-product of these treatments approximately 700-850 MBF of timber would

be removed from forest stands. There would be approximately 181 acres of non-commercial

density management treatments in which there would be no commercial by-product. This

type of treatment would involve girdling or thinning young conifers and hardwoods and

disposing of the slash by either underburning, hand-piling and burning, or through lopping

and scattering. This non-commercial treatment would often extend down into Riparian

Reserves, but no density management would occur within 25 feet of a .stream.

Proposed forest health treatments are listed in Table 2- 1 under "Treatments designed to meet

Non-Timber Objectives (wildlife habitat, forest health, fuels) and are displayed on Map 4.

Broad areas within the West Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed would be treated to enhance

and maintain the large pines in the area. Many of the larger pines in this subwatershed have

died in the last two decades due to drought conditions and stress brought on by dense stands

around them. The treatments would involve localized thinning around selected pine trees as

well as the creation of small openings (i.e., less 1/4 acre) around other pines or groups of

pines to reduce stress from competition. Openings would also create the opportunity for

natural pine regeneration to become established. Since the purpose of the treatment would be

to maintain a healthy pine component within watershed, treatment would occur around larger

pine as well as those that would be able to grow into larger diameter clas.ses. This treatment

would occur throughout all land use allocations within the watershed except the 100-acre owl

core area, and would be limited to no more than two openings per acre. Within Riparian

Reserves openings would be created only within the outer half of the reserve. Riparian

Reserves for fish stream would be 360 ft and for nonfish streams 180 ft. The size of created

openings would be limited to that created by cutting competitive vegetation under the leave

pine and to a distance of up to fifteen feet beyond the drip line. Openings would also be no

closer than 300 feet from other created openings in the Riparian Reserve and no merchantable

trees would leave the site. If merchantable trees are cut they would be left on the site to
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provide coarse woody debris if it were not judged to be a potential fuels/fire problem. Slash

from the treatment would be lopped and scattered and would not be over three foot in depth.

Slash would be pulled back at least 25 feet from the boles of leave trees. In this alternative,

salvage of dead conifers in excess of those needed for wildlife and coarse woody debris

recruitment would occur. A major part of the salvage operations would occur along ridges

and other areas prone to lightening strikes. The treatments would occur in an area of

approximately 1,091 acres, primarily in the upper 1/3 of the subwatershed and would result in

an estimated 650 MBF being removed from the site as a by-product of the treatment.

Riparian shrub and hardwood vegetation within units 6-3, 6-3R1, 6-3R2, and 6-3R3 would be

slashed to within 25 feet of streams and would be broadcast-burned concurrently with the site

preparation within harvest portions of the unit. The purpose of this proposed treatment is to

reduce competing non-conifer vegetation and allow an understory of conifers to develop.

Underplanting of these riparian units would occur along with Unit 6-3. Fire lines would not

be constructed within the Riparian Reserves. The broadcast burn would be allowed to bum
slowly within the Riparian Reserves but would not be initiated within 50 feet of streams.

Commercial density management treatment within LSRs would retain an overall canopy

cover of 60 percent. Treatment would retain dominant, codominant, and intermediate conifers

necessary for desired stand structure. The pine conversion treatment in unit 2-3 would allow

removal of approximately ten thousand board feet of small diameter (8-14" dbh) ponderosa

pine.

2.5 Alternative 2

This section presents specific management actions to alternative 2. As noted above, the

following key issues provide a focus for environmental analysis and a basis for resulting

decisions.

Key Issues:

a) Fire and Fuels

b) Timber Management
c) Late-Successional Habitat

d) Roads/Transportation System

2.5.1 Fire and Fuels (Alt.2)

The management direction for fuels treatments and fire suppression are the same in alternative

2 as they would be under alternative 1 with some changes in the amount of commercial and

non-commercial acres treated.

Under Alternative 2, a total of approximately 3,241 acres of high risk and high hazard fuels

would be treated. Of the approximate 3.241 acres identified for fuels treatments, roughly

1 ,823 acres would receive manual treatments (slashing, hand piling, hand pile burning).

Mechanical treatments (slashbuster) would be applied to approximately 302 acres. In

addition, approximately 1,129 acres of older stands would be underburned.

Fuels treatments would occur on approximately 2,542 acres within the commercial

treatments. Approximately 1,751 acres would receive manual treatments (slashing, hand

piling, hand pile burning) while approximately 51 acres would receive mechanical treatments.

In addition, 261 acres would be underburned or broadcast burned.

Additionally, all treated units in the Kelsey Whisky Planning Area (commerical and non-

commerical) would be evaluated to determine if maintenance treatments are warranted.

Typically, maintenance underburns would be performed in all treated units on a rotation of 5-7

years. The goal of the underburns would be to further reduce slash loadings, reduce brush and

other understory vegetation which would act as ladder fuels and promote the growth of

existing and new trees. Plantations and areas of second growth located throughout the

planning area have also been identified for non-commerical fuels reduction treatments. New
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plantations created following harvest activities would pose a higher level of risk and hazard

than mature timbered stands. However, the total number of acres represented by plantations

would be a small percentage compared to the total number of acres receiving hazardous fuel

treatments. In addition, plantations would be maintained in the future through brushing and

thinning activities, followed by slash reduction treatments.

Fire suppression in the proposed East Fork Whisky Creek Area of Critical Environmental

Concern (ACEC) would be done with limited use of mechanized equipment such as dozers or

tractor lines. Heavy equipment would stay primarily on existing ridge roads. Approximately

10 acres on the northwestern ridge line adjacent to existing ridge road would be treated for

fuels to reduce the chance of fire in the ACEC.

2.5.2 Timber Management (Alt 2)

Some adjustments to timber harvest activity would occur, primarily changing some cable

yarding under alternative 1 to helicopter yarding, and deferring some harvest units.

Additional emphasis would be placed on providing a higher level of connectivity for wildlife

species associated with late-successional forest habitat compared with alternative 1 by

modifying timber harvest activity in the northeast portion of the planning area. Timber

harvest would involve approximately 355 acres of regeneration harvest, including overstory

removal, and 969 acres of commercial thinning (Table 2-1, Map 5). Timber harvest would

result in approximately 7.350-8,950 MBF.

The volume projected for alternative 2 is lower than for alternative 1, primarily for two

reasons. First, permanent roads would not be constructed, so harvest plans for some units

would be altered. Changing from cable yarding to helicopter yarding is one option, but this

has other implications, including making site preparation (especially broadcast burning) more

difficult or expensive, or increasing the cost of future management, such as planting,

surveying, brushing and pre-commercial thinning. For these reasons, some proposed units

were deferred in this alternative. Second, the proposed timber sales in the northeast portion of

the EIS area would be modified to provide a higher level of connectivity for species

associated with late-successional forest habitat than would be provided by alternative 1. In

some cases potential units proposed in alternative 1 would be deferred under this alternative.

In others, units which were proposed to be regeneration harvested in alternative 1 would

receive a lighter harvest, retaining more of the forest canopy and structure. This would not be

a permanent designation, the area would still remain as GFMA and would be subject to

intensive timber management in the future. But it would help maintain connectivity to the

east and north in the short term more than would alternative 1 . Alternative 2 was designed as

an intermediate approach to providing connectivity, at least in the short term.

2.5.3 Late-successional Habitat (Alt. 2)

Under alternative 2, an equal number of acres of commercial density management would be

done within the LSR as under alternative 1 . Approximately 329 acres would be treated.

2.5.4 Roads/Transportation System (Alt.2)

The existing road system would be maintained to provide access for management and for

public use in accordance with the management direction of the RMP. Existing gates and

barricades would be maintained. There would be no new permanent road construction.

Approximately 1 .9 miles of temporary roads would be constructed for timber harvest; these

would be barricaded and ripped immediately following harvest and prescribed burning (Table

2-1).

Existing jeep roads would not be renovated and upgraded to provide fire suppression access,

but would be maintained in their current condition.
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Approximately 9.7 miles of existing roads would be fully decommissioned. A total of two
gates and one barricade would be installed to close approximately 6.9 miles of existing roads

to public motor vehicle use.

ProposedArea of Critical Environmental Concern

Road maintenance on any of the roads within or bordering the proposed ACEC should not

utilize exotic species for road stabilization projects. Culverts and water ditches on these roads

should be checked as frequently as possible to avoid excess runoff during storms.

2.5.5 Forest Health (Alt.2)

In alternative 2, forest health treatments would involve approximately 329 acres of

commercial density management and commercial/non-commercial density management
treatments. As a by-product of these treatments, approximately 700-850 MBF of timber

would be removed. There would be approximately 181 acres of non-commercial density

management treatments in which there would be no commercial by-product. This type of

treatment would involve girdling or thinning young conifers and hardwoods and disposing of

the slash by either underburning. hand-piling and burning, or through lopping and scattering.

This non-commercial treatment would often extend down into Riparian Reserves, but no
density management would occur within 25 feet of a stream.

Proposed forest health treatments listed in Table 2-1 under "Treatments designed to meet

Non-Timber Objectives (wildlife habitat, forest health, fuels) and are displayed on Map 5.

The pine enhancement and maintenance treatments in the West Fork Whisky Creek
subwatershed described under alternative 1 would also occur under this alternative.

Treatment in this alternative would be similar to that in Alternative 1 only there would be no

salvage of excess conifer snags. Approximately 550-650 MBF of commercial timber would

result from this treatment.

Commercial density management treatments in the California Gulch area would retain an

overall canopy cover of at least 60 percent; similar treatments within LSRs, and within the

connectivity area in the North Fork Kelsey Creek subwatershed would retain an overall

canopy cover of at least 60 percent. Treatments would retain dominant, codominant, and

intermediate conifers necessary for desired stand structure. Trees larger than 1 1 inches dbh in

LSR units would be retained.

2.6 Alternative 3 (No Action)

This section presents specific management actions to alternative 3. As noted above, the

following issues provide a focus for environmental analysis and a basis for resulting

decisions.

Key Issues:

a) Fire and Fuels

b) Timber Management
c) Late-Successional Habitat

d) Roads/Transportation System

The No Action Alternative would allow for routine management actions to occur within the

EIS area in accordance with established RMP guidelines. The actions as proposed under

alternatives 1, 2, and 4 would not proceed as described. Any future proposals would undergo

analysis in compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
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2.6.1 Fire and Fuels (Alt. 3)

Fire suppression activities would continue under current direction, which calls for full

suppression throughout the EIS area. Minor brushing around structures and other facilities

would continue to occur. Hand-piling treatments would also continue to occur if they are

covered by categorical exclusions. Major fuels management treatment including commercial

thinning, slashing, underburns and mechanical treatments would not occur under this

alternative.

2.6.2 Timber Management (Alt.3)

No scheduled timber sales would be implemented under this alternative. Future timber sales

would be expected to occur at some point since portions of the area are designated as General

Forest Management Area, but they would be analyzed under separate NEPA documents.

Small salvage sales of individual cull trees, danger trees and down logs would continue to

occur using current management direction covered by a categorical exclusion under NEPA.
Larger scale salvage sales would require additional NEPA analysis.

2.6.3 Late-successional Habitat (Alt. 3)

The commercial thinning and the enhancement proposals for wetlands, ponds and springs

would not occur under this alternative.

2.6.4 Roads/Transportation System (Alt.3)

The existing system of roads and trails would be maintained using current management
practices in compliance with the RMP. This would include routine road maintenance,

roadside brushing, cleaning culvert catch basins, road repair following slides and flood

damage, removing fallen trees, and other actions not requiring an EA or EIS.

2.6.5 Forest Health (Alt.3)

The treatments in stands proposed in the other alternatives would not occur under this

alternative. Similarly, the pine conversion proposed for the Quail Creek burn would not occur

without further NEPA analysis. Stand enhancement activities such as brushing and pre-

commercial thinning in existing harvested units may be covered by categorical exclusions and

would continue to occur under this alternative.

2.7 Alternative 4

This section presents management actions specific to alternative 4. As described above, the

following issues provide a focus for environmental analysis and a basis for resulting

decisions.

Key Issues:

a) Fire and Fuels

b) Timber Management
c) Late-Successional Habitat

d) Roads/Transportation System
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Alternative 4 (Map 6) was designed to emphasize protection of non-commercial resources

while still providing some level of commercial commodities. Timber harvest would be

implemented only where needed to promote future growth of existing forest stands, forest

health, wildlife habitat or fuels management. No regeneration harvest is proposed for this

entry. No new roads, either permanent or temporary, would be constructed. An ACEC would
be designated in the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed (Map AlO-l & Appendix 10).

This ACEC would encompass approximately 2,843 acres, with management as described

under alternative 2.

East Fork Whisky Creek Area of Critical Environmental Concern

Under Alternative 4 (Map 6), an Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) (Map 7)

would be designated in the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed (Map 8 see Chapter 3).

This ACEC would encompass approximately 2,844 acres and would include some lands

currently designated both as GFMA and as LSR. This ACEC would be designated to

maintain old growth forest habitat, undeveloped character, unique geology and soils, and high

water quality. If an RNA is designated, it would protect the 91 acre tanoak / Douglas-fir /

salal / evergreen huckleberry plant group which is not currently under the Oregon Natural

Heritage Plan. The ACEC would be designated as not available for scheduled timber harvest.

Timber harvest would occur only as a component of an approved research project. Hazard

trees would not be knocked or cut down except in an emergency situation. Downed trees

would not be removed from the site. Any trees cut for trail construction would remain on site.

Firewood gathering would be prohibited. Management projects outside the East Fork Whisky
Creek subwatershed should be designed to reduce adverse affects to the subwatershed, such as

feathering edges of cuts to avoid straight boundaries, using seed source from natural areas,

and timing cuts and educating operators to reduce adverse effects to the subwatershed as

necessary.

A management plan has been developed for (his proposed ACEC and is presented in

Appendix 10 for review and comment. This management plan would be implemented if an

ACEC were to be designated. Portions of the management plan are incorporated throughout

this document. Its primary components are included below. As an ACEC. road construction

would not occur and most logging would be prohibited. Active timber management would be

limited to stand establishment and manipulation in previously harvested areas and treatments

that directly support the values of the ACEC. Fire suppression would be done with limited

use of mechanized equipment such as dozers or tractor lines. Heavy equipment would stay

primarily on existing ridge roads. Approximately 10 acres on the northwestern ridge line

adjacent to existing ridge road would be treated for fuels to reduce the chance of fire in the

ACEC.

Area of Critical Environmental Concern Monitoring Plan

Goals and Objectives: Monitoring is a procedure to gauge, check, track, or test for specified

purposes. It provides information by which management actions may be evaluated and

reported to others. Monitoring adds to the biological information, enhances our knowledge

about the interrelationships of various physical and biological variables, and thus increases

our ability to manage effectively. This plan would establish a monitoring plan to comply with

the RMP and budget constraints as follows:

1

.

Identify baseline species and plant associations needs for the ACEC,
2. Establish specific monitoring objectives,

3. Identify monitoring time frames and consistent standardized procedures,

4. Interpret monitoring results relative to the baseline information as well as monitoring and

implementation objectives.

Types of Monitoring: Ecological status monitoring would be conducted in the East Fork

Whisky Creek ACEC. This monitoring would employ temporal/spatial analysis with aerial
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photos at 5 -10 year intervals and/or field verification of spatial change—Area botanist,

silviculturist, fire ecologist would conduct such monitoring.

a. RNA plant cell for changes over time if an RNA is designated.

b. ACEC for forest pests and diseases

c. effects of wild fire should it occur

d. for spread of noxious weeds

This monitoring would employ annual roadside survey along perimeter roads.

2.7.1 Fire and Fuels (Alt.4)

The management direction for fuels treatments and fire suppression are the same in

Alternative 4 as they would be under Alternative 1. However, there would be some changes

in the amount of commercial and non-commercial acres treated.

Under Alternative 4, a total of approximately 3,215 acres of high risk and high hazard fuels

would be treated. Of the approximate 3,215 acres identified for fuels treatments, roughly

1,784 acres would receive manual treatments (slashing, hand piling, hand pile burning).

Mechanical treatments (slashbuster) would be applied to approximately 302 acres. In

addition, approximately 1,129 acres of older stands would be underburned.

Fuels treatments would occur on approximately 1,971 acres within the commercial treatments.

Approximately 1,659 acres would receive manual treatments (slashing, hand piling, hand pile

burning) while approximately 51 acres would receive mechanical treatments. In addition, 261

acres would be underburned or broadcast burned.

Fire suppression would be done with limited use of mechanized equipment such as dozers or

tractor lines. Heavy equipment would stay primarily on existing ridge roads. Approximately

10 acres on the northwestern ridge line adjacent to existing ridge road would be treated for

fuels to reduce the chance of fire in the ACEC.

2.7.2 Timber Management (Alt.4)

Under this alternative no regeneration harvest or overstory removal harvest would be

implemented. Timber harvest on the modified GFMA would consist of approximately 955

acres of commercial thinnings designed to increase growth and yield (Table 2-1, Map 6).

Timber harvest would result in approximately 3,150-3,850 MBF of merchantable timber

volume.

2.7.3 Late-Successional Habitat (Alt.4)

Under the management direction of the RMP and the standards and guidelines of the

Northwest Forest Plan, commercial thinning within LSRs is to be undertaken when the

objective is to promote the retention or enhancement of late-successional forest habitat

characteristics. Under this alternative, 328 acres of commercial density management would

occur within the LSR, resulting in approximately 768 MBF.

2.7.4 Roads/Transportation System (Alt.4)

Approximately 13.6 miles of existing roads and unimproved roads would be decommissioned.

Two gates would be installed to close approximately 9.2 miles of existing roads to public

motor vehicle use. Existing jeep roads would not be maintained, renovated or upgraded to

provide fire suppression access. The roads would be allowed to become overgrown with

brush and trees.
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2.1.S Forest Health (Alt.4)

In alternative 4, forest health treatments would involve approximately 328 acres of

commercial density management and commercial/non-commercial density management
treatments. As a by-product of these treatments approximately 700-850 MBF of timber would

be removed. There would be approximately 181 acres of non-commercial density

management treatments in which there would be no commercial by-product. This type of

treatment would involve girdling or thinning young conifers and hardwoods and disposing of

the slash by either underburning, hand-piling and burning, or through lopping and scattering.

This non-commercial treatment would often extend down into Riparian Reserves, but no

density management would occur within 25 feet of a stream.

Proposed forest health treatments listed in Table 2-1 under "Treatments designed to meet

Non-Timber Objectives (wildlife habitat, forest health, fuels) and are displayed on Map 6.

The pine enhancement and maintenance treatments in the West Fork Whisky Creek

subwatershed, described under alternative 1 , would also occur under this alternative.

Treatment would be similar to that in alternative 1 except there would be no salvage of excess

conifer snags. Approximately 550-700 MBF would result from this treatment.

Commercial density management treatment in the California Gulch and LSR units would

retain an overall canopy cover of 60 percent. Treatment would retain dominant, codominant,

and intermediate conifers necessary for desired stand structure. Trees larger than 1 1 inches

dbh would be retained.
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Chapter 3 - Affected Environment

3.0 Introduction

This chapter describes the relevant resource components that might be affected by the

proposed alternatives within the Kelsey Whisky Planning Area. The basehne conditions

presented in this chapter are the basis for the Environmental Consequences (cf chapter 4) of

the No Action Alternative. The descriptions focus on key issues as described in Chapter One.

Discussions from previous analysis are summarized and incorporated by reference from the

Northwest Forest Plan (USDA and USDI 1994). Medford District Proposed Resource

Management Plan/Environmental Impact Statement (USDI 1995) and the more site specific

Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis (BLM 1999b) and the Wild Rogue South Watershed

Analysis (BLM 2000). The watershed analyses are frequently referenced and are located at

www.or.blm.gov/Medford, under planning documents.

The following items were considered but are not present in the planning area: flood plains,

regional aquifers and farmlands. There are currently no Areas of Critical Environmental

Concern (ACEC) or Research Natural Areas (RNA) in the planning area.

3.1 Location and Description

The Kelsey Whisky Planning Area (Map 1 ) encompasses approximately 104,000 acres within

Josephine, Douglas, and Curry Counties in southwestern Oregon. It includes the project area

North of the Rogue River and the analysis area which includes the entire 5th field watershed.

It is situated approximately 23 miles northwest of Grants Pass and bordered by the Galice and

Bear Camp roads to the south, the Wild Rogue Wilderness Area to the west, and the Marial

National Backcountry Byway on the north and east. It has the same boundaries as the fifth-

field watershed known as the Rogue River/Kelsey Creek Watershed (REO #17100310004).

The analysis is bisected by the Rogue River which also serves as the administrative boundary

between two BLM Resource Areas: Glendale RA to the north and Grants Pass RA to the

south.

The area is characterized by a Mediterranean climate with cool, wet winters and hot, dry

summers. Annual precipitation increases from east to west. It ranges from about 40 inches at

the mouth of Grave Creek on the east side of the watershed, to nearly 1 20 inches on Mount

Bolivar to the west. Approximately 80 percent of the precipitation occurs from October

through May. Elevation ranges from 400 feet to almost 4.900 feet. Table 3-1 presents a

summary of environmental features of the northern portion of the watershed, the area in which

management actions are being proposed.

Approximately 96 percent of the planning area is managed by the BLM. Isolated blocks of

lands held in private ownership (3 percent) are located within the planning area, primarily in

the vicinity of Marial and Black Bar Lodge. Galice, a seasonal recreational community, is

about ten miles upstream of the planning area. In addition to private landowners, the U.S.

Forest Service and State of Oregon manage approximately 1 percent and there are no major

communities located within the watershed.

The Medford District Resource Management Plan (RMP) and the Northwest Forest Plan

(NFP), designated seven land use allocations which apply to the planning area. General

Forest Management Area (GFMA) lands have timber management as a major objective.

Connectivity Blocks are also to be managed for timber production with modified harvest to

provide for old growth structure. Late-Successional Reserves (LSRs) are to be managed for

old-growth conifer habitat. Riparian Reserves are also to be managed for old-growth and

late-successional habitat and to provide for optimum stream habitat. Spotted owl core areas

are 100-acre blocks of older forest to be managed for late-successional habitat.

Administratively withdrawn lands include lands withdrawn from intensive timber
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Table 3-1. Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis - Summary of Environmental Features.

GEOGRAPHIC
INFLUENCE

TYPE SPECIFIC TO THE WILD ROGUE NORTH
WATERSHED

Moq)hology Watershed size

Elevation range

Transient Snow Zone

> 2500 ft

Drainage pattern

Orientation

Drainage density - ---

Total stream miles

Total fish stream miles

61,693 acres

57,718 acres

105,000 acres

Wild Rogue North watershed

BLM land (93 percent)

(Entire 5 th field watershed)

690 - 4,300 ft - mouth of Grave Creek to near Mount Bolivar

28,900 acres

Dendritic

North to South

6.3 miles/mile 2

61 1 miles

• 59 miles

Meteorology Annual precipitation

Type

Timing

Temperature range

• 40-120 inches east to west

• Rain and snow
• 80% occurring October thru May
• 0- 1 00 degrees F

Surface Water Min peak flow, near

Grants Pass

Max flow, near

Agness

Max peak flow, near

Grants Pass

Daily flow, near

Agness

Reservoirs

Water quality limited

stream miles

• 195 ft 3 /s (Recorded on Jan 30, 1961)

• 608 ft 3 /s (Recorded on July 9/10, 1968)

• 152,000 ft 3 /s (Recorded on Dec. 23, 1964)

• 290,000 ft 3 /s (Recorded on Dec. 23, 1964)

• Several small pump chances & heliponds in Kelsey and

Mule Creeks.

• Bobby pond - only constructed helipond.

• No large bodies of water within watershed

• 37.4 miles (303d listed for temperature above 64 degrees )

Groundwater Regional Aquifers

Springs

None

Numerous springs (not mapped)
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Table 3-1. Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis - Summary of Environmental Features.

GEOGRAPHIC
INFLUENCE

TYPE SPECIFIC TO THE WILD ROGUE NORTH
WATERSHED

Geology Geographic Province

Soils

• Klamath Mountains

• Rogue - metavolcanic rock composed of volcanic rock

including altered, greenish lava flows and rocks comprised of

lava cinders and fragments. Sepentinite is also present.

• Dothan -metasedimentary rock composed of thick sandstone

layers alternating with other sedimentary rock and dense

pillow lava flows. Sand, silt and mudstone contact prone to

landslides.

Shallow depth, many different series and complexes.

Basin wide, generally a low water holding capacity and

relatively infertile.

Nutrient quality, depth and fertility increase moving from east

to west across the watershed.

Human Influence Roads

Roads w/i 1 tree length

of stream

Roads w/i 1 tree length

offish bearing streams

Road density

Agriculture

Communications sites

Communities

Improvements

Mining

Recreation

• 237 miles

• 84.0 miles (14% of total stream miles)

• 2.1 miles (3% of total stream miles)

• 0-4.7 miles/miies-

• Historical use on private lands.

• Nine Mile Repeater

• No major communities

• Several private residences scattered

throughout the watershed.

• Calvert Airstrip (inactive)

• Current placer claim on East Fork Whisky Creek.

• Numerous historical claims along the Rogue River

and lower reaches of Whisky and Mule Creeks.

• Several hard rock mines.

• Rogue National Wild & Scenic River • Wild Rogue
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Table 3-1. Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis - Summary of Environmental Features.

GEOGRAPHIC
INFLUENCE

TYPE SPECIFIC TO THE WILD ROGUE NORTH
WATERSHED

Human Influence

cont.

Timber production

Progeny Test Sites

Utility corridors

Wilderness

• Grave Creek to Marial Back Country Byway
• Tucker Flat Campground
• Various undeveloped campsites and trails

9,258 acres (16%) of BLM land within watershed

available for timber harvest. Age distribution on

GFMA lands includes:

0-40 years: 28 % 80-200 years: 33 %
40-80 years: 1 7 % 200+ years: 22 %

• Three test sites: near Quail Creek,

Mule Creek and Jacob Weil Spring

• Fiber optics line along Whisky Creek Road

Biological Vegetation

Threatened, or

Endangered Species

Survey and Manage

species

Special Status Plants

• Primarily mixed conifer and hardwood.

• Vegetative communities differ by slope,

aspect, elevation and soils.

• Northern spotted owl ( 1 3 active sites)* Marbled murrelet

(none found) • Coho salmon

• Del Norte salamander • MoUusks • Red tree voles • Fungi

• Bryophytes • Lichens

• Numerous species and locations

management using the Timber Productivity and Capability Classification (TPCC) system and

the congressionally designated Wild and Scenic Rogue River Corridor.

The land allocations for the Kelsey Whisky Planning Area can be seen on Map 7 and include:

62 percent Late Successional Reserve and Northern Spotted Owl core areas

10 percent Riparian Reserves

15 percent Wild and Scenic River Corridor

3 percent TPCC withdrawn (TPCC withdrawn to the south is within LSR layer)

10 percent GFMA lands

Approximately 50 percent of the land located on the north side of the Rogue River and all of

the land on the south side is included within the Galice Late-Successional Reserve (# OR-

258). The Southwest Oregon LSR assessment indicates that approximately 60 percent of the

Galice LSR is currently in late-successional habitat, approaching the desired objective of 70

percent (USDl and USDA 1995 pg 17).
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The East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed encompasses almost all aspects and ranges in

elevation from 1450 feet near the confluence with the West Fork of Whisky Creek to 4017

feet on Mount Reuben.

3.2 Soils

Soils in the planning area are derived from metasedimentary and metavolcanic rock types.

These soils tend to be relatively deep, with more available nutrients than other soil types.

They are also moderately erosive and prone to rotational and translational slides. Map #2 and

#2 1 of the Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis shows known areas of instability and areas

unsuitable for timber harvest due in part to stability, shallow soils, or slope gradient,

respectively. Many of the smaller basins exhibit multiple erosion channels, particularly in

areas prone to rotational slumping. Metasedimentary soils are associated with the Dothan

Formation. On the north side of the Rogue River they are found in the area west of Whisky

Creek and east of Mule Creek. South of the Rogue River this formation is found west of

Howard Creek. The East Fork Whisky Creek basin is comprised of two geologic formations.

The Dothan, late Jurassic in age, consists of both metamorphic sediments and volcanics. This

formation encompasses about 2/3rds of the basin. The Rogue Formation, also late Jurassic in

age, is composed of ultramafic materials including serpentinite. Most of the mining activity

occurred in this formation which is found in the southeastern portion of the basin. This

unique mix of geology allows a great diversity of plant communities to be present.

Soils derived from metavolcanic rocks, primarily found in the Rogue Formation, are generally

shallow and nutrient deficient. These soils are found east of Whisky Creek and west of Mule

Creek. In general, they are less prone to landslides than soils derived from the Dothan

Formation. However, in areas of contact between serpentinite and other geologic types in the

Rogue Formation, there is a high risk of slope failure. Serpentinite seams are present in the

east fork of Whisky Creek Drainage and west of Mule Creek as well as lands east of Howard

Creek.

Variation in the hardness, grain, and possibly chemical composition of the sediments helped to

produce a variety of soils. Soil depths range from over 40 inches to less that a foot. Some
soils are buried by colluvial rock and are likely skeletal. Since rainfall, clouds, or fog does

not totally compensate for low soil moisture holding capacity, the vegetation patterns tend to

reflect soil depth and water availability. Deeper soils may be found in "pockets" close to the

ridge tops in some drainages. Such lenses or pockets are not atypical.

Josephine County and Curry County Soil Surveys

Speaker Josephine 72F

Beakman Vermissa 80 <60% slope

Vermissa Beekman 81G 60 to 100% south slope

Vermissa rock outcrop 820

Vermissa Beekman 80O 60 to 100% north slope

3.3 Hydrology

3.3.1 Wetlands, Flood Plains and Riparian Zones

There are no flood plains or regional aquifers in the planning area. The BLM has no ground

water injection facilities in the planning area. There is domestic use of springs and perennial

streams near Marial and Black Bar Lodge used for drinking water and garden irrigation.
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Wet meadows are uncommon in the planning area, but when found, are located in the Dothan

Formation east of Marial and west of Kelsey Creek on the north side of the Rogue River. On
the south side, they occur west of Big Windy Creek. Generally, these meadows are smaller

than one acre. They are the result of rotational slides that form small depressions.

There has been little previous timber management activity in riparian areas in the planning

area. All streams are properly functioning, from a hydrologic standpoint. High road density

and associated increase in the drainage network through road ditch lines in some portions of

the Mule Creek and Kelsey Creek watersheds has potential for influencing timing and

magnitude of peak flows but indicator factors like streambank stability and gravel

accumulation in low gradient reaches suggests that it is not currently a problem.

Approximately 8 1 percent of the Riparian Reserve acreage is in late-successional habitat

condition; only 1 percent is not forested. The remainder is in early- and mid-seral stages due

to wildfires and timber harvest. Map #12 of the Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis shows

riparian reserve land use allocations (USDI 1999b).

Proposed Area of Critical Environmental Concern

The East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed is a complete watershed system at the 7th field,

including tertiary, secondary, and primary drainages containing relatively undisturbed riparian

areas except the lower quarter mile which cunently has an active placer mine with largely

altered riparian vegetation. The riparian zone contains abundant downed wood and old

growth conifers including Douglas-fir, Ponderosa pine, and Pacific yew. Riparian hardwoods

such as big leaf maple, red alder, and vine maple are major components of the understory.

The riparian habitat and its microclimate are intact throughout the 7th field watershed due to

the absence of road construction and timber harvest. Stream conditions are typical of

undisturbed forests: abundant large woody debris, excellent habitat diversity, minimal

sedimentation, and cool water temperatures during summers. Few riparian ecosystems with

these characteristics still exist in southwest Oregon.

3.3.2 Water Quality

Beneficial uses of water for the Rogue Basin have been identified in the Wild Rogue North

Watershed Analysis as private domestic water supply, public domestic water supply, industrial

water supply, irrigation, anadromous fish passage, anadromous fish rearing, anadromous fish

spawning, resident flsh and aquatic life, wildlife and hunting, and fishing ( USDI 1999b

pg.20, and Oregon administrative rules Chapter 340 Division 41 34-041-0362 Table 5).

Waterbodies that do not meet water quality standards of the Clean Water Act with

implementation of existing management measures (Best Management Practices) are listed as

impaired under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act. Mule and Whisky Creeks, are ILsted

by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality for temperatures exceeding 64 degrees F

for seven consecutive days (Clean Water Act, section 303d listing), from mouth to

headwaters.

Stream temperatures are influenced by aspect, channel geometry, vegetation, stream width,

and latitude. The Rogue River is listed for high temperatures and both Mule Creek and

Whisky Creek are tributaries to the Rogue River. They are both remote with little or no

riparian manipulation in the past. Seventy-four percent of the Mule Creek riparian reserve is

greater than 80 years of age with 16 percent less than 30 years of age (2 percent rock).

Eighty-eight percent of the Whisky Creek riparian reserve is greater than 80 years of age with

5 percent less than 30 years of age (1999b pgs. 21, 48). Approximately 26,900 acres of the

watershed are riparian with 75 percent being greater than 80 years of age. The riparian zones

are in properly functioning condition.
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The high stream temperatures may be a result of natural conditions resulting from low

summer precipitation, low water holding capacity of the soils, low summer flows and high

ambient air temperatures. The data to support this is not currently available but the

monitoring/evaluation section of the Water Quality Restoration Plan described below will

include a monitoring plan and schedule.

The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) is scheduled to prepare a Total

Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) in 2004. The Glendale Field Office will provide the elements

from the Wild Rogue Watershed to support the TMDL in the form of a Water Quality

Restoration Plan (WQRP). Most information needed to develop a WQRP are contained in the

Wild Rogue Watershed Analysis. If the watershed analysis does not include all of the

required elements, those details will be developed through the WQRP. The Watershed

Analysis includes condition assessment and problem description. The BMPs from the

Medford District RMP and ACS Objectives are currently followed and would become

integrated to the Action Plan of the WQRP. The Glendale Resource Area has temperature for

data Mule Creek (1994-1997), Whisky Creek Confluence (1994-1999), West Fork Whisky

Creek and East Fork Whisky Creek (1998-1999) (USDl 1999b, App. D) which would be

incorporated into the monitoring/Evaluation Plan.

The WQRP will include the following elements:

1

.

Condition assessment and problem description

2. Resource Considerations

3. Limiting Factor Analysis

4. Goals and objectives

5. Timeline for implementation, cost, funding

6. Responsible Parties

7. Reasonable Assurance of Implementation

8. Monitoring/Evaluation Plan

9. Public Participation Plan

3.4 Vegetation

3.4.1 Plant Associations and Communities

Plant communities are representative of the diversity encountered in the Klamath Mountains

Province. Frequent fire disturbance has played an important role in the development of

existing plant communities. Potential natural vegetation was mapped on three levels, using

the system presented by Atzet and McCrimmon (1990) and further described in the North

Rogue Watershed Analysis (BLM 1995). The series is the broadest category, plant

associations are fine scale divisions and plant association groups are intermediate between

series and associations. Table 3-2 presents Plant Series information in relationship to acres

and percentage of the watershed.

The Mule Creek drainage has small areas of white fir series and western hemlock series

predominately in the cooler north-facing micro-sites. The Oregon white oak series is found in

scattered locations on dry, south-facing sites. Shrubfields with canyon live oak are found on

rockier sites.

The Douglas-fir series is found at low elevations, near the Rogue River, on sites too dry for

tanoak, and also at higher elevations, above the range of the tanoak. Knobcone pine occurs on

the driest sites in the Howard Creek drainage and along Bonnie Ridge, indications of historic

stand replacement fire events.
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Table 3-2. Plant series within the BLM portion of the Kelsey Whisky Planning Area.

Plant Series Acres Percent of Watershed (BLM)

tanoak 76,000

Douglas-fir 21,000

white Fir 1,000

western hemlock 400

Jeffrey pine 30

ponderosa pine 50

Oregon white oak 1 00

shrubfields (canyon live oak) 1 ,000

76

21

1

<1

<1

<1

<1

1

TOTAL 99,580 100

Proposed Area of Critical Environmental Concern

The East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed has multiple resource values converging in a

single location. In addition, there are historical, cultural and scenic values that add to the

quality of the subwatershed and merit production for future generations. Historic trails, mine

adits, mine tailings and remnants of structures as well as the unroaded character of the basin,

undisturbed by timber harvest and seemingly wild and natural are some of the factors. The

34-8-1 road marks the east boundary of the basin and is currently a designated Back Country

Byway to Marial. There are several vista opportunities along this route that provide good

views into the subwatershed as well as into the Rogue Canyon in the distance.

The subwatershed lies amid the transition area between the Klamath Province and the Oregon

Coast Range Province, with the proposed Area of Critical Environmental Concern boundaries

within T33S, R08W. sections 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 22 and 23. Although cut by coastal

rivers, the coast range provides a continuous, high elevation, migratory pathway into the

Klamath Province. Elevations average about 2000 feet in the coast range but increase

significantly in the Klamaths. The Klamaths, central to the southern part of the Pacific

Northwest, also link with the California Coast Ranges, the Cascades and the Sierra Nevada

Ranges.

The vegetation composition on 91 acres has the potential to fill the Oregon Natural Heritage

cell for tanoak-Douglas-fir/salal-evergreen huckleberry (LIDE3-PSME/GASH-VAOV2.) The

subwatershed is large enough to function as an independent ecological system and to support

species that range over a large area and require the habitats and vegetation diversity provided

by ecosystems represented in the basin. It is the largest known block of relatively unentered

forest representing the Douglas-fir / tanoak series in the Medford District. It is representative

of the whole series at the landscape level. It contains a mosaic of serai stages representative

of the Douglas-fir / tanoak vegetation community, and can therefore provide important data

on the natural processes occurring in the range of successional stages from early serai through

old growth conifers. The area already contains species known to be associated with and used

as indicator species of healthy old growth habitat, spotted owls, goshawk, pileated

woodpeckers etc. are common to the area.

The East Fork Whisky Creek area lies amid the migratory axes on the crest. The climate is

influenced by marine air and colder, drier, inland highs. It is also located in the north-south

transition between the temperate and Mediterranean ecosystems. It typifies the southern coast

range transitional ecosystems.
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East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed is surrounded on the west by West Fork Whisky

Creek, Bonnie Creek to the North and Reuben Creek to the east. The area contains features

not only representative of both provinces, but also other unique elements which are not easily

classified into either province according to the Oregon Natural Heritage Plan (ONHP). A
plant group identified as Cell #30, the tanoak-Douglas-fir moist with evergreen hucklebeiTy,

salal and dwarf oregongrape, can be found here.

Both xeric and mesic plant communities are in the drainage as well as a broad range of age

classes. Elevation differences and varied geology help to provide niches for the sugar pine,

ponderosa pine, tanoak, and Douglas-fir communities. Patterns are also associated with

aspect, slope, and soil differences. Age classes and community differences produced by fire

are also evident. Low intensity underburns and stand replacement events have occurred

leaving patches 5 to 25 acres in size throughout the variable matrix. There are several stands

of very old trees on the upper slopes and along the creek bottom, with an airay of age classes

along the mid-slopes representing the varied fire history. Below is a synopsis of the different

types of vegetation associations that occur within the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed

Tanoak - Douglas-fir / rhododendron-salal areas

These areas are found to occur on moderate slopes, various aspects, and on moderately drier

areas within the proposed ACEC. It is another association for which East Fork Whisky Creek

was nominated as an RNA. Douglas-fir is dominant in the overstory and in the regeneration

layer. Hardwoods such as chinkapin and tanoak are codominants. The shrub layer is shared by

salal and rhododenron. The absence of hemlock in the regeneration layer, and the fact that this

association is found on somewhat drier sites with less northerly aspects differentiates it from

the Douglas-fir - western hemlock / rhododendron / salal forest association.

Riparian vegetation zones

The riparian zones within East Fork Whisky Creek are characterized by an overstory

dominated by Douglas-fir. The subdominant layer is shared by vine maple, big-leaf maple,

alder, and the regenerating conifers. The shrub layer contains mainly stink cunant and red

huckleberry, and herbs include, western inside-out flower, fairy bells, sword fern, woods sorel,

vanilla leaf, and pathfinder.

Evergreen Hardwood Area

There are some areas within the drainage that are dominated by evergreen hardwoods. These

evergreen hardwood areas occur mainly on moderate slopes (30 to 60 %), and on the Speaker

Josephine soils which are deeper and well drained. Dominant overstory vegetation species

include madrone and tanoak. Canyon live oak is found interspersed within these areas.

Douglas-fir occurs within these areas in the overstory and within the regeneration layer. The

understory in these areas contains very little vegetation, but oregongrape, and groundcones

occur occasionally.

Canyon Live Oak / Douglas-fir Vegetative areas

There are a few areas within the proposed ACEC where soils occur on extreme south facing

slopes (over 60%). These areas are characterized by rocky steep ground with very thin,

nutrient poor soils. Canyon live oak and Douglas-fir are the only two overstory species that

can tolerate such conditions. Fire has historically swept through these slopes leaving the

understory relatively clean, and the Douglas-firs within these areas could be as old as 400

years.

3.4.2 Serai Stage Patterns and Successional Processes

There are very few areas of naturally-occurring meadow habitat located in the project area.

Big Meadows, located near the divide between East Fork Mule Creek and the Rogue River, is

a large privately owned 70 acre meadow. Two smaller meadows, on public land, are located
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near the north edge of the Anaktuvuk Saddle, and have been burned to improve forage

conditions for elk.

In addition to those mentioned above, there are two other meadows near the Big Meadows
area. One of these meadows. Bald Ridge, is owned by Superior Lumber Co, who has

expressed interest in exchanging this property. This meadow is characterized by large erosion

gullies and slump fractures. The other meadow is located on a similar ridge between Quail

Creek and Ditch Creek.

The upper reaches of the watershed are characterized by large areas of fairly homogeneous

stands of single canopy-layer Douglas-fir forests, which are approximately 200 years old. It

appears that while light underburns occurred during the past several decades, the relatively

fire-resistant Douglas-fir persisted. These underburns did not open forest canopies as timber

harvesting has done in some areas. These same basic successional patterns appear to be

operating on lower sites, but the high rainfall and deep soils have extended the fire interval

rate.

The age class distribution within the watershed is presented in Table 3-2 & 3-3. The majority

of stands are a combination of mature and old growth trees. In this watershed, mature stands

include those between 80 and 200 years old; old growth stands are older than 200 years.

Table 3-3. Serai stage distribution on BLM land by land use allocation, north of Rogue
River.

Stand .\ge Acres Serai Stage Acres

Non-Forest/

Unclassified

766

0-10 years 2,159

Early Serai 2,159

1 1-20 years

21-30 years

3 1 -40 years

41-50years

3,744

2,949

4,831

869

Mid-Seral 11.524

5 1 -60 years

61-70 years

71-80 years

192

726

1,017

Late Serai 2,804

81-150 years

151-200 years

200 years+

Late-Successional 76,808

40,256 early mature

21,339 late mature

15,213 old growth

(52,216 Late-Successional / suitable owl habitat) (52,216)

80 years+

Modified Stand

5,399 modified (partial cut stands) 5,399

TOTAL 99,460 99,460
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Many stands in the watershed have been modified through past timber harvest or fire events

(see Appendix 14). While overstory still consists of older trees, the canopy has been opened

to the point where the understory has developed dense stands of brush or hardwoods. For

many species associated with late-successional habitat these stands do not provide suitable

habitat. See Table 3-3 for the acreage comparison.

The relatively large expanse of contiguous conifer forest in Arrasta Fork Mule Creek (with

only scattered openings) represents near climax development for this area. While fires burned

through this drainage in the past, most were probably of relatively low intensity during the

1 800s and 1900s. The mosaic pattern of stands in the Kelsey Creek and West Fork Mule

Creek subwatersheds are the result of repeated wildfires and the physical features of rocky,

shallow soils and south aspects.

Late serai conifer species include Douglas-fir. white fir, sugar pine, ponderosa pine, grand fir,

incense-cedar, western red cedar, western hemlock, Port-Orford cedar, and pacific yew.

Jeffrey pine is the predominant late serai species on serpentine soils. Some of the more

common understory vegetation in late serai communities includes tanoak. rhododendron and

salal.

3.4.3 Special Status Plant Species

3.4.3.1 Vascular Plants

Centner's fritillary is listed endangered under the Endangered Species Act. Although it has

been found in the Glendale Resource Area, the planning area is outside of its known range. It

would be searched for during plant surveys, however, and protected if found. None were

found in 2002 surveys.

Surveys within the Kelsey Whisky project area began during the 2001 field season, and were

completed in the fall of 2002. Surveys are conducted with the intuitive-controlled method

(BLM 1999). Two Bureau Sensitive species. Rogue River stonecrop and Oregon bensoniella,

were located in one or more of the following fuels units: 23-2.1, 13-2b, 26-4.2, 2-2.2, 02-2,

13-2, and 26-4 (Appendix 6-B). Bureau sensitive species receive protection in the units in

which they occur (cf. 2.3.3 Survey and Manage and Special Status Species). Oregon

bensoniella was found in wet areas. Howell's lewisia and Rogue River stonecrop were found

on rock outcrops. Sensitivity to fire is unknown, although their habitat is unlikely to carry fire

in many cases due to low fuel levels.

The Bureau Assessment species, red larkspur, birdfoot cliffbrake, and stipuled trefoil were

found in unit 02-2 (Appendix 6-B). Protection measures for Bureau Assessment species will

be determined on a site-by-site basis. Sites could be underburned outside of the growing

season. Bureau tracking species, Bolander's onion was found in fuels units 23-2.1 and 02-lA,

and Howell's lewisia was found in fuel unit 26-4.2. Bureau Tracking species are tracked only

for review purposes (Appendix 8).

Several other species of vascular plants have been found in the watershed and are suspected in

the project area (Appendix 6 and 6-B). Clustered lady's slipper and California wild hollyhock

have not been found in the watershed, but occur nearby and are suspected in the project area.

Clustered lady's slipper is an interior forest species which requires inclusion of a large enough

area to maintain current habitat and microclimate conditions. The planning area has been

surveyed extensively in 2002.

Relative to the proposed Area of Critical Environmental Concern, several Bureau Tracking,

Bureau Sensitive (BSO), and Bureau Assessment species have been found in the East Fork

Whisky Creek subwatershed. Rogue River stonecrop was identified in sections 12 and 23.

Largeleaf fissidens moss was found in section 13. Just outside of the subwatershed there are
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sites of tortula moss, Siskiyou fritillary (Burea Assessment), and Bolander's onion. These can

also be expected to be found within the subwatershed.

3.4.3.2 Lichens, Bryophytes and Fungi

Species found during the 2002 surveys included starry hedwigia moss, olive-thorn lichen,

tortured horsehair lichen, tortula moss, largeleaf fissidens moss and Muhlenberg's funaria.

Additional information about these species, a listing of the Survey and Manage or Special

Status lichens and bryophytes suspected in the project area, and a list of species requiring pre-

disturbance surveys is presented in Appendix 7.

Species requiring surveys before ground-disturbing activities include Survey and Manage

Category A and C Species. No fungi that occur in the area are included in Categories A or C.

Noble Polypore, (Category A) is unknown in southwest Oregon, and therefore, would require

not require any survey. Known sites of Category A, B, C, D and E species require protection.

Bureau Sensitive species also require protection.

Bureau Assessment species: Muhlenberg's funaria moss, wideleaf crumia moss, and

tripterocladium moss were found in the EIS area. Of those species, tripterocladium moss is

located in timber management units 27-3 and 1-2: the rest were found in fuels units 26-4.2

and 02-2 (Appendix 7-B). Two nonvascular Bureau Tracking species, largeleaf fissidens

moss and tortula moss, were found in the fuels and management units. Largeleaf fissidens

moss was found in fuels units 26-4.2 and 26-4.3, and in timber units 27-3, 26-2 and 22-1.

Tortula moss was found in fuels unit 29-1, and in fuels units 22A, 27-3, 27-1 Beg, 28-1-B, 6-

3north, 12-4, 17-3, 8-1, 8-2. 7-2A, 35-2, and 31-1. Mitigation for Bureau tracking species is

not required.

3.4.3.3 Port-Orford Cedar

This conifer tree species is generally found south of the Rogue River. It is confined to

ultramafic rock types of the Rogue geologic formation. Though it prefers to reside in riparian

areas, it can grow in other habitats. A small population of Port-Orford cedar is also located in

the Mule Creek drainage.

While there is a chance of the spread of Port-Orford cedar root disease (Phytophthora

lateralis) and the resultant death of cedar trees from infection with any of the action

alternatives (as well as the no action), none is expected. There are no known occurrences of

POC in any of the units proposed for treatment. The nearest unit that is proposed for harvest

is approximately a mile from known POC. Log hauling from unit 35-4, along BLM road 32-

9-32, under Alternative 2 would pass near an area containing POC. As only five thousand

board feet of timber is expected from the treatment, only one or two loads would pass through

the area. There is a great likelihood that log hauling would go along the West Fork of Cow
Creek an area where Port-Oiford cedar root disease is already present. Map #19 in the Wild

Rogue North watershed analysis depicts where POC locations can be found (USDI 1999b).

3,5 Fire and Fuels

Historic fires and ignitions were reviewed in the Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis

(USDI 1999b) in some detail (USDI 1999b. pgs.56-59 and maps #15-Historic Fires and

Ignitions, #16-High Fire fuels Hazard Areas, and #17-High Fire Ignition Risk Areas and

Water Developments). Although this FEIS is referencing the watershed analysis, a portion of

its write-up is included here for ease of understanding the long history.
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3.5.1 Fire History

Historic natural fires in the watershed most frequently began in mid-summer and could

continue to bum until autumn rains fell in October or November. This extended time period

could often cause the fires to cover large areas. Although fires rarely burned at high

intensities consistently across a landscape, in the 1870's inland fires in the Rogue Canyon

could be seen by ships passing in the coastal waters at least 20 miles away. When high

intensity fires did occur, they often reset the vegetative stand age to zero leaving soils

vulnerable due to loss of vegetation and organic matter and increasing the likelihood of severe

erosion.

Most fires were characterized by patchy, mosaic patterns, with areas of intense fire that killed

overstory trees, but dominated by areas of low intensity underburns where only occasional

trees or small patches of overstory trees were killed. Repeated, high intensity fires are

revealed by the absence of older conifers on some sites that are now occupied by hardwoods.

Evidence of low intensity fires is seen in most older conifer stands.

South-facing slopes typically experience a higher intensity of fire disturbance than north

facing slopes. Large conifers on south-facing slopes generally have a patchy distribution, as

compared to the north-facing slopes, which often have a more continuous canopy of larger

coniferous trees. This is particularly noticeable on the south-facing slopes, where

precipitation is 35-45 inches per year.

Fire records indicate ignitions occurred throughout the watershed. Two of the larger fires in

the 1900s include the Quail Creek fire (2,800 acres in 1970) and the Galice Complex Fire

(27,000 acres in 1987). Lightning is the most common source of ignition in this watershed.

Due to the low summer precipitation and increased lightning frequency, July, August, and

September are the months of greatest ignition activity.

Miners were one source of intentional ignition of fires; historically, they routinely burned

areas along the Rogue River in order to open ground for mining. Native Americans were also

a source of intentional ignition in this area prior to European settlement. Burning was done by

Native Americans to encourage the resprouting of tanoak and to control pest populations.

This practice also cleared the ground under the trees, which made hunting and seed and acorn

gathering easier. They also burned along ridge tops to maintain travel corridors and openings

for the production of hazel and beargrass, which were used for basket material one or two

years after the site was burned. Big Meadows was one of most notable meadows maintained

by the Native Americans.

Fire frequency and fire return interval vary throughout the planning area depending on stand

characteristics, weather and topography. In the watershed, it appears that fires were probably

more frequent and more intense in the hot, low elevation areas along the Rogue River than

along the upper ridges where conditions were cooler and more moist. While fire frequencies

varied a great deal, it is likely that the fire return interval for this watershed was in the order

of 30-80 years (Agee 1993). The watershed experienced significant fires (500 acres or more)

about every 20 years in the southeast portion of the watershed and about every 40 years

around Marial.

Fire is directly linked with other disturbance factors. In conifer forests there are frequent

post-fire insect attacks. Scorched trees are more likely to be successfully attacked by bark

beedes and other insects. Crown scorch on ponderosa pine at levels about 50 percent is

associated with 20 percent or more mortality by western pine beetle in mature trees; younger

trees can survive more than 75 percent scorch with about 25 percent mortality.

Throughout history, fire has swept through the East Fork Whisky Creek area. Exact dates of

past fires are not known, but many of the older trees within the subwatershed have fire scars.
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Since fire has played a natural role in the ecological processes occurring in the area. Many of

the older trees have fire scars, indicating past fire occurrence throughout the East Fork

Whisky Creek area.

3.5.2 Fire Suppression and Management

Fire suppression efforts began in the early 1900s by the U.S. Forest Service but effective

suppression in the area did not occur until after World War II. The Civilian Conservation

Corps (CCC) began road construction into the area in the mid 1930s, converting some old

trails into roads. With the advent of roads into the area combined with adequate personnel,

suppression efforts became more effective.

Fire control has reduced the occurrence and the number of acres burned. Some vegetation

manipulations, such as slash burning after harvest, are designed to reduce the spread of wild

fires, to reduce fire intensity, and prepare the site for reforestation. Other management

practices, such as pre-commercial thinning, would create short-term increase in accumulation

of fuels, as well as the resulting risk of intense fires.

Current fire management still involves suppression of wildfires, both human-caused and

natural ignitions. However, fire management has taken on .several new directions that

concentrate on fire prevention. Forested areas that are harvested on federal land usually

receive some "prescribed fire treatment," ranging from broadcast burns to hand-piling excess

woody material that can not be sold for firewood, followed by burning the piles. Prescribed

burning is a multi-purpose tool used for removal of logging slash resulting from harvest and

control of vegetation, which improves reforestation planting and success while reducing the

likelihood of a catastrophic fire.

3.5.3 Current Fuel Characteristics

Three factors were used to assess fuels and the potential for fires:

Fuel hazard - capability of fuels to carry a fire

Fire risk - the probability of ignition

Value - the relative potential for resource loss from a fire.

Fuel hazards were analyzed based on fuel models of different vegetation types. The highest

hazard was related to brushy, light fuels and ladder fuels.

There were several aspects of high fire risk, including: ridge tops, where the probability of

lightning strikes are highest, the major access roads which receive the most vehicle use, the

Rogue River corridor, and the areas adjacent to private residences.

The following areas were considered high value:

-spotted owl core areas,

-the LSR,

-private residences,

-Tucker Flat campground and the Rogue River Ranch,

-Ninemile communication site,

-Fry gravesite.

The Rogue River is available for helicopters to dip water for fire suppression.

The potential for uncharacteristic stand-replacing fires in this area, along with most of the

Klamath Province, has increased due to fire exclusion activities that began around the turn of

the century. Historic lightning fire data within this area indicate that fires ranged from less
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than an acre to more than 21,000 acres. With fire exclusion came an increase in dense

vegetation in young and mature forest stands. The density of this vegetation has created

ladder fuels, which have the potential to carry fire into forest canopies, increasing the risk of

severe fire behavior. These types of fires make wild land fire suppression efforts difficult.

The overall health of the forest has also been greatly compromised by this dense vegetation,

due to the competition with trees for soil moisture.

Three factors were used to analyze fire management decisions: hazard, risk, and value. These

factors are used to evaluate and set priorities for treatments while giving consideration to

other management opportunities, such as wildlife habitat enhancement. Areas where all three

factors were rated as high were deemed highest priority for fuels treatment.

The planning area is primarily composed of BLM lands with small blocks of non-federal

lands. These lands are considered "high hazard and high risk" because of the presence of

potential ignition sources and the light flashy fuels. Many of these pieces of private land have

been logged in the past several years with no subsequent slash reduction treatment.

Priority 1-high

Within these areas there are few instances where all three rating factors are "high." These

include areas that received recent pre-commercial thinning (PCT) or brushing adjacent to well

traveled roads, owl core areas. Critical Habitat Units (CHU) and within the Late-Successional

Reserve (LSR) bordering non-federal lands.

Priority 2-medium

The second priority for fuels treatment include areas where high risk and high value overlap.

In this area these consist of areas around spotted owl core areas, CHUs, lands adjacent to

highly traveled roads, and heavily used recreation areas such as the Rogue River corridor, the

back country byway and developed campgrounds. These areas are similar to the number one

priority rating with the lack of recent PCT, brushing, or other management activities that

create heavy slash loading.

Priority 3-low

The third priority for fuels treatment is where there are PCT, brushing, and other management

activities not adjacent to well-traveled roads or near owl core areas and CHUs. This priority

level may also include recreation use areas. The areas that have received PCT treatments

exhibit a higher short-term hazard than unthinned stands of similar size and age. Generally,

different stands are pre-commercially thinned each year creating new areas of high priority for

hazard reduction treatments. PCT stands would fall from high priority for treatment as slash

breaks down and decomposes, generally after the first three years.

3.6 Timber Resources

The watershed is dominated by the Tanoak series (76%). Productivity in the watershed ranges

from relatively low productivity (i.e., site classes 4 & 5 in the east and in the Wilderness Area)

to higher productivity in Mule Creek (i.e., site class 3 & 4). The higher productivity in Mule

Creek is due to higher levels of precipitation and richer soils. The sites with the lowest

productivity, or high potential for reforestation failure, have been withdrawn from intensive

timber management through the Timber Productivity and Capability Classification (see Map

13).
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Background

Historically, timber harvesting has been minor to non-existent in the less productive Whisky

Creek, Big Windy Creek, Howard Creek, Horseshoe Bend, Missouri Creek and southern

Kelsey Creek drainages due to low volume per acre and high road construction costs. These

low productive sites are in contrast to the more productive Mule Creek drainage, where a

substantial amount of timber has been removed.

Timber harvest in the last fifty years was accomplished through a variety of methods. Partial-

cut and salvage harvest units are evident in the East Fork Kelsey Creek and Quail Creek

drainages. Many of these units were logged during the 1970s. Typically, the harvest

removed about one-third of the volume and most of the large snags. These stands are now
dominated by a large conifer overstory above an undifferentiated understory of brush and

conifer saplings.

Heavier partial cuts occurred primarily in East Fork Mule Creek and Mule Creek

subwatersheds. The residual stands contain a sparse conifer overstory over a mixed

understory composed of conifers, brush, and hardwoods.

Clearcutting practices began in the 1950s and reached their peak in the 1980s. Discrete

patches were created within the older stands and were connected by a network of roads in the

Mule, East Fork Mule, North Fork Kelsey, and Ditch Creek subwatersheds.

All of the old-growth timber on private land has been cut. State of Oregon lands have also

harvested most of their larger trees. Recent harvest on private land has removed smaller trees

left in previously logged lands and also second or third growth stands.

Partial cutting has resulted in stands frequently deficit in large snags and downed wood. In

locations with a high component of live oak and madrone, low levels of snags and coarse

woody debris may be a reflection of natural conditions.

Proposed Area of Critical Environmental Concern

A portion of the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed is currently designated General Forest

Management Area and a portion Late-successional Reserve (Table 2-1 ). Much of the area is

currently withdrawn from the timber base (Appendix 10, Map AI0-3a, & Map A10-3b)

because of several factors including riparian zones. Spotted Owl Core areas, and soils and

slope limiting factors. There is only one unit (9 acres) that is early serai. This unit received

brushing and release treatment in 2001. Several clearcuts occurred historically, along the

edges of the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed and are of various ages, with a few

clearcuts within the boundaries of the subwatershed.

3.7 Late-Successional Habitat

Late-Successional Habitat is defined here as late-successional forest that provides habitat for

late successionally affiliated species. For analysis puiposes, stands modified by partial-cut

harvesting where previous entry has occuired were generally not included as late-successional

habitat. Late- successional habitat is widespread and generally abundant within the planning

area. All major drainages, including the previously entered drainages of Kelsey, Whisky, and

Mule Creeks, as well as along the Rogue River, contain substantial amounts of old-growth

forest, which is defined as at least 10 percent stocked with trees of 200 years or older and 10

acres or more in size.
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Taking into account factors such as degree of canopy layering, canopy closure, size of trees,

and species composition, approximately 52,216 acres of late-successional habitat occur in the

planning area. These areas provide available and functional habitat for spotted owl. Life

requirements are met for nesting, foraging roosting and dispersal, with canopies multilayered

and closure greater than 60 percent, or in more open areas where flight is possible, with

canopy possibly single layered and closure also greater than 60 percent.

Many large intact blocks of late-successional serai stage (Table 3-3) exist within the

watershed, with old-growth patches ranging from 20 acres to over 2,000 acres of continuous

habitat. The extent of late-successional forest is so widely distributed it may be more

meaningful to consider the entire northern portion of the watershed as a large area of interior

forest, with some minor fragmentation effects in portions of the Kelsey Creek and East Fork

Mule Creek subwatershed. Within the 97 square miles of the northern portion of the planning

area, approximately 22 square miles are predominately in early serai stages.

Late-successional habitat within the northern portion of the planning area appears to be well

distributed. Even where previous timber harvest has occurred, there are bands of older forest

remaining, including along Whisky, Kelsey, and Mule Creeks. Whisky Creek contains old-

growth bands along most of its length and mature forest where old-growth is not present.

Kelsey Creek provides mature forest habitat along most of its length, although portions of it

traverses through a naturally young stand. Through a portion of the area around Mule Creek

was heavily logged, a band of old-growth habitat remains along the main stem of Mule Creek

and East Fork Mule Creek.

The planning area includes the northern part of the Galice Late-Successional Reserve (#0R-

258) (LSR) a portion of the Fishhook/Galice LSR, the largest LSR in southwest Oregon. It is

in the most suitable condition (USDA/USDl 1995) of any of the LSRs, with 60 percent of

BLM acreage currently in late-successional habitat. The Southwest Oregon LSR Assessment

(1995) indicates that approximately 47 percent of the entire LSR is currently late-successional

habitat. Approximately 60% of BLM lands are in older forest, approaching the desired LSR
objective of 70% in late-successional forest (Map 9).

Thousands of species are dependent upon late-successional forests for their continued

survival, including a very broad range of vertebrates, invertebrates, fungi, and molluscs

(FEMAT 1993). For many species, large blocks of unfragmented habitat are especially

important for survival because they provide habitat buffered from manipulated areas. A more

detailed description of source population habitat can be found in the Wild Rogue North

Watershed Analysis ( 1 999)

3.7.1 Late-Successional Habitat and Natural Disturbances

Late-successional habitat in this area is strongly influenced by fire (see Fire History above).

Some low elevation stands have developed dense and overstocked tree understories. This

density, combined with drought, has increased water stress on the older overstory trees. Also,

on high fire risk areas stocked with a high proportion of pine or fir, it is suspected bark beetles

have been killing trees at an increased rate. High stocking levels have increased fuel loading,

especially in the plant associations which historically had frequent low and moderate intensity

fires. Partial cuts in East Fork Kelsey Creek and Quail Creek areas have substantially

increased the brush component, placing these areas at greater risk of stand replacement fire.

Past clear cutting in the areas of Mule Creek, East Fork Mule Creek and North Fork Kelsey

Creek has created additional risk of stand replacement fires through both brush invasion and

new young plantations. This places older forest habitats at a greater risk to stand replacement

fire.
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Forest diseases do not appear to be affecting large areas within this watershed. Black stain,

Swiss needle cast and white pine blister rust can eliminate trees which then creates natural

openings of various sizes and shapes in isolated areas. Blister rust has the greatest potential to

affect habitat. White Pine Blister Rust is present within the East Fork Whisky Creek

subwatershed. Surveys for other pests or disease have not been initiated or completed. Other

natural disturbances such as windthrow are more evident near ridges of mountains and in

areas with deep soils.

3.7.2 Connectivity

There are two fully functioning connectivity blocks within the planning area, located in T32S,

R9W, section 17, and T33S, R8W, section 9 (Map #3). Section 17 has approximately 60

percent of habitat in old-growth forest. Section 9 has approximately 80 percent in mature or

old-growth condition.

Habitat connectivity facilitates movement and genetic exchange between individuals of

species. Late-successional connectivity for wide-ranging small mammals, including the

fisher, and for more mobile species including the northern spotted owl is important for this

area. The role it may play in connectivity at the provincial scale is underscored by the

concepts underpinning the NFR Specifically, it was intended that the two ranges, the

Klamath/Coast Range, and the Cascades would be joined (and subsequently encourage

population exchange) by the Siskiyou mountains (USDA/USDI 1998).

There are two areas of interest for connectivity to other watersheds. The first of these two

areas includes the northeastern portion of the analysis area, including the East Fork Kelsey

Creek and West Whisky Creek subwatersheds, intended to link the Galice/Fish Hook LSR
eastward into East and West Forks Whisky Creek and the portions of the Grave Creek

watershed identified for connectivity (USDI 1999a) to the LSR to the east, the Galesville/

South Umpqua LSR (Map 1 1 ). The second of these two connectivity bands is located in the

northern portion of the analysis area, including the North Fork Kelsey Creek and Kelsey

Creek subwatersheds, intended to link the Galice/Fish Hook LSR to the Bobby Creek

Research Natural Area to the north. The Southwest Oregon Late-Successional Reserve (LSR)

Assessment (1995) notes that the Fishhook/Galice LSR provides an east/west older forest link

connecting the coastal mountains across the Rogue Valley to the Rogue-Umpqua divide and

the Cascade Province. The Grave Creek, West Fork and Middle Fork Cow Creek watersheds

to the east and north consist of a checkerboard pattern of public-private ownership in which

late-successional habitat is substantially reduced. The extensive mature and old-growth

component of the planning area is important in providing many source populations to

adjacent areas which have been previously harvested on both public and private land.

It appears that those animals which depend upon late-successional habitat to successfully

migrate and interbreed with other populations beyond this watershed can move in a generally

east-northeast direction through well-connected late-successional habitats of the LSR and

Matrix in the project area. The late-successional habitat connection from the LSR into

Matrix lands within the planning area largely occurs along upper Whisky Creek, and in T33S,

R8W sections 11,12,13, and 14. These sections cunently contain approximately 25 percent

old-growth (>200 yrs.), 25 percent late mature (151-200 yrs.), 30 percent early mature, 15

percent pole, and 5 percent early and mid-seral forested habitat.

The extreme northwest portion of the planning area includes the Wild Rogue Wilderness,

estimated to have 30 percent older forest. The area to the west of the action area includes the

Northwest Coast Late-Successional Reserve within the Siskiyou National Forest. The

Wilderness Area probably provides some connection to the adjoining Northwest Coast LSR,

which is managed for late serai conditions, and currently has many linkages of older forest

habitat (USDA and USDI 1995). Connectivity to the west appears to be largely functional.
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3.7.3 Snags and coarse woody material

Existing numbers of snags and coarse woody debris, key components of late-successional

forest habitat, appear to be below RMP standards in portions of the planning area. A field

review of snag and coarse woody debris conditions in East Fork Kelsey Creek and Kelsey

Creek also indicated low levels of both of these components compared to RMP standards.

Both of these two areas are relatively unentered.

3.7.4 Survey and Manage Animal Species

Red Tree Voles

Red tree voles are a Survey and Manage species and generally occur in forested stands older

than 40 years, with old-growth appearing to provide optimum habitat because of its function

both as a climatic buffer and with its high water-holding capacity which maximizes food

availability and free water (Gillesberg and Carey 1991 ). Limited surveys for this species have

been conducted within the watershed, primarily in the area of the Cold Mule timber sale.

Currently it is estimated that 38,010 acres of suitable red tree vole habitat are present within

the watershed.

Great Gray Owls

Great gray owls are a surveyr and manage species in the NFP. They are uncommon and

associated with conifer forest adjacent to meadows. There are about 300 acres of suitable

meadow habitat in the northwest portion of the planning area. While there was an

unconfirmed detection of this species near Big Meadow in the mid-1990s, this meadow
complex was surveyed to protocol in 1998 and 1999, with no detections of great gray owls.

Molluscs

Under the Survey and Manage SEIS. there are two species of terrestrial mollusc which are

suspected to occur in the planning area, the Oregon shoulderband snail and the Chace

sideband snail. The Oregon shoulderband frequents both rocky areas and hardwood stands.

The Chace sideband is known to use talus areas and moist late-successional forests. No
Survey and Manage aquatic mollusc species are known or suspected to occur within the

watershed.

Del Norte Salamanders

Del Norte salamanders were identified as a Survey and Manage species in the NFP. Under the

Survey and Manage SEIS they are in category Dl, which means that high priority sites

require protection, but no pre-disturbance surveys are required. All known sites are currently

required to be protected until high priority sites have been established. They have been found

in the watershed, but do not fall into project area units or areas identified for treatment. Based

on soil information, vegetative characteristics, and rainfall it is suspected that they are widely

distributed across the watershed.
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3.8 Special and Unique Habitats

Special or unique habitats include meadows, cliffs, springs, caves and other habitat features.

They account for a small amount of the total land base, but are important as wildlife habitat

and are often highly fragile. Meadows are also uncommon in the planning area, and so are

included in this category.

Two small meadows are located near the north edge near Anaktuvuk Saddle and have been

burned to improve forage conditions. Two other meadows are located near the Big Meadows
area. One is called Bald Ridge and is characterized by large erosion gullies and slump

fractures. The other is a similar meadow on a ridge between Quail Creek and Ditch Creek.

There are widely scattered springs and a few man-made ponds and pump chances which

provide habitat for waterfowl, reptiles, amphibians, and invertebrates.

Large areas of cliff and rock outcrop habitat occur within the Wilderness and along the Rogue

River. These areas provide potential habitat for many unique wildlife species, including the

peregrine falcon, and the golden eagle. There is currently one known peregrine falcon eyrie

in the southeast sector of the watershed. There is one known golden eagle nest in cliff habitat

along the Rogue River (USDA/USDl 1995).

3.9 Wildlife

3.9.1 Threatened, Endangered and Other Species of

Concern

Special status species in the planning area are listed in Appendix 8 and include several

classifications, among which are:

• Federally Threatened or Endangered species which are listed under the Endangered

Species Act.

• Protection Buffer and Survey and Manage Species, which include those species

identified in the Northwest Forest Plan and the Medford District Resource Management

Plan as needing special consideration due to their association with late-successional

habitat.

• Bureau Sensitive species, those species which the Bureau of Land Management

considers to be of concern and which may have the potential in the future to become

federally listed.

• Bureau Assessment species, those species considered as important to monitor and

manage to prevent elevation of status to a higher level of concern.

• Species identified by the state of Oregon as warranting special attention, either through

listing under the Oregon Endangered Species Act, or identified as an Oregon Special

Status Species

• Neotropical Migratory Landbirds, those bird species which winter south of the Tropic of

Cancer and breed in North America, many of which are in decline.
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There are at least 60 potential sensitive species of wildlife in the watershed. The four species

listed as threatened are discussed in detail in the following sections.

3.9.1.1 Northern Spotted Owls

Northern spotted owls are currently listed as a threatened species under the Endangered

Species Act. A decrease in the habitat for spotted owls, as a result of timber harvest of mature

and old-growth forests was the primary reason for listing (USDl 1994). Spotted owls nest in

cavities or platforms in stands of mature or old-growth forest with high levels of canopy

closure.

There are a total of 28 owl activity centers in the watershed, 13 north of the Rogue River and

15 south of the river. Activity centers in the LSR are part of the long term management

strategy for owls in the Northwest Forest Plan. The remaining that occur in the Matrix are not

part of the long term strategy and will be subject to habitat removal over time. An activity

center is considered viable if there is at least 40 percent of the area within a 1.3 mile radius in

a suitable habitat condition. Suitable habitat generally consists of stands with trees greater

than 21" dbh with 60 percent or greater canopy closure. In this watershed, 15 of the 28

activity centers are in viable condition, indicating a relatively healthy late-successional

condition, of twelve of the viable activity centers north of the Rogue River.

There are approximately 52,216 acres of suitable nesting, roosting, or foraging habitat for

northern spotted owls in the planning area (Map 10), or 50 percent of the watershed. The

percentage of suitable habitat in the north portion of the watershed is considerably greater

than in the south, with approximately 66 percent of the land in suitable owl habitat condition.

Critical habitat for the northern spotted owl is a legal designation under the Endangered

Species Act. This watershed includes northern spotted owl Critical Habitat Units (CHUs)

#OR-65 and #OR-67 (Map 1 1 ). OR-65 consists of approximately 9,630 acres, located in the

eastern part of the planning area. Most of OR-65 is within Late-successional Reserve but the

remainder is found on General Forest Management Area land in the northeastern portion of

the planning area. Specifically, this area includes T32S, R9W, sections 1,12, and 13; and

T33S, R8W, sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 14.

Within critical habitat unit #OR-65 there are a total of 3,093 acres in Riparian Reserves, 317

acres in owl cores, and 1,984 acres in TPCC withdrawn lands, for a total of 5,394 acres, or 56

percent of the CHU being unavailable for scheduled timber harvest. The other 3,235 acres

are currently available for harvest, or 44 percent.

Only a small portion of Critical Habitat Unit #OR-67 overlaps the northwest part of the

planning area. It is immediately east of the Wilderness Area with two additional small

sections at the western boundary.

ProposedArea of Critical Environmental Concern

The East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed has several high wildlife habitat values due to the

large amount of undisturbed and unfragmented old growth conifer forest, the high quality

riparian zones, and the range of elevation. Several important wildlife species have been

observed in the area including the federally threatened Northern Spotted Owl. There is

currently one nesting pair (One 4 All, see Table 4-14) of spotted owls within the East Fork

Whisky Creek subwatershed. In addition, habitat potential exists for additional species which

have been observed in and immediately south of the subwatershed such as the peregrine

falcon, bald eagle (Federal Threatened), and townsend's big-eared bat (Bureau sensitive and

species of concern).
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3.9.1.2 Marbled Murrelets

Marbled murrelets, a federally threatened species, use inland forested sites for nesting. They

nest exclusively in trees, typically in late-successional forest with greater than 60 percent

canopy closure, within about 35 miles of the Coast. In southwest Oregon, no murrelets have

been found east of this 35-mile line. Since 1995, there have been over 600 survey visits for

marbled murrelets within the watershed, with no confirmed detections. This is not

unexpected, since studies by the Siskiyou National Forest strongly suggest that in this part of

southern Oregon, murrelets typically do not fly beyond the first major coastal ridge, about 12

miles from the coast, south of the Elk/Coquille drainages (USDA and USDI. 2000c).

Critical habitat for the marbled murrelet was designated in May, 1996, and includes

CHU #OR-07-F within the analysis area (Map 12). Portions of the watershed are considered

critical marbled murrelet habitat because they occur within 35 miles from the coast. The

CHU lies entirely within the Late-Successional Reserves within 35 miles of the coast, and

comprises approximately 14,253 acres within the watershed.

3.9.1.3 Bald Eagles

Bald eagles are a federally threatened species and have recently been proposed for de-listing.

Suitable bald eagle habitat in the watershed occurs primarily along the Rogue River and many

of the side drainages, including Whisky and Kelsey Creeks. There is one active nest within a

few miles of the confluence of the Rogue River and Whisky Creek. Preferred nesting habitat

usually consists of older forests near water, with minimal human disturbance.

3.9.1.4 Southern Oregon/Northern California Coho Salmon

SO/NC coho have been listed as threatened under the Endangered Species Act. Of about 5

1

miles of streams in the planning area that are accessible to Southern Oregon/Northern

California coho salmon, an estimated 16 miles of habitat are north of the Rogue River in the

Glendale Resource Area. Most habitat is marginally suitable for the species because of

moderate to steep gradient, poor quality spawning and off-channel rearing habitat and natural

barriers. Although habitat is generally in properly functioning condition (USDA/NOAA,
1996), sediment may be limiting production potential in most streams. Sediment sources are

most likely both natural and human-caused. Mileages in Table 3-4 are estimates of the

possible upper limit of the species distribution and are based on Oregon Department of Fish

and Wildlife habitat survey data (ODFW 1998, 1999).

3.9.1.5 Other Species of Concern

Northwestern pond turtles, a species of concern, have not been observed using the watershed's

small ponds, but are frequently observed along many sections of the Rogue River, where there

are slow-moving river sections. Pond turtles were petitioned for listing under the Endangered

Species Act in 1992 but have not been listed to date.

Tailed frogs, a species of concern, have been located in the planning area. This amphibian

species, thought to be confined to turbulent streams in late-successional forest, is considered

to be a potential for listing, with very low recruitment rates compared to other frogs, as well

as a longer generation time.

This watershed lies within the Pacific Flyway, utilized by a wide variety of migratory birds.

Waterfowl are likely to occur along the Rogue River, including species of concern such as the

Harlequin duck, which uses fast-flowing water.
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Table 3-4. Streams and estimated distance offish presence for coho salmon and steelhead,

within the Kelsey Whisky Planning Area.

Stream Name Miles of Coho Miles of Steelhead

Arrasta Fork Mule Creek 1 .2

East Fork Big Windy Creek 0.6 1 .7

East Fork Whisky Creek 2.1 2.1

Howard Creek 4.6 3.1

Kelsey Creek 2.6 2.6

Mule Creek 4.3 9.9

Rogue River 20.0 20.0

West Fork Mule Creek 1.4 2.6

West Fork Whisky Creek 2.5 2.5

Whisky Creek 2.3 2.3

Anna Creek 1.4

Booze Creek .5

Bronco Creek . 1

Bunker Creek 1 .2

Ditch Creek .3

East Fork Kelsey 0.5 2.4

Hewitt Creek .5

Jenny Creek .3

Little Windy Creek .7

Long Gulch .6

Meadow Creek .9

Missouri Creek 1 .2

Wildcat Creek -

—

.2

Rum Creek .5

Russian Creek .3

3.9.2 Other Wildlife Species

The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (1993) notes that the relatively small Klamath

Province supports the highest number of vertebrate species of any province in Oregon.

3.9.2.1 Game Animals

There is historical information which indicates that in the late 1800s and early 1900s, elk and

deer were abundant in the vicinity of Illahe (USDA 1938) and were frequently harvested not

only for meat, but also for hides. This report cited information which indicated that hide

hunters were driven from the area by the early settlers, who depended upon elk and deer for

food. Bald Ridge and Ninemile were cited in this report as historical locations where elk had

occurred.

Several meadows in the watershed provide habitat for elk. Big Meadows, as mentioned

earlier, is a 200-acre opening in private ownership located near the divide between East Fork

Mule Creek and the Rogue River.

The Mule Creek area was identified as a priority for elk management in cooperation with the

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW). This drainage was analyzed for elk habitat

suitability using the Wisdom elk model (Wisdom et al 1985), which assesses habitat
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effectiveness indices. The analysis indicated spacing, forage, and road density were all very

low, while the cover index was a bit higher. That information led to efforts in the late 1980s

and early 1990s to increase available forage through burning and seeding clearcuts. In

addition, a major road management plan was instituted, resulting in motor vehicle road

closures on approximately 32 miles of road. Prior to the road closures, the Mule Creek

drainage had an open road density of 4.6 miles of road per square mile. Following road

closures, the open road density dropped to 1 .8 miles of road per square mile, close to the

ODFW recommendations of no more than 1 .6 miles of road per square mile for elk

management. Following road closure, 500 native brush and shrub seedlings were planted

along closed road beds and cut banks to improve foraging opportunities.

Black bears are believed to be relatively abundant throughout the analysis area, primarily due

to large blocks of undisturbed habitat, proximity to the Rogue River, and large areas with low

road densities. Bears were evidently abundant in the watershed at the turn of the century,

according to an interview with Wallace Rondeau, who lived in the area in the early 1900s

(Shaffer 1983). According to the Oregon Dept. of Fish and Wildlife (M. Wolfer, pers.

comm.), black bear densities in the analysis area probably exceed one per square mile. A
1987 report (ODFW 1987) notes that the heaviest bear densities in the state occur in

southwestern Oregon. All lands within one mile of the river are closed to black bear hunting.

Mountain lions are thought to be common in the analysis area. A historic report by Siskiyou

National Forest refers to a large cougar population in the watershed (USDA 1925).

3.9.2.2 Other Animal Species

American martens, a member of the weasel family, are considered to be indicator species of

old-growth habitats in Oregon, where they are closely tied to large quantities of standing and

downed snags and coarse woody debris, often near streams (Jones and Raphael 1990). They

select dense cover extending above the snow, and in winter they utilize tunnels to access the

area below snow level. They have been documented in the late-successional reserves of

southwestern Oregon (USDA/USDI 1995). Fishers, also a medium-sized member of the

weasel family, are a rare carnivore associated with dense, mature, and old-growth forest

stands (Powell 1982), and adults are associated with large habitat blocks. Fishers are known

to use riparian areas as travel corridors in both winter and summer (Jones 1991). Resting

sites in California have been found to be associated with snags and abundant downed logs

(Buck et al. 1983), and natal sites have been found in cavities of live or dead trees (Banci

1989). A fisher was observed in the watershed in 1996 by a BLM biologist, in the southern

sector in the vicinity of the Galice access road.

Ringtails, an uncommon cat-sized nocturnal mammal, are known to occur in southwest

Oregon, with the Klamath Province identified as their center of abundance in the state

(ODFW 1993). With extensive rocky terrain and abundant tanoak, this area is believed to

support a healthy ringtail population. These nocturnal mammals have been spotted several

times along the Rogue River and the Galice Creek road in the eastern portion of the

watershed.

3.9.3 Fisheries

Fish distribution in the analysis area is poorly known due to the area's inaccessibility.

Mileages in Table 3-4 are estimates of the possible upper limit of both species distribution

and are based on Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife habitat survey data. High stream

gradient limits the suitability of most of Mule, Whisky, and Kelsey Creeks for ESA-listed

southern Oregon/northern California coho salmon (Table 3-4). Twenty miles of the Rogue

River in the analysis area supports a large number offish species (USDI, 1999a).
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Mule Creek. Kelsey Creek, and Whisky Creek, the primary fish-bearing streams in the

Planning Area, are functioning properly overall, although some factors such as sediment limit

stream productivity. Sources of streambed sediment in Mule Creek, Kelsey Creek and

Whisky Creek are roads, naturally unstable soils and, to a lesser extent in Whisky Creek a

small scale placer mining claim. Degraded substrate has negative implications for fish

spawning success and winter refugia, as well as for aquatic macroinvertebrate community

composition and abundance.

High road density and associated increase in the drainage network through road ditch lines in

some portions of the Mule Creek and Kelsey Creek watersheds have potential for influencing

timing and magnitude of peak flows but indicator factors like streambank stability and gravel

accumulation in low gradient reaches suggests that it is not currently a problem. Road density

in most of the 7th field HUC's in the project area is quite low (USD! 1999b, p. 11, Table 3).

Riparian habitat on nearly all fish-bearing streams in the planning area is largely undisturbed

by roads and timber harvest. The amount of riparian habitat that has been directly affected by

historic and cun'ent placer mining activities is minimal.

Riparian connectivity is relatively high, ranging from 70 to 98% (USD! 1999b, Table 17)

greater than 80 years of age (the age at which late successional characteristics begin to

appear). Acres in this condition will continue to increase since they are protected from future

timber harvest under the Northwest Forest Plan. High riparian connectivity favors not only

aquatic organisms and processes but also terrestrial plants and animals that use these areas as

travel corridors.

Although maximum summer water temperatures in Mule and Whisky Creeks exceed state

standards, the condition reflects natural conditions (USDI 1999b, p. 20-23). There is only

limited data for other streams due to their remote locations and general inaccessibility.

However, based on the general lack of land management activities in all or the majority of

their watersheds and high degree of late serai connectivity of Riparian Reserves, it is believed

that water temperatures in all subwatersheds ate well within the range of natural variability.

Refer to the Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis (USDI 1999b) for additional information

on stream and watershed conditions.

3.10 Roads/Transportation System

Virtually all the roads north of the Rogue River were originally constructed to provide access

for timber harvest or fire control. Some roads were constructed to provide access to private

lands, especially along the Rogue River, or for recreational access to the river. Road density

analysis within the 5th field watershed is described in the Wild Rogue North Watershed

Analysis. Road density can be used to measure drainage alteration and increase of

intermittent stream channels created by a variety of existing road prisms that interrupt the

landscape. The East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed has only one road extending partially

into the it. This unroaded character has remained relatively undisturbed by timber harvest and

is seemingly wild and natural.

Road information analyzed at the subwatershed level show that the area most heavily affected

and of greatest management concern is the Mule Creek drainage. Information has been

analyzed at the sixth-field watershed level and shows high road densities in the area. Most

road construction and harvest activities occurred in the late 1980s. Spur roads to harvest units

were generally not surfaced. These roads are showing more erosion than in other drainages

due to lack of surfacing and lack of maintenance.
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Three primary routes provide major access to the Kelsey Whisky EIS area. The Mt. Reuben

road, Bobby Access Road, and Dutch Henry road. All of these roads have been used for log

hauling. The Mt. Reuben road is the oldest route, which was improved from its origins as a

primitive route to Marial. The Dutch Henry road was the first major log haul route from

Kelsey Mule road to Glendale. The Bobby Access road was constructed by the United States

Federal Highway Administration as a more direct route for log haul to Riddle. Since log

hauling has declined sharply, these roads now provide some redundancy of access.

Road maintenance is conducted by the different land owners and management agencies.

BLM maintenance levels range from minimal standards on short spur roads to high standards

on main access roads. The goal is to provide a transportation system for various recreational

activities, private access, logging, fire fighting access, and other land management uses.

Roads maintained at a high level in previous years are not being maintained to that extent any

longer (cf. section 1 . 1 .4). To reduce maintenance requirements and erosion potential, some

un-needed roads have been decommissioned Other roads are gated or blocked until future

access is needed and many others are maintained at the lowest possible levels. BLM roads

have a maintenance level assigned to them as a guide for the amount and frequency

maintenance should be performed (Appendix 3). Roads are monitored and maintenance

levels are modified when needs and conditions change. Most roads, primarily old logging

roads, were originally constructed with single lanes with turnouts with a ditch on the inside,

and cross drain and bottom lay culverts installed to facilitate drainage.

BLM roads are generally open for public use unless blocked by gates or other methods. Gates

and other road barriers regulate vehicle access to reduce maintenance costs, soil erosion,

transfer of noxious weeds, and wildlife disturbance. Non-federal roads in the area generally

are not surfaced, but are frequently maintained to provide seasonal access to homes in the area

and for timber management. Roads with existing reciprocal rights-of-way are listed in Table

3-6.

Many spur roads in the area have ditch lines that are partially or completely filled with slough

from cut slopes. Many cross drain culverts are partially or completely blocked with sediment

from ditch lines. In the Kelsey Whisky area very few of the roads were constructed with

water dips. Most road surfaces, however, are not badly scoured or rutted, and most spur

roads are free from major slides or debris blocking the roads. See section 3.9.3 for a

discussion of roads and fisheries.

Paved roads and through roads (Table 3-5) are generally maintained for more user comfort

and convenience and to connect major administrative features. Paved roads provide a higher

volume of commercial and recreational traffic than administrative traffic. The entire roadway

is maintained at least annually. Maintenance problems are repaired as they are discovered.

The life of a paved road without re-sealing is about 15 years but can vary, depending on the

amount of hauling occurring on the road. Natural weathering processes also deplete paved

roads, such as frost heave, summer heat, dilution by rain water and break up due to over

growth along the road way. The reciprocol rights-of-way roads in the project area are

identified in Table 3-6.

There are developed sources in the watershed where water may be acquired for use on the

roads. Some water sources are in need of improvement to increase water supply for both

wildlife and road maintenance needs. Water is used when placing surface rock and for road

maintenance, which permits proper processing of the road surfacing material.

Proposed Area of Critical Environmental Concern

Currently there is one road, (34-8- 1 ) that borders the proposed East Fork Whisky Creek RNA/

ACEC along the eastern and northeastern boundary. This is a gravel surfaced road. Two more

roads, which are natural surfaced, are currently being considered for decommissioning. These
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Table 3-5. Pave Roads in the Kelsey Whisky Project Area.

Road Name Road Number Miles Remarks

Cow Creek Road 33-7-2 11.06 Mainline road - Through route

Cow Creek Road 30-6-32 0.29 Mainline road - Through route

Mt. Reuben Road 34-8-1 4.40 Back Country Byway - Surface protection

West Fork Cow Creek 32-8-1.1 3.9 Mainline road - Through route

Bobby Creek Access 32-8-9.2 6.65 Through route

Calvert air strip 0.32 Emergency use - Fire

Kelsey Mule 32-8-31 5.10 Through route

Marial 32-9-14.2 4.10 Back Country Byway'

Dutch Henry 32-7-19.3 8.42 Through route

Table 3-6. Reciprocal Right-of-Way in the Kelsey Whisky Planning Area.

Right of W a> Road Number Location * Right of Way Holder

Number

870 31-9-35 T31S,R9W Larry Brown Timber

605 T32S,R8W,sec30 Superior Lumber

605A T32S,R8W,sec31,32 Roseburg Resources

700 T32S,R8W,sec31 Roseburg Resources

870 32-8-31,32-8-24 T32S,R8W Larry Brown Timber

605 T32S,R9W,secl3-35 Superior Lumber

870 32-9-14.2 T32S,R9W Larry Brown Timber

605 T32S, RlOW, seel 1-14.22-8,33-36 Superior Lumber

441 T33S,R9W,sec7 K&C Lumber

605 T33S,R9W,sec 1 - 1 6, 1 8,22-26,35,36 Larry Brown Timber

605 T33S,R10W,secl-3, 10-12 Superior Lumber

870 34-8-1 T34S,R8W Larry Brown Timber

''(T=township, R=range, sec=section, S=south, W=west)

are ridge top roads that are grown in and no longer passable by vehicles (33-8-23 and 33-8-

11.1). There is a trail or fire access route on the ridge top between the east and west forks of

Whisky Creek.

3.11 Social Environment

3.11.1 Rural interface

Private parcels within the planning area range in size from about 20 to more than 300 acres.

Most of these are clustered near Marial, west of Kelsey Creek. Exceptions are mining claims

in the Whisky Creek drainage. Black Bar Lodge and two parcels in the Meadow Creek
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Drainage. Many of the private parcels within the planning area are actively managed for

timber or mineral extraction with entries occurring within the last 5 years.

There are nine residential structures on private land within the planning area, including three

within the river corridor. About half of these structures are occupied on a year-round basis

and Black Bar Lodge is a commercial enterprise. All are currently surrounded by public land,

managed as a Late-Successional Reserve and most are within an area classified as possibly

seen from the Wild and Scenic River corridor, implying probable limitations on management

actions on Federal lands in the surrounding area. None of these parcels were identified as

Rural Interface Areas in the Medford District Resource Management Plan (RMP), although

some of the parcels with residences do meet the criteria described in the RMP.

Major issues related to rural interface management within the planning area would likely be

those identified in the RMP as creating the greatest impact on interface areas, including: fire

and fuels management and related effects such as smoke, visual resource management and

protection of views from within residences in the area, short- and possibly long-term

increased noise levels, and dust and other problems associated with increased vehicular

traffic.

3.11.2 Recreation

Dispersed recreation such as hunting, hiking, swimming, camping, driving for pleasure, and

cycling are the primary uses within the planning area. The Grave Creek - Marial National

Back Country Byway starts at Grave Creek and skirts the eastern edge to Ninemile Mountain

then bisects the area to the western edge at Marial on the Wild Section of the Rogue River.

The 34-8-1 road serves as the eastern boundary and is currently a designated National Back

Country Byway to Marial. There are several vista opportunities along this route that provide

very good looks into the East Fork Whisky Creek as well as into the Rogue Canyon in the

distance. The route from Ninemile Mountain to Marial is the only vehicular access into the

Wild Section and is used by land owners, government agency employees and members of the

public accessing recreation facilities in the area, primarily at Tucker Flat Campground and

trail heads for the National Rogue River Trail and the Wild Rogue Wilderness. The route

from Grave Creek to Ninemile Mountain and continuing west on the Kelsey-Mule Road is

used as an alternate shuttle route for winter rafting on the Rogue River. Usage monitoring on

the route from Ninemile to Marial completed in approximately 1996 determined use

averaging less than 25 vehicles a week. No further studies have been completed but staff

observations in the area seem to indicate that use has remained fairly consistent with previous

surveys.

The Rogue River is a popular recreation resource on a national scale. It attracts thousands of

recreationists annually, for rafting, fishing and hiking. Within the planning area, the river has

been designated a Wild and Scenic River. The Rogue River trail is located on the north side

of the river. Virtually all of the use associated with the river is concentrated within a few

hundred yards of the river, rarely extending north of the trail.

The Glendale-Powers Bicycle Area - Main Route, designated in 1993, runs along the northern

edge of the planning area and utilizes the Kelsey-Mule Road from Ninemile Mountain to the

end of the Kelsey-Mule Road where the Dutch Henry Road crosses from the Umpqua

Drainage to the Rogue River Drainage at the headwaters of the West Fork of Whisky Creek.

Bicycle use on the route is light but has increased in recent years with several group events

with use totaling more than 100 participants. Vehicular use on the route has remained fairly

constant with an average of less than 100 vehicles a week in the warmer months.

Hunting use of the area seems to be most concentrated in the Mule Creek Drainage and

appears to be relatively light based on staff observations. Much of the Mule Creek Drainage
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has been closed to vehicular use and has probably resulted in some reduction in hunting use in

the planning area.

Recreation sites in the planning area outside of the Wild and Scenic River Corridor are very

limited. Rainie Falls and Whisky Creek Overlooks on the Mt. Reuben Readjust west of

Grave Creek, Tucker Flat Campground at the mouth of Mule Creek. Buck Prairie trail head on

the western edge of the West Fork of Mule Creek Drainage. Mt. Bolivar trail head on the

Kelsey-Mule Road at the head waters of Arrasta Fork of Mule Creek, and Cold Springs at the

headwaters of Mule Creek are the primary sites outside of the river corridor. This is also the

access to the Wild Rogue Wilderness. The planning area as a whole receives approximately

2,500 visitors a year.

3.12 Visual Resources

Land within the Congressionally-designated Rogue Wild and Scenic River corridor and the

Wild Rogue Wilderness are classified as VRM Class I requiring that the existing character

of the landscape be preserved. There are approximately 15,180 acres in this category (see

Map 14).

The Medford District Resource Management Plan established that areas seen from the Wild

Section of the Rogue National Wild and Scenic River and outside of the designated corridor

would be managed as Class II Visual Resource Management (VRM) areas. Management

direction for this area is to retain the existing character of the landscapes, allowing for low

levels of change to the characteristic landscape and activities which did not attract the

attention of the casual observer. The inventory done for the RMP indicated that there were

approximately 32,696 acres classified as VRM Class II. A more accurate inventory for this

analysis was conducted using a more intensive, GIS-based process. As a result, it appears that

a more accurate estimate of the VRM Class II lands is 26,364 acres. This does not represent a

change in the RMP decision, but rather a more detailed analysis than was possible when the

RMP was established. Use of the current acreage based on more accurate analysis is

appropriate under 43 CFR 1610.5-4.

Rural interface areas, BLM-administered land within one-quarter mile of private lands zoned

for 1-5 acre or 5-20 acre lots, are managed as VRM class III, allowing moderate levels of

change to the existing character of the landscape. All other areas are managed as VRM IV

allowing for major modifications of the existing landscape character.

Some of the planning area was burned in the Quail Creek Fire and later in the Galice Complex

Fires. Evidence of these incidents are visible from within the Class I, II and III VRM lands.

3.13 Population and Economic profile

3.13.1 Introduction

The Kelsey Whisky Creek Study Area is located within BLM's Glendale Resource Area. The

area is located primarily in Curry, and Josephine Counties, with a very small portion in

Douglas County. Primary access to the area is from the 1-5 corridor via the Merlin-Galice

Road. This road is a designated back country byway. Additional access point communities

include Wolf Creek and Glendale from the East and Agness and Powers from the West. No
communities are located in the study area. (USDI, BLM, 1992) To effectively compile an

economic profile of the area, Coos, Curry, Douglas and Josephine Counties were selected as

the analysis unit. This is a very large area relative to the Kelsey Whisky Creek study area but
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has been selected to encompass all of the access point communities. The major economic and

population centers in this portion of southern Oregon are Coos Bay/North Bend (Coos

County), Roseburg (Douglas County), and Grants Pass (Josephine County). Medford is also

a major population and economic center located outside the profile area in neighboring

Jackson County, approximately 45 miles via car from the Kelsey Whisky Creek study area

boundary.

The nearest communities with commercial air service are Medford and Coos Bay. The

nearest Amtrak service is in Klamath Falls. Visitors to the area generally arrive by motorized

vehicle. Commercial recreation services also provide transportation for their customers,

primarily visitors using the Rogue Wild and Scenic River.

3.13.2 Study Area Profile

3.13.2.1 Population, Age Distribution, and Ethnicity

For the unincorporated access point communities of Powers, Agness, Merlin, and Wolf Creek/

Sunny Valley 1990 Census information by zip code is available. Population for these

communities is as follows: Powers, 966; Agness 122; Merlin, 1,996; and Wolf Creek/Sunny

Valley, 1,296.

Southern Oregon counties have relatively high percentages of population ages 65 or older

when compared to statewide rates. While demographic changes since 1990 have increased

the number of people in this age group it is representing a smaller portion of total population

in Oregon as a whole. In contrast to the southern Oregon counties of Coos, Curry, Douglas,

and Josephine which increase in number and proportion (Wineburg, 1998). Information on

age distribution and immigration suggests that Coos, Curry, Douglas and Josephine counties

are all attracting retirees.

Coos, Curry, Douglas and Josephine counties, like Oregon as a whole have limited ethnic

diversity. Native Americans are represented at a rates greater or equal to the overall state rate

throughout the region. Of particular interest is the access point community of Agness.

During the 1990 Census, 45 of 122 persons in that zip code were reported to be Native

Americans.

Native American residents may participate in unique cultural practices associated with

reserved treaty rights. Activities may include, fishing, hunting, and gathering plant materials

for food or ceremonial purposes. No reservation lands are located in the Kelsey-Whisky

Creek area.

In some areas, collection of special forest products and employment relative to forest

resources are closely associated with Hispanic, Asian, and/or Russian ethnic groups.

3.13.2.2 Employment and Wages

In 1999, an estimated 24,920 people were working in Coos County. This includes

approximately 3,530 self-employed persons. An estimated 2,340 people were unemployed in

1999. Federal, state and local government was the largest employment sector with 5,680

employees. The lumber and wood products industry is the dominant manufacturing employer,

with 1,380 of the 2,550 manufacturing employees. Lumber and wood products employment

has declined by 990 jobs, or 41.8 percent, since 1990 (State of Oregon, Employment

Department, Various Years).

The construction and services sectors have been the leading growth sectors. The construction

sector employed 850 people, up 23.2 percent since 1990. The services sector employed 4,690
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people in 1999, up 38.3 percent since 1990. Overall, Coos County has been experiencing

slow employment with growth in construction, services, and government just barely offsetting

losses in manufacturing, and transportation, communications, and utilities (State of Oregon,

Employment Department, Various Years).

In 1999, an estimated 7,750 people were working in Curry County. This includes almost

1,490 self-employed persons. Wage and salary workers were more common, totaling 6,260.

Trade was by far the largest employment sector with 1 ,830 employees in 1999. This was

followed by services with 1,300, and government with 1,290. The lumber and wood products

industry is the dominant manufacturing employer, with 630 of the 890 manufacturing

employees. Lumber and wood products employment has declined by 100 jobs since 1990

(State of Oregon, Employment Department, Various Years).

The services sector has been the leading growth sector in Curry County since 1990, up 36.8

percent. Growth in all the non-manufacturing sectors has offset employment losses in

manufacturing and government. Overall, the civilian labor force in Curry County has

declined by 1,400, or 14.3 percent, since 1990. This counteracts the underlying population

trend which increased by 2,723, or 14.1 percent, during the same period. Two factors are at

work to cause this unusual situation. First, is the increase in retirees and population over age

65. Retirees and seniors are generally not working or seeking work, thus do not count as part

of the civilian labor force. In addition, discouraged workers who have been unemployed for a

long period may have given up seeking new employment, thus do not count as part of the

civilian labor force (State of Oregon, Employment Department, Various Years).

Unemployment, although higher than in 1990, has been on a downward trend since 1997.

In 1999, an estimated 41,020 people were working in Douglas County. This includes

approximately 3,790 self-employed persons. An estimated 4,220 people were unemployed in

1999. Trade, services, and government was the largest employment sectors, all with over

8,000 employees. The lumber and wood products industry is the dominant manufacturing

employer, with 6,360 of the 8,060 manufacturing employees. Lumber and wood products

employment has declined by 1,870 jobs, or 22.7 percent, since 1990 (State of Oregon,

Employment Department, Various Years).

The construction sector has been the leading growth sector. The construction sector employed

1,590 people, up 59.0 percent since 1990. Overall, Douglas County has been experiencing

good employment with growth in non-manufacturing sectors offsetting losses in

manufacturing (State of Oregon, Employment Department, Various Years).

In 1999, an estimated 26,680 people were working in Josephine County, which includes

approximately 4,830 self-employed persons. An estimated 2,440 people were unemployed in

1999. Trade and services were the largest employment sectors with 5,880 and 5,790

employees respectively. The lumber and wood products industry is a major manufacturing

employer, with 1,370 of the 3,270 manufacturing employees. Lumber and wood products

employment has declined by 640 jobs, or 31.8 percent, since 1990 (State of Oregon,

Employment Department, Various Years).

The construction and services sectors have been the leading growth sectors. The construction

sector employed 1,040 people, up 65.1 percent since 1990. The services sector employed

5,790 people in 1999, up 43.7 percent since 1990. Overall, Josephine County has been

experiencing good employment with growth in construction, services, and government more

than offsetting losses in manufacturing. (State of Oregon, Employment Department, Various

Years)
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3.13.2.3 Personal Income and Poverty Rates

Per capita personal income in southern Oregon was well below Oregon's statewide level of

$25,912 in 1998. The region also had a higher portion of income derived from transfer

payments than the state as a whole. Transfer payments include Social Security payments, Aid

to Families with Dependent Children, unemployment compensation, disability payments, and

other government payments. Typically transfer payments are a major source of income for

retirees and low-income people. The percent of income derived from dividends, interest, and

rent was also higher than statewide. This income represents returns on accumulated assets

held by individuals and is often a large portion of income for the self-employed and retirees.

Earned income, typically wages and salaries was below the statewide proportion. The

distribution of income by source is not unexpected given the skewed age distribution in

southern Oregon, particularly Coos and Curry counties.

The poverty rate estimate for 1997 in each of the counties was as follows: Coos, 16.7 percent;

Curry, 13.9 percent; Douglas, 14.6 percent; and Josephine, 18.7 percent. These rates are

higher than Oregon's statewide rate of 1 1 .6 percent (Bureau of Census, 2000). Recently

released guidelines for determining eligibility for assistance established the income limit for a

family of four to be $17,050 in 2000.

3.13.2.4 Revenue Sharing

Federal lands are not subject to state or local property taxes. In recognition of the state and

county services that are provided (e.g., roads, emergency services, and law enforcement)

Congress passed legislation in 1976 to provide Payments in Lieu of Taxes to all states and

counties where public lands are located. The Bureau of Land Management is currently

charged with making these payments on behalf of itself and other federal agencies. Revenue

is distributed using a complex formula based on acres of federal land, population, and the total

of the previous years' revenue sharing from on resource use collections (timber, range,

mining, etc).

Oregon counties also receive payments based on timber harvested from revested O&C
railroad lands. Coos and Douglas counties also receive payments based on timber harvested

from revested Coos Bay Wagon Road (CBWR) lands. Since 1991, payments have been based

on historic payments instead of timber receipts. Congress has passed several laws

establishing the formula and length of time for these "safety-net payments." The most recent

law, the "'Secure Rural Schools and Self Determination Act," PL. 106-393. establishes

payments based on the average of the three highest payments to each county between 1986

and 1999 and guarantees payments through Fiscal Year 2006. The payments are also

scheduled to increase based on the consumer price index. The legislation applies to revenue

sharing by both the BLM and Forest Service.

3.13.3 Local Economic Activity Generated by Public Land
Resources

3.13.3.1 Introduction

The Bureau of Land Management and other federal land management agencies often make

commodities available for use by the private sector. For example, the BLM sells timber to

private firms, issues permits for special forest products collections, and issues permits for

commercial recreation uses. Opportunities also exist for exploration and development of

locatable and leasable minerals. Mineral materials are made available for sale and to state

and regional governments for public uses without charge.
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3.13.3.2 Lumber and Wood Products

Three sales have occurred in the area since 1 990. Two were sold to a firm in Riddle, Oregon

and the third to a firm in Grants Pass, Oregon. Total volume in the three sales was 20,668

thousand board feet (MBF). The southern Oregon region of Coos, Curry, Douglas, and

Josephine Counties, is a productive timber region. Timber harvest in 1990 for the four county

region totaled 1,593,069 MBF from all ownerships. Harvest has steadily declined since 1990,

with 1999 totaling 708,068 MBF, a decrease of more than 50 percent in less than a decade.

The majority of the decrease can be attributed to decreases in BLM and Forest Service

harvests. Harvest in 1999 from BLM lands was just 20 percent of harvest in 1990. The

reduction in Forest Service was even greater, just 1 1 percent of the 1990 harvest.

3.13.3.3 Special Forest Products

Data are not available for the economic impacts of special forest products in this area, but

they are certainly far smaller than that of timber. The planning area is very remote and

rugged, making it less attractive to potential harvesters than areas closer to communities or

major transportation links, such as 1-5. Beargrass, cedar boughs and other floral greenery are

the primary products in this planning area. There does not appear to be a major potential for

mushrooms or other products.

3.13.3.4 Minerals and Energy Resources

The commercial mineral potential appears to be limited in this area. There are a few

individuals and small companies in the planning area which extract some gold from streams

in the area, but the income and economic impacts to the local economy are considered to be

nominal. See the cultural section below for discussion of historical mining in the area. Most

mining is casual use. The planning area is considered low potential for either oil and gas or

geothermal reosureces. There are no current federal energy mineral leases and no know

interest at this time.

3.13.3.5 Recreation

By far the largest economic effect from recreation activities comes from visitors using the

Rogue River for boating and fishing. Over 25,000 visitors a year use the Wild and Scenic

Section of the River, generating an estimated income of approximately $13 million

(Economic Strategies 1998). This level of recreation use has direct impacts on the nearby

communities of Galice, Agness, Grants Pass and Gold Beach which serve as embarkation and

take-out points for float trips. In addition, outfitters, guides and associated business in Merlin,

Grants Pass and other communities are greatly benefitted from this activity. Visitor use levels

during the summer are regulated by the BLM and the US Forest Service and they appear to be

stable for the near future (Austermuhle and Wicks 2000).

3.13.3.6 Utility Corridors and Wind Energy

The planning area does not include any BLM designated utility corridor. There is no known

need for transmission facilities in this area. There is no known need for a right-of-way for

communications and no known interest in wind energy development in this area.
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3.14 Minority and Low Income Populations
(Environmental Justice)

There are no minority communities or low income communities within or nearby the planning

area. The Glendale Resource Area recognizes the concerns for environmental effects,

including human health, economic and social effects, of its actions, including their effects on

minority communities and low-income communities, as required by the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

3.15 Cultural Resources

Much of the following description was taken from the Cultural Resource Surx'ey and Historic

Oven'iew of the Kelsey Whisky project area - lands north of the Rogue River, by John Jones.

Archaeological evidence for the human habitation of southwest Oregon dates back at least

1 1,500 years. The earliest evidence is limited to scattered finds of distinctive dart and spear

points, called Clovis points. These points are markers for the Paleo-Indian Culture, a

specialized hunting adaptation focused on large Pleistocene mammals. Evidence for the Early

Archaic adaptations to changing post-Pleistocene climates between 10,000 and about 7,000

years ago, is very scanty, but large broad stemmed points and broad-based pentagonal points

of locally distinctive form are characteristic time markers for this period (Aikens 1993:227).

By about 7,000 years ago, several sites located along the Rogue River and its primary

tributaries document a long period of relative cultural stability. Evidence from the Marial site

(35AR1 1-73), as well as several other sites similarly situated on terraces along the Rogue

River, indicate that a broad based hunting and gathering foraging pattern was characteristic

across southwest Oregon for several thousand years. Although stylistic markers document

changing cultural patterns over time, between about 8,500 years and up until at least 3,000

years ago, a similar subsistence pattern is characteristic across the area (Connolly 1994, 1995;

Winthrop 1993).

Between about 7,000 and 3,000 years ago, during the Middle Archaic period, human

inhabitants of the Rogue River environs area initially lived in small, mobile groups and

hunted and gathered within defined territories (Winthrop 1993). Seasonal base camps were

occupied along the main stem of the Rogue River. Reliance on hunting, especially deer, and

on collecting a wide variety of plant foods are evident in archaeological assemblages. At this

time, fishing was a component of the subsistence pattern but did not have the heavy emphasis

that developed in the late Middle Archaic Period and that became a primary focus of the Late

Archaic adaptations after about 2,000 years ago (Connolly 1994, 1995; Winthrop 1993).

Around 3,000 years ago, a gradual shift occurs in the adaptive patterns of the inhabitants of

southwest Oregon. The mobile, wide spectrum resource gathering, foraging pattern

characteristic throughout Middle Archaic times is replaced by a more sedentary, collector

strategy with a heavy emphasis on riverine and streamside resources.

By 2000 years ago. during Late Archaic times, the collector pattern is well established at

several sites located along the main stem of the Rogue River. Streamside adaptations are

established with an emphasis on taking anadromous fish such as salmon and steelhead,

collecting and processing acorns from adjacent oak woodlands, collecting seeds such as

tarweed from grasslands on the valley floors, and camas bulbs from the numerous swampy

lands and valleys. Pithouse villages are established on streamside terraces at important

fishing sites along the Rogue and Applegate rivers. Plant food processing tools such as

mortars, metates, and pestles indicate the significance of plant foods resources while and
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scrapers, projectiles, and a variety of flaked stone tools show a continued emphasis on hunting

numerous upland animal species. This period heralds the introduction of the bow and arrow,

and the possible invasion of Athabascan speakers into the area (Connolly 1995). Occupation

at these sites intensifies over time and stable villages with established cemeteries are found by

about 1 ,500 years ago. This pattern persists and is characteristic of the ethnographic lifeways

documented for the many linguistically diverse Takelma and Athabascans groups living along

the Rogue River and its tributaries at the time of historic contact.

The project area includes portions of the territories of several different ethnographic groups.

The Penutian speaking Lowland Takelma were generally centered along the Rogue river east

of Grave Creek, but provided a placename that probably corresponds to Rainie Falls, "a

portage for canoes and big waterfall way down Rogue River" Various Athabascan groups

were centered along the river and its tributaries to the west. The wild portion of the Rogue

River corridor was the territory of the Shasta Costa Athabascans while the Tal-tuc-tun-te-de

were centered on Galice Creek (Atwood and Gray 1996:56-57). The boundaries of these

groups overlap in the project vicinity. Portions of this area could have been used for seasonal

hunting, gathering, and fishing by both Athabascan and Takelma.

The diversity of language signals very distinct ancestries; yet, the groups occupying

southwestern Oregon at the time of historic contact were culturally very similar and practiced

similar lifeways (Pullen 1996). The people were all hunter-fisher-gatherers who made their

living from a wide variety of resources to be found in the narrow canyons and small interior

valleys they occupied. The main villages, central settlements of a few houses each that were

occupied for the greater part of the year, generally were located on alluvial terraces of the

major streams. Here, they built substantial semi-subterranean plank houses. The villages are

situated relative to good fishing sites, at the conlluence of streams, and where acorns and

other storable plant resources were abundant. Surrounding uplands were used to gather a

wide variety of plant foods, to hunt deer and elk, and to procure materials for making baskets

and tools (Gray 1987; Pullen 1996).

Major sources of food were salmon, trout, suckers, crayfish, and freshwater mussels from the

streams; deer, elk. bear, squirrels, rabbits, acorns, and pine nuts from the savannas and forests,

and camas bulbs, sunflower seeds, and tarweed seeds from the grasslands (Aikens 1993: 223-

224). In the spring, people left their villages to gather camas bulbs and to fish. Although

salmon and steelhead were primary capture species, as they could be collected in large

numbers during seasonal spawning runs, numerous trout species and other fish were taken

(Pullen 1996).

A wide variety of plant foods became available throughout the summer and seeds were dried

and stored for winter use. Acorns from black and white oaks and tanoak were an important

food source (Pullen 1996 IV- 1 1 ). Salmon harvest was especially important in summer and

early fall. Weirs were built across streams to channel the fish through narrow openings where

they could be speared or netted, and winter villages were sited near rapids and other good

fishing places. Hunting deer and elk and fishing for a wide variety of species were important

year round but especially during fall and winter (Aikens 1993; Pullen 1996; Atwood and Gray

1996).

The wild stretch of the river between Marial and Grave Creek did not have large terrace

features located above the flood zone and would not have been suitable for winter village

sites. Numerous small meadows, terraces, and river bars were strung along the river between

the mouth of Mule Creek and Horseshoe Bend. In fact, this stretch of the river was known as

"the Meadows" because of the several small grassy meadows located about 1 ,500 to 2,000

feet above the river on the north side (Walsh 1 972: 1 1 ). These areas served as a place of

retreat during the Rogue River Indian Wars.

The gravel bars along the river below Horseshoe Bend, and those once located near the mouth

of Whisky Creek were the locus of gold bearing gravels and were largely obliterated during
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the early placer mining era. Between Meadow Creek and Whisky Creek, the Dothan geologic

formation is devoid of valuable minerals (PaiTy 1999a, 1999b), and this stretch preserves

some evidence of the native uses of the river. Archaeological evidence suggests important

fishing sites were located along the middle portion of the rugged canyon (Neilsen 1978a,

178b. 178c; Gray 1994).

Upland areas would have been used for hunting and occasional plant gathering (Winthrop

1995). Trails originally used by native peoples were later developed for packers and miners,

suggesting that the project area was well traveled by native peoples. Stream bottoms support

thick riparian vegetation, and although often suitable for hunting stations and for fishing sites,

were not travel corridors strung along the river and did not serve as seasonal camps. Instead,

trails were located along ridge tops, benches, and other open areas and generally linked the

Rogue River to settlements located north on Cow Creek as well as to those along the river

above and below the project area. Small meadows located near springs in the central upland

area would have been used as short-term camps.

Few prehistoric archaeological sites have been recorded in the steep, dissected terrain north of

the Rogue River. Both deer and elk were once very numerous in these lands (Rivers 1979),

and this area probably was used for seasonal hunting and plant gathering. Trails later used by

historic packers and miners followed earlier ones developed by the native inhabitants. As

evident during the Rogue River Indian Wars, local Native Americans had very specific

knowledge of this back country. They used it to military advantage in hiding out from the

militia and in staging attacks on nearby settlements (Walsh 1972). The small meadows edging

the river and along major streams, as well as those centered around springs such as Copsey,

Meadow, and Cool were much larger than today. The landscape was much more open during

ethnographic and early historic times as the natives used fire to maintain the meadows and

control brush (Pullen 1996). Today, many of the small meadows are either covered with

brush fields or have been invaded by surrounding forest (Dave Reed, personal

communication, 2000).

Contact Period

Although the wild portion of the Rogue River figures importantly in the history of the Kelsey

Whisky project area, Indian camps from this period and battle sites are located along the river

corridor outside the survey area. The militia headquarters at Little Meadows and Fort

Lamerick at Big Meadows are located within the survey area, but physical evidence of these

historic uses have not been located.

Gold Mining

No large placer deposits are located within the Kelsey Whisky survey area. The slopes of the

drainages are simply too steep to accumulate gravels. During the 1880s, when hydraulic

mining was at its peak, ditches were built that directed water from tributary streams to the

placer operations in the bottom of the canyon. One ditch flume was built in 1890 along

the slopes of Whisky Creek and ran for one-half mile between creek source and Whisky

Creek Cabin (Atwood and Gray 1996: 101). It provided domestic water for the cabin and

power for hydraulic mining on the river below. A portion of this ditch may have crossed

BLM lands in the survey area. Other ditches may be located along drainages above major

placer workings and would be expected to be within about one-half mile of the river. There

are no recorded uses of the survey area by Chinese miners. Their activities appear to have

been restricted to the placer deposits located along the river.

Although the major historic lode producing mines were patented and now are located on

private lands, numerous mines in the Mt. Reuben District are located on BLM lands and are

shown on the USGS 7.5' Mt Reuben quadrangle.
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Settlement

The Rogue River Ranch is located outside the survey area. Two graves of decedents of the

BilHngs and Fry famihes are located in the survey area in the vicinity of Big Meadows. Big

Meadows was used for grazing by the Billings and Frys and evidence of fencing, gravesites,

corrals, and watering troughs may be found on adjacent BLM lands.

Transportation and Communication

Numerous early trails are shown on a variety of maps including GLO survey maps,

revestment maps, Metsker's Maps, and on USGS 15' and 7.5' quadrangles. Apart from those

developed specifically for hiking along the Rogue, most have been converted to dirt roads or

jeep trails. There is, however, no perfect correspondence between the original trail templates

and the roads that were developed later. Map plots are imprecise on early GLO maps, and

many are likely to be covered with brush rendering them invisible today (Dave Reed, personal

communication, 2000).

Civilian Conservation Corps

In the rugged lands along the Rogue River canyon, there were few roads or bridges, and the

CCC spent considerable energy in constructing roads across this remote area. The road today

known as the Grave Creek to Marial National Back Country Byway (a.k.a. Mount

Reuben and Marial Roads) was constructed by the CCC, initially as a truck road.

Summary

The BLM contracted for a historical overview of the Kelsey Whisky area as well as a 15%

sample survey of the total project area. An archeological survey of 6324 acres was completed

during the summer of 2000. The majority of historic sites are related to historic mining

activity, settlement and early transportation.

The prehistoric sites are limited in number but the variety of site types indicate that this area

has long been known and used as a source of food, shelter, and passage. The majority of

historic sites are related to historic mining activity. Adits, structure fiats and remains,

prospect pits, ditches, and a myriad of associated artifacts made up the bulk of the

archaeological remains found in the project area. The next largest historic site type were

historic trails. These were found in various stages of preservation and were used by miners

and homesteaders throughout the project area including in and surrounding the East Fork

Whisky Creek subwatershed. These sites include historic trails, mine adits, mine tailings and

remnants of structures Also in relation to transportation, the Mount Reuben and Marial Roads

are representative of an interesting time in history when the CCC and other Federal programs

operated in the area.

Proposed Area of Critical Environmental Concern

The East Fork Whisky Creek area was relatively undisturbed prior to the I850's. Historical

information indicated Native Americans had a few trails into the Rogue River Canyon most of

which were on ridge tops. In the 1850"s, gold was discovered and the miners improved many

of the trails into pack routes. Placer and load exploration occurred through the 1930's. There

are several exploration pits and adits within the proposed ACEC. For the most part, this early

exploration has been healed over by vegetation. During the early 1930's the first road into the

area was constructed by the CCC's. This road forms the eastern and northeastern boundary of

the proposed ACEC. Several small units were harvested in the 1960's and then about once a

decade up to present. These were seeded or planted back to conifer and are early/mid serai

stages at present. The youngest of the harvest units was planted in 1994. The total acreage of
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harvest was 67 acres. All of the harvested acres are located near the eastern boundary road.

The core of the subwatershed is intact and undisturbed except for early mining exploration.

3.16 Native American Religious Concerns

Native American habitation of the planning area is known to have begun approximately 8.500

years ago. Confirmation of early Native American use of the area comes to us via the

archaeological deposits found at Marial, a prehistoric and historic settlement located near the

mouth of Mule Creek at the western end of the planning area.

The Shasta Costa band of Tututni Native Americans occupied the area along the Rogue River

watershed from Agness to Grave Creek, and south along the Illinois River watershed. They

were the predominate users within the EIS planning area. Other tribes, such as the Tututni,

Chetco and Coos used and passed through this area on the way to the coast. Directly east,

and slightly overlapping in territory around Grave Creek, were the Lowland Takelma. To the

north of the planning area lived the Cow Creek band of Umpqua Tribe.

Historic records of the area began with the journals of trappers and the botanist David

Douglas, who came to this region in the 1820\s. Pioneer settlement began in the 1850's, aided

by the discovery of gold on Galice Creek. The arrival of miners and farmers engendered a

series of conflicts with the local Native Americans, leading to the period known as the Rogue

Indian Wars of 1853 to 1856. By 1856 most of the surviving Native Americans in the

planning area were either forcibly removed to the Grande Ronde or the Siletz reservations in

northern Oregon, or were killed by "licensed" Indian hunters. By the end of this period, due

to disease, war and internment, most of the original Native American inhabitants had been

extirpated from the area.

Unlike the designated areas for the Cow Creek band of Umpqua Native Americans to the

north, there are no areas within the Kelsey Whisky EIS Planning Area that are known to be

currently important as Native American religious sites or are in use for traditional purposes at

this time. However, we will continue to coordinate with Native Tribes during this process.

3.17 Areas of Critical Environmental Concern

There are currently no Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) or Research Natural

Areas (RNA) in the planning area. The Bobby Creek RNA is adjacent to the planning area,

near the upper portion of Kelsey Creek.

The area proposed for the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed area contains a plant group

that would fill a cell of the Oregon Natural Heritage Plan. The large size of the East Fork

Whisky Creek area represents an ecologically functional Douglas-fir/tanoak system that has

very little human-caused disturbance.

3.18 Wilderness

The planning area includes a portion of the Wild Rogue Wilderness Area, north of the Rogue

River, established under the Endangered American Wilderness Act of 1978. Interpretation of

that law has resulted in all lands within the Wild Rogue Wilderness, including the Oregon &
California Lands generally administered by the Bureau of Land Management, being

administered by the Siskiyou National Forest. Management of this wilderness area is covered

by the Siskiyou National Forest management plan. The boundary of the wilderness was
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established as part of the Congressional Act but has never been established through on-the-

ground surveys.

3.19 Wild and Scenic River

The management practices for the Wild and Scenic section of the Rogue River and for the

Wild Rogue Wilderness Area are adequately covered by management plans for those areas.

The corridor along the Rogue River in the planning area is managed by the BLM; the Wild

Rogue Wilderness Area is managed by the Siskiyou National Forest. While the management

actions being proposed in this Final BIS are located close to these two areas, they are fully

consistent with those management plans and would not affect the management of the areas or

the resources involved. Altering the management direction for either the Rogue River or the

Wild Rogue Wilderness Area is outside the scope of this Final EIS as discussed in the Notice

of Intent and the purpose and need for the action.

The analysis area is bisected by the Congressionally-designated Rogue Wild and Scenic

River. Management actions for BLM-administered land beyond that corridor are affected by

restrictions to protect the view from within the corridor.

Several streams within the planning area were reviewed for eligibility and suitability for

possible inclusion within the Wild and Scenic River Management System under the Medford

District Resource Management Plan. Management actions on BLM-administered land along

the following segments, generally defined as 1/4 mile on either side of the stream, are

re,stricted to protect the outstandingly remarkable values identified in the RMP: Big Windy

Creek, East Fork Windy Creek, Dulog Creek, and Howard Creek. All of these .segments are

located south of the Rogue River, within the area managed as a Late-Successional Reserve,

with all effected lands administered by the BLM.

3.20 Air quality

Air quality concerns are regulated by the 1963 National Clean Air Act as amended in 1966,

1970, 1977 and 1990. The 1977 amendment provided Ibr the prevention of significant

deterioration (PSD) program. The intent of the PSD program is to limit air degradation in

those areas of the country where the air quality is much better than standards. Under this

provision, certain national parks and wilderness areas were designated as Class I Airsheds

whereas the remainder of the country was designated Class II. Although the PSD permit

provisions of the Clean Air Act apply only to major stationary sources of air pollution (motor

vehicles are mobile sources), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) used them to

determine the degree of potential impacts of other sources on air quality. Forest management

activities in the analysis area do not require a PSD permit.

The Oregon Smoke Management Plan, a part of the required state implementation plan (SIP),

identifies strategies for minimizing the impacts of smoke from prescribed burning on the

smoke sensitive areas within western Oregon. Particulate matter with a nominal size of 10

microns or less (PM 10) is the specific pollutant addressed in the SIP.

Three designated air quality areas (defined by the Oregon Department of Environmental

Quality) may be affected by management activities within the planning area. The Kalmiopsis

Wilderness, located approximately 21 miles to the southwest, is designated as a Class I

smoke-sensitive area. Regulations prohibit prescribed burns on days that allow smoke to flow

into the Kalmiopsis between July 4 and Labor Day (beginning of September). The Wild

Rogue Wilderness Area is a Class II smoke-sensitive area. The Grants Pass non-attainment

area is 30 miles southeast. The Medford/Ashland non-attainment area is 56 miles east-

southeast of the watershed. Both non-attainment areas are far enough away that they do not
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impact these areas. The non-attainment status of these communities is not attributable

primarily to prescribed burning. Major sources of particulate matter within the Rogue Valley

is smoke from woodstoves, dust, and industrial sources. The contribution to the non-

attainment status of particulate matter from prescribed fire has historically been less than 4

percent of the annual total.

Air quality and visibility monitoring sites do not exist in the immediate vicinity where

treatments would occur, therefore, existing air quality information is not available. Generally

speaking, air quality is excellent since there are no stationary sources of particulate matter

production and the planning area is remotely located.

Smoke sensitive receptors adjacent to the planning area include Rogue River Ranch, Rogue

River Corridor, Rand Galice. and the Kalmiopsis and Rogue Wilderness areas. Times of high

public use occur primarily in late spring through early fall. Smoke intrusions may occur (but

not likely) as far north as the Cow Creek drainage. In this case, the towns of Reuben and

Glendale may have the potential of being impacted. The prevailing winds between late spring

and fall are up canyon and uphill (west to southwest).

When burning under spring-like conditions, larger fuels are not consumed due to higher fuel

moisture. Fuel consumption is lower, creating fewer emissions, with smoke dispersal easier

to achieve under the general meteorological conditions. Advanced ignition techniques, such

as aerial firing, further reduce total emissions by accelerating the ignition period and reducing

the total combustion process due to the reduction in the smoldering stage. Hand piling of

slash has allowed selective burning of woody debris during late fall and winter but only under

weather conditions that allow optimal smoke dispersion. These mitigation measures can be

used to bring emissions below de minimis levels as required in the Clean Air Act.

The National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), set by the authority of the Clean Air

Act (CAA), cover six "criteria" airborne pollutants: lead, sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide,

nitrogen oxides, ozone and particulate matter. The lead and sulfur content of forest fuels is

negligible, so these two forms of air pollution are not a consideration in prescribed burns.

Prescribed burning does emit some carbon monoxide (CO), from 20 to 500 lb. per ton of fuel

consumed. This would be a concern if there were other persistent large CO sources in the

immediate vicinity. CO is such a reactive pollutant, however, that its impact is quickly

dissipated by oxidation to carbon dioxide where emissions are moderate and irregular and

there is no atmospheric confinement.

Burning also emits moderate amounts of volatile organic compounds (VOC) and minor

amounts of nitrogen oxides (NOx). These are precursors to formation of ground level ozone.

Here, fire-related emissions may be seen as important only when other persistent and much

larger pollution sources already cause substantial non-attainment of NAAQS.

Particulate matter smaller than 10 micrometers (PM 10) is a term used to describe airborne

solid and liquid particles. Because of its small size, PM 10 readily lodges in the lungs, thus

increasing levels of respiratory infections, cardiac disease, bronchitis, asthma, pneumonia, and

emphysema.

The fate of PM emissions from prescribed burning is twofold. Most (usually more than 60%)

of the emissions are 'lifted" by convection into the atmosphere where they are dissipated by

horizontal and downward dispersion. The "unlifted" balance of the emissions (less than 40%)

remain in intermittent contact with the ground. This impact is dissipated by dispersion,

surface wind turbulence and particle deposition on vegetation and the ground. The risk of

impact on the human environment differs between the two portions of smoke plume.
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Ground Level Smoke

Unlike smoke aloft, the potential for ground level smoke to create a nuisance is immediate.

This part of the smoke plume does not have enough heat to rise into the atmosphere. It stays

in intermittent contact with the human environment and turbulent surface winds move it

erratically. Also in comparison to smoke aloft, human exposure is more intense, relatively

brief (a few hours) and limited to a smaller area. Smoke aloft is already dispersed before it

returns to the human environment while ground level smoke must dissipate within that

environment. Dissipation of ground level smoke is accomplished through dispersion and

deposition of smoke particles on vegetation, soil and other objects.

The pollutant most associated with the Medford District's resource management activities is

PM 10 found in smoke produced by prescribed fire. Monitoring in southwest Oregon

consists of nephelometers (instrument designed to measure changes in visibility) in Grants

Pass, Provolt, Illinois Valley, Ruch and eventually in Shady Cove. One medium volume

sampler is collocated with the nephelometer at the Provolt site. The medium volume sampler

measures the amount of PM 10 and smaller at ground level.

3.21 Non-native and invasive species

Noxious Weeds

Noxious weeds are plants that originated in another area, typically Asia or Europe. They can

displace native plant species and biodiversity. In their ecosystem of origin, these weeds are

not problems because they evolved with natural controls such as insect predators, fungi, and

other competing plants, but these control agents are not present in North American

ecosystems. Noxious weeds may affect the structure of ecosystems by altering the

composition of plant communities. They can do this by producing abundant seed, having fast

growth rates, and exploiting the entire soil profile for water and nutrients. The soil can be

damaged by noxious weed populations by lowering the amounts of organic matter and

available nitrogen. Some weeds can even cause the soil temperature changes to be more

extreme than normal.

A roadside inventory for noxious weeds in the Medford District was conducted from 1996 to

1998. In addition, noxious weeds were reported during timber sale unit surveys for special

status plants. Eight different species of noxious weeds are known to be growing in the

planning area: Canada thistle, meadow knapweed, scotch broom, Spanish broom, purple

loosestrife, yellow star thistle, Klamath weed and tansy ragwort. Since weeds can easily

spread, populations probably exist beyond those currently on the inventory. Weeds are spread

in many ways, including road building, logging, recreation activities, waterways, animals,

weed-contaminated hay and wind. Noxious weeds prefer disturbed sites where they can out-

compete the native community.

Yellow star thistle is found by the Grave Creek boat landing and the Rogue River trail. It was

introduced to North America from the Mediterranean region of Europe. The thistles are sharp

and walking through them can be painful. They also cause a nervous disorder in horses that

leads to death.

Purple loosestrife was introduced into North America from Europe in the early 1800s as

horticultural stock and as a contaminant of ship ballast. It can spread in wet environments

rapidly. Rogue River canyon has been inventoried with substantial populations found.

Klamath weed or St. John's wort is native to North Africa, Europe and parts of Asia. The

major reasons for the plant's introduction into other countries was cultivation for medical
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purposes or ornamental value. Today, it is so widespread in the watershed and surrounding

areas that it is considered established and is not inventoried.

There are 28 inventoried sites of Canada thistle in the watershed, all along roadsides. Canada

thistle is a native to southeast Europe and Asia. It was introduced to Canada by early settlers,

probably as a contaminant of crop seeds and now infests every county of Oregon.

Meadow knapweed is native to Europe and is now common from British Columbia to

northern California. There are three known sites of meadow knapweed, all along roadsides.

Scotch broom is native to Europe and is currently widespread in Oregon, where it was

originally introduced as an ornamental. There are five known sites along roads in the

watershed.

Spanish broom has been found at 16 sites in the watershed, all along roads, except two found

along the Rogue River. The sites on the Rogue River have been treated since 1997.

Tansy ragwort is a native to Europe. It was first reported around North American seaports in

the early 1900s, indicating it was probably introduced as a contaminant of soil used as ships'

ballast. The plant is toxic to cattle and horses. There are 34 inventoried sites along roads in

the watershed. The biological control, cinibar moth, has been released in areas outside of the

watershed.
~"~"-—--^ ^

Proposed Area of Critical Environmental Concern

Presently there are noxious weeds found on several roadsides bordering the East Fork Whisky

Creek subwatershed including Yellow starthistle, tansy ragwort, St. John's wort, knapweed,

and scotchbroom. Cuirently there are no known populations of noxious weeds within the

subwatershed.

Animals

Several non-native animal species have become established in the watershed. These species

sometimes directly compete with native animals for food, water, cover and shelter. Bullfrogs

compete and consume native frogs and young western pond turtles. Opossums compete with

native striped skunks and raccoons. Brown-headed cowbirds and starlings parasitize native

bird nests. Wild turkeys have been introduced into the watershed by ODFW and are now

thought to be successfully established there. They are known to occur in the Bald Ridge area

and may compete with native wildlife species for acorns.

3.22 Hazardous or solid wastes

There are no known hazardous material sites in the planning area. When hazardous substances

are discovered abandoned on public lands, they are identified, investigated, and arrangements

for removal and disposal are made in accordance with the Comprehensive Environmental

Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act (RCRA), Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DE), and the

Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations.

Emergency response procedures are described in the District Hazardous Materials Non-

Facility Emergency Response Plan. The response actions would be consistent with the above

regulations, and the nature of the emergency.
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4.0 Introduction

This chapter describes the environmental consequences of implementing any of the

alternatives described in Chapter 2, including the No Action Alternative. Chapter 4 focuses

on potential impacts in relationship to the key issues, important resources, uses and

management actions described in Chapter 3, the Affected Environment.

The Northwest Forest Plan discusses the need to continue examining impacts from a site level

perspective. "All ground-disturbing actions will be conducted only after site-specific

analysis. This site specific analysis will also analyze the impacts of the project on adjacent

lands and resources within the watershed, enabling managers to design, analyze, and choose

alternatives that minimize cumulative environmental effects that cannot be identified at the

programmatic level of the SEIS," (USDA/ USDI 1994a, p.3-5).

The following discussion emphasizes short term impacts (approximately 10 years as identified

in the NFP, and 10-20 years for this FEIS), at both the site specific level (7th field watershed)

and, to a lesser degree, at the broader scale (5th field watershed). The long-term impacts,

those occuring 100 years or more in the future, were extensively analy.sed in the Northwest

Forest Plan FEIS which covered various scenarios, conditions, and potential outcomes that

could be anticipated. In examining the impacts at the site level, the ID team followed the

intent of the Federal Guide for Watershed Analysis which acknowledged the need for various

scales of analysis. It identified the 5th field watershed level as appropriate to "provide the

context for management through the descriptions and understanding of specific ecosystem

conditions and capabilities." and expected that "Analysis at the subwatershed level will tend

to be more targeted at determination of potential effects of management activities rather than

process or functions of ecosystems." (RIEC 1995). The Wild Rogue Watershed Analyses

(USDI 1999b, USDI 20()0a) were critical in the assessment of anticipated impacts from each

of the alternatives.

The analysis and description of the environmental consequences focus on issues identified

through scoping (see Chapter 1), but also address impacts to other critical elements, as

identified in BLM manual H- 1790-1 and supplementary guidance. Discussions from previous

analyses are summarized and incorporated by reference and tiering from the Northwest Forest

plan (USDA and USDI 1994), Medford District Proposed Resource Management Plan/

Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 1994) and the more site specific Wild Rogue North

Watershed Analysis (USDI 1999b) and the Wild Rogue South Watershed Analysis (USDI

2000a).

Direct and indirect impacts are addressed for each resource, use or management action.

Table 2-1 presents a summary of the differences between the alternatives; Maps 4, 5, and 6

illustrate the spatial arrangements. Cumulative impacts are the effects on the environment of

each alternative when considered with the effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable

future actions that might occur inside and outside the project area. The potential cumulative

effects of the actions are described at the end of chapter 4, and Appendix 14- 1 and 14-2

identifying past actions over a period of over 60 years.

4.1 Analysis Assumptions and Guidelines

The following assumptions and guidelines were used to guide and direct the analysis of

environmental consequences:

1

.

If selected, any of the alternatives would be implemented as described in Chapter 2,

including the Management Common To All Alternatives.

2. The Bureau of Land Management would have sufficient funding and personnel to

implement alternatives.
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4.2 Soils

3. Current trends in management, including land use and fuels development, would

continue in compliance with the Medford District Resource Management Plan (RMP)
and the Northwest Forest Plan.

4. The selected action alternative would be implemented over approximately the next five

years.

5. The monitoring identified within the context of the alternatives would be funded and

implemented.

6. The Aquatic Conservation Strategy, as described in the RMP, and the Best Management
Practices in Appendix D of the RMP, would be common to all action alternatives.

7. The environmental consequences would be consistent with those described in the RMP
and Final Environmental Impact Statement (RMP/EIS), unless specifically identified in

this document.

8. Clearance surveys have not been completed for all Special Status and Survey and

Manage species. Required surveys would be completed for these species before a

Record of Decision were to be signed. Any locations within the project area would be

protected according to established direction and protocols.

9. Fire behavior predictions were calculated using the BEHAVE program (Burgan and

Rothermel 1984). Worst case weather conditions were used to model rate of spread and

flame length. The model is primarily intended to describe a flame front advancing

steadily in surface fuels within 6 feet of, and contiguous to, the ground. More details on

the fuel models used can be found in Appendix 5.

For all action alternatives, impacts to soils are within the range of those previously analyzed

in Effects on Soils (pgs 4-12 through 4-16) in the Medford District Resource Management
Plan Environmental Impact Statement (1994). Minor losses in productivity were anticipated,

resulting from surface disturbances (soil compaction, road construction, etc.). "Implementing

best management practices and minimizing disturbance of fragile areas will keep losses to a

minimum." (USDl 1994. pg. 2-26).

Coarse wood requirements by plant association would be adequate to supply soil organics

after harvest activities given the silvicultural prescriptions to ensure adequate post harvest

levels of coarse wood retention. All harvest units as well as proposed road locations would be

on stable ground. Most harvest activity would occur on soils derived from metamorphic

sandstone. Best management practices would be in place to ensure soil organics be retained

and thus maintain long term soil productivity. An iireversible but negligible loss of soil

resources through new road construction under Alternative 1 and 2 would occur. Nitrogen

and other nutrients would be released and available to utilization by plants remaining on site

during hand pile burning. The impact on soils from pile burning would be minimal and not

preclude successful reforestation or release of existing remaining forest vegetation. Any
affects from burning are considered well within the natural range of variability since evidence

of fires in the past indicate whole 7th field watersheds were burned in the past. Nutrient

availability and most of the organics would be retained during the underburn operations since

those operations would occur during moist soil conditions and most of the duff would be

retained as well as 100 and 1000 hour fuels.

The addition of approximately 1 .5 miles of temporary road would not be expected to increase

sediment levels over the long term. Temporary roads are proposed on or near ridge tops on

stable locations and would be decommissioned after use. Sediment production would be

expected to be minimal. Within the distances to streams, and with full use of BMPs (Ch.2).

no sediment transport would be expected to impact streams (Luce and Black 2001). Of the
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1 5 1 acres to be tractor/cable yarded, approximately 70 acres would be expected to be tractor

yarded (1.1% of the Wild Rogue North Watershed), most of which areas have experienced

past harvest activities. This tractor yarding would result in soil displacement and some
sediment transport. Little or no sediment is expected to travel off-site.

Sub-soiling of approximately 25 acres of roads scheduled for decommissioning would result

in some sediment movement but would be minimized through mulching and the placement of

waterbars. Sediment levels would be less than current levels if decommissioning and other

road improvements are executed. Subsoiling along with construction of waterbars has been

effective in improved infiltration and reduction in sediment transport. BLM acknowledges

that some reports have indicated that ripping is ineffective at reducing compaction and

improving infiltration. Studies on the effectiveness of a winged subsoiler. however, on rates

of soil compaction show close to 80% amelioration (Davis, 1990). BLM personnel have

found that this is a very effective method of restoring productivity to previously compacted

ground, i.e., tractor trails.

Soils are further addressed below, under section 4.3, as soil relationship to hydrologic impacts

and function are virtually inseparable, and under section 4.9 which discusses the

transportation system and road treatments.

4.3 Hydrology

4.3.1 Wetlands, Floodplains, and Riparian Zones

There would be little or no direct or indirect impacts on riparian or wetland resources. Those

areas would be directly maintained or enhanced under any of the alternatives. The Aquatic

Conservation Strategy of the Northwest Forest Plan would be fully implemented.

Precommercial thinning (PCT) in riparian reserves would be used to accelerate the rate of

growth of conifer species and to reduce fire hazard. Silvicultural activities would occur under

all alternatives for forest health reasons. Burning of piles would also occur in riparian zones

near roads to reduce ignition sources of slashed material. Prescriptions for PCT activities

would require a 25 foot setback from stream channel.

Since the stream channels are hill-slope constrained and there is cuirently no flood plain

development, there would be no effect on this element from any of the proposed alternatives.

Under all alternatives the Aquatic Conservation Strategy of the Northwest Forest Plan would

be implemented to ensure integrity of the streams and Rogue River.

Precommercial thinning (PCT) activities within the riparian management areas would not

occur within 25 feet of the channel, thereby maintaining current shading and facilitating more

rapid growth of larger trees in the thinned areas. Activities for PCT under this proposed

action would be located on the upper slopes, and involve spacing and brushing near 1st and

2nd order streams with channel widths of 1 to 4 feet. These channels are currently well

shaded and would continue to be so after the action were completed. Because of this, the

water temperatures are expected to be maintained. It is also likely that long-term large wood
recruitment would be improved by PCT in these areas. Pine retention activities in Whisky

Creek drainage would not be expected to impact water quality parameters since there would

be adequate buffering of channels (see section 2.4.5 Forest Health), protecting current shading

and filtration along those narrow headwater streams. Commercial thin activities that are

adjacent to streams in West Fork Whisky Creek are likely to have little or no direct or indirect

impacts on riparian zones as riparian reserves one to two site potential tree heights in width

and directional felling would be utilized to ensure full compliance with the ACS.

There are no activities currently planned that would affect water sources for domestic use in

the planning area. The BLM has no ground water injection facilities within the planning area.
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4.3.1.1 Transient Snow Zone

Map 34 of the Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis displays the Transient Snow Zone
(TSZ). Analysis of open area for determination of rain on snow events was conducted for

each alternative and then compared between alternatives. Open area calculations were

derived from non-forested areas, stands less than 30 years old and estimated open area as a

result of timber harvest activity in proposed stands. Under Alterntive 3, the existing

condition, 9 1 percent covered area at the HUC 5 level, would not be expected to appreciably

change over the short term. The same would be expected under Alternative 4. Under

Alternatives 1 and 2, covered area could be expected to be reduced to 90 percent.

Because Endangered Species Act consultations with NOAA Fisheries are conducted at the 6th

field watershed level, some discussion is included here on anticipated impacts at that level.

The analysis of the existing conditions at the 6th field watershed level indicated that all

subwatersheds within the planning area would remain above 84 percent covered under

Alternative 1. Eighty-six percent would be retained under Alternative 2, remain unchanged

pending future regeneration harvest under Alternative 3 and likely to change very little under

Alternative 4; probably less than 1 percent change due to thinning activities. The area of

Whisky Creek is about 15,083 acres, Bunker Creek 16,352 acres, Meadow Creek 11,346 acres

and Kelsey Creek 11,545 acres.

The existing conditions at the seventh-field subwatershed level indicated that all of these

subwatersheds within the FEIS area would remain above 80 percent under Alternative 1

.

Analysis of the current openings in the transient snow zone in Kelsey Creek (HUC 6) indicate

that about 87 percent of the area is over age 30 and canopy covered. After harvest, the

covered area would be reduced to about 80 percent. This includes regeneration harvest units

planned in Kelsey Creek above North Fork Kelsey Creek (units 23-Al, 26-A, 26-Al, 27-3

and 27-4) and East Fork Kelsey Creek (units 5-1, 6-4, 6-5, 1-2, 7-1, 1-1, 31-1, and 35-1)

subwatersheds. No channel destabilization events are anticipated as a result of timber harvest

in these tributaries or downstream in main stem Kelsey Creek under Alternative 1. Effects

under Alternative 2 , 3 and 4 would be less than described in Alternative 1.

Surveys by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) and BLM revealed hill

slope constrained channels with a high gradient (i.e., greater than 10 percent). The adjacent

slopes are stable and vegetated and the channels are moderately stable at the present time.

Given that open space in the past was much greater than cunent conditions due to fires, the

channels are likely of adequate width and depth to handle flows without any undue channel

changes. See Appendix F of the Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis (USDI 1999b).

Openings within the TSZ would be about 2 percent less than Alternative 1, under Alternative

2. Under Alternative 4 the percentage change from cun^ent conditions would remain

relatively changed. This reduction is a result of reduced regeneration harvest activity under

Alternative 2 and no regeneration activity under Alternative 4. Alternative 3 would remain

unchanged.

4.3.2 Water Quality

Water quality would be protected through adherence to the Aquatic Conservation Strategy as

described in the Medford District Resource Management Plan and in the project design

features described in Chapter 2. See section 3.3.2 for a discussion of the water quality

restoration plan development. Consistency with this strategy has been analyzed and can be

found in Appendix 1 1 (cf 4.9.4 - Fisheries).

Road maintenance, road building and decommissioning of roads would likely produce above

background levels of sediment during the first few rains of the fall season. This would be true

for all action alternatives. Long term benefits would be expected from decommissioning

roads under ail alternatives. The natural hydrologic conditions would be improved within the

watershed through subsoiling, outsloping and waterbarring, reducing impacts of roadside

ditch drainage. Outsloping and water dipping the existing roads that remain in use would
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further reduce current erosion problems. Alternative 4 would have the greatest positive

impact on hydrologic functions, with 1 3.6 miles of road decommissioned and 5.08 miles

closed with gates. Road bed erosion and possible culvert washouts would be most likely

under Alternative 3.

In developing the WQRP, elements of a sediment monitoring plan would be prepared. A time

frame would be established for the monitoring to demonstrate whether road maintenance,

construction and decommissioning would have an appreciable effect on sediment production.

None of the creeks in the Wild Rogue Watershed are listed by DEQ for high sediment levels.

Both Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 would likely result in some unquantified sediment

transport in the immediate vicinity of the disturbance caused by road building. It is unlikely

to have any effect on streams since the road locations are ridge top and upper slope and avoid

unstable areas. Sediment generated by construction activities would not be expected to move
more than 100 feet off site (USDA 1989). In compliance with the RMP, straw mulching

exposed areas, installation of water dips, surfacing roads and gating of other roads in the area

are all efforts that would be employed to stop or minimize sediment transport to streams.

Yearly monitoring would occur on all new construction activities. These Best Management
Practices were identified in the RMP as the mitigation for impacts of new roads (USDI 1995,

Appendix D). The BMP effectiveness monitoring would be included in the WQRP to

determine whether the BMPs for sediment are effective.

Under Alternative 3 roads would continue at their current assigned maintenance level

(Appendix 3). The indirect effects of this alternative would be to allow for continued erosion

activity. Maintenance cunently focuses on through roads (Back Country Byway, Glendale/

Power Bike Route). Current maintenance levels are minimal and may lead to culvert failures

to a higher degree than if roads were maintained or renovated or decommissioned.

No alternative presented here would affect Mule Creek or Whisky Creek or cause other

streams to be added to the current list of 303d limited streams. These two streams would

continue to be monitored. Temperature regimes in all of the streams are likely to be

maintained over both the short term and long term since full ACS compliance has been

prescribed for all action alternatives (Appendix 1 1 ).

The acreage of disturbed soils as a result of decominissioning of existing jeep and haul roads

was calculated for each alternative. No decommissioning would occur under Alternative 3.

About 25 acres of disturbance would occur in Alternatives 1 and 2 and up to about 35 acres in

Alternative 4. Ripping of the road surface with a winged subsoiler normally results in little

surface disturbance. Actual disturbance levels would vary from site to site and erosion would

be minimal. Observations have indicated little or no sediinent production following

subsoiling of other roads and compacted ground within the Glendale Resource Area (Mackin

Gulch Timber Sale and others), when used in conjunction with water-barring and mulching.

The long-term benefit of decommissioning helps to restore the natural hydrologic functions of

infiltration and dispersed runoff into natural drainages.

4.4 Vegetation

4.4.1 T&E, Special Status, Survey & Manage

Alternatives 1, 2 and 4

Centner's fritillary is listed as endangered under the Endangered Species Act. Although it has

been found in the Glendale Resource Area, the Wild Rogue watershed is outside of its range

as determined by the USFWS. No effects to threatened or endangered plants are anticipated

under any of the action alternatives.

Fuels units which host the Bureau Sensitive species Rogue River stonecrop are scheduled for

a slash, pile and burn treatirient. Although this treatment may adversely affect Rogue River
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stonecrop by increasing the potential of local extirpation, the presence of fire may benefit the

species (Kimmins, 1987). Anecdotal evidence suggests species occurring with habitats such

as that of Rogue River stonecrop respond well to the presence of fire. As the scientific

community as a whole could benefit from additional information relating to Rogue River

stonecrop and the presence of fire, some of the sites will be treated through on an

experimental basis. Rogue River stonecrop is commonly found in areas adjacent to the

project area. Thus, if the viability of isolated populations is threatened, an adverse affect to

the metapopulation as a whole is not anticipated.

The Bureau Sensitive species Oregon bensoniella occurs within the boundaries of a fuel unit

which is scheduled to be underburned. Like Rogue River stonecrop, the presence of fire may
or may not negatively affect the species. Oregon bensoniella occurs in wetland habitats,

which are often difficult areas to burn. Therefore, an underburn producing heat intense

enough to jeopardize the species is unlikely. In addition, sub-populations of Oregon
bensoniella occur throughout the resource area, so a negative cumulative affect to the

metapopulation as a whole is not expected.

Bureau Assessment Species such as wideleaf crumia moss, Muhlenberg's funaria moss,

birdfoot cliffbrake, red larkspur, and stipuled trefoil all occur in units scheduled for a slash,

pile and burn treatment. With the exception of stipuled trefoil, each of these species occurs on

rock outcrops. Because piles are located on the ground, a negative affect resulting from the

fuels treatment is not expected to adversely affect these Bureau Assessment species. These

sites will be protected on a site-by-site basis; determination for protection will be based on

relative species abundance, microsite conditions, and the presence of other populations within

the resource area.

Tripterocladium moss was found in timber units 27-3 and 1-2. Like the rest of the BAO
species, protection of this species will be determined on a site-by-site basis using the criteria

described above.

Several other species of vascular plants have been found in the planning area are suspected in

the project area (Appendix 6). Clustered lady's slipper and California wild hollyhock have

not been found in the watershed, but occur nearby and are suspected in the project area.

Clustered lady's slipper is an interior forest species which requires inclusion of a large enough

area to maintain current habitat and microclimate conditions. The planning area has been

surveyed extensively in 2002.

The most intensive prescriptions would leave about 10-15 percent canopy cover, which would

reduce the depth of but not eliminate any edge effects. Microclimate measurements show that

interior conditions may not be found until 100 to over 790 feet from clearcuts or agricultural

fields, depending on site conditions and weather, and the variable measured (Chen 1991,

Rodrigues 1 998). Some of the smaller microclimate differences appear to be irrelevant to

biological systems, as edge effects on biological variables, such as plant regeneration and

species composition, generally average around 200 to 250 feet, with a range of 50 to 450 feet,

adjacent to cleared areas (Chen 1991, Rodrigues 1998, Jules 1997). Known locations of

special status and Survey and Manage plants would be protected with at least 100-foot no-cut

buffers, up to 200-foot buffers in regeneration and overstory removal units that would retain

less than 40 percent canopy cover. Thinning prescriptions leave up to 60 percent canopy. The

buffers would exclude disturbances such as road construction and fuels treatments. Burning

would be excluded from the buffers as some plants may be killed by direct heat. Some
species which appear to prefer more open habitats, and may benefit from fire (e.g.. McNeal
Bolander's onion, Bald Mountain milkvetch, California glob-mallow may have prescribed

underbums within the buffers, on an experimental basis.

The direct effect of fire on each individual species is unknown. Cumulative effects for species

which occur in and are included in prescribed burn areas are negligible or positive, as

metapopulations as a whole will not be adversely affected. For those S&M and BSO sites

which occur in fuels units, buffer width may vary according to microclimatic conditions and

prescription.

Based on the numbers in the literature mentioned above, and with the project design features

relative to the actions proposed under Alternatives 1, 2, and 4, the proposed buffers in all
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action alternatives would provide adequate micro site conditions to maintain the population at

the site. Some populations of species which do not require protection, such as Bureau

Tracking Species, have the potential to be extirpated by these same actions.

Alternative 3

Under the No Action Alternative, ecological processes would continue undisturbed.

4.5 Fire and Fuels

Fuels management activities generate particulate pollutants in the process of treating natural

and activity related fuels. Smoke from prescribed fire has the potential to effect air quality

within and surrounding the planning area. Table 4- 1 displays the expected emission amounts

of particulate matter produced from burning under the alternatives. The use of prescribed fire

for ecosystem restoration can produce enough fine particulate matter to be a public health

and/or welfare concern. Fine particulate matter in smoke can travel many miles downwind
impacting air quality in local communities, causing a safety hazard on public roads, impairing

visibility in class I areas, and/or causing a general nuisance to the public. If properly

managed, most negative effects of prescribed fire smoke can be minimized or eliminated.

All action alternatives propose treatments to reduce fire hazard and decrease long-term

adverse cumulative effects. This opportunity to reduce fire hazard would not occur under

Alternative 3.

The use of drip torches to ignite handpiles or underbums would pose little to no risk of ground

water contamination. Drip torches are hand held canisters containing slash fuel (mixture of

diesel and gasoline). Handpiles are ignited by tipping the drip torch allowing slash fuel to

Table 4-1. PM-10 and PM-2.5 emissions anticipated for the project area by

prescribed fire treatment type and alternative.

Alternative

1 2 3 4

Preferred No Action

PM- 10 PM-2.5 PM-10 PM-2.5 PM-10 PM-2.5 PM-10 PM-2.5

Non-Commercial Fuels Treatments

Pile Burning 195 169 193 168 189 164

Underbum 157 143 157 143 157 143

sub-total 352 312 350 311 346 307

Pile Burning 195 169 193 168 189 164

Underbum 157 143 157 143 157 143

sub-total 352 312 350 311 346 307

Commercial Fuels Treatments

Pile Burning 26 22 26 23 25 22

Underbum 100 91 100 91 57 52

Broadcast Bmn 124 111 69 62

sub-total 250 224 195 176 82 74

Total 602 536 545 487 428 381
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pour out the spout through a wick, which ignites the fuel as it leaves the torch. The fuel is

dripped into the center of the handpile to ignite the cured vegetation. The slash fuel is

consumed as it leaves the torch or will burn in place if it lands on the ground. The potential

for fuel to seep into ground water supplies is minimized through the flaming consumption of

the fuel and also through the minimal amount of fuel which is utilized to conduct prescribed

burning.

Alternatives 1, 2, and 4

In the short term, logging would create fuel loadings on the ground which would be greater

than current levels if they are not treated. Fuel amounts are measured in tons per acre for

different size material. Material up to 3 inches in diameter has the greatest influence on the

rate of spread and flame length of a fire, which has direct impacts on fire suppression efforts.

It is anticipated that fuel loadings after thinning, if left untreated, would be increased by

approximately 10-15 tons per acre. This would change the existing fuel model of most of the

timbered stands from a timber litter fuel model 8 to a slash fuel model 1 1 , which has a higher

rate of spread and greater flame lengths. Regeneration harvest units would see an increase of

20-35 tons per acre and would be represented by a slash fuel model 12. These units would

exhibit even higher rates of spread and flame lengths than the thinning units.

In stands identified for harvest, removal of smaller trees would reduce ladder fuels. Reducing

canopy cover to 60 percent would reduce (but not completely eliminate) the potential for

running crown fires. The ladder fuel induced crown fire potential would also be reduced. In

stands identified for regeneration harvest, the reduction of heavy ground fuels would reduce

fire hazard. The potential for a large fire occurring is reduced as stand density is reduced.

Timber harvest would break up the vegetation and create a mosaic of age and size classes

across the landscape. A mosaic of stand types would limit the potential of high intensity fires

from burning entire drainages since this condition would slow the spread of fire and allow

direct attack by hand crews (flame lengths must be less than 4 feet to allow direct attack).

Under Alternatives 1 and 2, all timber harvest projects would include fuels and slash reduction

treatments in harvest units (Table 4-2). This has not always been the case in previous timber

harvests located throughout and adjacent to the Kelsey Whisky Planning Area. Initially, there

would be an increased fire risk following timber harvest activities. However, upon

completion of post harvest slash reduction treatments, harvest units would have less slash and

a reduced fire risk and hazard than treated units of the past.

Table 4-3 displays the associated changes in fire behavior due to a reduction in the dead,

down woody material after the fuels have been treated. Rate of spread (ROS) of a fire on

south slopes and ridge tops, represented by fuel model 2, would increase due to a change in

the fuels. Harvest and fuels treatments would open the canopy and encourage the growth of

grasses and forbs. These light, flashy fuels allow fires to burn faster than would larger fuels

such as down, woody material. Although wildfire spread rates may increase, fires would be

easier to control. Moist north slopes are represented by fuel model 8 and plantations are

represented by fuel model 6 after treatment.

Treatments on dry, low-elevation sites and south-facing aspects, such as canyon live oak, and

ponderosa pine, would reduce the existing high fuel hazard conditions. The risk of high fire

intensities would be reduced if a wildfire would occur.

Establishing fuel modification zones (FMZs) along strategic ridge lines would meet several

objectives. Crown fires would be less likely to start within these zones. Crown fires which

originate outside of and burn into these zones would be less likely to continue to burn in the

crowns, due to the wider spaced canopies within the FMZ. These zones also would provide a

greater opportunity to stop the spread of a wildfire and keep it from burning the entire

planning area.

FMZs would also provide an area which would be safer than what currently exists for wildfire

suppression efforts. The FMZ would allow for rapid deployment of personnel and equipment

which would help in reducing the size of wildfires. Firefighter safety has always been an

issue but has gained more attention over the past years because fires are becoming larger and
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Table 4-2. Acres of fuels treatments in the Kelsey Whisky project area.

Treatment Alternative

1 2 3

Preferred No Action

4

Slashbuster (MFT)

Manual (SL,P)

Underbum (UB)

subtotal

Slashbuster (MFT)

Manual (SL,P)

Underbum (UB)

Broadcast Bum(BB)
Subtotal

Non-Commercial Fuels Treatments

289 289

1,847 1,823

1,129 1,129

3,265 3,241

Commercial Fuels Treatments

51 51

1,829 1,751

457 457

350 283

2,687 2,542

302

1,784

1,129

3.215

51

1,659

1,659

261

1,971

Grand Total 5,952 5,783 5,186

Table 4-3. E:lipected changes in tire behavior following fuels treatment by alternative.

Aspect Alternative

1

Preferred

2 3

No Action

4

Dry South Slopes

and Ridge tops

ROS FL ROS FL ROS FL ROS FL

87 10 87 10 371 42 87 10

Moist North Slopes 19 8

ROS = Rate of Spread (ft/min) FL = Flame Length (ft)
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more difficult to control due to the high accumulation of fuels throughout the western United

States. As fires become more difficult to control and the concern of firefighter safety

increases, more indirect fire suppression measures will be taken which will lead to more acres

burned. This trend could be slowed and eventually reversed with the treatment of fuels which

exist in the Kelsey Whisky Planning Area along with the establishment of Fuel Modification

Zones. These areas could also be used as control lines for future underburning of high risk

and high hazard areas, which would further reduce the fuel hazard of the planning area. The
impact of developing these FMZs would be the requirement to keep them clear of

undergrowth every 5 to 10 years.

Typically, flame lengths of 2-4 feet are expected in the underburn units. The broadcast burn

units are expected to exhibit more intense fire behavior, with 4-6 foot flame lengths, due to

the high fuel loading in these units. The majority of fuel created and consumed by the

proposed action would be 3 inches and less in diameter. These fuels typically burn out

relatively fast with little heat transfer to soils with rapid burn out. This may result in less

scorch and mortality to the residual stand in underburn units. Although some mortality is

expected in the smaller diameter size classes as a result of the burn, the hazard to the

remainder of the stand would be reduced.

Full fire suppression would continue throughout the entire planning area in Alternative 1 and

most of the area for alternatives 2 and 4. In Alternatives 2 and 4, fire suppression in the area

proposed for an ACEC would be done with limited use of mechanized equipment such as

dozers or tractor lines. Heavy equipment would stay primarily on existing ridge roads. This

strategy may create the potential of pemiitting a wildfire to grow larger than if a full

suppression strategy were implemented.

Alternative 3

Standard fire suppression strategy would continue to be used throughout the entire planning

area. Stand densities would remain unchanged; the trend to shade tolerant species would

continue which would create a moderate increase in ladder fuels. As mortality continued in

these stands, snag populations and down, woody fuels would continue to accumulate. Until a

disturbance, such as fire, enters the stand, this trend would be unlikely to change. If a fire

were to occur, rate of spread and flame length would be severe enough to prevent direct attack

by hand crews. A wildfire would have the potential to cause a considerable amount of scorch

and mortality of individual trees. The potential for a large fire to occur increases as the

vegetation increases in density and becomes more continuous and homogeneous.

Without the establishment of the Fuel Modification Zones along the major ridge lines within

the planning area, the chances of a fire which starts within the planning area being larger and

burning more intense is greater. There is a greater chance that a wildfire which starts outside

of the planning area will burn into the Kelsey Whisky Planning Area. Crown fires which

originate in adjacent stands and burn into the Fuel Modification Zones are less likely to

continue to burn in the crowns due to the low percent canopy closure. The lower the percent

canopy closure the more effective these zones will be. Firefighter safety is the number one priority

when it comes to fire suppression efforts. If the trend of not treating accumulating fuels in our

forest continues, wildfires will increasingly become more difficult and dangerous to suppress.

Untreated areas in all alternatives would perpetuate current conditions and in many mature

stands, growth and deterioration would increase fuel loading. These conditions over time

would increase the potential for a stand replacement fire within or adjacent to the planning

area. Existing high hazard conditions would continue in brush fields, areas with light, flashy

fuels (south-facing slopes), and overstocked stands with ladder fuels. Continued fire

suppression activities would allow pole-sized Douglas-fir and hardwoods to grow underneath

large, overstory conifers, creating very dense stands that are prone to stand-replacing fires

under extreme weather conditions. Fuel model 8 was used to represent plantations, model 4

was used to represent south slopes and ridge tops, and model 1 1 was used to represent fire

behavior on moist north slopes in Table 4-3. Flame lengths and rates of spread are expected

to be higher in alternative 3 due to a build up of down, woody fuels. Plantations are the

exception because the canopy would remain closed and would not permit grasses to grow.

The only fuel that would be on the ground to burn would be small twigs and needles from the

overstory.
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As the vegetation along maintenance level 2 and 3 roads grows in without maintenance

treatments, access for firefighting crews would diminish. This could increase the amount of

time it takes for initial attack resources to reach a fire, which might ultimately result in larger

fires. A decrease in road access and a simultaneous increase in ladder fuels would increase

the probability of a large, intense wildfire. This could lead to a greater chance of losing late

successional habitat to wildfire events.

As recreational use increases in the analysis area, there may be a slight increase in the risk of

human-caused wildfire occurrence, especially along major roads.

4.6 Timber Management

4.6.1 Acres Available for Timber Production

In the RMP lands were allocated (USDI 1995, p. 32) in order to meet both short and long term

land management objectives. The allocations within the EIS area are LSR, Riparian

Reserves, Congressional Reserves, and Matrix. Matrix lands include General Forest

Management Lands and Connectivity Blocks. While Matrix lands have as primary objective

the production of a sustainable amount of timber (USDI 1995, p. 38), they have other

objectives such as contributing to connectivity across the landscape.

Within the Matrix there are other lands that are also not allocated to planned timber harvest.

These other lands include: lands of very low productivity; lands which are not forested, such

as rock outcrops and roads, and lands that may have slope instability as a result of their

steepness. As a result, lands that have the broad classification of Matrix are not entirely

available for planned timber harvest. Available acres are those that have been modeled for

and are managed for long-term sustainable timber production (Map 13). Table 4-4 depicts the

gross Matrix acreage and the net acreage available for timber harvest. The Medford District

BLM has 589,929 gross acres of Matrix of which only 190,995 (32%) are available for timber

harvest

Table 4-4. Gross Matrix Acres and Net Matrix Acres Available for Scheduled Timber
harvest* within the Kelsey Whisky Project Area by Alternative.

Alternative

1

Preferred No Action

GFMA
Connectivity/Diversity Blocks

Total Matrix

GFMA
Connectivity/Diversity Blocks

Gross Acres

21,899 20,599 21,899 19,475

1,258 1,258 1,258 1,258

23,157 21,857

Net Acres

23,157 20,733

9.706 9,236 9,706 8,613

502 502 502 502

Total Matrix 10,208 9,738 10,208 9.115

''-Note: all acres do not currently contain stands that fit RMP criteria for harvest
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Alternative 1 would allow access to the full Matrix acreage available for planned timber

harvest that is currently available under the RMP. Under Alternatives 2 and 4, the creation of

the proposed East Fork Whisky Creek ACEC would restrict timber harvest, with an

anticipated decrease in available volume of approximately 140,000 board feet under

Alternative 2 and 325.000 board feet under Alternative 4. This is a relatively minor amount,

and would not affect the Medford District's Annual Sale Quantity (ASQ). Map 13 clearly

depicts the area currently unavailable for timber harvest. Alternative 3 has no entries planned

at the current time. Harvest entries would be planned in the future however to meet RMP
committents for wood volume.

4.6.2 Timber Production

Each of the action alternatives propose treatments that would result in logs being made
available for local economies. Some treatments have as their objective the production of

timber. These treatments would immediately result in logs being removed from the site to

mills for processing. These treatments would also help to regulate natural stands through

placing the stands in a condition where there would be higher degree of predictability in

future growth and yield. These treatments would occur on available Matrix acres. Volume
produced from these Matrix acres would be attributable to the District's PSQ. Other

treatments have different objectives, including: increase in growth rates so that large

structural elements (standing trees, snags, coarse woody debris) would develop faster;

creation of desired stand characteristics and structure: improvement of tree vigor; and removal

of ladder fuels. These treatments would generally occur within reserves. Logs produced from

reserves would be considered a by-product of the treatment and would not be counted toward

the PSQ. Table 4-5 depicts the estimated merchantable volume that would be produced under

each of the alternatives and the amounts that may or may not be attributed towards the PSQ
under the four alternatives.

Of the action alternatives, the volume attributable to the PSQ would be greatest under

Alternative 1 ( 10,300-12,550 MBF) and least under Alternative 4 (3,150-3,850 MBF). The

amount of volume not attributable to the PSQ would be essentially the same. The total

volume resulting from the action alternatives would be greatest in Alternative 1 (11,000-

13,400 MBF) and least in alternative 4 (3,850-4,700 MBF). The No Action Alternative

would result in no volume being produced during this entry or series of entries.

While the volume produced from these proposals would differ in the short term under each of

the alternatives, the volume produced from the net available acres over the long term,

assuming cuiTcnt standards and guidelines, would be approximately the same for Alternative

1 and Alternative 3, the No Action Alternative, as there would be no proposed deviations from

the RMP in the acreage available for planned harvest or in the management of those lands.

Timing of harvest treatments is the only major variable between these two alternatives. If

there were any differences at all, Alternative 1 would produce slightly higher volumes over

the long term than the No Action Alternative, as older slower growing stands would be

replaced by faster growing young stands through regeneration harvests and growth rates of

Table 4-5. Estimated Timber harvest levels (MBF)*

Alternative

1

Preferred

2 3

No Action

4

Attributable to PSQ 1 0,300- 12,550

Not Attributable to PSQ 700-850

Total 11,000-13,400

7,850-9,600

700-850

8,550-10,450

3,150-3,850

700-850

3,850-4,700

*MBF = thousand board feet
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retained trees within commercial thins and density management units would increase as a

result of those treatments. Long-term, implementation of Alternatives 2 or 4 would result in a

minor decrease in volume produced when compared to the other alternatives primarily

because of the decrease in the net available Matrix lands caused by the creation of a proposed

ACEC in Alternatives 2 and 4.

4.6.3 Roads/Transportation System

Alternatives that build roads and maintain transportation systems in a drivable condition aid

timber stand management work. While the RMP makes similar basic reforestation and stand

management assumptions for like units, units that are accessed directly from roads have a

greater probability of meeting or exceeding those assumptions. Units accessed by roads are

likely to receive more effective site preparation after timber harvest. This is particularly true

if the road serves as the holding line when the site preparation is done by broadcast burning.

Initial tree planting would be about the same whether a unit has road access or not. The
results of replanting, if needed, would also be about the same. Interplanting to bring

marginally stocked units to target levels would, however, be less likely to occur. Follow-up

treatments on units accessed by road are also likely to be more timely and effective than on

units requiring a walk-in. Costs associated with forest development work done within units

are less for units that crews can drive to than for those that require lengthy walk-ins. There is

also better and more frequent monitoring (surveys) when units are along roads. Neither

Alternative 1 or 2 have significant road building planned, and Alternative 3 and 4 have none

(Table 4-6).

Whereas road building and maintenance aids timber management on a stand by stand basis,

decommissioning roads that are no longer needed for access is positive from an overall timber

management standpoint as acres arc returned to timber production. Existing roads proposed

for decommissioning under any of the alternatives do not limit unit access. Alternative 4

would decommission the greatest length of road followed by Alternative 2, 1 and the No
Action. Table 4-6 depicts the miles of road maintenance, miles of temporary and permanent

road construction, and miles of road proposed for decommissioning. The return of the

roadbed to timber production would be incremental and of little significance by itself. Added
to roads already closed (see Appendix 15) and future roads that can be expected to be closed

over time, there may be some cumulative benefit over the long term.

4.6.4 Harvest Method

The harvest method used may influence the future management of units that receive

regeneration harvest (RH) and overstory removal (OR) treatments. The alternatives propose

varying amounts of cable, tractor, and helicopter yarding on regeneration harvest, overstory

Table 4-6. Miles of Road Maintenance, Construction, and Decommissioning
by Alternative.

Alternative

1 2 3 4

Preferred No Action

Reestablish Original Road Prism 7.4

Outsloping with water dips 7.4 7.4

Road Renovation 7.1 7.1 7.1

Temporary Road Construction 1.5 1.9

Permanent Road Construction

Decommissioning 9.7 9.7 13.6

(approx. # acres return (18.8) (18.8) (26.4)

to timber production)
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removal, commercial thinning, and density management harvest units. Harvest methods were

based on a consideration of objectives for the land use allocation and alternative, stand

conditions, site conditions and to some extent economics.

Cable yarding with partial suspension creates more surface disturbance than helicopter

yarding because logs are pulled across the unit during yarding. Vegetation is broken and

uprooted. Less cutting of undesirable vegetation is needed for site preparation. Disturbed

vegetation dries more thoroughly than intact vegetation and therefore tends to bum more

completely during site preparation. Cable corridors are cleared of vegetation and slash.

Roads that give access to the yarder facilitate broadcast burning for site preparation. Tractor

yarding of units produce some of the same conditions. Helicopter yarding of units does not

produce the disturbance that cable yarding does. In overstory removal units, especially those

where the existing conifer understory is greater than two to three feet tall, surface disturbance

is generally not beneficial to retaining the conifer understory. For both types of units how
well initial plantings, interplantings or existing regeneration grow determine how much
additional money must be spent to achieve target stocking levels. The better the site

preparation generally the more successful the initial planting will be and the greater amount of

control of competing vegetation. The degree to which initial planting succeeds and how much
initial vegetation there is contribute greatly to future treatments. The more successful the

initial planting and initial control of competing vegetation are, the fewer treatments are

needed to reforest. Table 4-7 depicts the variation of yarding methods and treatment types by

alternative.

Although there are some differences in how the various harvest treatments are accomplished,

the only treatment types where there is much of a difference between the alternatives is for

regeneration harvests and overstory removals. The proposed yarding method in Alternative 1

is primarily cable and tractor. Under Alternative 2 there would be a shift to the greater use of

helicopters. In Alternative 2 there are also fewer acres proposed for regeneration harvest or

overstory removal. Because of the lack of disturbance from the yarding process that is

proposed for units under Alternative 2, per acre reforestation costs would tend to be higher

than in Alternative 1 . Alternative 4 does not have regeneration cuts or overstory removals.

Harvest method type is essentially consistent for Commercial Thin, Commercial Density

Management, and the Pine Enhancement/Maintenance Treatments.

Unit layout is also a contributor to how timber stands are managed in the future. How unit

boundaries are situated on the ground often determines how adjacent units will be yarded,

what type of site preparation will be done, and in some cases even whether or not adjacent

units will be harvested. From the standpoint of leaving manageable units for the future and

not reducing management options Alternatives 1, 3, and 4 are equal. Alternative 2 is the only

alternative that reduces management options on GFMA acres because of a unit's shape. Unit

13-1 is reduced in size for wildlife reasons in Alternative 2. Only the upper portion of the unit

that is proposed for a regeneration harvest in Alternative 1 is proposed for a regeneration

harvest in Alternative 2. Harvesting only the upper portion of the unit has the effect of almost

entirely eliminating the cable yarding and broadcast burning options for the lower part of the

unit at a future date as there would be a young stand above the unit that would be put at risk

from those treatments.

4.6.5 Forest Health and other Non-Timber objective

treatments

All action alternatives propose treatments designed to achieve non-timber objectives such as

improving stand vigor, increasing tree resistance to insects and disease, increasing growth

rates so that large structure develops more rapidly, reducing ladder fuels, and opening the

forest canopy so that the danger of running crown fires is reduced. Table 4-8 depicts the

acreage proposed by alternative of treatments designed to increase vigor, increase rates of

growth, and achieve fire/fuels objectives where a commercial product (CDM, CDM/NDM)
would result. The table does not include proposed fire/fuels treatments where no commercial

product would result. These non-commercial treatments are described in the fire/fuels section

of the document.
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Table 4-7. Yarding Method within Treatment types by Alternative.

Alternative

1

Preferred

Acres / % Acres / "/o

No Action

Acres / % Acres / %

Regeneration Harvest

Cable

Cable/Helicopter

Cable/Tractor

Helicopter

Tractor

280 / 55%
75/15%
113/22%
42 / 8%

133/40%
49/15%
104 / 32%
42/ 13%

Overstory Removal

Cable

Cable/Helicopter

Cable/Tractor

Helicopter

Tractor

Cable

Cable/Helicopter

Cable/Tractor

Helicopter

Tractor

21/45% 27/100%
26 / 55 %

Commercial Thin

698/75% 714/74% 700 / 73%
122/13% 122/13% 122/13%
51/6% 51/5% 51/5%
56 / 6% 82 / 8% 82 / 9%

Commercial Density Management

Cable

Cable/Helicopter

Cable/Tractor

Helicopter

Tractor

103/31%
51 / 16%
37/ 11%
137/42%

103/31%
51/16%
37/11%
137/42%
l/< 1%

103/31%
51 / 16%
37/11%
137/42%

Pine Enhancement/Maintenance - West Whisky

Cable

Cable/Helicopter

Cable/Tractor

Helicopter

Tractor

561/ 100% 561 / 100% 561 / 100%
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Table 4-8. Acres of Forest Health and other Non-Timber Objective Vegetation.

Alternative

1

Preferred No Action

Commercial Density Management;

Commercial Density Management/

Non-Commercial Density Management

Non-Commercial Density Management

Pine enhancement/Maintenance

(West Fork Whisky Creek)

Conversion: Pine to Douglas-fir

(Quail Creek Fire)

Total Acres of Treatment

328

105

1.091

221

1,745

329

181

1,091

221

1,822

328

181

1,105

221

1,835

All the action alternatives propose to treat a very similar acreage. The action alternatives

propose to accomplish an equal number of acres of non-commercial density management

treatments and an equal number of acres treated to convert the pine stand resulting from the

Quail Creek Fire to a stand dominated by Douglas-fir.

In Alternative 4, Unit 35-4 (a 1-acre unit surrounding a very large Douglas-fir referred to as

the "ugly tree") would not receive a commercial density management treatment but would

receive a fuels treatment. The objective is to protect this unique tree by reducing the potential

for wildfire to get into the crown.

Alternative 4 proposes to treat a slightly larger number of acres (14) with a treatment designed

to enhance the vigor of large pines so that they can be maintained in the ecosystem. The

difference in acres is the result of how Unit 4-2 would be treated. In Alternative 1 the unit

would receive a regeneration harvest. In Alternative 2, where there is an emphasis on

maintaining SW-NE connectivity, the unit would receive a commercial thin. In Alternative 4

the unit would receive the pine enhancement/maintenance treatment, that is specifically

designed as a forest health treatment. Treatments in Alternatives 1 and 2 are designed to

produce commercial products.

All action alternatives propose to treat an equal number of acres at Quail Creek. The

objective of the treatment would be to shift species dominance within the young stand from

the ponderosa pine that was planted after the Quail Creek Fire to Douglas-fir so that the area

which is LSR would more closely resemble nearby natural stands. All acres would not be

treated at the same time.

Commercial thinning, although not designed solely for forest health or other non-timber

objectives, many of the same benefits would result, with competing trees being removed from

stands and remaining trees then receiving more light, nutrients, and water. Alternative 2 has

the greatest number of acres proposed for commercial thinning (969 acres) followed by

Alternative 4 (955 acres) and Alternative 1 (930 acres).

The action alternatives all propose to treat a small number of riparian reserve acres that are

associated with harvest units. The objective of these treatments would be to enhance the

development of conifer understory or to create conditions so that a conifer understory can be
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established. Alternative 1 proposes the greatest amount of these treatments (64 acres)

followed by Alternative 2 (38 acres) and Alternative 4(10 acres).

Alternative 3 does not propose any of the forest health treatments. There would be a

continuation of the slower growth in overstocked stands and in stands where there was a

component of pines there would be a continued shift to a stand of Douglas-fir and hardwoods
as the pine was suppressed from the stand. The riparian reserves proposed for treatment

within the action alternatives would not be treated.

4.7 Late Successional Habitat

4.7.1 Introduction

At the landscape scale of the fifth-field watershed, none of the alternatives would have large

direct adverse effects on late-successional habitat. At the subwatershed level (Map 8),

however, site specific effects become more noticeable. Because these particular

subwatersheds are either adjacent to the LSR or are identified as valuable for connectivity,

impacts on these areas are examined here in greater detail.

4.7.2 Late Successional Habitat, Connectivity, and
Fragmentation

Connectivity facilitates movement and genetic exchange among individuals of species. The
NFP FSEIS discusses the assumed outcomes regarding connectivity (USDA and USDI 1994,

pp 3&4-38 - 3&4-44). In the Oregon Klamath Province which contains the Kelsey Whisky
FEIS analytical area, the likelihood of either very strong or strong connectivity was 66

percent. The outcome was strengthened in the NFP by the addition of Riparian Reserve

Scenario 1 which increased reserves associated with intermittent streams (USDA and USDI
1994, p.3&4-242). This outcome for connectivity was an analysis of future conditions that

would result over time as late-successional and riparian reserves across the landscape

advanced in age. Strong connectivity was defined as less than 12 miles between large late-

successional areas and a landscape of over 50 percent late successional forest (FEMAT 1993,

IV-52). The NFP acknowledged that the present condition of most of the NFP planning area

did not meet the definition of very strong or strong connectivity in the short term.

The ID team examined potential short-term impacts to connectivity through estimated acres of

late successional habitat lost (harvest, roads, and fires) and through estimated gains

(designation of an Area of Critical Environmental Concern and closed or decommissioned

roads). Although there would be some effect to connectivity, as described below, given the

limited scale of regeneration harvest the effects are expected to be minor The overall acreage

of treatments affecting late-successional habitat within the planning area are displayed in

Table 4-9.

Alternatives 1 and 2

Regeneration harvest in Alternatives I and 2 would create a minor fragmentation of forested

habitats and would remove a portion of spotted owl suitable habitat. Adverse impacts to

wildlife, which accompany forest fragmentation and edge effects include quantitative and

qualitative habitat losses, increased risk of predation, and increased competition between

interior and edge species (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Lehmkuhl and Ruggiero 1991). These

impacts can be anticipated at the subwatershed level.

Alternative 1 includes a proposal to treat areas where sugar pines are dying out to maintain

and enhance this species in the West Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed. This area includes

portions of a connectivity block located in T33S. R8W, sec. 9. The connectivity block

currently has approximately 80 percent of its habitat in a late-successional forest condition.

The proposed sugar pine treatments in this area would affect cumulatively up to 273 acres.
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Table 4-9. Acres of treatment affecting late-successional habitat in the Kelsey Whisky
Project Area.

Alternative

1

Preferred No-Action

Loss of late-successional habitat

regeneration harvest (Matrix)

Short-temi degradation

of late-successional habitat

by commercial thinning (Matrix)

531

930

355

*969

Promotion of late-successional 433 434 433

habitat by commercial density management,

and non-commercial density

management (LSR)

Canopy closure - 60%

Due to remaining residual canopy closure and limited opportunities for this treatment, impacts

would realistically be considerably less than this, and the treatment within the connectivity

block would comply with the guidance in the RMP. The short term effects of reduced canopy

closure would be minor. Beneficial short term effects would include accelerated late-

successional habitat development. Commercial thinning which results in even spacing of

trees may have short-term negative effects on spotted owl prey abundance (Waters and Zabel,

1995); fail to provide for the biotic integrity of small mammal communities (Wilson and

Carey, 2000), and result in decreased abundance of amphibians (Grialou et. al., 2000).

Alternatives 1 and 3

Ongoing silvicultural treatments are the only management actions currently planned within

the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed at this time. Current levels of wildlife movement
in and out of the area would remain unchanged until such time as harvest or fuels treatments

were to occur. The potential for change remains as long as the area remains open to timber

harvest. A small area has been harvested in the past, and future harvests and vegetation

treatments can be anticipated within the restrictions of RMP guidelines. The potential for

future fragmentation of the forest remains open as well as the future forest patch reduction

between LSRs. Within the watershed, or even within the subwatershed, wildlife movement
would be affected by this eventuality.

Alternatives 2 and 4

Alternative 2 would designate a 1,676 acre proposed ACEC and Alternative 4 would

designate a 2,843 acre proposed ACEC in the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed. While

the overall area would be less for the proposed ACEC in Alternative 2, both would be located

in one of the connectivity areas of concern and also in northern spotted owl critical habitat.

This designation in the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed could be expected to provide

site specific long-term protection to late-successional habitat. It is both adjacent to LSR, and

to areas identified for connectivity in the Grave Creek and Middle Cow Creek watershed

analyses. The Grave Creek watershed is in checkerborad ownership patterns with private

lands extensively harvested. Having a protected subwatershed immediately adjacent to it

would extend the patch size of forest between two large LSRs. When, in 100 years, the Wild
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Rogue Watershed has GFMA land with trees only 100 years old or less, it would provide a

more robust alternative to the 100 acre owl cores that currently exist. Continued maintenance

of late-successional forest in this area would be a benefit to the northern spotted owl by

essentially extending the area of influence of the connectivity/diversity block in section 9. In

recognition of the poor condition in the Grave Creek watershed, and the future projected age

class of GFMA in the Wild Rogue watershed, revising management guidelines in the East

Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed would seem prudent.

Alternative 3

Deferring fuels treatments over time would increase the risk of stand replacement fire in older

stands with existing dense timber and brush stands becoming denser. Catastrophic loss of

vegetation would threaten late successionaly affiliated species which depend on these forest

habitats for short term survival, reproduction and dispersal.

Under Alternative 3 the connectivity blocks would not be altered and no treatments would be

proposed. One implication is that this alternative would not discourage the trend for sugar

pine which appears to be a gradual loss of this important conifer species in the West Fork

Whisky Creek subwatershed. There would be no immediate change in levels of forest

fragmentation and consequently connectivity would remain unchanged. Because commercial

density management would not occur, late successional forest development in the LSR would

not be accelerated beyond natural proces.ses.

Alternative 4

As under Alternative 3, since no regeneration harvest is proposed, connectivity for northern

spotted owls and forest carnivores would be maintained at the current level. There would be

short term degradation of habitat through loss of canopy closure from commercial thinning

treatments proposed for 570 acres in the Meadow Creek, Upper East Kelsey and West Fork

Whisky subwatersheds. Although the actual extent of increased predation risk on northern

spotted owls is unknown, it is expected to be minor because 40% canopy closure will be

maintained.

4.7.3 Localized impacts on late-successional habitat

Under the action alternatives, adverse effects from proposed timber harvest are relatively

small at the fifth-field watershed level. Effects at the seventh-field subwatershed level are

more pronounced and delectable, particularly in the East Fork Kelsey Creek, Meadow Creek,

and North Fork Kelsey and the north portion of the Kelsey Creek subwatersheds (see Map 8).

The effect of regeneration harvest in Alternatives 1 and 2 in East Fork Kelsey and Meadow
Creek subwatersheds would be the loss of some late successional habitat but the remaining

habitat would be sufficient to support the movement of late-successional affiliated wildlife.

The effects of these proposed regeneration harvests on currently closed-canopy north-facing

slopes would be greater than in other areas because of their strategic location in relation to

this LSR, further highlighted by the Southwest Oregon LSRA (USDA/USDI 1995) which

emphasizes the importance of an east-west older forest link. This connection would be

affected by these proposed activities, as well as because these two subwatersheds have

previously had little or no timber harvest

4.7.3.1 Upper East Kelsey area

Alternative I

This area includes both the East Fork Kelsey Creek and the Upper Kelsey Creek

subwatersheds. The East Fork Kelsey subwatershed would experience the greatest amount of

disturbance to late-successional affiliates as a result of 10 timber harvest units and 308 acres

of regeneration harvest (Table 4-10). This level of harvest represents approximately 9 percent

of the existing mature or old-growth forest in the 3,993 acre East Fork Kelsey Creek
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Table 4-10. Acres Impacted in the Upper East Kelsey subwatershed.

Alternative

1

Preferred No-Action

Loss of late-successional habitat 308

regeneration harvest (Matrix)

Short-term degradation 24

of late-successional habitat

by commercial thinning (Matrix)

Promotion of late-successional 30

habitat by commercial density management,

and non-commercial density

management (LSR)

217

24

30

24

30

subwatershed (15 percent of the subwatershed). The age class younger than thirty years

would double to approximately over 600 acres. The harvested area would affect a large late

successional forest patch of GFMA that currently contributes to the higher quality of habitat

in the Wild Rogue watershed. However, post harvest of the subwatershed would still have

more than 80 percent of the old growth forest present.

Alternative 2

Under Alternative 2 impacts would be similar to those under Alternative 1. Commercial

thinning would be expected to accelerate growth of late successional forest within 20-30 years

as canopy closure returns to pre-harvest level.

Alternative 3

Under the No Action alternative, RMP management goals would continue to be pursued.

Alternative 4

Under Alternative 4 there would be no regeneration harvest, and thus no late-successional

forest removal. The 24 acres of commercial thinning and 30 acres of commercial density

management would be expected to result in accelerated growth of the residual trees in the

long term, with a short term degradation of late-successional habitat through reduced canopy

closure.

4.7.3.2 Meadow Creek subwatershed

Alternative 1

Regeneration harvest may impede some movement of late-successionaly affiliated species

between older forest patches. This would be minimized, however, through continued ability

to move through functioning riparian reserves and the remaining late successional forest. The

acreage of forest under thirty years in this subwatershed would go from its current percent

to almost 6 percent under Alternative 1. Currently, approximately 2,212 of the 2,459 acres in

the previously un-entered Meadow Creek subwatershed are in mature or old-growth forest

condition. Proposed regeneration harvest actions would affect 128 acres in these forest types,

or about 6 percent of the late successional habitat in this subwatershed (Table 4-11). The 27
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acres of proposed commercial density management in the Meadow Creek subwatershed,

which hes adjacent to the LSR. would provide benefits for late-successional habitat by
promoting and accelerating development of late-successional characteristics.

Alternative 2

Impacts to movement of late-successionaly affiliated species between older forest patches

would be similar to those described for Alternative 1 with the amelioration of having the

commercial thinning retain 60 percent canopy cover. The Meadow Creek subwatershed would
be the next most affected area from regeneration harvest after Upper East Kelsey. The
proposed 1 19 acres of regeneration harvest compri.se approximately 5 percent of this

subwatershed.

Alternative 3

No negative impacts would be anticipated until entries were made into the subwatershed.

Although none are planned under this alternative, the opportunity still exists for further

planning and impacts similar to those described for alternatives 1, 2, and 4.

Alternative 4

Alternative 4 has no regeneration harvest proposed in this subwatershed and therefore would
result in no late-successional habitat removal. Commercial thinning would have impacts

similar to those described for the Upper East Kelsey subwatershed.

4.7.3.3 North Fork Kelsey Creek subwatershed

Alternative 1

Impacts from commercial thinning would be similar to those described under the East Fork

Kelsey subwatershed. The 14 acres of regeneration harvest may have minor impacts on

habitat use and movements by northern spotted owls as a result of reduced canopy closure

(Table 4-12).

Table 4-11. Acres Impacted in the Meadow Creek subwatershed.

Alternative

1

Preferred

2 3

No-Action

Loss of late-successional

habitat from regeneration

harvest (Matrix)

Short-term degradation of

late-successional habitat

by commercial thinning

(Matrix)

Promotion of late-successional

habitat by commercial density

management and non-commercial

density management (LSR)

128

357

119

357 357

27 27 27
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Table 4-12. Acres impacted in the North Fork Kelsey Creek subwatershed.

Alternative

1

Preferred

3 4

No-Action

Loss of late-successional

habitat from regeneration

harvest (Matrix)

Short-tenn degradation of

late-successional habitat

by commercial thinning

(Matrix)

Promotion of late-successional

habitat by commercial density

management and non-commercial

density management (LSR)

14

338

11

*321 321

* Canopy closure - 60%

Alternative 2

Under Alternative 2, regeneration harvest of 1 1 acres would occur in this subwatershed.

There would be an additional 321 acres of commercial thinning. This area currently plays a

role in north-south connectivity for late-successionally affiliated species. There would be

short term degradation of late-successional habitat. In the long term, growth of residual trees

would be expected to accelerate from the treatment, with 60 percent canopy minimizing short

term impacts to species that utilize the shade for protection or microclimate control.

Alternative 3

No negative impacts would be anticipated until entries were made into the subwatershed.

Although none are planned under this alternative, the opportunity still exists for further

planning and impacts similar to those described for alternatives 1 , 2, and 4.

Alternative 4

Under Alternative 4 no habitat removal activities are planned and the 321 acres of commercial

thinning would be expected to accelerate growth of late-successional characteristics as

described for Alternative 2.

4.7.3.4 West Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed

Alternatives 1 and 2

Sugar pine treatments under the action alternatives would remove up to 1/8 acre of canopy

around each sugar pine, and involve up to two trees per acre in a 1 ,091 acre area. Under the

worst case scenario, 273 acres of habitat would be altered from a suitable to unsuitable

condition by reduction in forest canopy. However, the actual results of this treatment would
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likely be considerably less than 273 acres, since not all canopy within the 1/8 acre around

each sugar pine would be removed; the pine itself would provide some canopy; and it is

unlikely two trees per acre would be found on every acre proposed for treatment. The impacts

of the treatment in Alternative 2 would have the same impacts as described in Alternative 1,

with the exception that there would be no salvage incidental to this activity, which would
result in more snags remaining.

Alternative 3

No negative impacts would be anticipated until entries were made into the subwatershed.

Although none are planned under this alternative, the opportunity still exists for further

planning and impacts similar to those described for alternatives 1, 2, and 4.

Alternative 4

The impacts from sugar pine treatments would be similar to those in described above for

Alternatives 1 and 2, with the exception of acres involved. The area would involve 1,105

acres with removal of a maximum of 277 acres of suitable habitat.

4.7.4 Road Construction

For analytical purposes, all temporary road construction was assumed to have removed late-

successional habitat. According to biologists of the Oregon Dept. of Fish and Wildlife, this

area has one of the highest black bear densities in the state of Oregon, in part due to low road

densities (Wolfer, pers. comm., 1999). Portions of the analysis area were also identified as a

priority for lowering road densities to improve elk populations.

Alternative I

Temporary road construction would reduce approximately 7 acres of late-successional habitat,

and it would take approximately 60-80 years to begin to approach mature forested habitat

within the road prism. With the very few acres involved, the total percent of late successional

forest would not be markedly diminished. At the same time, decommissioining 9.7 miles of

roads would add only a small increment towards accelerated development of late successional

habitat. At the site level, there would be a small but unquantifiable reduction in disturbance to

wildlife species. However, road decommissioning would have potential further-reaching

negative effects through limiting access for fire response.

Alternative 2

The percentages of change in late successional habitat would be similar to those under

Alternative 1, with the removal of 1.9 miles of forest through temporary road construction and

9.7 miles of road decommissioning. The impacts to 9 acres of late-successional habitat would

be similar to those described for Alternative 1

.

However, installation of two gates on BLM road #32-7-19.3, would limit general public

access to approximately 160 acres of private in-holdings. This would have the effect of

limiting disturbance from motor vehicles in the Meadow Creek subwatershed, and the

southern portion of the Upper East Kelsey subwatershed. Site specific benefits to several

wildlife species such as elk and bear may be realized.

Alternative 3

Routine road maintenance would continue to occur. Current low levels of recreational road

use would also continue to occur, with continued relative low levels of disturbance to wildlife.

The negative effects of road construction proposed under the action alternatives would not

occur, and the positive effects of road decommissioning would not occur.
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Alternative 4

Under Alternative 4 there would be no road construction. The effects from 13.6 miles of

proposed road decommissioning are described under Alternative 1

.

4.7.5 Fuels Treatments

Fire is the most important agent of disturbance in the Klamath Province (USDA/USDI 1995).

The proposed underburns, mechanical fuels treatments, and slashing, hand-piling, and

burning would reduce the vertical fuel ladders and overstocked conditions in upper elevations

of the watershed where risk of catastrophic fire is especially high due to lightning strikes. In

turn, this would reduce the risk of loss late-successional habitat and important connectivity

features in West and East Fork Whisky Creeks. The underburning proposals would reduce

ground and small-diameter ladder fuels, but because these burns would occur in spring when
there is high moisture content, material larger than 3-6" would not be lost, and therefore there

would be minimal effects on late-successional habitat. Mechanical fuels treatments would

maintain dominant and co-dominant trees, and therefore there would be only minor impacts to

canopy closure through removal of intermediate and suppressed trees. The slash/pile/burning

treatments would target small-diameter material, and it is therefore expected late-successional

habitat would not be adversely affected. However, there would be a small risk from both

underburning and slash/pile burning of escapement, and subsequent threat to the LSR. The

non-commercial density management, commercial density management, pre-commercial

thinning, and commercial thinning would all further assist in reducing the risk of stand-

replacement fire by reduction in the number of small stems per acre, the most combustible

material (Agee 1993). In addition, vegetation would quickly recover in treated areas,

requiring continuous treatments over several entries for this approach to be successful in

reducing catastrophic fire risk to late-successional habitat.

Alternative 1

The 1 , 1 29 acres of underburns, 289 acres of mechanical fuels treatments, and 1 ,847 acres of

slashing, hand-piling, and burning proposed under alternative 1 would reduce the vertical fuel

ladders and overstocked conditions in upper elevations of the watershed where risk of

catastrophic fire is especially high due to lightning strikes, subsequently reducing the risk of

loss to both late-successional habitat and important connectivity areas in West and East Fork

Whisky Creeks. The fuel treatinents would have potential adverse impacts to some species

with low mobility such as salamanders and invertebrates. These treatments would provide

additional protection to the important connectivity subwatersheds of West and East Fork

Whisky Creeks, and would also provide limited protection in reducing downslope progression

of fire into the LSR. There would be minor adverse effects to some species with low mobility

such as salamanders and invertebrates as a result of brushing, piling, and removal of small

diameter material.

Alternative 2

Under alternative 2, the impacts from fuels treatments would be similar to those under

alternative 1 . An estimated 2,542 acres of fuels treatments associated with timber harvest

would be done.

Alternative 3

Under alternative 3, no fuels treatments are proposed, and the late-successional habitat would

be at increased risk of loss from catastrophic fire with continued and increased fuel loading,

as discussed in the fuels section.
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Alternative 4

Under alternative 4, the effects of fuels treatments would be similar to those under alternative

1 except that there would be 13 greater acres of manual fuels treatments. There would be a

total of 1,971 acres of fuels treatments associated with timber harvest.

4.7.6 Other Impacts

The pond enhancement projects proposed, although beneficial in general for wildlife, would
not have any particular effect on late-successional forest. The approximately 221 acres of

young pine conversion to Douglas-fir dominated forest in the action alternatives would have

very minor effects on late-successional forest development, since this forested area is not

mature. In the long term, the Douglas-fir plant association would be better suited to this area.

4.7.7 Snags and Coarse Woody Debris

The relative impacts of the various alternatives depend on the acreage affected by

management actions (Appendix 2, Table 2- 1 ). Much of the analysis area does not meet

revised standards for snags and large downed wood described in the current guidance.

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for Refining and Implementing Coarse Wood
Requirements (USDA 2000). This is true for stands that have been previously logged as well

as for stands that have not been logged. This assessment is based on information from the

Southwest Oregon LSR Assessment (USDA/USDI 1995), information from the Cold Mule
timber sale monitoring, and field observations. Snags and large downed wood are important

habitat components for a wide array of species, including northern spotted owls, wood rats,

martens, fishers, Del Norte salamanders, a variety of cavity-nesting birds, bats, black bears,

marten and fisher (USDA 1994c). Martens failed the viability screen in the NFP (USDA/
USDI 1994) primarily because matrix habitat conditions for foraging and denning were

inadequate, including key marten habitat components such as coarse woody debris.

Alternative 1

Alternative 1 would affect the largest acreage with regeneration harvests and road

construction. The proposed treatment around pines in the West Fork Whisky subwatershed

would permit salvage logging, which would reduce potential recruitment of large downed
wood. Alternative 1 would allow salvage removal of excess snags. No downed logs would

be removed. However, this would limit future recruitment of large downed wood in an area

where field observations show there is little to begin with. Regeneration harvests and

commercial thins would further reduce this important structural characteristic for many
wildlife species. The commercial thins would have a lesser impact than regeneration harvests

by retaining snags, large green trees, and coarse woody debris. However, both would

intluence negatively the amount of large down wood that remained in the ecosystem.

Although the effect would be mitigated to some degree by retaining additional green trees in

regeneration harvest units, as described in the RMP and the revised standards for downed
woody debris, the net remaining would still fall below standard.

Commercial density management, non-commercial density management, and pre-

commercial thinning would promote greater growth on the remaining trees, which could be

expected to produce larger snags and downed wood in the future. In addition, some snags

would be lost due to safety considerations and some of the retained trees, snags, or large

downed wood may be lost during site preparation (broadcast burning), or as a result of blow

down once the stand has been opened. Fuels treatment proposals involving slash/pile/

burning, underburning, mechanical fuels treatments would also remove snags and large

downed wood, but the amount of loss is unknown. While the focus of these proposals is

reduction in small-diameter material, there would be some minor adverse effects through

incidental removal of large wood in these operations. Road construction would result in the

direct removal of coarse woody debris and snags but encompasses only a small percentage of

the area.
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Alternative 2

Alternative 2 would have impacts similar to those in Alternative 1, but with less total acreage

affected. No salvage would be included in the pine treatments in West Fork Whisky Creek,

leaving a greater amount of downed wood and coarse woody debris.

Alternative 3

Alternative 3 would result in the continued development of older forests in the analysis area,

with the effect of contributing additional standing and downed large wood.

Alternative 4

Impacts under Alternative 4 would be similar to those under Alternative 1 , further reduced by

less commercial thinning, and no regeneration harvest. Overall, more snags would and large

downed wood would be left on the landscape. There would be reduction of snags and large

downed wood from road construction, since none is proposed.

4.7.8 Habitat Diversity

Under Alternative 1, openings within the Wild Rogue watershed would increase since the

proposed 53 1 acres of regeneration harvest would create greater amounts of relatively

uncommon early serai conditions in the analysis area. There would be a short term increase in

the amount of herbaceous vegetation for game species such as elk as an indirect effect from

regeneration harvest. Habitat diversity would also be increased by the proposed 289 acres of

mechanical fuels treatments, which would create additional early serai habitat. The impacts

would be similar to those in alternative 2 but over fewer acres and would not occur under

alternative 4, since no regeneration harvest is being proposed. Water source enhancements

proposed at four sites and sugar pine treatments would add to and help maintain habitat

diversity. Under Alternative 3, habitat diversity would be expected to diminish rather than

increase, with the continued growth of conifers and further development of largely

homogenous conifer forest, continued fading of sugar pines in the West Fork Whisky Creek

subwatershed, and continued declines of meadow habitats as a result of conifer encroachment.

4.7.9 Survey and Manage Animal Species

Protocol surveys for red tree voles have been partially completed and several active nest sites

have been located. Those sites would be managed in compliance with requirements as

described in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.2) as would any future sites located through ongoing and

future surveys. Alternatives 1 and 2 would result in the reduction in canopy closure as a result

of regeneration harvest and overstory removal treatments, which would adversely affect

species associated with late-successional habitat which need higher levels of canopy closure,

including red tree voles. Management recommendations for this species (USDA/USDI 2000)

cite several concerns, including:

• forest fragmentation and isolation of late-successional patches which may prevent gene

flow and adversely affect meta-population dynamics,

• increased geographic isolation of remaining populations could occur,

• management activities that target the removal of older trees and removal of older stand

types through regeneration harvest could alter forest microclimate conditions

• management activities may create barriers to dispersal between LSRs,
• habitat fragmentation could increase potential loss of genetic variability in populations,

and
• management activities may reduce forest patch size which could have adverse effects on

short- and long-term survival and successful reproduction.

There would be a minor effect on red tree voles as a result of the proposed regeneration

harvest. Before treatments are implemented, protection buffers would be established through
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the process of climbing trees inhabited by tree voles. Great grey owls, species which utilize

large meadows, may benefit from the temporary conversion of these acres to early serai

habitat. Flammulated owls, a protection buffer species, are known to occur along the Rogue
River (J. Sanborn, pers. comm.), and are dependent upon snags, especially pine.

The extent of the impact varies among the action alternatives with the acreage to be

regeneration harvested, with alternative I having the greatest adverse impact and alternative 4

none as there are no regeneration harvests proposed. The proposed commercial thins, which

would reduce canopy closure below 60 percent, would have a very minor, short-term (10-20

years) impact on red tree voles

There would be removal of up to 22 acres of RTV suitable habitat through temporary road

construction in Alternatives I and 2. The indirect effects from creating a potential barrier to

red tree vole movement would not be adverse, since this species has been tracked with radio

telemetry crossing small forest roads (USDA/USDI 2000b). The small amount of road

construction would not have a pronounced effect on great grey owls. Again, the impacts vary

among the alternatives based on the extent of proposed road construction (Table 2-1,

Appendix 3). There would be no loss of habitat due to road construction under Alternatives 3

and 4 at this time. The opportunity for future entries into the area leaves that possibility open

for the future.

The proposed fuels treatments in the action alternatives would have the potential for adverse

effects on red tree vole populations as there is the possibility of fire in the crowns of occupied

trees resulting from underburning operations. There would also be risk of escaped fire

resulting from human-induced activities associated with timber harvest operations increases

the risk to red tree voles. Conversely, fuels treatments would reduce the risk of stand-

replacement wildfire in the analysis area. Therefore, the proposed fuels treatments may have

a beneficial effect on this species. Great grey owls may benefit slightly from the additional

openings created by fuels treatments.

4.7.10 Summary of effects on late-successional habitat

and species

Alternative 1

Alternative 1 would have the greatest degree of impacts at the subwatershed level, with 6-9

percent direct removal of late-successional habitat in the Upper East Kelsey Creek and

Meadow Creek subwatersheds. These areas are adjacent to the North Fork Kelsey Creek

subwatershed which previously has had substantial removal of late-successional habitat.

Fuels treatments would increase short-term risk but reduce long-term hazard of catastrophic

fires. However, a large portion of Upper East Kelsey Creek and Meadow Creek

subwatersheds in late-successional forest remains will both support habitation and movement

of late-successional species.

Alternative 2

Alternative 2 emphasizes maintenance of connectivity by maintaining a higher level of

residual canopy closure, deferring some regeneration harvest units, and generally promoting

connectivity into and out of the LSR through a connectivity band northward through North

Fork Kelsey Creek subwatershed and westward through protection of the East Fork Whisky

Creek subwatershed. There would still be substantial direct adverse effects to late-

successional habitat from regeneration harvest in East Fork Kelsey and Meadow Creek

subwatersheds. As in Alternative 1, this alternative would leave a large portion of East Fork

Kelsey and Meadow Creek subwatersheds in late-successional forest for habitation and

movement of late-successional species. Fuels treatment effects are similar to those under

Alternative 1.
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Alternative 3

Alternative 3, the No Action Alternative would result in a small increase in late-successional

forest as additional growth occurs in the present forested stands. Roads would be routinely

maintained. The risk from catastrophic fire would continue to increase with the growth of

additional fuel ladders and dead and downed material. There would still exist the opportunity

for future timber harvest entries which would be analyzed under a separate NEPA process.

Alternative 4

Alternative 4 is designed to focus on forest health. There would be no regeneration harvest,

and therefore no direct removal of late-successional habitat. There also would be no

permanent road construction, so the impacts described in Alternative 1 would not occur

Beneficial long-term fuels treatment effects would be similar to the other two action

alternatives.

4.8 Unique Habitats

Ponds

The pond enhancement proposals would provide benefits for wetland-dependent wildlife

through an increase in both the size of the standing water and the duration of inundation. This

would enhance unique and uncommon wetlands habitats in the analysis area. There is a

potential risk of impacts from invading bullfrogs and which feed on native amphibians.

Sugar Pines

The proposed sugar pine treatment in the West Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed in the action

alternatives would benefit this valuable conifer species and assure maintenance of these

conifers in an area in which it appears they are substantially declining. Alternative 3 would

not enhance these unique habitats, since wetlands would not be maintained or enhanced, and

the remnant old-growth sugar pines would most likely continue to decline in the West Fork

Whisky Creek subwatershed.

Port-Orford Cedar (POC)

There is a chance of the spread of Port-Orford cedar root disease {Phytophthora lateralis)

and the resultant death of cedar trees in an area near unit 35-4 from implementation of any of

the action alternatives. Other harvest units are a mile or more from known POC. The spread

of this disease is known to occur through water borne spores and may be transported on

equipment, vehicles, and by foot. The amount of spores needed from each of these

transporters to distribute infection is unknown. With five thousand board feet of timber

expected from the treatment in the unit 35-4, only one or two truck loads would pass through

the area. To mitigate against potential spread, equipment and vehicles would be thoroughly

washed before entering the area as identified in Section 2.3.6. This is consistent with the

RMP standards and guidelines in the RMP on noxious weeds management.

Log hauling from most units would likely occur along the West Fork Cow Creek Road, an

area where Port-Orford cedar root disease is already present. No change in disease status

would be anticipated in that location.
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4.9 Threatened or Endangered Wildlife

Species

4.9.1 Northern Spotted Owls

It is expected that the Federal Land allocations, standards, and guides are those necessary to

achieve recovery of the northern spotted owl (USDA/USDI 1994a, p. 2-73). The primary

reason for listing the northern spotted owl as a threatened species involved concerns over the

impact of habitat loss (issue 3) and modification resulting from timber harvest (USDA/USDI
1994b). Movement of spotted owls between large pair areas is thought to be crucial to the

long-term persistence and viability of the species (USDA/USDI 1990).

4.9.1.1 Spotted Owl Suitable habitat

A home range analysis was conducted for each of the activity centers potentially affected by

proposed management actions. Suitable northern spotted owl habitat was evaluated using

aerial photography and Forest Operations Inventory (FOI) data to evaluate whether habitat

was capable of supporting successful nesting, roosting, and foraging, including stands with

trees 21"dbh or greater with 60 percent or greater canopy closure (USDI 1998). In addition,

all management actions were evaluated on the ground to determine the status of suitable

habitat.

Regeneration and overstory removal units would remove suitable Matrix northern spotted owl

habitat but not beyond the level analyzed in the NFP. Spotted owls have been shown to avoid

clearcut areas in radio-telemetry studies (Miller 1989). Activities which involved commercial

thins or commercial density management were considered as degrading suitable habitat to

dispersal, and would regain suitable values within about thirty years (USDA/USDI 1998). In

addition to the removal of green trees within suitable spotted owl habitat, a reduction in snags,

and dead and down woody material would occur with regeneration harvest. Since owls do not

build nests but depend on cavities, broken-topped trees, naturally occurring platforms, and

nests built by other species, direct loss of green trees as a result of regeneration harvest, and

related loss of future snag recruitment, has an additional adverse effect on northern spotted

owls.

The lack of fuels treatments would put northern spotted owls and their late-successional

habitat at greater risk of catastrophic fire with buildup of ladder fuels, greater stems per acre,

and continuous forest canopy.

Permanent road construction would have a very small irretrievable direct effect of removing

suitable habitat. Temporary road construction would have a similar effect on suitable habitat

of northern spotted owls through the direct removal of suitable habitat. It would be expected

to return to a functional dispersal condition of 60 percent canopy closure and trees averaging

1 1 "dbh in approximately 50-60 years. The permanent road could not be expected to return to

a functional habitat condition until the roadbed was ripped and planted for rehabilitation.

Alternative 1

The acres of suitable northern spotted owl habitat expected to be removed and degraded to

dispersal condition have been consulted upon with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USDA/
USDI 1997 and USDA/USDI 2001 ). The treatments proposed under the action alternatives

(Alternatives 1, 2, and 4), including timber harvest activities which remove or degrade

northern spotted owl home ranges and/or northern spotted owl critical habitat are permitted

under the Northwest Forest Plan (USDA/USDI 1994a; p.46). Alternative 1 would have the

greatest degree of adverse effects on northern spotted owl suitable habitat, largely as a result

of the 53 1 acres of regeneration harvest. It would, however, benefit the spotted owl suitable

habitat development as a result of 9.7 miles of road decommissioning. The proposed road

decommissioning would result in accelerated development of suitable owl habitat, and
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reduced forest fragmentation, which would subsequently reduce the risk of predation on

northern spotted owls. The level of impact varies between the alternatives based on the miles

of road to be decommissioned (Table 2-
1 , Appendix 3). The use of chain saws, heavy

machinery, and other fuel-driven equipment would increase the risk of human-induced

wildfire. Also, heavy concentration of fuels generated by harvest activities that are left (i.e.,

lopped and scattered) may contribute to excessive fuel loading in the area and increase the

likelihood of ignitions and stand-replacement fires, which would threaten suitable owl habitat.

The level of impacts would be similar between the alternatives. Alternative 1 would have

slightly larger impacts, but not beyond the range of impacts calculated in the NFP, while

Alternative 4 would have slightly smaller impacts. Additional treatments which degrade or

remove northern spotted owl habitat through placement of roads and fuel treatments which

degrade or remove northern spotted owl habitat through placement of roads and fuel

treatments have been consulted upon under an additional consultation (USDA/USDI 1997).

Alternative 2

Alternative 2 proposes 355 acres of regeneration harvest, which would completely remove

suitable northern spotted owl habitat, an irretrievable commitment of resources but not

beyond the range of impacts calculated in the NFP. hi approximately 60 years the area would

be expected to return to suitable habitat conditions. Commercial thinning under this

alternative would maintain 60 percent canopy closure, the minimum necessary for habitat

suitability for northern spotted owls, and therefore would not degrade suitable northern

spotted owl habitat to a non-suitable condition. Therefore, this alternative would remove or

degrade a total of 370 acres of currently suitable northern spotted owl habitat. Impacts from

road decommissioning would be similar to those in Alternative 1.

Alternative 3

Under Alternative 3, the No Action Alternative, suitable conditions for owl nesting, roosting,

or foraging would be maintained. East Fork Whisky Creek drainage would remain an

important area for dispersal between watersheds. Alternative 3 would result in no benefit to

spotted owl habitat from road decommissioning. Impacts from machinery may also occur

under the No Action Alternative, since some maintenance activities may still occur. These

may include roadside brushing, plantation brushing and pre-commercial thinning and road

maintenance. The action alternatives would take place in addition to the baseline that the No
Action Alternative represents, so the potential impacts under Alternative 3 would be

substantially lower than the other alternatives.

Alternative 4

The harvest proposed under Alternative 4 would have smaller impacts to suitable owl habitat

than the other action alternatives since there would be no regeneration harvest or permanent

road construction. This alternative includes approximately 955 acres of commercial thinning

and commercial density management treatments. Of this total, there would be approximately

517 acres where at least 60 percent canopy closure would be retained. The remaining 306

acres of these types of treatments would reduce canopy closure below 60 percent, thereby

having short-term, but only minor adverse impacts on connectivity, since canopy closure

would only be reduced to about 40-50 percent and those stands would return to 60 percent

canopy closure within a decade. The commercial thinning and commercial density

management treatments would all serve to promote spotted owl habitat and connectivity in the

long term. With 1 3.6 miles of road to be decommissioned, a minor benefit in development of

spotted owl suitable habitat is expected.

4.9.1.2 Spotted Owl Sites

As previously described, there are 28 northern spotted owl pairs or territorial singles within

the analysis area, including 13 north of the Rogue River where management actions are being

proposed. Table 4-13 identifies those that occur within Matrix lands. Currently, 12 of these

1 3 activity centers have more than 40 percent of the area within 1 .3 miles of the activity

center in suitable habitat condition. No logging would occur within northern spotted owl
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Table 4-13. Acres of spotted owl suitable habitat in the Matrix affected by the

alternatives.

Alternative

1

Preferred No-Action

Suitable habitat removed -

regeneration harvest

Suitable habitat removed -

permanent road construction

Suitable habitat removed -

temporary road constaiction

Suitable habitat removed -

West Whisky pine treatment

Total suitable habitat removed

531 355

273

814

13

273

644

273

289

Suitable habitat degraded to

dispersal habitat - commercial

thinning

Total suitable owl habitat loss

930

1,744

697

,341

853

1,142

activity centers. Adequate habitat is expected to be present to maintain survival and

reproductive capabilities for the short term. The proposed fuel treatments would provide

additional protection for northern spotted owl activity centers by reducing tree density, ladder

fuels, and generally decreasing the risk of stand-replacement fires.

Table 4-14 summarizes the impacts of the alternatives on the spotted owl sites within 1.3

miles of the proposed actions. They would all continue to be considered viable sites

following proposed harvest activities All of the spotted owl activity centers affected by

proposed activities under each alternative would retain more than 40 percent suitable habitat

within their 1 .3 miles of home range.

Alternative 1

It is uncertain what the effects to the reproductive success of the Kelsey's Demise pair from

habitat removal. Reproductive success may or may not be impaired. The Kelsey's Demise

pair is located within Matrix land. A long term viability activity center (#2069) would have a

18 percent reduction in suitable habitat from timber harvest. Potential adverse direct effects

on the reproductive success of the Kelsey's Demise pair may result from habitat removal.

The proposed road construction in T33S, R9W, section 1, located adjacent to the 100-acre

core area, would occur within 1/4 mile of the activity center. There may be further indirect

effects from future harvest and recreational activities enabled by the existence of the road.

The road construction, itself, would occur outside of the nesting season, which would

minimize direct effects to the pair.
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Table 4-14. Effects on spotted owl sites within their home range and adjacent to core areas.

Acres of Suitable Habitat within 1.3 miles of Activity Center

(Home Range)

Pre-harvest

Suitable

Suitable

Removed

Degraded to Post-harvest

Dispersal Suitable

Remaining

Acres of suitable

habitat removed

adjacent to 100-acre

core area

Alt 1 2,205

Alt 2 2,205

Alt 3 2,205

Alt 4 2,205

Alt 1 1,882

Alt 2 1,882

Alt 3 1,882

Alt 4 1,882

Alt 1 2,350

Alt 2 2,350

Alt 3 2,350

Alt 4 2,350

Alt 1 2,679

Alt 2 2,679

Alt 3 2,679

Alt 4 2,679

Alt 1 2,619

Alt 2 2,619

Alt 3 2,619

Alt 4 2,619

Alt 1 2,746

Alt 2 2,746

Alt 3 2,746

Alt 4 2,746

306

231

113

34

68

68

68

54

18

Kelsey's Demise #2069 (Matrix)

80 1,819

1,974

2,205

80 2,125

. #3280 (Matrix)

202 1,567

237 1,611

1,882

84 1,798

Whisky Creek #201 3 (LSR)

2,350

2,350

2,350

2,350

Small Shot #2014 (LSR)

33 2,646

33 2,646

2,679

33 2,646

One 4 All #2619 (Matrix)

2,551

2,551

2,619

2,551

Cool Springs #3282 (Matrix)

268 2,424

140 2,588

2,746

275 2,471

26

27

Ah 1 1,027

Ah 2 1,027

Ah 3 1,027

Ah 4 1,027

Taylor Gulch #0881 (LSR)

1,027

1,027

1,027

1,027
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It is uncertain what effect on reproductive success the regeneration harvest in suitable habitat

would have. The KCNA activity center (#3280) is expected to lose a total of 3 1 5 acres or 1

7

percent of its suitable habitat. This is derived from impacts resulting from 1 13 acres of

regeneration harvest and 202 acres of degradation to dispersal habitat condition.

The Cool Springs activity center (#3282) is expected to lose 54 acres of suitable habitat

representing 2 percent of its existing suitable habitat. Degradation of an additional 268 acres

is expected within this home range including the proposed sugar pine treatments in the West
Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed. It is unclear what the effects, if any, on habitat suitability

would result from these proposed small openings. If the two openings per acre had the effect

of reducing the suitability on that 1/4 acre, approximately 140 acres of suitable habitat would

be removed. Therefore, the post-treatment amount of suitable habitat for this pair's home
range would be 2,424 acres, representing a reduction of 12 percent.

A 50 acre regeneration harvest unit (Unit #1-2) would be located adjacent to Late-

successional Reserve and about 0.5 miles west of the Kelsey's Demise owl site. Another

regeneration harvest unit (Unit #6-5) of 26 acres would be adjacent to this same owl activity

center on the southeast. These two units, in combination with 161 acres of other regeneration

harvest within the same section, would remove LSH. However, there is still sufficient late

successional forest for habitation and movement by late successional affiliated species.

Although there will be 54 acres of proposed regeneration harvest treatments in the vicinity of

the Cool Springs activity center the effect would be negligible relative to the ability of

northern spotted owls to disperse from the Galice/Fish Hook LSR east and northeast across

the Grave Creek watershed to the nearest LSR to the east, the Galesville/South Umpqua LSR.

Alternative 2

Because there is considerably less regeneration harvest in Alternative 2 compared to

Alternative 1, direct effects of habitat removal are lower. Degradation of currently suitable

habitat to dispersal condition is comparable between Alternatives 1 and 2. The KCNA owl

pair would lose 14 percent of its suitable habitat within its home range, resulting from 34

acres of regeneration harvest and 237 acres degraded to dispersal habitat conditions. The 231

acres of habitat proposed for removal under Alternative 2 would result in a 10 percent loss of

suitable habitat in the Kelsey's Demise home range. The Cool Springs activity center would

lose 18 acres of suitable habitat and have degradation of 140 acres to an unsuitable condition

with impacts similar to those under Alternative 1 . The remaining 2,588 acres of suitable

habitat represent a 6 percent reduction in suitable habitat in the activity center.

Alternative 2 would benefit owl dispersal through the additional habitat protection provided

by the proposed ACEC in the northeast portion of the planning area.

Alternative 3

Over time there would be an increased risk of wildfire through increase in .stand density,

increase in ladder fuels, and no planned fuels treatments in areas known to be high hazard. As

fires might occur in unpredictable locations, spotted owl sites would be as much at risk as

other resources.

Alternative 4

As there is no regeneration harvest proposed for Alternative 4, there would be no direct effects

from habitat removal. Conversion of suitable habitat to a dispersal condition would be

comparable to Alternative 2. Cool Springs activity center would have a 10 percent loss with

275 acres degraded from suitable condition to dispersal habitat. In Kelsey's Demise activity

center, 80 acres would be degraded from a currently suitable condition to dispersal habitat,

representing a loss of 4 percent. The KCNA activity center would have 4 percent or 84 acres

degraded from suitable condition to dispersal habitat.

Alternative 4 would provide greater benefits for spotted owls than Alternative 3 (the No
Action Alternative) due to increased habitat protection that would be provided by the
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proposed ACEC and forest health treatments designed to accelerate growth of late-

successional habitat conditions which would also encourage dispersal.

4.9.1.3 Spotted Owl Critical Habitat

The area immediately east of the LSR includes a large block of northern spotted owl critical

habitat. Critical habitat for the northern spotted owl was identified on January 15, 1992 (57

FR 1796) for specific areas which provide the primary needs (constituent elements) essential

for the conservation of the species. These needs include essential nesting, roosting, and

foraging habitat (USDI 1994). The actions which are proposed in this alternative may affect

northern spotted owl critical habitat through habitat removal, habitat degradation, and actions

which appreciably slow the development of spotted owl habitat. While regeneration harvest,

overstory removal, and commercial thins all have these effects on critical habitat, the greatest

adverse effects occur through habitat removal resulting from regeneration harvest and

overstory removal. The Biological Opinion for NFP concluded that the amount of harvest

expected in the Matrix would not be severe enough to alter the functions originally intended

for critical habitat.

There are two Spotted Owl Critical Habitat Units (CHU) located in the planning area: #0R-
65 and #0R-67. Both CHUs would be affected by the proposed alternatives. The impacts to

#OR-67 would be minimal, since only 18 acres would be commercially thinned under

Alternatives 1, 2 and 4. Impacts to CHU #OR-65 would be greater, as shown in Table 4-15.

This CHU was designated to provide inter-provincial links between the Klamath Mountains

Province and the Cascades Province, and between the Klamath Mountains Province and the

Coast Province.

Alternative 1

Under Alternative 1, approximately 451 acres of regeneration and overstory removal harvest

would occur within OR-65. In addition, the removal of approximately 175 acres of habitat

adjacent to sugar pines in the West Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed would occur. Additional

adverse effects are expected by the proposed 850 acres of commercial thinning in OR-65,

which would degrade critical habitat to less than the 60 percent canopy closure considered to

be necessary for nesting, roosting, or foraging by northern spotted owls in portions of these

units. With respect to habitat degradation from thinning treatments, it is not possible, given

the variability both on the landscape and in the prescriptions, which are combinations of

Table 4-15. Acres of spotted owl Critical Habitat in CHU #OR-65 affected by the

alternatives.

Actions in Critical Habitat Alternative

No Action

451 324

175 175 175

10 13

626 610 273

850 649 436

Regeneration harvests

W. Fk. Whisky Cr. Pine Treatment

Permanent road constmction

Temporary road construction

Total Critical Habitat removed

Total Critical Habitat degraded-

Commercial Thinning

Total Acres of Critical Habitat

Impacted

1,727 ,259 709
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commercial thins and pre-commercial thins, and commercial density management and non-

commercial density management, to determine the precise amount of habitat which would be

degraded below the 60 percent canopy closure suitability threshold. For the purposes of

analysis, a worst case scenario has been assumed in which all 850 acres are degraded below
suitable condition, but the expected result would most likely be at least one-half of the acres

involved would still be in a suitable condition post-harvest.

The 45 1 acres of proposed regeneration harvest treatments, 1 75 acres of habitat removed
around sugar pines in the West Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed, 1 8 acres removed by road

construction and 850 acres of proposed commercial/non-commercial thinning in OR-65
would result in a lowered quality and quantity of suitable habitat. Under the worst case

scenario of Alternative 1, the treatments in CHU#OR-65 would affect approximately 1,727

acres or about 2 percent, of the 74,664 acres within this CHU. In CHU#OR-67 approximately

18 acres out of the 98,238 acres within this CHU would be affected.

Alternative 2

Project activities would affect 1,259 acres, less than 2 percent of the total CHU acreage.

Under alternative 2 the 324 acres of regeneration harvest, 175 acres of habitat removed
around sugar pines in the West Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed, 13 acres removed by road

construction and 649 acres of commercial thins in CHU#OR-65 are expected to lower the

quality and quantity of suitable habitat. Fuels treatments would reduce the risk of stand-

replacement wildfire in northern spotted owl critical habitat

Alternative 3

Over time there would be an increased risk of wildfire through increase in stand density,

increase in ladder fuels, and no planned fuels treatments in areas known to be high hazard. As
fires might occur in unpredictable locations, spotted owl sites would be as much at risk as

other resources.

Alternative 4

Proposed treatments around sugar pines and from commercial thins over a total of 709 acres

would affect less than 1 percent of the CHU acreage. It would not be severe enough to

constitute adverse modification because the function of critical habitat would not be

appreciably reduced for the survival and recovery of the species. The 12-17 acres of

proposed commercial/non-commercial thinning treatments in the action alternatives in OR-67
would have very minor effects on the function of this critical habitat unit. Fuels treatments

would reduce the risk of stand-replacement wildfire in northern spotted owl critical habitat.

Road decommissioning in northern spotted owl critical habitat would add to the development

of late-successional forest, and reduce the risk of predation.

4.9.2 Marbled Murrelets

4.9.2.1 Marbled Murrelet Suitable Habitat

Suitable habitat for marbled murrelets includes old growth and mature coniferous forest up to

50 miles from the coast with marbled murrelet critical habitat identified within 35 miles from

the coast (USDI 1996). Over 600 surveys have been conducted in the Glendale Resource

Area with no detections of murrelets (USDI 2000). The nearest known sighting of a marbled

murrelet is approximately one and one-half miles north of the northwest boundary of the

watershed in the Coquille River watershed in the Siskiyou National Forest. Surveys would be

conducted prior to sale and identified nest sites would be protected (see 2.3.2 Marbled

Muirelet). Thus, it is likely that the proposed harvest of 69 acres of suitable murrelet habitat

within 35 miles of the coast would have minor effects, if any.
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Alternative 1

Alternative I would have negligible effects on suitable marbled murrelet habitat through

direct removal of 53 1 acres of suitable habitat and degradation of 692 acres of commercial

thinning. Treatments under this alternative, including regeneration and overstory removal

units 28-A, 33-1,33-2, 33-A, and 4-1 would comprise 69 acres of suitable habitat which

would be removed within the General Forest Management Area (GFMA) within 35 miles of

the coast. PDFs would ensure protection of murrelet nesting sites.

Road decommissioning in marbled murrelet habitat within 35 miles of the coast under the

action alternatives would benefit marbled munelets in the long-term by accelerating the

growth of late-successional forest and reducing the amount of edge habitat which both

fragments the forest and provides additional opportunities for murrelet predators (USDI
1997).

The fuel treatments proposed under the Action Alternatives would reduce density levels,

decrease ladder fuels, and generally serve to reduce the risk of stand replacement fires in

suitable marbled murrelet habitat.

Alternative 2

Alternative 2 proposes 10 acres of regeneration harvest within 35 miles of the coast and

would adversely affect this small amount of suitable marbled murrelet habitat. Impacts to

Units #12-2, and #35-4 would be similar to those described in Alternative 1 . The 355 acres of

regeneration harvest and 697 acres of commercial thins would occur within the suitable

habitat range up to 50 miles from the coast, thus reducing the quality and quantity of suitable

habitat. Road decommissioning and fuels treatment effects would be similar to those in

Alternative 1.

Alternative 3

Alternative 3, the No Action Alternative, would result in some minor beneficial effects in

maintaining and not increasing the current level of forest fragmentation. The lack of fuels

treatments however would put marbled muirelets and their late-successional habitat at greater

risk of catastrophic fire with buildup of ladder fuels, greater stems per acre, and continuous

forest canopy.

Alternative 4

The 853 acres of commercial thins would occur within the suitable habitat range up to 50

miles from the coast, of the marbled murrelet, thus reducing the quality and quantity of

suitable habitat. Road decommissioning and fuels treatment effects would be similar to those

in Alternative 1

.

4.9.2.2 Marbled Murrelet Critical Habitat

The action alternatives would not remove or degrade any marbled murrelet critical habitat.

Unit # 35-4 is the only proposed commercial unit within critical habitat, and the prescription

for thinning in these units specifies retention of 60 percent canopy closure.

The proposed fuels treatments in the action alternatives would reduce the risk of catastrophic

wildfire throughout the analysis area, and thereby provide increased protection for critical

habitat. There are a total of 284 acres of proposed underburns, and 1 75 acres of slashing,

hand-piling, and burning proposed within marbled murrelet critical habitat. It is expected

these treatments will reduce the risk of stand-replacement wildfire, and therefore reduce risk

of large-scale loss of suitable murrelet critical habitat, by reducing vertical fuel ladders,

overstocking, and brush.
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The approximately 10-14 miles of road decommissioning in marbled murrelet critical habitat

would benefit marbled murrelets in the long-term by accelerating the growth of late-

successional forest in marbled murrelet critical habitat.

It is important to reemphasize that while the effects analysis presented here was performed by
examining effects to suitable habitat, over 600 surveys in the vicinity of the project area

(USDI 2000) have resulted in no detections of murrelets. Therefore, the analysis is a "'worst

case scenario", and actual impacts to the recovery of marbled murrelet critical habitat would
be very small with any of the alternatives.

4.9.3 Bald Eagles

The three action alternatives would limit activities near the active bald eagle nest site in the

vicinity of Alder Creek, consistent with RMP guidelines (USDI 1995), which include

retaining at least 50 percent forest canopy closure, and large trees and snags in units within

mile of the nest, which would affect units #27- 1 A, 27- IB, and 28- IB. By meeting these

guidelines, none of the alternatives would have adverse effects on bald eagles.

4.9.4 Fisheries

The planning area supports a number of fish species, including steelhead and cutthroat trout

and Southern Oregon/Northern California coho salmon, an ESA threatened fish species.

Because all proposals are consistent with the Aquatic Conservation Strategy (ACS), they

would prevent or minimize any adverse effects on aquatic species, their habitat, and to water

quality. Fisheries streams that are adjacent to proposed harvest units (unit 16-1 on West Fork

of Whisky Creek and unit 1-2 on East Fork Kelsey Creek) have two tree length buffers. Other

intermittent and perennial streams adjacent to proposed units are buffered by a distance of one

site potential tree height. Properly designed riparian reserves would maintain current stream

and riparian condition.

Road renovation, decommissioning, outsloping and water-dipping could result in sediment

entering streams and resultant localized increases in turbidity during the first major rainstorm

of the wet season. Of these treatments, decommissioning has the greatest potential for

contributing sediment to streams, especially when culverts in stream channels are removed.

Road decommissioning in the Whisky Creek and Kelsey Creek watersheds is from 0.5 miles

to 2 miles, respectively, from coho and steelhead habitat (see Table 3-4 Streams and estimated

distance offish presence). Adverse effects of stream sedimentation on aquatic organisms

would be the most severe immediately downstream of each crossing but they would rapidly

diminish with increasing distance from the road. Use of appropriate project design features

(Chapter 2) would help ensure that any adverse effects on aquatic habitat near the disturbance

are negligible. There would be no significant short or long term adverse effects on habitat

used by any state or federal special status, sensitive, threatened, or endangered fish species in

the EIS area streams, including the Wild and Scenic Rogue River. Since temporary road

locations are on or near ridgetops on stable ground and are not near streams, road construction

would not degrade water quality and stream habitat. No permanent road construction is

planned under any alternative. Road treatments other than construction would reduce

potential for erosion or failure of the road prism and resultant stream sedimentation in the

long term. Closing roads using barricades and gates would eliminate vehicle use and erosion

of unsurfaced roads during the winter.

Only very limited vegetation treatments are proposed in any of the riparian reserves; no

commercial products would be removed. Vegetation and fuels treatments in selected riparian

reserves (Appendix 2) would reduce potential for severe wildfire and would also accelerate

development of late successional characteristics in the long term. Implementing appropriate

project design features (Chapter 2) in these sensitive areas would minimize any adverse short

term effects. Rain-on-snow events on these timber harvest units is not expected to increase

water yield and peak flows because units are spread across several subwatersheds and the

percentage of the transient snow zone that would be open following harvest is considered
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within the acceptable range (Wild Rogue Watershed Analysis). Base flows would not decrease

because none of the alternatives would encourage growth of riparian hardwoods.

The project would not hinder or prevent attainment of ACS objectives at the 5th field

watershed scale in the long term (Appendix 1 1 ). The proposed actions would maintain all

factors in the National Marine Fisheries (NMFS) Matrix of Pathway Indicators at the project

and watershed scales. It also meets terms and conditions of the NMFS LRMP/RMP Biological

Opinion of March 18, 1997. When the effects of the proposed actions in each of the

alternatives are added to the environmental baseline and cumulative effects elsewhere in this

5th field watershed, the likelihood of resulting adverse effects on or incidental "take" of

southern Oregon/northern California coho salmon or its critical habitat is negligible. Nor
would there be any adverse effects to Essential Fish Habitat (Magnuson-Stevens Act) for coho

and Chinook salmon.

4.10 Roads/Transportation System
None of the proposed action alternatives would greatly affect the transportation system. The
temporary roads represent short spurs to reach landings and would not be part of the long-

term transportation system.

Similarly, the proposed road decommissioning and closures through gates and barricades

would have only minimal effects on the transportation system, since most roads to be closed

are short, dead-end spurs. The largest impact to the transportation system would come from

the proposed gates and barricades on the Dutch Henry road system (road #32-7-19.3). This

system of closures would remove public vehicle access to approximately 6.9 to 9.2 miles of

roads.

The action alternatives would incorporate past-due (deferred) road maintenance work.

Examples of those maintenance items includes culvert cleaning, culvert replacement, road

surface conditioning, surface replacement and roadside brushing. Closures would reduce

rutting and scouring of natural surfaced roads, and reduce impacts caused by human presence.

Some activities such as hunting, recreation, rock hounding, casual touring, and mushroom
hunting would be slightly affected.

Under Alternatives 1 , 2, and 4 there would be a net decrease in miles of permanent roads

throughout the Kelsey Whisky Planning Area. Approximately 9.7 miles of existing roads

would be decommissioned. New gates and road barriers would also be constructed to close

off an additional 7.6 miles of roads to public motor vehicle use. Approximately 1.9 miles of

new road construction would take place to facilitate timber harvest and fuels mitigation

treatments but these roads would be temporary in nature and would be decommissioned upon

the completion of fuels treatments. Although there would be no new permanent road

construction under any of the alternatives, the improvement of existing roads and temporary

road construction would provide improved access for fuels treatments across more acres.

Alternative 3 , the No Action Alternative, road maintenance may continue to be deferred and

would have a negative effect on the transportation system within the EIS area. Local spur

roads would continue to degrade from lack of adequate road maintenance. Improvement of

drainage patterns on improperly designed subgrades would not be accomplished.

Diminishing surface rock and rusting culverts would not be replaced. Roads would become
overgrown with vegetation, eventually preventing access for checking current and deferred

road maintenance needs and impairing fire suppression efforts. Drainage designs on local

roads would become impaired by movement of slough and road embankment material.

4.11 Undeveloped Areas

Currently undeveloped areas would receive negligible impacts from the actions proposed

under Alternative 1 with improvement ofjeep roads in the project area. Units l-I and 6-4
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would occur in undeveloped areas. The impacts would be minimal and would consist of slight

increases in ambient sound levels (road traffic, land treatment actions) which slightly

increases cultural influence on lands generally unaffected by man. These impacts are minor

and would be difficult to accurately detect. This is true, also, for the 1979-1980 inventory

unit 11-16 (Zane Grey). See section 1.1.5 and Table 5-1 for more discussion on this

wilderness inventory unit.

None of the alternatives foreclose any management options considered reasonable for the

stewardship of undeveloped parcels. The integrity of these lands, from the perspective of the

appreciation of undeveloped ecosystems, would remain largely intact.

4.12 Social Environment
This section represents numerous aspects of the human social environment, with regard to use

of or impact from use of public lands.

4.12.1 Rural Interface

Private parcels within the planning area range in size from about 20 to more than 300 acres.

Most of these are clustered near Marial, west of Kelsey Creek. Exceptions are mining claims

in the Whisky Creek drainage. Black Bar Lodge and two parcels in the Meadow Creek

Drainage. Many of the private parcels within the planning area are actively managed for

timber or mineral extraction with entries occurring within the la.st 5 years.

Major issues related to rural interface management within the planning area would likely be

those identified in the RMP as creating the greatest impact on interface areas, including: fire

and fuels management and related effects such as smoke, visual resource management and

protection of views from within residences in the area, short- and possibly long-term

increased noise levels, and dust and other problems associated with increased vehicular

traffic.

Recreational use, timber harvest. Special Forest Products, vegetative treatments, and road

construction/decommissioning actions will continue to provide employment and income at

levels comparable to recent years. Underlying regional and national economic and population

trends will be the primary determinants of regional employment, income, population, and

poverty.

Payments in Lieu of Taxes and payments under the Secure Rural Schools and Community
Self-determination Act of 2000 (PL. 106-393) would be unaffected by any of the proposals.

As a result of the effects analysis throughout this document, it appears that there would be no

economic effects from any of the proposals that would be different from those analyzed in the

RMP/EIS.

4.12.2 Recreation

All alternatives would present little or no impact on existing recreation uses within the area.

Road decommissioning actions and cessation of road maintenance on selected routes would

slightly diminish motorized recreational access. Sixteen to twenty-two miles of road would

be closed to motorized use, representing 7-12 percent of the roads in the project area, the

northern part of the watershed. The actual number of visitor reductions is unknown as the

road decommission projects are in very remote locations. This reduction in access is minimal.

Harvested areas would be visible to recreationists who enter the area. However, recreation

use in the planning area is focused and concentrated within the boundaries of the Rogue

National Wild and Scenic River. Recreational activities occurring within the river corridor
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would be minimally affected by any of the alternatives, if at all. Neither the Grave Creek to

Marial or Galice-Hellgate National Back County Byways would be adversely affected by any

of the alternatives. Dispersed recreation activities which occur along the other existing roads

and those activities in unroaded areas within the planning area would not be affected by any

of the alternatives. Those areas would continue to remain open to the same type of use it

currently experiences.

4.13 Visual

None of the alternatives would affect the available scenic resource as viewed from the Rogue
National Wild and Scenic River corridor. Areas viewed from locations along roads or other

access points would not be adversely affected and would meet appropriate VRM objectives

for those lands (Map 14). Key observation points for the planning area are within the

Congressionally designated boundaries of the Rogue National Wild and scenic River. These

are specifically located on various portions of the river surface and the Rogue River National

Recreation trail. Available views of the planning area from these observation points are

predominantly in the foreground to near middle ground zone (0-2 mi.). These zones fall

within existing Visual Resource Management (VRM) Class II designations as described in the

RMR This classification provides for retention of the existing character of the landscape and

the implementation of project design features that do not attract the attention of the casual

observer viewing from key observation points.

4.14 Population and Economics
There would be very little change in the net Matrix lands available for commercial timber

management (Table 4-4). The proposed timber harvest and other vegetation treatments fully

comply with the RMP direction. Commercial harvest would continue in the future in

accordance with the standards and guidelines in the RMP and the Northwest Forest Plan.

Special Forest Products are not a major economic resource in this area because of the remote

nature of the Planning area. And the vegetation treatments and road proposals would not alter

accessibility or productivity of any Special Forest Product. As a result, there would be no

economic impacts different from those already analyzed in the RMP/EIS associated with

timber harvest or other vegetation treatments.

Similarly, there would be no substantial economic effects of the land use allocation changes.

Recreation would not be hindered or encouraged by the designation of a proposed ACEC.
The road proposals would also not increase or reduce visitation since the construction and

decommissioning would all involve short, dead end spurs. Paving some of the major roads

may make driving them safer, but this area is a very remote and isolated area and it does not

appear that this minor improvement in short stretches of some of the arterial roads would

result in increase use.

As a result of the effects analysis throughout this document, it appears that there would be no

economic effect from any of the proposals that would be different from those analyzed in the

RMP/EIS.

4.15 Minority and Low Income Populations

(Environmental Justice)

Environmental justice is a movement promoting the fair treatment of people of all races,

income, and culture with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of

environmental laws, regulations and policies. The Glendale Resource Area recognizes the

concerns for environmental effects, including human health, economic and social effects, of
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its actions, including their effects on minority communities and low-income communities, as

required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). There are no minority

communities or low income communities within or nearby the Kelsey Whisky PA.

4.16 Cultural

Alternative 1, 2, 4

The potential for ground disturbance resulting from timber management activities would

increase under all the action alternatives. Alternative 1 has a somewhat higher potential for

site disturbance resulting from higher impact harvest techniques. Under Alternative 1 and

Alternative 4 archaeological site #35HS1 1-18 would receive adequate protection under the

proposed management recommendations outlined and followed in section 2.3.8. Under
Alternative 2, the archaeological site could possibly be in danger of destruction due to ground

disturbing activities of the proposed timber harvest. This site would be in danger even

following the management guidelines. Recommendations under section 2.3.8 would be

followed.

The possibility of pot hunting and illegal relic collecting at archaeological sites would

increase through increased access and visibility of archaeological sites. Looting could impact

not only the site, itself, but render it impossible to tell the story of the site. This could happen

equally under each of the action alternatives.

The impacts from escaped fire would be potentially the same for all action alternatives. Fire

behavior of a prescribed burn can vary throughout the landscape, and therefore, the possible

impacts on the cultural resource site could be different, depending on where the site is located.

Landscape conditions after commercial harvest would help to determine the exact fuels

treatment, but at a minimum the mitigating measures identified in section 2.3.8 would be

followed. These measures would minimize potential impacts of fire equally among the action

alternatives.

The effects of fire on historical and prehistoric archaeological sites would be minimal. Under

all fire prescriptions the goal is to protect the cultural resource site. However, due to the

nature of fire and possible changing conditions during a burn, a burn could escape the intent

of the prescription. If this were to happen, historic sites and artifacts could possibly be

harmed or destroyed.

Alternative 3

The No Action alternative would maintain the current level of cultural site protection from

potential disturbance from timber management activity. Under the No Action Alternative

archaeological site #35HSI 1-18 would remain unchanged and intact. Risks to some historical

site components would increase over time if fuel loads from around specific sites or even the

general landscape are not reduced. The fires in southern Oregon during 2002 were extensive

and represent the potential for any of the high fuel load sites within the Wild Rogue

Watershed.

4.17 Native American Religious Concerns

There are no areas within the Kelsey-Whisky EIS Planning area that are known to be

currently important as Native American religious sites or are in use for traditional puiposes at

this time.
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4.18 Areas of Critical Environmental Concern
and Wild and Scenic Rivers

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern

There are cunently no Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) or Research Natural

Areas (RNA) in the planning area. The Bobby Creek ACEC/RNA is adjacent to the planning

area, on the north boundary. It is in a different watershed and would not be affected by any of

the proposed alternatives.

Alternatives 2 and 4 include proposals for designating an ACEC in the East Fork Whisky

Creek subwatershed. The proposed management plan (Appendix 10) includes details of the

area and the proposed management direction. Designation of an proposed ACEC would mean
that impacts to it would be assessed with future projects, as ACECs are a critical element

under NEPA.

Under Alternative 3, the No Action Alternative, scheduled timber harvest would continue in

and around the area as planned for in the Medford District Resource Management Plan.

Should regeneration harvest ever occur along the border of the proposed ACEC, windthrow to

border trees, temperature increases, and light increases could be anticipated with the potential

to disrupt the localized ecological processes as described in Chapter 3. Road construction for

bordering timber activities would create further access to the area along with the potential to

introduce non-native vegetation, including noxious weeds.

Wild and Scenic Rivers

The Rogue River is the only river currently designated under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act

of 1968. None of the alternatives would affect the Outstandingly Remarkable Values (ORV's)

which led to the Rogue's inclusion within the Wild and Scenic Rivers System. All proposed

treatments would conform to the VRM standards and other restrictions called for in managing

Wild and Scenic Rivers. Unit 2-3 has the potential for creating a noise impact to users on the

river. The mitigation added to activity occur from November through April, impacts to

recreationists would be to reduce or eliminate impacts. See section 3.4 Water Quality, for

further discussion.

The RMP recognizes four creeks (Big Windy, East Fork Windy, Dulog and Howard) as

suitable for potential designation as Wild and Scenic "Rivers." They are all located on the

lands south of the Rogue River corridor and are presently under interim management

guidelines that protect and preserve their inherent resource values. There are no proposals on

the south side of the Rogue River, so there would be no effect on the streams found to be

suitable for Wild and Scenic River status there.

4.19 Wilderness

Alternative 1, 2, and 4

The existing Wild Rogue Wilderness would remain unaffected by any of the action

alternatives. There are no planned high standard roads, recreation facilities, or any other

developments adjacent to the wilderness. Fuels treatments are planned near the wilderness

and are consistent with the management plans of both the Medford District and the Siskiyou

National Forest. There would be no impacts anticipated to the outstanding values of the Wild

Rogue Wilderness, or to the recreation user's experience while in the wilderness.
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Alternative 3

Planned fuels treatments would not occur as described in the Kelsey Whisky EIS. The risk of

catastrophic fire occuring and entering the wilderness would remain high. Fire is considered a

natural part of the environment and as such, would not necessarily be considered negative.

However, the magnitude of the fire could not be predicted, as was seen by the nearby Biscuit

fire in the summer of 2002. Loss of wilderness values, in the event of a catastrophic fire, are

not quantifiable, but the assumption can be made that the current level of visitor use would
diminish significantly over the short term. However, over the long term, as natural vegetation

reasserted itself, visitor use could be expected to again increase.

4.20 Air Quality

The Clean Air Act requires each state to develop and implement a State Implementation Plan

(SIP) to ensure that National Ambient Air Quality Standards are attained and maintained for

particulate matter (PMIO). Within the implementation plan developed for Oregon, a goal to

reduce particulate matter emissions (PMIO) by 50 percent by the year 2000 was established.

PMIO was also identified by the State Implementation Plan as the basis for non-attainment

within the Grants Pass and Ashland/Medford area.

The planning area is approximately 30 miles from the Grants Pass non-attainment area and

over 50 miles from the Medford/Ashland non-attainment area. Due to the distance involved,

it is expected that prescribed fire operations will have little to no effect on these non-

attainment areas.

The planning area is adjacent to only a small number of smoke sensitive areas. Since the

Kalmiopsis and Rogue Wilderness areas are south and directly west, respectively, of the

planning area, the prevailing winds would prevent smoke intrusions. Intrusions into the

Ranch, river corridor. Rand and Galice may occur if nighttime inversions cause smoke

drainage into these areas. Due to the combination of the prevailing winds and the complex

terrain, intrusions into the Cow Creek drainage are not likely.

One way to prevent smoke intrusions is to space burn units out so that they are treated at

different times of the year. Broadcast and underburning would generally occur in the spring.

Pile burning would occur in the winter and would not produce enough smoke to cause

intrusions into any smoke sensitive area.

An analysis of PM-10 and PM-2.5 emissions from fuels treatments throughout the planning

area by prescribed fire treatment type was performed using the CONSUME fire behavior

modeling computer software package. CONSUME (version 2.1) was developed by the Fire

and Environmental Research Applications team, USDA Forest Service, Pacific Northwest

Research Station. Fuel loadings, expressed in tons per acres, were entered into CONSUME as

were weather and fuel moisture conditions typical of the season in which the various types of

burning would occur. Based on these inputs, CONSUME calculates particulate emissions.

Computer simulations were completed for each type of prescribed fire activity using

appropriate fuel loadings and burn conditions. The predicted emissions were multiplied by

the amount of acres proposed for each alternative to arrive at a total predicted emissions

(measured in tons).

Table 4-1 displays the expected tons of emissions amount of particulate matter (size

categories PM-10 and PM-2.5) produced from burning under the alternatives. PM-10 is the

current national ambient air quality standard against which prescribed fire activities are

measured. PM-2.5 emission standards are new and provide a more restrictive air quality

standard. Both PM-10 and PM-2.5 emissions have been modeled although PM-10 emissions

will be the numbers refened to for this analysis. Of the action alternatives. Alternative 4

would produce the least amount of PM-10 emissions while Alternative 1 would produce the

most.

It's important to note, however, that the emissions shown in Table 4-1 are totaled for all the

acres in all the stands propo.sed to be treated. Treatments, in actuality, would not occur at the
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same time and place, but over a period of several years, with several bum days in any one

year. In addition, the exact locations of the burning would be dispersed throughout the

planning area which would also reduce potential for concentrated local impacts. The net

result is that the emissions over any one period of time would be considerably less than those

shown in Table 4-1. The figures do, however, represent a valid estimate of the cumulative

emissions to be produced under the proposals.

Under all proposed alternatives, prescribed burning would comply with the guidelines

established by the Oregon Smoke Management Plan (OSMP) and the Visibility Protection

Plan. Prescribed burning under all alternatives is not expected to effect visibility within the

Crater Lake National Park and neighboring wilderness smoke sensitive Class I areas

(Kalmiopsis and Wild Rogue Wilderness) during the visibility protection period (July 1 to

September 15). Prescribed burning is not routinely conducted during this period primarily

due to the risk of an escape wildfire.

Prescribed burning emissions, under all alternatives, is not expected to adversely effect annual

PMIO attainment within the Grants Pass and Medford/Ashland non-attainment areas. Any
smoke intrusions into these areas from prescribed burning are anticipated to be light and of

short duration.

Prescribed burning would be scheduled primarily during the period starting in January and

ending in June. This treatment period minimizes the amount of smoke emissions by burning

when duff and dead woody fuel have the highest moisture content, which reduces the amount

of material actually burned. Broadcast burning, handpile burning, and underburning would

also be planned during the winter and spring months to reduce damage to the site from high

intensity burning and to facilitate control of the units being burned.

The greatest potential for smoke intrusions into the non-attainment areas would come from

underburning activities. Current avoidance strategies for prescribed fire assumes that smoke
can be lifted from the project site and dispersed and diluted by transport winds. However,

underburning requires a low intensity burn that would not have the energy to lift the smoke
away from the project site. Smoke retained on site could be transported into portions of non-

attainment areas if it is not dispersed and diluted by anticipated weather conditions. Localized

concentration of smoke in rural areas away from non-attainment areas may continue to occur

during prescribed burning operations.

4.21 Non-Native and Invasive Species

The Rogue North and South Watershed analysis documents both indicated that there are both

invasive plants and animals known to exist in the watershed. Management plans exist for

control of noxious weeds. The alternatives presented in this document would not stop or

interfere with the management plan. No alternative would cause further introduction or

spread of nonnative species. Regeneration harvest in Alternatives I and 2 may provided open

area after site preparation that would allow wind-borne species such as thistle and tansy to

become established. Within five years those plants that became established would be shaded

out by brush and tree species adapted to the site. There is less of a concern for underbum

areas and commercial thinning areas because of shading and the limited bare soil areas

exposed. Soil disturbance through decommissioning and road renovation would provide bare

soil areas for potential spread of weeds. Best management practices would be in place for

stabilizing disturbed areas involved in decommissioning and new road construction whether

temporary or permanent.

4.22 Hazardous and Solid Wastes

No dump sites or other areas posing hazardous or solid waste problems are known to occur

within the planning area.
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4.23 Irreversible and Irretrievable

Commitment of Resources

Irreversible commitment of resources refers to those tiiat cannot be reversed except, periiaps,

in the extreme long term. Irretrievable commitment of resources are those that are lost for a

period of time.

Because many of the fuels and vegetation characteristics of the planning area are dynamic in

nature and will continue to change and develop regardless of specific management actions, no
irreversible commitment of resources is anticipated. The overall integrity of the area and its

ecological and aesthetic values would be retained under all alternatives.

Road construction directly impacts late-successional habitat, but would result in a relatively

small irretrievable commitment of resources compared to the size of the area treated. Road
construction, even for temporary roads, would have a long-term effect on the capability of that

piece of ground to produce late-successional habitat. Similarly, regeneration or overstory

removal harvest would constitute an irretrievable commitment of the late-successional habitat

resource. Over the following 80 years or so, late-successional habitat conditions may be

reestablished, given the typical harvest rotation. A lesser time would be required to make the

area usable to many species inhabiting or utilizing adjacent late-successional habitat.

4.24 Cumulative Effects

4.24.1 Fire and Fuels

Under Alternatives 1, 2, and 4 there would be a reduction in the fire risk and hazard for the

project area. With planned maintenance treatments, typically in the form of underburns. the

reduced fire hazard resulting from fuels treatments would be maintained for approximately

10-15 years. If maintenance treatments were to cease throughout the project area, a gradual

return to current levels of fire hazard could be anticipated over a period of 25 to 30 years. The

fire hazard increase would be due, in part, also, to fire suppression activities. Harvesting and

burning the logging slash would also temporarily reduce the overall potential for crown fires.

Precommercial thinning treatments that might be expected to occur in the future (not

associated with this action) could be expected to increase fire hazard if the slash were not

treated. If treated, thinning would help reduce potential for stand-replacing fires.

Under Alternative 3, the fire hazard would not be reduced at this time, and would be expected

to increase until fuels treatments could be accomplished. The continued growth of vegetation

and the associated fuels accumulation would keep the fire hazard elevated, maintaining

potential for uncharacteristic stand-replacing fires until these areas were treated. Rural

interface management within the planning area would likely be fire and fuels management

and related effects such as smoke, visual resource management and protection of views from

within residences in the area.

Private parcels within the planning area range in size from about 20 to more than 300 acres,

primarily near Marial, west of Kelsey Creek. Exceptions are mining claims in the Whisky

Creek drainage. Black Bar Lodge and two parcels in the Meadow Creek Drainage. Many of

the private parcels within the planning area are actively managed for timber or mineral

extraction with entries occurring within the last 5 years.

The lack of road development in portions of the planning area would continue to prevent

access to areas needing fuels treatment under all alternatives. Limited access would also

interfere with initial attack resources, which may allow wildfires to burn larger areas because

of the potential for slower response times. Under all alternatives, logging on adjacent private

timberlands could be expected to increase potential for fires to spread into the planning area

should logging slash not be properly treated.
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4.24.2 Timber

Impacts of actions that have occurred throughout the watershed over the past 20 years are

described in Appendix 14-1. The table reflects past timber harvest and related projects and

road treatments in the project area since 1983. There were earlier harvests, going back as far

as 1960. This affected approximately 3,300 acres of the watershed and harvested

approximately 83,682 MBF during those 20 years. In addition, there were three major

wildfires that occurred in the last century. Since 1959, silviculture treatments occurred,

including seeding and planting over 7,700 acres.

Forest management continued after the clearcuts and fires of the past. Unit condition and

stocking are monitored and treatments to promote growth and stand characteristics applicable

to the land use allocation are done to meet the objectives of the allocation. Stocking classes

will be updated as monitoring under the Forest Plan system provides new information. These

treatments are continued until the unit has reached a growth level where commercial thinning

or commercial density management become appropriate treatments. Some of the units

regenerated in the late 1950s and 1960s are now ready for commercial thinning and

commercial density management.

NFP standards are more linked to assumptions made in the Kelsey Whisky EIS planning.

Target stocking has 80-100% of the regeneration plots occupied by suitable trees. Minimum
stocking has 60-79% of the regeneration plots occupied by suitable trees. Sub-minimum
stocking is where less than 60% of the regeneration plots are occupied by suitable trees. To

be counted as stocked, a plot must contain at least one tree of suitable attributes. A suitable

tree is a tree species, adapted to the ecological site, considered capable of meeting forest

management objectives. It may qualify as a component of the stand by having survived at

least one growing season in the field. Current stocking standards are higher for Matrix

allocated lands where production of timber is a primary objective and lower for reserve areas

where there habitat and other non-timber objectives

4.24.3 Late Successional Habitat and Roads and
Transportation System

Consideration of site level impacts is consistent with the NFP which noted "Negative

cumulative impacts may be further minimized or avoided through coordination. ..with

watershed...analysis and planning," (USDA and USDI 1995).

This FEIS examined the site specific effects on Late Successional habitat from the proposed

actions. In all four alternatives, there were no instances where the percentage of mature or

late serai stage forest would be expected to fall below 50 percent. This would seem to

indicate that even in conjunction with past harvests, the watershed would remain in a

condition to support late successionally affiliated species and to provide better than good

quality of connectivity to the edge of its boundary over a short term period. Over the long

term, the Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis discusses the modeled projections on GFMA
land (USDI 1999b pg 65-69). With 49 percent of the potential GFMA in Riparian Reserves,

and allowing for connectivity/diversity block requirements, but not factoring in deductions for

Survey and Manage species protection, all of the age classes would be expected to be at or

under 100 years by the year 2100. In this same time-frame, the NFP projected that late

successional reserves would be primary support for late successionally affiliated species

(USDA and USDI 1994).

Past timber harvest from the Trapper's Trap timber sale in 1985 in the subwatershed adjoining

the North Fork Kelsey Creek subwatershed has left 39 percent of the habitat in a late-

successional condition. Past timber harvests on federal lands in the Upper Kelsey Creek and

Long Gulch subwatersheds, along with both federal and private timber harvest in the Mule

Creek subwatershed, have reduced the quality and quantity of late-successional habitat in the

analysis area (USDI 1999b).
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Road construction to support past timber harvest resulted in relatively high road densities in

portions of the watershed. Road management activities of the more recent past have

substantially reduced road related erosion and subsequent sediment transport. This was
accomplished via surfacing, additional culverts and reduced vehicular access (Mule Creek

drainage) by gating. Approximately 33 miles of roads were gated, barricaded or otherwise

closed to improve elk habitat and to reduce road related impacts to the environment.

Approximately 80 miles of roads were improved with the effect of minimizing road related

erosion.

The temporary road construction proposals in Alternative 1 would, of themselves, represent a

negligible impact to the watershed or to late successional habitat. Added to the impacts of

previous actions, the impacts from constructing 1.5 miles of temporary road would be

undetectable. If you assume, however, that over long term, harvest of GFMA follows the

projected path identified in the NFP and the RMP, over the long term. The small number of

roads on the east side of the watershed can be expected to increase significantly.

4.24.4 Other Cumulative Effects

Full riparian buffers adjacent to both perennial and intermittent streams and adjacent to

proposed projects and harvest units, are currently well shaded with vegetation and would

remain that way. Water temperature and other water quality values would be maintained and

no cumulative impacts are anticipated. No cumulative effects are anticipated on fisheries

within the Wild Rogue watershed including the Rogue River corridor. Cumulatively peak

flows would not be increased at detectable levels within the planning area. Historic wildfire

accounts for some subwatersheds that have very high percentages of open area. Stream

channels in the planning area have adapted to these types of conditions and therefore can be

expected to accommodate increases in peak flow should they occur.
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5.1 Summary of Scoping

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) ensures that environmental information is

available to citizens and public officials before decisions are made and before actions are

taken. It also provides a regulatory avenue for private citizens and organizations to express

their opinions which may influence the proposed action. Scoping meetings are held early in

the planning and decision-making process to establish effective and open communication with

the public.

Scoping is an open process designed to determine the breadth of issues to be addressed in the

EIS. It is intended to obtain the views of the public: state, local, and tribal governments; and

other federal agencies. By involving the public through the scoping process, the proponent:

develops a comprehensive list of issues, then identifies the significant issues for study, aids in

the development of additional alternatives, and ensures that the EIS is balanced and thorough.

Scoping also assesses the level of public interest in the project and identifies the agencies,

groups, and individuals likely to be most interested in the proposed project. Scoping can have

a profound and positive effect on the issues to be examined within the EIS, the environmental

analy.ses, and, ultimately, on the decision made.

The Kelsey Whisky scoping period began with a published Notice of Intent in the Federal

Register dated June 7. 1999 (Volume 64, No. 108, Pg.30353). It was placed on the District

web page the following week. Concurrently, a letter indicating our intent to prepare an EIS

and hold scoping meetings, was distributed to local, state, federal and tribal agencies, industry

and environmental organizations and the interested public. A news release and legal notices

in local papers was also completed on June 10-11, 1999. Legal notice was also published on

October 14, 1999 in local papers for an additional scoping meeting on October 21, 1999.

Three public scoping meetings were held to solicit public input into issues and content of the

EIS. These occurred on:

June 22,1999 Grants Pass Council Chambers 5 participants

July 20, 1999 Galice Community Hall 6 participants

October 21, 1999 Medford District Office 4 participants

Each of these meetings utilized an open house format, although occasional roundtable

discussions did occur. Comments were also received by mail and internet throughout this

time period. A total of 23 comment letters have been received to date.

In addition, in June 2000 a full color, fold-out flier was mailed to all parties who had

requested information on the project or who had attended a meeting. This flier contained a

summary of the scoping process and the comments received up to that time, as well as the

concepts being considered in developing the proposed alternatives, including a set of maps

showing potential land use allocation changes.

In the Notice of Intent, it was stated that written comments would be accepted until August 3,

1999, but comments have been accepted and included in the development of alternatives and

analysis of effects through March, 2001.

A summary of comments includes:

• Request that BLM consider decommissioning of roads other than arterial for restoration,

reduction of disease spread, reduce annual maintenance costs and recreational

enhancement.
• Request that BLM continue to maintain roads utilized by recreationists and private land

owners in the area.

• Request that BLM have no ground disturbing activity in LSR including timber

harvesting.

• Request that the roadless area remain roadless with no ground disturbing activities such

as timber sales or road construction to reduce habitat fragmentation and improve

connectivity.
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• Raised a concern over increasing fire potential and encouraged consideration of projects

to reduce potential including limited access for suppression efforts.

• Request that no further recreational projects be located in EIS area. Have enough

recreationist opportunities now. Keep access to Rogue River in area minimized.

• Request that BLM strongly consider, and do detailed analysis on No Action Alternative.

• Request that BLM inventory all roads, ways and trails in roadless area. Also analyze

entire roadless area north and south of river, not just north.

• Request that BLM again reconsider Zane Grey area as wilderness.

• Supported logging in "Zane Grey" roadless area.

• Opposed any logging in "Zane Grey" roadless area. Cites severe potential impacts to

recreation and wildlife adjacent to the Wild and Scenic River.

,

.
• Request that BLM gate more roads to reduce problems of illegal activities such as

marijuana growing due to remoteness of area. Also reduces problems associated with

road hunters such as increased fire hazard, garbage and road damage.
• Request increased emphasis on inventorying anadromous fish streams and riparian

habitat, to get an accurate picture of needs or fish species in that specific area.

One area of a shared view was the concern for increased risk from wildland fires. While most

agreed that an active program to reduce this risk was warranted, there was disagreement on

where and how this should be accomplished.

Another area of shared concern was the protection of the Late Successional Reserve (LSR),

forest dependent ecosystems and connectivity of habitat for species dispersal. Again, how,

where, and how much is necessary varied greatly among respondents. Many felt some
continued active management could occur while still protecting these values, while others felt

total protection of the area from any development was the only reasonable approach for

maintaining these ecosystems. It was also suggested that our analysis of this issue be done

considering the whole watershed on both sides of the Rogue River, not just the north side.

A large number wanted reconsideration of the "Zane Grey Area" for wilderness status. In

addition there was strong support for "decommissioning" of roads and designation of large

portions of the EIS area as "roadless." There was also uniform agreement for the protection

of all existing property and access rights for private landholders in the area.

A comment letter was received from the US Fish and Wildlife Service, expressing concern

with the proposal to change LSR boundaries in an area where existing Critical Habitat for

Marbled Murrelets would be changed from LSR to General Forest Management Area

(GFMA). If this change were to be selected and implemented, some of the forest stands

within the critical habitat could potentially be subject to commercial timber harvest.

With the proposal to change land use allocations in some of the alternatives, it is possible that

an amendment to the Medford District Resource Management Plan would be necessary. The

analysis of environmental effects was designed to fully explore the consequences of such a

decision. Thus, this EIS has the potential for resulting in an RMP amendment. This

represents a change since the original Notice of Intent to conduct an EIS was published.

5.2 Final Environmental Impact Statement

A Federal Register Notice of availability for the draft EIS was published by the

Environmental Protection Agency on April 12, 2002. Comments were requested for a period

of 90 days, in compliance with 43 CFR 1610.2(e). The comment period closed July 12, 2002.

One hundred-forty four public comment letters and emails were received and reviewed by the

Field Office. Two on-site field reviews were provided to two separate landowners.

Comments were addressed in one of two ways: 1) a BLM response was provided and can be

found in Appendix 15 and 2) the EIS was revised to incorporate either a clarification,

additional detail, or a correction. In the case of text revision, the comment/response table may

simply mention a comment and refer the reader back to a section in the FEIS.
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In some instances, the comments provided no new information and so were not mentioned, or

a response was made to add clarification to the reader.

5.3 Planning Consistency

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA), Title II, Section 202, provides

guidance for the land use planning system of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to

coordinate planning efforts with Native American Indian tribes, other Federal departments,

and agencies of the state and local governments. In order to accomplish this directive, the

Bureau of Land Management is directed to keep informed of state, local, and tribal plans;

assure that consideration is given to such plans; and to assist in resolving inconsistencies

between such plans and Federal planning. The section goes on to state in Subsection c) (9)

that "Land use plans of the Secretary under this section shall be consistent with State and

local plans to the maximum extent he finds consistent with Federal law and the purposes of

this Act."

The provisions of this section of FLPMA are echoed in Section 1610.3 of the BLM Resource

Management Planning regulations. In keeping with the provision of this section, state, local

and tribal officials were made aware of the planning process through the previously described

mailings and meetings.

According to Section 1610.4-7 of the Bureau of Land Management Resource Planning

Regulations, the Final Environmental Impact Statement is provided to the Governor, other

Federal agencies, state and local governments, and Native American Indian tribes for

comment. The resulting comments will be addressed in the final BIS. The formal 60-day

consistency review by the Governor will occur after the Final EIS is published, as outlined in

I610.3-2(e) of the BLM Planning Regulations.

5.3.1 Federal Agencies

This Final EIS is believed to be consistent with the following plans of other federal agencies:

• The Record of Decision on the 1994 Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on

Management oj Habitatfor Late-Successional and Old-Growth Forest Related Species

Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl.

• The Record of Decision on the 2000 Supplemental Envinmmcntat Impact Statement for

Amendment to the Survey and Management, Protection Buffer and other Mitigation

Measures Standard and Guidelines.

• The Forest Service's forest wide land and resource management plans for the adjacent

Rogue River (1990) and Siskiyou (1993) National Forest.

• National Resource Conservation Service watershed plans.

• The Endangered Species Act and the following Fish and Wildlife Service plans:

- Pacific Bald Eagle Recovery Plan

- Final Draft Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Plan

- Fish and Wildlife Service determination of critical habitat for the Northern Spotted

Owl
- Peregrine Falcon Recovery Plan

• The Bonneville Power Administration's latest annual Transmission System Facilities

Resource Program.

• The Northwest Power Planning Council, Columbia River Basin, Fish and Wildlife

Program, and subordinate species-specific strategies.
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5.3.2 State Government

The Final EIS is believed to be consistent with the following plans, programs, and policies of

State of Oregon agencies:

• Department of Environmental Quality

- Smoke Management Plan

- Visibility Protection Plan and air quality policies

- Prevention of Significant Deterioration requirements

• Water Resources Department river basin programs for the Rogue River

• Water Resources Commission rules and statutes

• Department of Agriculture

- Weed control plans

- State-listed endangered plan species

• Division of State Lands
- Removal - Fill Law
- Oregon Natural Heritage Program

• Parks and Recreation Department
- Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan

- State Parks and Recreation System Plan

- State Recreation Trails Plan

- State Historic Preservation Program
- State Scenic Waterways Program and related projects

• Department of Transportation, Highway Division

- Oregon Highway Plan

• Economic Development Department, Regional Economic Development Strategies

5.3.3 Local Government

The Oregon statewide planning program attached substantial importance to the coordination

of federal plans with acknowledged local comprehensive plans. To the extent that BLM
actions and programs are consistent with acknowledged county and city comprehensive plans

and land use regulations, they can also be considered consistent with statewide planning

goals. Local plans do not, however, address protection of Goal 5 values from the effects of

forest management, as state law prohibits local government from regulating forest practices.

5.4 Final EIS Distribution List and Availability

on the Internet

5.4.1 Distribution List

The Final Environmental Impact Statement is being sent to the following individuals, groups,

and organizations. The list includes elected officials; federal agencies; state and local

government agencies; American Indian Tribes and Nations; libraries; organizations; and

individuals.
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5.4.1.1 Elected Officials

United States Senator Gordon Smith

United States Senator Ron Wyden
United States Representative Peter DeFazio

United States Representative Greg Walden

Coos County Board of Commissioners

Curry County Board of Commissioners

Josephine County Board of Commissioners

Douglas County Board of Commissioners

Oregon State Governor Ted Kulongoski

5.4.1.2 Federal Agencies

Department of Agriculture -

Forest Service

Siskiyou National Forest -

Forest Supervisor

Forest Biologist

Gold Beach Ranger District

Grants Pass

Umpqua National Forest-Tiller Ranger District

Natural Resource Conservation Service-Josephine Soil and Water Conservation

District

Department of Commerce-National Marine Fisheries Service

Department of Defense-U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Department of Interior -

Bureau of Land Management
Coos Bay District

Roseburg District

Bureau of Reclamation

Fish and Wildlife Service-Oregon State Office

Geological Survey

Environmental Protection Agency -

EIS Filing Section

Region 1 Office

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

5.4.1.3 State and Local Government Agencies

State of Oregon -

Department of Environmental Quality

Medford

Portland

Department of Fish & Wildlife -

Rogue District Office, Central Point

Gold Beach

Roseburg

Charleston

Department of Forestry -

Central Point Office

Coos Bay District

Roseburg Office

Merlin Office

Historic Preservation Office

Marine Board

Curry County-Fire Protection Agency

Douglas County-Fire Protection Agency

Josephine County-Forestry Department

City of Glendale
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Rogue Valley Council of Governments

Umpqua Regional Council of Governments

University of Texas-Zoology Department

5.4.1.4 American Indian Tribes and Nations

Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde
Confederated Tribes of Siletz

Confederated Tribes of the Rogue-Table Rock and Associated Tribes

Cow Creek Band of Umpqua Indians

Klamath Tribe

Quartz Valley Indian Reservation

5.4.1.6 Organizations

Benson Gulch Water Users' Association

Benton Mines, Inc./Dutch Mining LLC
Benton Mines, Inc./Lewis Investment Company
C and D Lumber Company
Friends of Oregon Living Waters

Galice Resort

Glendale CART
Headwaters

Indian Hill LLC
International Right-of-Way Association, Chapter 3

Klamath Siskiyou Wildlands Center

Lower Rogue Watershed Council

Larry Brown and Associates

Middle Rogue Watershed Council

Northwest Timber Affiliates, Inc.

Oregon Hunters Association-Rogue Valley Chapter

Oregon Natural Resources Council -

Eugene

Klamath Falls

Crescent City, CA
Oregon Ridge and River Excursions

Oregon Trout

Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation

Oregon Historic Trails Advisory Council

Riverhawks

Siskiyou Audubon Society

Siskiyou Project

Southern Oregon Timber Industry Association

Spaulding and Son, Inc.

Sundance Expeditions, Inc.

Sunny Wolf CRT
Superior Lumber Company
SW Miner's Association

Umpqua Basin Watershed Council

Umpqua Watersheds/Cow Creek Council

Up The Creek Resources

Western Utility Group

5.4.1.7 Individuals

Shelly Akina

Skip Alexander

Bill and Leona Bazor

Howard and Ivy Beach

Norm and Buni Borreson
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Bradley Boyden and Marie Del Toro

Frank and Jane Boyden

Charlie Boyer

Al and Debbie Brinkenhoff

Paul and Kathryn Brooks

Bob and Lori Brown
Dave and Mary Kay Byers

Ron and Carol Byrd

Gerald Casey

Pete and Betty Cazemire

Loran J. Cooper, Jr.

Bruce and Lori Crawford

Romain Cooper

Joe Cubic

Joel Despain

Jim and Florence Doty

Sherry Dwight

Barry and Kathy Fames
Tom and Gail Engles

Glenn and Diann Fly

Betty Fox

Larry Gaffney

Geoff Garcia

Betty Gaustad

Greg and Linda Gilpin

Robert James Glenn

Jon Gurdin

Darrel and Jennifer Hanks

BA and Lee Hanten

Michelle Hanten

Steve and Ruth Kahn
Vladmir Kovalik

Spencer Lennard

Katherine Lysaght

Randy Mack
Jim and Lienor Matney, Sr.

Carrol Maurer

David McCiane
Cliff and Pattie McKeen
Brian McKnight
Warren Merz
Frank Moody
Larry MuUinnix

Dave and Jill Olerich

Judo and Shelly Paterson

Boyd Peters

Steve Polinger

Jim and Pat Price

Dave and Marilyn Prow
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5.4.2 Internet Availability
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www.or.blm.gov/Medford/>
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years U.S. Forest Service.
^

Tom McVey, Fuels Management Specialist, B.S. West Virginia University., 27 years BLM.

Karen Ogle, Fire Ecologist, M.S. Colorado State Univ., B.S. Colorado State University, 14

years BLM and U.S. Forest Service.

Craig Olson, Forester, B.S. Colorado State University, 21 years BLM, 5 years U.S. Forest

Service.

David Peters, Forester, B.S. Colorado State University. 6 years BLM. 6 years Bureau of

Indian Affairs, 7 years Soil Conservation Service.
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Table 5-1. Consistency of Proposed Action Alternatives with State of Oregon Plans:

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

State Plan/Statute Objective Consistency of Alternatives

Oregon Statutory

Wildlife Policy,

Revised Statute

496.012

Maintain all species of wildlife at

optimum levels and prevent the serious

depletion of any indigenous species.

Develop and manage the lands and water

of the state in a manner that will enhance

the production and public enjoyment of

wildlife.

Develop and maintain public access to

the lands and waters of the State and the

wildlife resources thereon.

Regulate wildlife populations and public

enjoyment of wildlife in a manner that is

compatible with primary uses of the lands

and waters of the State and provide

optimum public recreational benefits.

All alternatives meet the objectives of this

statute. The Action Alternatives would

have some short-term affects on

population of species dependent on old-

growth conifer forest, but these effects

have been analyzed in the RMP.

Public access would be maintained in all

alternatives, except to short, dead end

spur roads.

The habitat management in all

alternatives would be conducive to most

wildlife populations. Alternative 4 would

be most beneficial to late-successional

species.

Oregon Threatened and

Endangered Species

Act

Protect and conserve wildlife species that

are determined to be threatened or

endangered.

All State species found within the

planning area are also federally listed

under the Endangered Species Act. The

protection of these species is common in

all alternatives.

Oregon's Sensitive

Species Rule

Help prevent species from qualifying for

listing as threatened or endangered

Most species on Oregon's sensitive

species list would be well protected under

all alternatives.

Nongame wildlife Plan to maintain populations of naturally

occurring Oregon nongame wildlife at

self-sustaining levels within natural

geographic ranges in a manner which

provides for optimum recreational,

scientific and cultural benefits, and where

possible, is consistent with primary uses

of lands and waters of the State.

Most species on Oregon's nongame

wildlife species would be well protected

under all alternatives. Some localized

adverse impacts would occur due to

logging, but overall nongame wildlife

populations and habitat would be

maintained.
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Table 5-1. Consistency of Proposed Action Alternatives with State of Oregon Plans:

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

State Plan/Statute Objective Consistency of Alternatives

Big Game Population

Management

Objectives

Develop, restore and/or maintain big

game (along with associated recreation,

aesthetic and commercial opportunities

and benefits) at the level identified as the

planning target level by game

management unit. This is accomplished

through hunting season regulation and

implementation of multiple-use

management practices on public lands

that tend to stabilize the cover-forage

relationship in space and time, provide

for wildlife emphasis in management of

sensitive wintering areas, and offer

habitat improvement opportunities.

The habitat for big game would be

enhanced to differing degrees through the

different alternatives as logging would

create new forage areas and road closures

would reduce harassment. The Mule

Creek subwatershed has been designated

as an elk management area and open road

densities have been reduced through

gating roads. The DEIS would not affect

this subwatershed.

Wild Fish Policy Protect and enhance wild stocks The Aquatic Conservation Strategy

would provide adequate protection given

the proposals in the action alternatives.

Coho, Steelhead and

Trout Plans

Maintain and enhance production. The maintenance and enhancement of

aquatic habitat for these species is

common in all alternatives. The Aquatic

Conservation Strategy provides for

protection of aquatic habitat.

Basin Fish

Management Plans

Establish compatible objectives for

management of all fish stocks in each

basin. Present tasks for attaining

objectives, described unacceptable

management strategies, and set priorities

on achievement.

The maintenance and enhancement of

aquatic habitat for all fish stocks is

common in all alternatives. The

maintenance and enhancement of aquatic

habitat for these species is common in all

alternatives. The Aquatic Conservation

Strategy provides for protection of

aquatic habitat.
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Table 5-2. Consistency of Proposed Action Alternatives with State of Oregon Plans:

Oregon Department of Forestry

State Plan/Statute Objective Consistency of Alternatives

Oregon Forest Practices

Act Rules

Establish minimum standards which

encourage and enhance the growing and

harvesting of trees while considering and

protecting other environmental resources

such as air, water, soil, and wildlife

The harvest prescriptions and logging

methods proposed in the action

alternatives surpass the requirements of

the Oregon Forest Practices Act Rules.

Forestry Program for

Oregon - Forest Use.

Preserve the forest land base of Oregon.

Stabilize the present commercial forest

land base. Manage habitat based on

sound research data and the recognition

that forests are dynamic and most forest

uses are compatible over time.

None of the alternatives propose any

changes to the forest land base.

Forestry Program for

Oregon Timber

Growth and Harvest

Promote the maximum level of

sustainable timber growth and harvest on

all forest lands available for timber

production, consistent with applicable

laws and regulations and taking into

consideration landowner objectives.

The management emphases for lands

within the planning area would be

dictated by the land use allocations in the

RMP. There would be very small change

in land use allocation acreage in

Alternatives 2 and 4through designation

of an Area of Critical Environmental

Concern.

Forestry Program for

Oregon - Recreation,

Fish and Wildlife,

Grazing, and other

Forest Uses

Encourage appropriate opportunities for

other forest uses, such as fish and wildlife

habitat, grazing, recreation and scenic

values on all forest lands, consistent with

landowner objectives. A full range of

recreational opportunities is encouraged.

Where needed to reduce harassment

and/or overharvest of wildlife, road

closure programs are supported.

Integration of sound grazing management

practices compatible with timber

management goals and wildlife habitat

goals is encouraged

All alternatives provide opportunities for

other forest uses. Recreation, wildlife

habitat, fuels reduction, visual resource

protection and other uses would be

considered and managed consistent with

RMP and state guidelines.

Forestry Program for

Oregon Forest

Protection

Devise and use environmentally sound

and economically efficient strategies to

protect Oregon's forest from wildfire,

insect, disease, and other damaging

agents. Use integrated pest management.

Employ cost-effective fire management

policies that emphasize planned ignition

fires over natural ignition fires and that

consider impacts to the State's forest fire

protection program.

Forest protection practices would

continue under all alternatives. The fire

suppression level would be modified in

some areas to reduce adverse impacts to

other resources, but forest protection

would not suffer. The fuels reduction

proposals in the action alternatives are

designed to reduce fiiel hazards in high

priority areas.
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Table 5-3. Consistency of Proposed Action Alternatives with State of Oregon Plans:

Land Conservation and Development Commission and other agencies.

State Plan/Statute Objective Consistency of Alternatives

State Planning Goal 5 Open spaces, scenic and historical areas,

and natural resources.

All alternatives conform with this goal as

management proposals tier to the RMP
which has already been determined to

conform.

Statewide Planning

Goals - Citizen

Involvement

To develop a citizen involvement

program that insures the opportunity for

citizens to be involved in all phases of the

planning process. Federal and other

agencies shall coordinate their planning

efforts with the affected government

bodies and make use of existing local

citizen involvement programs established

by cities and counties.

BLM's land use planning process

provides for public input at various

stages. Public input was specifically

requested in developing issues. Public

input will continue to be utilized in

development of the final RMP.
Coordination with affected government

agencies, including the ODF and

ODF&W, has been ongoing and will

continue.

Statewide Planning

Goals - Land Use

Planning

To establish a land use process and policy

framework as a basis for all decisions

related to use of land and to assure an

adequate factual base for such decisions

and actions.

Alternatives in the DEIS have been

developed in accordance with land use

planning process authorized by the

Federal Land Policy and Management

Act of 1 976 which provides a policy

framework for all decisions and actions.

This includes issue identification,

inventories and evaluation of alternatives.

Statewide Planning

Goals - Agricultural

Lands

To preserve and maintain existing

commercial agricultural lands for farm,

consistent with existing and future needs

for agricultural products, forest, and open

space.

None of the alternatives affect the use of

lands for agricultural use.
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Table 5-3. Consistency of Proposed Action Alternatives with State of Oregon Plans:

Land Conservation and Development Commission and other agencies.

State Plan/Statute Objective Consistency of Alternatives

Statewide Planning To conserve open space and protect Natural, historic and visual resources

Goals - Open Spaces, natural and scenic resources. were considered in the development of

Scenic and Historic the alternatives. In this remote area with

Areas, and Natural Programs shall be provided that will (1) very little non-federal lands, there are no

Resources insure open space; (2) protect scenic and

historic areas and natural resources for

future generations, and (3) promote

healthy and visually attractive

environments in harmony with the natural

landscape character. The location,

quality and quantity of the following

resources shall be inventoried:

Land needed or desirable for open space;

a) Mineral and aggregate

resources;

b) Energy sources;

c) Fish and wildlife areas and

habitats;

d) Ecologically and scientifically

significant natural area

e) Outstanding scenic views and

sites;

f) Water areas, wetlands,

watersheds, and ground water

resources;

g) Wilderness areas;

h) Historic areas;

i) Cultural areas;

j) Potential and approved Oregon

recreation trails;

k) Potential and approved Federal

wild and scenic waterways and

state scenic waterways.

Where no conflicting uses for such

resources have been identified, such

resources shall be managed to preserve

their original character. Where

conflicting uses have been identified, the

economic, social, environmental, and

energy consequences of the conflicting

uses shall be determined and programs

developed to achieve the goal.

conflicts with open space objectives.
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Table 5-3. Consistency of Proposed Action Alternatives with State of Oregon Plans:

Land Conservation and Development Commission and other agencies.

State Plan/Statute Objective Consistency of Alternatives

Statewide Planning

Goals - Air, Water, and

Land Resources Quality

To maintain and improve the quality if

the air, water, and land resources of the

state.

Federal and state water quality standards

would be met, water quality would be

maintained and/or improved under all

alternatives. Burning vegetation slash

under all alternatives would have slight

temporary effect on air quality. All

actions would comply with statewide

Smoke Management Plan and the State

Implementation Plan.

Statewide Planning

Goals - Areas subject

to Natural Disaster and

hazards

To protect life and property from natural

disaster and hazards.

No conflicts with natural disaster goals

were identified. New road construction

would be very limited and located in

stable areas. Proposed harvest units were

examined on the ground for instability.

Statewide Planning

Goals - Recreational

Needs

To satisfy the recreational needs of the

citizens of the state and visitors and,

where appropriate, to provide for the

siting of necessary recreational facilities,

including destination resorts. Federal

agency recreation plans shall be

coordinated with local and regional

recreational needs and plans.

Recreational opportunities would be

maintained at present levels under all

alternatives. Recreational demand is very

limited in this remote area, except along

the Rogue River corridor, which would

not be affected by any of the alternatives.

Statewide Planning

Goals - Economy of

the State

To diversify and improve the economy of

the state.

The alternatives would not change the

economic contribution of these lands

from those disclosed in the RMP.

Statewide Planning

Goals Public

Facilities and Services

To plan and develop a timely, orderly,

and efficient arrangement of public

facilities and services to serve as a

framework for urban and rural

development

No need for additional public facilities

was identified for this planning area.

Statewide Planning

Goals - Transportation

To provide and encourage a safe,

convenient and economical transportation

system.

The alternatives would maintain the

existing transportation system, with minor

changes by constructing two new road

segments in Alternative 1 and

decommissioning 10-15 miles of existing

dead end spur roads under various

alternatives. Access to private lands and

existing rights would be maintained

Statewide Planning

Goals - Energy

Conservation

To conserve energy. No conflicts with conservation and

efficient use of energy sources were

identified. No opportunities for

additional contributions to energy

conservation were identified.
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Appendix 1. Glossary and Acronyms

ASQ Allowable Sale Quantity

BLM Bureau of Land Management
CBWR Coos Bay Wagon Road
CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

CHU Critical Habitat Unit

CWD Coarse Woody Debris

DBH Diameter at Breast Height

DEQ Department of Environmental Quality

DOT Department of Transportation

ECA Equivalent Clear-cut Area

ESA Endangered Species Act

FEMAT Federal Ecosystem Management Assessment Team
FMZs Fuel Modification Zones

GFMA General Forest Management Area

GLO General Land Office

HUC Hydrologic Unit Code
LSR Late-successional Reserve

LWD Large Woody Debris

MOU Memorandum of Understanding

NGFMA Northern General Forest Management Area

NMFS National Marine Fisheries Service

NFP Northwest Forest Plan

ODFW Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

ORV Outstandingly Remarkable Value

PILT Payment In Lieu of Taxes

PSQ Probable Sale Quantity

RIA Rural Interface Area

RMP Resource Management Plan

ROD Record of Decision

SEIS Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

SGFMA Southern General Forest Management Area

SHPO State Historic Preservation Office

SIP State Implementation Plan (smoke emissions)

TPCC Timber Productivity and Capability Classification

USFWS US Fish and Wildlife Service

USGS US Geologic Survey

VRM Visual Resource Management
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Glossary

Appendices

Air Quality: A measure of the health-related and visual characteristics of the air, often derived

from quantitative measurements of the concentrations of specific injurious or contaminating

substances.

Air Quality Class I and II Areas: Regions in attainment areas where maintenance of existing

good air quality is of high priority. Class I areas are those that have the most stringent degree

of protection from future degradation of air quality. Class II areas permit moderate

deterioration of existing air quality.

Allocation: Process to specifically assign use between and ration among competing users for

a particular area of public land or related waters.

Alternative: One of at least two proposed means of accomplishing planning objectives.

Analysis: The examination of existing and/or recommended management needs and their

relationships to discover and display the outputs, benefits, effects, and consequences of

initiating a proposed action.

Appropriate Action: implementing actions pursuant to subparts 41 10, 4120, 4130 and 4160 of

the regulations that will result in significant progress toward the fulfillment of the standards

and significant progress toward conformance with guidelines (see Significant Progress).

Assessment: A form of evaluation based on the standards of rangeland health, conducted by

an interdisciplinary team at the appropriate landscape scale (pasture, allotment, sub-

watershed, watershed, etc.) To determine conditions relative to standards.

Aquatic: Living or growing in or on the water.

Aquifer: Stratum or zone below the surface of the earth capable of producing water, as from a

well. A saturated bed. formation, or group of formations which yield water in sufficient

quantity to be of consequence as a source of supply. An aquifer acts as a transmission conduit

and storage reservoir.

Archaeology: The scientific study of the life and culture of past, especially ancient, peoples,

as by excavation of ancient cities, relics, artifacts, etc.

Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC): An area of public lands where special

management attention is required to protect and prevent irreparable damage to important

historic, cultural, or scenic values, fish and wildlife resources, or other natural systems or

processes, or to protect life/provide safety from natural hazards.

Board Foot: A unit of measurement equal to an unfinished board foot square by one inch

thick.

Biodiversity: The variety of life and its processes, and the interrelationships within and

among various levels of ecological organization. Conservation, protection, and restoration of

biological species and genetic diversity are needed to sustain the health of existing biological

systems. Federal resource management agencies must examine the implications of

management actions and development decisions on regional and local biodiversity.

Bryophytes: Plants of the phylum Bryophyta, including mosses, liverworts, and hornworts,

characterized by the lack of true roots, stems and leaves.

Bureau Status: BS, BA, BT:

Bureau Status BS (Bureau Sensitive): Species that could easily become endangered or extinct

in a state. Bureau Sensitive species are restricted in range and have natural or human-caused

threats to survival. Bureau Sensitive species are not FE, FT, FP, FC, SE, or ST, but are
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eligible for federal or state listing or candidate status. All anadromous fish species, unless

federally listed, proposed, or candidate, are under review and are considered Bureau Sensitive

until status is determined.

Bureau Status BA (Bureau Assessment): Species which are not presently eligible for official

federal or state status but are of concern in Oregon may, at a minimum, need protection or

mitigation in BLM activities. These species will be considered as a level of special status

species separate from Bureau Sensitive, and are referred to as Bureau Assessment (BA)

species.

Bureau Status BT (Bureau Tracking): Species which need an early warning to prevent

becoming listed as threatened or endangered in the future. It is encouraged that occurrence

data is collected on these species for which more information is needed to determine status

within the state or which no longer need active management.

Bureau Status BT (Bureau Tracking): Species which need an early warning to prevent

becoming listed as threatened or endangered in the future. It is encouraged that occurrence

data is collected on these species for which more information is needed to determine status

within the state or which no longer need active management.

Candidate Species: Those plants and animals included in the Federal Register ANotices of

Review© that are being considered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for listing as

threatened or endangered. Two categories that are of primary concern: Category 1 - Taxa for

which there is substantial information to support proposing the species for listing as

threatened or endangered. Listing proposals are either being prepared or have been delayed

by higher priority listing work. Category 2 - Taxa information indicates that listing is possibly

appropriate. Additional information is being collected.

Coarse Woody Debris: The terms Coarse Woody Debris, Large Woody Material and Large

Down Wood are used interchangeably.

Commercial Density Management: treatments would remove merchantable size logs from the

site and would loosely resemble commercial thins.

Commercial Thinning: The removal of generally merchantable trees from an even-aged

stand, usually to encourage growth of the remaining trees. See Appendix 4 for further

explanation.

Compaction Layer: A layer within the soil profile in which the soil particles have been

rearranged to decrease void space, thereby increasing soil bulk density and often reducing

permeability.

Connectivity: A measure of the extent to which conditions among late-successional/old-

growth (LS/OG) forest areas provide habitat for breeding, feeding, dispersal, and movement
of LS/OG associated wildlife and fish species.

Consultation: Formal consultation is a process that occurs between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service (USFWS) or the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and a federal agency that

commences with the federal agency=s written request for consultation under Section 7(a)(2)

of the Endangered Species Act regarding a federal action which may affect a listed species or

its critical habitat. It concludes with the issuance of the biological opinion under Section

7(b)(3) of the Act. Informal consultation is an optional process that includes all discussions,

correspondence, etc., between the USFWS or NMFS and the federal agency, or the designated

non-federal representative, prior to formal consultation, if required. If the listing agency

determines that there is no likely adverse affect to the listed species, it may concur with the

action agency that formal consultation is unnecessary.

Cubic Feet Per Second (cfs): As a rate of stream flow, a cubic foot of water passing a

referenced section in 1 second of time. One cfs flowing for 24 hours will yield 1.983 acre-feet

of water.

Cultural Resources: Those resources of historical and archaeological significance.
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Cumulative Effects: Those effects on the environment that result from the incremental effect

of the action when added to past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless

of what agency or person(s) undertakes such other actions. Cumulative effects can result

from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time.

Decommission: To remove those elements of a road that reroute hillslope drainage and

present slope stability hazards. This usually involves removing the culverts, ripping the road

prism, installing drainage facilities (i.e. waterbars, waterdips, etc.), and replanting the road

surface with grasses, legumes, shrubs, and trees.

Defer: postponement of road treatment to a later date, at which time the road and treatment

would be re-evaluated.

Degree of Function: A level of physical function relative to properly functioning condition

commonly expressed as: properly functioning, functioning-at-risk, or non-functional.

Density Management: objectives of the treatment is to reduce stand stocking to maintain or

enhance the following; forest/stand health, stand structure and function for wildlife, and stand

characteristics for purposes other than growth and yield. One such application is to reduce

lateral fuels when potential wildfires occur. There are two types of density management -

commercial and non-commercial. See appendix 4 for further explanation.

Designated Road: A linear transportation facility@ on which state-licensed, four wheeled

vehicles can travel. By definition, these do not qualify as trails.

Dispersal Habitat: Habitat that supports the life needs of an individual animal during

dispersal. Generally satisfies needs for foraging, roosting, and protection from predators.

Diversity: The aggregate of species assemblages (communities), individual species, and the

genetic variation within species and the processes by which these components interact within

and among themselves. The elements of diversity are: I. Community diversity (habitat,

ecosystem), 2. Species diversity and 3. Genetic diversity within a species; all three of which

change over time.

Easement: A right or privilege one may have on another=s land.

Ecosystem: A system made up of a community of animals, plants, and micro-organisms and

its interrelated physical and chemical environment.

Edaphic: Relating to the soil

Endangered Species: Any animal or plant species in danger of extinction throughout all of a

significant portion of its range. These species are listed by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife

Service.

Endemic: A species that is unique to a specific locality.

Ephemeral Stream: A stream that flows only in direct response to precipitation, and whose

channel is at all times above the water table.

Floodplain: A plain along a stream or river onto which the flow spreads at flood stage.

Forage: Vegetation of all forms available and of a type used for animal consumption.

Formation; The primary unit in stratigraphy consisting of a succession of strata useful for

mapping or description. Most formations possess certain lithologic features that may indicate

genetic relationships.

Four Wheel Drive (4WD); Four-wheel-drive, differential transfer case disperses 50/50 front

and rear displacement. Trucks, cars, buses, or sport utility vehicles with high clearance and

the ability to operate off-pavement as well as on highways.
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Functioning at Risk: Riparian-wetland areas that are in functional condition but an existing

soil, water, or vegetation attribute makes them susceptible to degradation.

Fuel hazard: capability of fuels to carry a fire

Fire risk: probability of ignition

Fuel Modification Zones: strategically located strip or block of land on which fuels have been

modified to reduce the potential for crown fires and to provide a safer area for fire

suppression personnel to work. These areas are located in conjunction with road systems to

provide fire suppression access and maintenance. Ground fuels are kept to a minimum and

ladder fuels are treated to lower the probability of a sustained crown fire. The objective is to

reduce the rate of spread, intensity, and size of a wildfire.

Geology: The science which studies the Earth, the rocks of which it is composed, and the

changes it has undergone or is undergoing.

General Forest Management Area: Forest land managed on a regeneration harvest cycle of

70-1 10 years. A biological legacy of six to eight green trees per acre would be retained to

assure forest health. Commercial thinning would be applied where practicable and where

research indicates there would be gains in timber production.

Ground Water: Water in the ground that is in the zone of saturation; water in the ground that

exists at, or below the water table.

Guideline: Practices, methods, techniques and considerations used to ensure that progress is

made in a way and at a rate that achieves the standard(s).

Gully: A channel resulting from erosion and caused by the concentrated but intermittent flow

of water usually during and immediately following heavy rains.

Habitat: A specific set of physical conditions in a geographic area(s) that surrounds a single

species, a group of species, or a large community. In wildlife management, the major

components of habitat are food, water, cover, and living space.

Habitat Fragmentation: The breakup of extensive habitats into small, isolated patches that are

too limited to maintain their species stocks into the indefinite future.

Hydrologic Cycle: The process in which water enters the atmosphere through evaporation,

transpiration, or sublimation from the oceans, other surface water bodies, or from the land and

vegetation, and through condensation and precipitation returns to the earth=s surface. The
precipitation then occurring as overland flow, stream flow, or percolating underground flow to

the oceans or other surface water bodies or to other sites of evapo-transpiration and

recirculation.

Hydrology: The science dealing with the properties, distribution, and circulation of water.

Impact: Synonymous with effects. Includes ecological, aesthetic, historic, cultural,

economic, social, or health, whether direct, indirect, or cumulative. Impacts may also include

those resulting from actions which may have both beneficial and detrimental (adverse) effects.

Impacts may be considered as direct, indirect, or cumulative:

• Direct: Impacts caused by an action an occurring at the same time and place.

• Indirect: Impacts caused by the proposed action and occurring later in time or farther

removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable.

• Cumulative: Those which result from the incremental impact of the action when added to

other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency

or person undertakes such other actions.

Indicators: Parameters of ecosystem function that are observed, assessed, measured, or

monitored directly or indirectly determine attainment of a standard(s).
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Infiltration: The downward entry of water into the soil.

Inholding: A non-federal parcel of land that is completely surrounded by federal land.

Intermittent Stream: Seasonal stream. A stream that flows only at certain times of the year

when it receives water from springs or from some surface source, such as melting snow in

mountainous areas.

Invertebrate: Any animal without a backbone or spinal column.

Landing: Any place on or adjacent to a logging site where logs are assembled for further

transport.

Land Use Plan: A plan that reflects an analysis of activity systems and a carefully studied

estimate of future land requirements for expansion, growth control, and revitalization or

renewal. The plan shows how development in the area should proceed in the future to insure

the best possible physical environment for living, the most economic and environmentally

sensitive use of land, and the proper balance in use. The land use plan embodies a proposal as

to how land should be used in the future, recognizing local objectives and generally accepted

principals of health, safety, convenience, economy, and general living amenities.

Late-Successional Habitat: Forest serai stages greater than 80 years of age, which include

early and late mature and old-growth stands (This includes the definition provided in the NFP
for late successional forest as forest serai stages which include mature and old-growth age

classes).

Late-Successional Old Growth: Late-successional and/or old growth. Forests or stands

consisting of trees and structural attributes and supporting biological communities and

processes associated with old-growth and / or mature forests. FEMAT

Late-Successional Reserve: A forest in its mature and /or old-growth stages that has been

reserved (See Old-growth Forest and Succession). FEMAT
Matrix: Federal lands outside of reserves, withdrawn areas, and Managed Late-Successional

areas. FEMAT

Long Term: more than one hundred years.

Mineral Entry: The location of mining claims by an individual to protect his/her right to a

valuable mineral.

Mineral Withdrawal: A withdrawal of public lands which are potentially valuable for leasable

minerals. This precludes the disposal of the lands except with a mineral reservation, unless

the lands are found to not be valuable for minerals.

Mitigating Measures: Constraints, requirements, or conditions imposed to reduce the

significance of or eliminate an anticipated impact to environmental, socioeconomic, or other

resource value from a proposed land use. Committed mitigating measures are those measures

BLM is committed to enforce (i.e., all applicable laws and their implementing regulations).

Monitoring: A process of collecting information to evaluate if objective and anticipated or

assumed results of a management activity or plan are being realized or if implementation is

proceeding as planned.

Naturalness: An area which "generally appears to have been affected primai-ily by the forces

of nature, with the imprint of man's work substantially unnoticeable." (Section 2c,

WILDERNESS ACT).

Non-Functioning: Riparian-wetland areas that clearly are not providing adequate vegetation,

landform, or large woody debris to dissipate stream energy associated with high flows.

Noxious Weeds: Those plants which are injurious to public health, agriculture, recreation,

wildlife, or any public or private property.
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Nutrient Cycling: The movement of essential elements and inorganic compounds between the

reservoir pool (soil, for example) and the cycling pool (organisms) in the rapid exchange (i.e.,

moving back and forth) between organisms and their immediate environment.

Off-Highway Vehicles (OHV): Any motorized vehicle designed for or capable of cross-

country travel over lands, water, sand, snow, ice, marsh, swamp-land, or other terrain.

Old-Growth Forest: A forest stand usually at least 180-220 years old with moderate to high

canopy closure; a multi-layered, multi-species canopy dominated by large overstory trees;

high incidence of large trees, some with broken tops and other indications of old and decaying

wood (decadence): numerous large snags; and heavy accumulations of wood, including large

logs on the ground.

Organic Matter: Plant and animal residues accumulated or deposited at the soil surface; the

organic fraction of the soil that includes plant and animal residues at various stages of

decomposition; cells and tissues of soil organisms, and the substances synthesized by the soil

population.

Outstanding: Standing out among others of its kind; distinguished; excellent.

Outsloping: The process of grading a road surface at an angle (usually 2%-5%) away from

the backslope of the road outward to the fill of the roadway to reduce the accumulation of

running water.

Paleontology: The branch of geology that deals with life forms from the past, especially

prehistoric life forms, through the study of plant and animal fossils.

Perched Water Table: Water table above an impermeable bed underlain by unsaturated rocks

of sufficient permeability to allow movement of ground water.

Perennial Stream: A stream that tlows continuously. Perennial streams are generally

associated with a water table in the localities through which they flow.

Permit: A short-term, revocable authorization to use public lands for specific purposes.

Permeability: The ease with which gases, liquids or plant roots penetrate or pass through bulk

mass of soil or a layer of soil.

Physiographic Region: Region of similar geologic structure and climate with a unified history

of land formation.

Prescribed Fire: Controlled application of fire to natural fuels under conditions of weather,

fuel moisture, and soil moisture that will allow confinement of the fire to a predetermined

area and, at the same time, will produce the intensity of heat and rate of spread required to

accomplish certain planned benefits to one or more objectives to wildlife, livestock, and

watershed values. The overall objectives are to employ fire scientifically to realize maximum
net benefits at minimum environmental damage and acceptable cost.

Prey Species: An animal taken by a predator as food.

Primitive Road: generally unsurfaced with few if any capital investments and can sometimes

be a jeep road.

Probable Sale Quantity (PSQ): Probable sale quantity is the gross amount of timber volume,

including salvage, that may be sold annually from a specified area over a stated period in

accordance with management plans of the BLM. PSQ includes only scheduled or regulated

yields from Matrix land and does not include Aother wood@ such as that taken from the LSR.

Properly Functioning Condition (PFC): Riparian-wetland areas are functioning properly

when adequate vegetation, landform, or large woody debris is present to dissipate stream

energy associated with high water flows, thereby reducing erosion and improving water

quality; filter sediment; capture bedload, and aid floodplain development; improve flood-
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water retention and ground-water recharge; develop root masses that stabilize streambanks

against cutting action; develop diverse ponding and channel characteristics to provide the

habitat and the water depth, duration, and temperature necessary for fish production,

waterfowl breeding, and other uses; and support greater biodiversity.

Raptors: Birds of prey, such as the eagle, falcon, hawk, owl, or vulture.

Reciprocal Rights-of-Way: the Reciprocal Agreement program allows Government and

Private Timber Companies to share transportation systems so that parallel road systems would
not be created on both parties land.

Relicit Plant Community: Areas of plants that have persisted despite the pronounced warming
and drying of the interior west over the last few thousand years and/or have not been

influenced by settlement and post-settlement activities.

Renovate: As pertaining to roads, restoring a road back to its original design or to the level of

its most recent upgrade.

Research Natural Area (RNA): An area set aside by a public or private agency specifically to

preserve a representative sample of an ecological community, primarily for scientific and

educational purposes. RNAs are areas designated to ensure representative samples of as

many of the major naturally occurring plant communities as possible are preserved. The

public may be excluded or restricted from such areas to protect studies.

Right-of-Way: Federal land authorized to be used or occupied for the construction, operation,

maintenance, and termination of a project, pursuant to a R-O-W authorization.

Rill: A small, intermittent watercourse with steep sides; usually only a few inches deep.

Riparian Habitat: Riparian habitat is defined as an area of land directly influenced by

permanent (surface or subsurface) water. They have visible vegetation or physical

characteristics reflective of permanent water influence. Lake shores and stream-banks are

typical riparian areas. Excluded are such sites as ephemeral streams or washes that do not

exhibit the presence of vegetation dependent upon free water in the soil.

Riparian Vegetation: Plants adapted to moist growing conditions along streams, waterways,

ponds, etc.

Ripping: The process of breaking up or loosening compacted soil (eg. skid trails or spur

roads) to improve root penetration of young tree seedlings. Accomplished by use of tracked

tractor with large steel arms buried to depth and pulled behind to break up compaction.

Roadless: an area of public land with little to no apparent development.

Route: A path, way, trail, road, or other established travel corridor.

Seasonal Road Closure: Road closure during a season usually for weather conditions.

Sediment Yield: The quantity of soil, rock particles, organic matter, or other dissolved or

suspended debris is transported through a cross-section of stream in a given period. Measured

in dry weight or by volume.

Sensitive Species: Those species that (1 ) have appeared in the Federal Register as proposed

for classification and are under consideration for official listing as endangered or threatened

species or (2) are on an official state list or (3) are recognized by the BLM as needing special

management to prevent their being placed on Federal or state lists.

Serai Stages: The series of relatively transitory plant communities that develop during

ecological succession from bare ground to climax stage.

Short Term: 10-20 years.
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Short Term Road Closures: Road closure for the span of time during which road work is

occurring.

Silvicultural System: A planned sequence of treatments or prescriptions over the entire life of

a forest stand needed to meet management objectives.

Soil Density (bulk density): the mass of dry soil per unit bulk volume.

Soil Moisture: Water contained in the soil; commonly used to describe water in the soil above

the water table.

Special Status Species: Wildlife and plant species either Federally listed or proposed for

listing as endangered or threatened; state-listed or BLM determined priority species.

Species Viability: A species consisting of self-sustaining and interacting populations that are

well distributed through the species' range.

Self-Sustaining Populations: those that are sufficiently abundant and have sufficient diversity

to display the array of life history strategies and fonns to provide for their long-term

persistence and adaptability over time.

Subsoiling: The process of breaking up compacted soil using a winged mechanical device

pulled behind a tracked tractor, lifting the soil and replacing it in place. Demonstrated to be

up to 80% effective in reducing soil bulk density (Davis 1990).

Threatened Species: Any animal or plant species likely to become endangered within the

foreseeable future throughout all of a significant portion of its range. These species are listed

by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or the National Marine Fisheries Service in accordance

with the 1973 Endangered Species Act and published in the Federal Register.

Timber Management: A general term for the directing, managing or controlling of forest

crops and stand of trees.

Timber Production: The purposeful growing, tending, harvesting, and regeneration of

regulated crops of trees to be cut into logs, bolts, or other round sections for industrial or

consumer use other than for fuel wood.

Topography: The accurate and detailed description of a place.

Trail: A created or evolved Atransportation facility® administratively designated for certain

types of use. Examples include hiking, equestrian, snowmobile, cross country skiing,

motorcycles, off-highway vehicles.

Two Wheel Drive (2WD): Vehicle clearance generally lower than with a 4WD. Not designed

to travel off-pavement.

Uplands: Lands that exist above the riparian/wetland area, or active flood plains of rivers and

streams; those lands not influenced by the water table or by free or unbound water; commonly

represented by the toe slopes, alluvial fans, side slopes, shoulders and ridges of mountain and

hills.

Utility: A service provided by a public utility, such as electricity, telephone, or water.

Vertebrate Species: Any animal with a backbone or spinal column.

Visitor Day: Twelve visitor hours which may be aggregated by one or more persons in single

or multiple visits.

Visitor Use: Visitor use of a resource for inspiration, stimulation, solitude, relaxation,

education, pleasure, or satisfaction.
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Visual Resource Management (VRM) Classes: Management classes are determined on the

basis of overall scenic quality, distance from travel routes, and sensitivity to change.

Class I : Provides primarily for natural ecological changes only. It is applied to wilderness

areas, some natural areas, and similar situations where management activities are to be

restricted.

Class II : Changes in the basic elements caused by a management activity may be evident in

the characteristic landscape, but the changes should remain subordinate to the visual strength

of the existing character.

Class III : Changes in the basic elements caused by a management activity may be evident in

the characteristic landscape, but the changes should remain subordinate to the visual strength

of the existing character.

Class IV : Changes may subordinate the original composition and character but must reflect

what could be a natural occurrence within the characteristic landscape.

Waterbarring: The process of constructing a waterway diagonally across a road way or skid

road to move water off the road before it creates channels and erosion on the road surface.

Watershed: All land and water within the confines of a drainage divide.

Watershed Analysis: A systematic procedure for characterizing watershed and ecological

processes to meet specific management and social objectives. Watershed analysis provides a

basis for ecosystem management planning.

Watershed Function: The principle functions of a watershed include the capture of moisture

contributed by precipitation; the storage of moisture within the soil profile, and the release of

moisture through subsurface flow, deep percolation to groundwater, evaporation from the soil,

and transpiration by live vegetation.

Way: A path, trail, or other established travel corridor.

Wetlands: Lands including swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas, such as wet meadows,

river overflows, mud flats, and natural ponds.

Wilderness: Undeveloped federal land retaining its primeval character and influence without

permanent improvements or human habitation.

Wilderness Area: Areas designated by congressional action under the 1964 Wilderness Act.

Wilderness is defined as undeveloped Federal land retaining its primeval character and

influence without permanent improvements or human habitation. Wilderness areas are

protected and managed to preserve their natural conditions, which generally appear to have

been affected primarily by the forces of nature with the imprint on human activity

substantially unnoticeable; have outstanding opportunities for solitude or for a primitive and

confined type of recreation; include at least 5,000 acres or are of sufficient size to make

practical their preservation, enjoyment, and use in an unimpaired condition; and may contain

features of scientific, education, scenic, or historical value as well as ecological and

geological interest.

Wilderness Study Area (WSA): Areas under study for possible inclusion as a Wilderness Area

in the National Wilderness Preservation System.

Wildfire: Any wildland fire that does not meet management objectives, thus requiring a fire

suppression response. Once declared a wildfire, the fire can no longer be declared a

prescribed fire.

Windthrow: A tree or trees uprooted or felled by the wind.

Withdrawal: Removal or "withholding" of public lands from operation of some or all of the

public land laws (settlement, sale, mining, and/or mineral leasing). An action which restricts
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the use or disposal of public lands, segregating the land from the operation of some or all of

the public land and/or mineral laws and holding it for a specific public purpose. Withdrawals

may also be used to transfer jurisdiction of management to other Federal agencies.

Yarding: Physical method by which logs are removed from a site. Cable yarding systems

employ a machine that uses a wire cable to drag logs out of a unit. Logs may be fully or

partially suspended. Tractor yarding systems utilize a tracked vehicle to drag logs out of a

unit. With helicopter systems logs are first connected to wire cables suspended from

helicopters and are then picked up and transported
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Appendix 2. Vegetation Treatments by
Alternative.
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Prescription

Summary
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Notes

(See
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Kelsey Whiskey RMPA/LMPA Final EIS

Prescription

Summary

and

Notes

(See

Marking

Guidelines)

RH-

As

per

RMP,

retain

6-8

large

conifers

per

acre

plus

additional

conifers

for

CWD,

slash

bmsh

and

damaged

conifer

regeneration

Plant,

conduct

follow-up

treatments

through

establishment

Reduce

stocking

from

below

to

60%

minimum

canopy

cover,

1
1"
dbh

upper

diameter

cut

limit,

retain

codominants

and

dominants,

retain

a

component

of

hardwoods

(hardwoods

count

up

to

1/6""

of

60%

canopy),

slash

bmsh,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Evaluate

after

climbing

for

RTV

verification

for

possible

unit

or

smaller

unit

if

RTVs

are

confirmed

If

unit

remains:

OR-

As

per

RMP

(regen

harvest)

with

emphasis

on

retaining

existing

natural

regeneration

in

unit,

retain

6-8

large

conifers

per

acre

plus

additional

conifers

for

CWD,

slash

bmsh

and

damaged

conifer

regeneration,

space

undamaged

releasable

regeneration

14X14,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Evaluate

stocking

post

fuels/site

prep

treatment

for

stocking,

plant

areas

that

are

understocked,

conduct

follow-up

treatments

through

establishment

<
CDM

Cable

P 30

ac

150

MBF

<

1

1

1

1

1
1

*-

<
CDM

Cable

P 30

ac

150

MBF

OR
Cable

P 10

ac

150

MBF

250

ft

temp

road

< RH
Cable SL,BB

50

ac
1,000

MBF

CDM
Cable

P 30

ac

150

MBF

OR
Cable

P 10

ac

150

MBF

250

ft

temp

road

s s (N
-7

(N
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Kelsev Whiske\ RMPA/LMPA Final EIS

Presecription

Summary

and

Notes

(See

Marking

Guidelines)

Reduce

stocking

from

below

to

60%

minimum

canopy

cover,

1
1"

dbh

upper

diameter

cut

limit,

emphasize

retention

of

codominants

and

dominants,

retain

a

component

of

hardwoods

(hardwoods

count

up

to

1/6"'

of

60%

canopy),

slash

bmsh,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Reduce

stocking

to

60%

minimum

canopy

cover,

1
1"

dbh

upper

diameter

cut

limit,

retain

codominants

and

dominants,

retain

a

component

of

hardwoods

(hardwoods

count

up

to

1/6'''

of

60%

canopy),

around

large

conifers

especially

pines

within

unit

open

up

canopy

to

15'

past

dripline

(with

1
1"

limit)

,

slash

bmsh,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Reduce

stocking

to

60%

minimum

canopy

cover,

1
1"

dbh

upper

diameter

cut

limit,

retain

codominants

and

dominants,

retain

a

component

of

hardwoods

(hardwoods

count

up

to

1/6"'

of

60%

canopy),

around

large

conifers

especially

pines

within

unit

open

up

canopy

to

15'

past

dripline

(with

1
1"

limit)

,

slash

bmsh,

handpile

and

bum

piles

<
CDM

Cable

P 7
ac

15

MBF o

CDM
Cable

P 19

ac

36

MBF

CDM Hel

P
103

ac

200

MBF

<

<
CDM

Cable

P 7
ac

15

MBF

CDM
Cable

P 19

ac

36

MBF

CDM Hel

P
103

ac

200

MBF

<
CDM

Cable

P 7
ac

15

MBF

00 —
CDM

Cable

P 19

ac

36

MBF

CDM Hel 103

ac

200

MBF

Unit

Number

I

NO
r-4

<

r-4

pa
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Kelsev Whiskey RMPA/LMPA Final EIS

Presecription

Summary

and

Notes

(See

Marking

Guidelines)

Evaluate

after

climbing

for

RTV

verification

for

possible

unit

or

smaller

unit

if

RTVs

are

confimied

If

unit

remains:

CT-

Thin

from

below,

maintain

40%

canopy

cover,

handpile

and

bum

piles

RH-

As

per

RMP,

retain

6-8

large

conifers

per

acre

plus

additional

conifers

for

CWD,

slash

bmsh

and

damaged

conifer

regeneration

broadcast

bum

Plant,

conduct

follow-up

treatments

through

establishment

CT-

Thin

from

below,

maintain

50%

canopy

cover,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Avoid

withdrawn

lands

RH-

As

per

RMP,

retain

6-8

large

conifers

per

acre

plus

additional

conifers

for

CWD,

slash

bmsh

and

damaged

conifer

regeneration

broadcast

bum

Plant,

conduct

follow-up

treatments

through

establishment

< CT
Cable

P,UB
33

ac

1
70

MBF

CT
Cable

P 27

ac

100

MBF

J o

<

< CT
Cable

P,UB
33

ac

170

MBF

RH
Cable SL,BB

15

ac

300

MBF

0.2

mile

temp

road CT
Cable

P 27

ac

100

MBF
CJ

RH

Cable/Tractor

SL,BB

65

ac

780

MBF

J o
CO <r)

< CT
Cable

P,UB
33

ac

170

MBF

RH
Cable

SL,

BB

15

ac

300

MBF

0.2

mile

temp

road CT
Cable

P 27

ac

100

MBF
CJ
C3

RH

Cable/Tractor

SL,BB

65

ac

780

MBF

J o

Unit

Number

03

1

oo
(N

00
>/-i

1

OO

r-i

OO
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Appendices

Presecription

Summary

and

Notes

(See

Marking

Guidelines)

Evaluate

after

climbing

for

RTV

verification

for

possible

unit

or

smaller

unit

if

RTVs

are

confinned

If

unit

remains:

CT

-

Thin

from

below,

maintain

60%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

2
and

4,

40%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

1
,

precommercial

thin

14X14

in

areas

with

non-merchantable

conifers,

7"

upper

diameter

cut

limit

.

handpile

and

bum

piles

CT

-

Thin

from

below,

maintain

60%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

2
and

4,

40%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

1,

precommercial

thin

14X14

in

areas

with

non-merchantable

conifers,

7"

upper

diameter

cut

limit

,

handpile

and

bum

piles

RH-

As

per

RMP,

retain

6-8

large

conifers

per

acre

plus

additional

conifers

for

CWD,

slash

bmsh

and

damaged

conifer

regeneration

broadcast

bum

Plant,

conduct

follow-up

treatments

through

establishment

precommercial

thin

/

release

brush

14X14,

7"

upper

diameter

cut

limit,

handpile

and

bum

piles precommercial

thin

/

release

bmsh

14X14,

7"

upper

diameter

cut

limit,

handpile

and

bum

piles

<
CT/PCT

Cable

P
128

ac

375

MBF

CT/PCT

Cable

4
ac

10

MBF

H o
U «
Q- 00

<

<
CT/PCT

Cable

P
128

ac

375

MBF

CT/PCT

Cable

P 4
ac

10

MBF

U OS
H o
(J c«

eu oo

<
CT/PCT

Cable

P
128

ac

500

MBF

CT/PCT

Cable

P 4
ac

15

MBF

RH
Cable SL,BB

3
ac

30

MBF

U re

Oh oo

Unit

Number

<
(^1

<
(N

< CQ
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Kelsey Whiskey RMPA/LMPA Final EIS

Presecription

Summary

and

Notes

(See

Marking

Guidelines)

CT

Thin

from

below,

maintain

60%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

2
and

4,

40%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

1,

precommercial

thin

14X14

in

areas

with

non-merchantable

conifers,

7"

upper

diameter

cut

limit

,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Alts

1,2-

OR-

As

per

RMP

(regen

harvest)

with

emphasis

on

retaining

existing

natural

regeneration

in

unit,

retain

6-8

large

conifers

per

acre

plus

additional

conifers

for

CWD,

slash

bmsh

and

damaged

conifer

regeneration,

space

undamaged

releasable

regeneration

14X14,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Alt.

2
the

OR

would

retain

60%

canopy

closure

(additional

canopy

closure

to

be

comprised

of

large

conifers,

conifer

poles,

and

hardwoods)

Evaluate

stocking

post

fuels/site

prep

treatment

for

stocking,

plant

areas

that

are

understocked,

conduct

follow-up

treatments

through

establishment

Alt

4
-

precommercial

thin

/

release

brush

14X14,

7"

upper

diameter

cut

limit,

handpile

and

bum

piles

<
CT/PCT

Cable

P 40

ac

160

MBF

H o

D- D. Tt

<

<
CT/PCT

Cable

P 40

ac

160

MBF

OR
Cable

P
4ac

16

MBF

<

CT/PCT

Cable

P 40

ac

200

MBF

OR
Cable

P
4ac

24

MBF

Unit

Number

< <
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Appendices

Presecription

Summary

and

Notes

(See

Marking

Guidelines)

Alts

1,2-

OR-

As

per

RMP

(regen

harvest)

with

emphasis

on

retaining

existing

natural

regeneration

in

unit,

retain

6-8

large

conifers

per

acre

plus

additional

conifers

for

CWD,

slash

brush

and

damaged

conifer

regeneration,

space

undamaged

releasable

regeneration

14X14,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Alt.

2
the

OR

would

retain

60%

canopy

closure

(additional

canopy

closure

to

be

comprised

of

large

conifers,

conifer

poles,

and

hardwoods)

Evaluate

stocking

post

fuels/site

prep

treatment

for

stocking,

plant

areas

that

are

understocked,

conduct

follow-up

treatments

through

establishment

Alt

4
-

precommercial

thin

/

release

brush

14X14,

7"

upper

diameter

cut

limit,

handpile

and

bum

piles

CT

-

Thin

from

below,

maintain

60%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

2
and

4,

40%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

1,

precommercial

thin

14X14

in

areas

with

non-merchantable

conifers,

7"

upper

diameter

cut

limit

,

Treat

activity

fuels

through

handpiling

and

bum

piles

and/or

underbuming

1-

<
CT/PCT

Cable
P,UB

24

ac

90

MBF

<

< OR
Cable

P 7
ac

20

MBF

CT/PCT

Cable
P,UB

24

ac

90

MBF

< OR
Cable

P 7
ac

30

MBF

CT/PCT

Cable
P,UB

24

ac

120

MBF

Unit

Number

<
U

(^1
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Presecription

Summary

and

Notes

(See

Marking

Guidelines)

CT

-

Thin

from

below,

maintain

40%

canopy

cover,

handpile

and

burn

piles

CT

-

Thin

from

below,

maintain

60%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

2
and

4,

40%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

1,

precommercial

thin

14X14

in

areas

with

non-merchantable

conifers,

7"

upper

diameter

cut

limit

,

Treat

activity

fuels

merchanically

with

pet

or

handpile

and

bum

piles

CT

-

Thin

from

below,

maintain

60%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

2
and

4,

40%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

1,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Evaluate

stocking,

plant

in

understocked

areas

and

conduct

follow-up

treatments

through

establishment

.

CT

-

Thin

from

below,

maintain

60%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

2
and

4,

40%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

1,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Evaluate

stocking,

plant

in

understocked

areas

and

conduct

follow-up

treatments

through

establishment

.

<
CT/PCT

Cable/Tractor

MFT/P

5
lac

110

MBF

CT
Hel

P 27

ac

175

MBF

CT
Hel

P 29

ac

200

MBF

no

road

r»5

<

i

<
CT/PCT

Cable/Tractor

MFT/P

51

ac

110

MBF

CT
Hel

P 27

ac

175

MBF

CT
Hel

P 29

ac

200

MBF

no

road

1-H

< CT
Cable

P 17

ac

255

MBF

CT/PCT

Cable/Tractor

MFT/P

51

ac

153

MBF

CT
Hel

P 27

ac

250

MBF

CT
Hel

P 29

ac

300

MBF

no

road

MFT 89

ac

Unit

Number
Q

ri

ri rn u
r--
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Appendices

Presecription

Summary

and

Notes

(See

Marking

Guidelines)

CT

-

Thin

from

below,

maintain

60%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

2
and

4,

40%

canopy

cover

in

Alt

1
,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Alt

1
-

in

RH

area,

RH-

As

per

RMP,

retain

6-8

large

conifers

per

acre

plus

additional

conifers

for

CWD,

slash

brush

and

damaged

conifer

regeneration,

broadcast

bum

and

handpile

and

bum

piles

Plant

and

conduct

follow-up

treatments

through

establishment

.

CT

-

Thin

from

below,

maintain

60%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

2
and

4,

40%

canopy

cover

in

Alt

1,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Alt

1
-

in

OR

area,

OR-

As

per

RMP,

retain

6-8

large

conifers

per

acre

plus

additional

conifers

for

CWD,

emphasize

retention

of

undamaged

regeneration,

slash

bmsh

and

damaged

conifer

regeneration,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Evaluate

stocking

post

fijels/site

prep

treatment

for

stocking,

plant

areas

that

are

understocked,

conduct

follow-up

treatments

through

establishment

Buffer

springs

in

bottom

of

stand.

Treat

mistletoe

near

springs.

1-

< CT
Cable

P 5
ac

25

MBF

CT
Hel

P 26

ac

130

MBF

..

,

.

<

< CT
Cable

P 5
ac

25

MBF

CT
Hel

P 26

ac

130

MBF

4-)

<
RH/CT

Cable
BB/P 5

ac
75

MBF

OR/CT

Cable-Hel

P 26

ac

260

MBF

Unit

Number

<
00
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Presecription

Summary

and

Notes

(See

Marking

Guidelines)

CT

-

Thin

from

below,

maintain

60%

canopy

cover

in

Alts

2
and

4,

40%

canopy

cover

in

Alt

1,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Alt

1
-

in

RH

area,

RH-

As

per

RMP,

retain

6-8

large

conifers

per

acre

plus

additional

conifers

for

CWD,

slash

bmsh

and

damaged

conifer

regeneration.

Evaluate

for

site

prep/fuels

treatment

-

broadcast

bum

and/or

handpile

and

bum

piles

Plant

and

conduct

follow-up

treatments

through

establishment

RH-

As

per

RMP,

retain

6-8

large

conifers

per

acre

plus

additional

conifers

for

CWD,

slash

bmsh

and

damaged

conifer

regeneration

broadcast

bum

Plant,

conduct

follow-up

treatments

through

establishment

RH-

As

per

RMP,

retain

6-8

large

conifers

per

acre

plus

additional

conifers

for

CWD,

within

OR

portions

of

unit

emphasize

retention

of

undamaged

natural

regeneration,

slash

bmsh

and

damaged

conifer

regeneration.

Evaluate

for

site

prep/fiiels

treatment

-

broadcast

bum

and/or

handpile

and

bum

piles Plant,

conduct

follow-up

treatments

through

establishment

< CT
Cable

P
Mac

40

MBF
1

I

1

<

< CT
Cable

P 14

ac

40

MBF

RH
Cable SL,BB

2
ac

40

MBF

OR
Cable

P 6
ac

50

MBF

<
RH/CT

Cable

22

ac

110

MBF

RH
Cable

SL,

BB

2
ac

40

MBF

RH/OR
Cable

P,BB 12

ac

180

MBF

Unit

Number

1

-r

<
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Presecription

Summary

and

Notes

(See

Marking

Guidelines)

Retain

Regeneration

in

East

Whisky

LIM

study

sites

This

unit

could

be

called

a

maintenance

thin.

Emphasize

retention

of

large

conifers.

CT-

Thin

from

below,

maintain

40%

canopy

cover

overall;

around

large

conifers

especially

pines

within

unit

open

up

canopy

to

15'

past

dripline,

precommercial

thin

14X14

in

areas

with

non-merchantable

conifers,

100%

brush,

7"

upper

diameter

cut

limit,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Riparian

Reserves

-

reduce

stocking

levels

of

non-commercial

conifers

and

hardwoods,

space

16X16,

slash

bmsh,

handpile

and

bum

piles

-J r-,

GO >0 C/D oo

CT/PCT

Cable/Hel

UB

/SL,P

109

ac
250MBF

Riparian
Reserve

Treatment
16-lRl

11

ac 16-1R2

Sac

16-1R3

41

ac
16-1R4

6
ac

NDM,

P

<

< c/5 »o cn oo

CT/PCT

Cable/Hel

UB

/SL,P

109

ac
250MBF

Riparian
Reserve

Treatment
16-lRl

11

ac

16-1R2

Sac

16-1R3

41

ac

16-1R4

6ac

NDM,

P

< GO OO ^ IT)

CT/PCT

Cable/Hel

UB

/SL,P

109

ac
250MBF

Riparian
Reserve

Treatment
16-lRl

11

ac
16-1R2

Sac

16-1R3

41

ac
16-1R4

6
ac NDM,P

Unit

Number

00
o ^
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Presecription

Summary

and

Notes

(See

Marking

Guidelines)

Alts

2
-

Reduce

stocking

to

60%

minimum

canopy

cover,

1
1"

dbh

upper

diameter

cut

limit,

handpile

and

bum

piles

Alt

1
-

fuel

reduction

treatment

only

-4-1

< C/3 —

<

<
CDM

Tractor

SL,P 1
ac

5MBF o

< C/D — D -

Unit

Number

m̂
ri

o
oo

Z , o
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s
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c
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Appendix 3. Road Treatments by Alternative.

Road# Current

Status

Maint

Level

Proposed Treatment

(miles) Comments

Length

(miles)

Alt. 1 Ah. 2 Alt. 3 Alt. 4

32-7-19.3

Dl

D2
D3
D4
E

F

2

2

3

3

3

2

7.6 Gate

in unit

6-6

Dutch

Henry rd

west of

Whisky Cr.

rd;

private

lands

32-8-30.0 Overgrown 1 1.54 FDec
1.24 mi

FDec
1 .24 mi

FDec
1.24 mi

F Dec last

1.24 miles

on BLM

32-8-31.2 2 3.84 Reestab

original

prism

Outslope

and

waterdip

Outslope

and

waterdip

Treat first

3.84 mi.

32-8-31.2 2 FDec
1.29 mi

FDec
1 .29 mi

FDec
1.29 mi

F Dec. last

1.29 mile

32-9-13.0 2 3.03 F Dec last

0.69 mi.

F Dec last

0.69 mi

F Dec all

3.03 mi

Extending

road in Alt.

1

32-9-14.0 2 1.76 F Dec last

1.41 mi

F Dec last

1.41 mi

FDec
1.76 mi

32-9-24.0 2 1 .65 FDec
last 0.72 mi

FDec
last

0.72 mi

FDec
last

0.72 mi

Fdec last

0.72 mi

32-9-24.1 1 0.58 Reestab

original

prism

Outslope

and

waterdip

Outslope

and

waterdip

32-9-24.2 2 0.94 Reestab

original

prism

Outslope

and

waterdip

Outslope

and

waterdip

32-9-35.0
~)

0.98 Reestab

original

prism

Outslope

and

waterdip

Outslope

and

waterdip

32-9-35.1 1 1.04 Reestab

original

prism

Outslope

and

waterdip

Outslope

and

waterdip

32-9-35.2 1 0.51 F Dec last

0.41 mi

F Dec last

0.41 mi

F Dec last

0.41 mi

Fdec from

jet jeep rd

to end.
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Road# Current

Status

Maint

Level

Proposed Treatment

(miles) Comments

Length

(miles)

Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 3 Alt. 4

33-8-04.06 Jeep Road

1

2 1.76 Renovate

for fire

access

Renovate

for fire

access

Renovate

for fire

access

Middle

Whisky Cr;

Access to

unit

33-8-06.1 2 0.29 F Dec 0.29

mi

F Dec 0.29

mi

Maintain

existing

barricade

33-8-07 2 1.84

1

Barricade Barricade Connects

17.1 & 19.3

roads

33-8-07.1 Jeep Road 2 2.3 Gate

Renovate

for haul

Gate

Renovate

for haul

Renovate

for fire

access

Copsey

Ridge

Road.

Stop road at

section line

33-8-11.1 Overgrown 2 1.02 FDec
1 .02 mi

Access to

unit

33-8-11.1

Spur

Overgrown 1 0.26 FDec
0.26 mi

33-8-17.1 Jeep Road 2 0.91 Ties to 33-

8-7

& 33-8-

21.1

33-8-18.0 Jeep Road 2 1.00 Renovate

for fire

access

Renovate

for fire

access

Renovate

for fire

access

33-8-21.0 End of rd

Over

grown

1 1.06 F Dec 1 .06

mi

Gate

F Dec 1 .06

mi

Gate

FDec
1.06 mi

Russian

Ridge

Road;

Connect to

33-8-7

33-8-21.0

Spur

2 0.22 F Dec 0.22

mi

F Dec 0.22

mi

FDec
0.22 mi

33-8-21.1

extension

(Rd #6)

Overgrown 1 2.0 Renovate Renovate Renovate

for fire

access

Extension

ofrd33-8-

21.1 south

of Bunker

Cr.
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Road# Current

Status

Maint

Level

Proposed Treatment

(miles) Comments

Length Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Ah. 3 Alt. 4

(miles)

33-8-23.0 Rutted 1 1.24 FDec 1.24 FDec 1.24 F Dec last Old

Tie road mi mi 1.24 mi Whisky

Creek

Route;

Avoid

mining

claim FDec

all but first

300 ft.

33-8-23.0 Overgrown 1 0.55 Abandon Abandon Abandon

Spur 0.55 mi 0.55 mi 0.55 mi

33-8-26.0B System

road

3 6.7 Surface Surface Surface Whisky Cr

road

SURFACE

33-8-26.1 Rutted 2 0.56 F Dec 0.56

mi

F Dec 0.56

mi

FDec
0.64 mi

Goes down
to mining

claim F

Fdec all

except for

landing, if

claim is

inactive

33-8-28.0 Campsite 1 0.05 Keep as is Keep as is FDec Check to

spur Dump site 0.05 mi maintain as

is

33-8-35.0 2 1.0 Waterbar

w/miners

OK

Waterbar

w/miners

OK

Waterbar

w/miners

OK

Miners

road below

Whisky

Creek

overlook

33-9-11.0 water in 2 2.27 F Dec last F Dec last F Dec last Fdec last

road prism 0.54 mi 0.54 mi 0.54 mi 0.54 mi.

33-9-5.3 1 1.60 F Dec last

0.24 mi

Fdec last

0.24 mile

34-8-01 BC
Byway
Road

2 10.3 Pave to

Dutch

Henry rd

at top

10.3 mi.

Paying

addressed

in road

maint. CE

Total miles 9.7 9.7 13.6

FDec

Total Miles 5.OS 5. IIS 9.16

gated
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Road# Current

Status

Maint

Level

Proposed Treatment

(miles) Comments

Length

(miles)

Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 3 Alt. 4

Total Miles

barricaded

1.84 1.84

New Road Construction

05-1 Temp road 0.14 Decom
temp spur

0.14 mi

06-3 Temp road 0.29 Decom
temp spur

0.29 mi

Decom
temp spur

0.29 mi

06-4 Temp road 0.33 Decom
temp spur

0.33 mi

Decom
temp spur

0.33 mi

07-i Temp road 0.04 Decom
temp spur

0.04 mi

Decom
temp spur

0.04 mi

08-1 Temp road 0.21 Decom
temp spur

0.2! mi

Decom
temp spur

0.21 mi

12-1 Temp road 0.05 Decom
temp spur

0.05 mi

Decom
temp spur

0.05 mi

13-1 Temp road 0.1 Decom
temp spur

0.1 mi

Decom
temp spur

0.7 mi

35-1 Jeep Road 0.35 Decom
temp spur

0.35 mi

Decom
temp spur

0.35 mi

Improve

Jeep road

Total miles

perm, road

Total miles

Temp
Road

1.5 1.9

Total

Roads

Renovated

7.1 7.1 7.1

f

Legend

Fdec - Full Decommissioning of roadway. Roads determined to have no future need. Culverts would be

removed and subgrades ripped, mulched and blocked. Planting could occur to reestablish vegetation.
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Reestab original prism - Perform road maintenance to re-establish the ditch lines, catch basins and road

prism configurations to those established when the road was first constmcted.

Improve - Reconstruction of overgrown primitive roads to a permanent, maintained road standard

compatible with use by high clearance vehicles.

Improve for fire access - Minimum improvement of overgrown roads by brushing and blading necessary

for fire management equipment to use the road.

Barricade - Use of a trench, log or similar permanent device to close a road from use by a motorized

vehicle.

Temp road - a low standard haul road constructed immediately prior to logging and post harvest activities.

The road is fully decommissioned after use.

Decom temp spur - Restoration of a temporary road to a natural condition, using methods shown in Fdec

above.

Renovate - Restore a road surface to its original design.
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Appendix 4. Objective-based Cutting and
Treatment Methods.

Regeneration Harvests - Objective of the treatment is remove mature timber in a manner
that creates conditions for a new stand of timber to become estabHshed. Treated areas to

follow RMP standards and guidelines for green tree retention, snags, and coarse woody
debris. Unless otherwise stated, a regeneration harvest (NGFMA) would produce a two-

storied stand. The upper canopy would generally be composed of six to eight larger conifers

(>20 dbh) per acre across the range of diameters. Species would represent those present prior

to harvest. Conifers retained would be made up of sound trees as well as trees with decay and

other defect. The lower level would be made up of conifer seedlings planted after fuels were

treated and site preparation was completed. Some natural regeneration would occur. Where
present, the target would be to maintain three to five large hardwoods per acre. Regeneration

harvest units would retain this two-storied structure into the future. Planted seedlings and

natural seedlings would be actively managed until the next regeneration harvest at

approximately 100 years of age. One or more commercial thins may occur depending stand

stocking levels. See Medford Distric|it RMP for a more complete discussion of stand

management scenarios.

Overstory Removal - A type of regeneration harvest treatment where the objective of the

treatment would be to remove mature and older overstory trees in excess of the RMP
standards and guidelines in order to release existing conifer regeneration and/or other

desirable vegetation in the understory. May occur in previously entered stands or in natural

stands where there is a releaseable understory of conifers. Type of stand produced and future

stand management would be similar to that of a regeneration harvest unit but would have an

existing conifer understory immediately after harvest. Another regeneration harvest would

occur in approximately 70 to 90 years depending on age and size of understory existing at

time of current overstory removal operation. One or more commercial thins may occur

depending stand stocking levels.

Clearcut - Objective of the treatment would be to remove the timber from the site and clear

the area. Cutting method in which all trees would be removed from an area either

permanently or temporarily. Examples of clearcuts include: road right-of-ways, quarry

development, ski runs,... . Does not include small unmapped patch cuts. The land would be

removed from timber production.

Density Management - Objective of the treatment would be to control (reduce) stand

stocking to maintain or enhance forest/stand health, to maintain or enhance stand structure

and function for wildlife purposes or to maintain or enhance stand characteristics for purposes

other than for growth and yield. While growth rates and yield would probably increase as a

result of a density management treatment and logs may be harvested, the intent of the

treatment is not to produce wood volume. Density management treatments may be

commercial or non-commercial. Commercial density management treatments would remove

merchantable size logs from the site and would loosely resemble commercial thins. Non-

commercial density management treatments would not remove commercial size trees from the

site (although some merchantable size trees may be felled or girdled and left on the site for

wildlife or other objectives). Species cut would depend on treatment objective and species

(presence and abundance) on the site. Smaller size trees would generally be those that would

be removed. In general, treated stands would resemble their pretreatment condition. Single-

storied stands would remain single-storied. Multi-storied stands would remain multi-storied.

Commercial Thin - Objective of treatment is to control (reduce) stand stocking to increase

growing space for and redistribute growth to remaining selected trees for commercial

objectives. Purpose is to enhance stand yield and quality. Treatment would be similar to

density management in that numbers of stems would be reduced and there may be differences

in species that would be cut depending on site conditions. Treatment would enhance forest/

stand vigor. Although thinnings in this proposal, would be from below, some larger diameter

trees (codominants and dominants) may be removed where they exist in clumps. Thinnings

would tend to homogenize stands, that is remaining trees would be closer in size to each other.

Spacing between remaining merchantable trees would be more uniform than before treatment.
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Tree Culturing — Objective of treatment is the maintenance or development of large old

sugar pine or ponderosa pine trees within the West Fork Whisky Creek sub-watershed. The

scattered remnant pine trees continue to die each year due to competition and moisture stress.

Smaller pine trees would also be selected to develop and replace the scattered pine structure

on the landscape. Treatment would be to create openings around the bole of selected pine

extending 20' past the dripline of the selected tree. To facilitate removal of commercial timber

by helicopter cable yarding, up to 50% can be removed up to a distance of 40' from the

dripline. An average of two trees per acre (approximately 148' spacing) are to be selected by

the following priority: the largest, healthiest sugar pine with at least 40% canopy; then

subordinate sugar pine no smaller than 8" DBH. Ponderosa pine are to be selected when
sugar pine is absent using the same criteria as above. Treatments in riparian areas will be

limited to non-commercial cutting extending no further than the dripline. The same species

selection criteria apply.
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Appendix 5. Fuels Treatments

The exact treatments would be tailored to individual site conditions, but would generally

consist of broadcast burning of activity fuels, and slashing brush and saplings, hand piling and
burning the piles. In some cases, dense stands of small conifers would be thinned (using a

chainsaw or slashbuster) to space out the stems and reduce the chance of crown fires. In

others, older stands would be underburned to reduce overall fuel loaduigs and remove some of

the ladder fuels. The location and extent of the treatments vary among the action alternatives.

Broadcast burning - would take place in the spring, if possible, and would be designed to:

• minimize conflicts with smoke management guidelines

• minimize risk of control problems
• avoid adverse impacts to nesting wildlife species

• minimize loss of large woody debris

• meet silvicultural objectives to prepare the site and reduce competition with conifer

seedlings

• not exceed guidelines for exposing bare soil (Monitoring Handbook)
• minimize the effects of drying the soil and destruction of the moss and duff layer

Hand piling and burning is designed to remove approximately 50 to 75% of the fuel

between 1 and 6 inches in diameter and greater than 2 feet in length. Fuel outside this size

range would be left untreated, however, some smaller fuels would be included in the piles to

create optimal ignition conditions. Piles are covered to create a dry ignition point and piles

would be burned in the fall to winter season after 1 or more inches of precipitation has

occurred. Piles would be burned during this season to reduce the potential for fire to spread

outside each pile, and to reduce the potential for scorch and mortality to the residual trees and

shrubs. Piles are also burned when the soil and duff moisture is high enough to prevent soil

damage.

Ladder fuels - both live or standing dead vegetation such as shrubs and small trees in the

understory, and both live and dead branches close to the ground level on overstory trees.

Underburning - prescribed fire within areas where residual trees and shrubs are present. The
prescribed fire objective is to reduce the fuel hazard from both dead and down woody material

and to reduce the amount of "ladder" fuels present. Underburning can be conducted

throughout the year, when fuel and weather conditions permit the successful achievement of

resource objectives. Typically, burning would be conducted from fall through late spring.

Summer or early fall would be less common, but can be feasible when needed to meet

resource objectives and when escape fire risk can be mitigated. Fire lines would be

constructed by hand on slopes greater than 35%. One-pass fire line construction with a brush

blade would be used for tractor fire lines.

Prescribed fire plan - For all prescribed fire activities, a prescribed fire plan would be

prepared that includes both resource and fire objectives. Fuel moisture and weather

parameters would be developed based on these objectives. The timing of the burn would be

based on achieving these objectives, occurrence of the parameters, predicted weather, and the

availability of adequate fire suppression resources as a contingency plan in the event of fire

escape. Prescribed tire effects can include mortality in both the overstory and understory

vegetation. The prescribed fire plan includes acceptable mortality levels. These levels

typically limit overstory mortality to 10-15% or less, and understory mortality to 20-50% or

less depending on resource objectives. When prescribed fire is used to "thin-out" understory

vegetation (as opposed to thinning with chainsaws), the higher acceptable percentages of

mortality would apply. An underburn treatment prescription can range from burning 30% of

the area (a "mosaic" burn) up to 90% of the area. Burning would be conducted under

conditions that would prevent damage to soils, and consumption of large, woody debris. This

would ensure long-term site productivity. Machine fire lines would not be constructed in

riparian reserves.

Lop and scatter - a slash treatment that does not remove fuel. Fuel is cut into smaller pieces

and scattered so that it comes into contact with the ground surface. This helps creates a fuel

bed that would have a slower rate of spread and flame height during a wildfire. It also
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decreases the time period for decomposition of the woody debris.

Slashbuster - a machine used to treat understory vegetation such as brush and associated

species primarily to reduce ladder fuels. The primary treatment targets would be brush

species, small diameter hardwoods, and, in some cases, conifer understory vegetation.

Secondary benefits associated with this treatment are 1 ) reduce moisture competition which

should produce healthier, more vigorous trees, and 2) increase wildlife forage. The
slashbuster treatment could be used in any stand identified for treatment but would generally

be used in non-commercial stands.

Fuel modification zones (FMZs) - would be constructed along major roadways and ridges.

This treatment consists of manually slashing understory vegetation with chainsaws, hand

piling, and burning. This treatment would be used in strips adjacent to roads and in areas that

are unsuitable for the slashbuster to work. This treatment would also be used in timbered

stands that have a dense, stagnant, fire generated understory.

Air Quality

• Burn piled slash during the fall and winter to reduce impacts on air quality.

• Broadcast burning would be minimized in favor of lower intensity underburning.

• Emission reduction mitigation measures and smoke dispersal techniques would be used to

the greatest extent practical to prevent smoke drift into the Kalmiopsis Wilderness area

• Wildfire hazard reduction, site preparation and the use of prescribed fire for species habitat

mitigation would be implemented in a manner consistent with ecosystem management

objectives. ~— _^
• Air quality and visibility would be maintained in a manner consistent with the Clean Air

Act and the Oregon State Implementation Plan.
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Appendix 6. Vascular plants known or
suspected within the planning area.

Common Name Scientific Name Status Occurrence Habitat

Bolander's onion Allium holanderi

var. mirabile

BTO Documented Gravelly, open or forested

areas

Oregon

bensoniella

Bensoniella

oregana

BSO Documented Riparian conifer forest,

old-growth associated

Olney's hairy

sedge

Carex

gxmodvnama

BTO Documented Forested riparian areas

clustered lady's

slipper

Cypi'ipedium

fasciculatiim

C, BSO Suspected Coniferous forest, old-

growth associated

red larkspur Delphinium

nudicaule

BAO Documented Rocky, open areas; talus

California glob-

mallow

Illiamna

latibraeteata

BAO Suspected Coniferous forest, often

early or mid-successional

Howell's lewisia Lewisia cotyledon

var. lunvellii

BSO Documented Rock outcrops, often full

sun on north slopes

stipuled trefoil Lotus stipularis BAO Documented Coniferous forest,

generally early or mid-

successional

birdfoot cliffbrake Pellaea mucronata

ssp. mucronata

BAO Documented Rock outcrops

Rogue River

stonecrop

Sedum moranii BSO Documented Rock outcrops, often full

sun on south slopes

BAO Bureau Assessment Oregon, BTO - Bureau Tracking Oregon, BSO - Bureau Sensitive Oregon, C - Survey

and Manage Category C

Appendix 6-B: Results of 2001-2 Kelsey-Whiskey Vascular Surveys; Species found and the Units in which

they occur.

Species found & KW Fuels Mari-Kelsey TS CA Gulch TS East Kelsey TS
Status

Sedum moranii. 23-2.1

BSO 13 -2b

26-4.2

2-2.2

02-2

13-2

26-4

Allium holanderi 23-2.1

var. mirabile, BTO 02-1

A

Pellaea mucronata 26-4.2

ssp. mucronata.

BAO
Lewisia cotyledon 26-4.2

var. howellii, BTO
Delphinium 02-2

nudicaule, BAO
Lotus stipularis. 02-2

BAO
Bensoniella 36-2

oregana, BSO
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Appendix 7. Lichens and Bryophytes found or
suspected in the Wild Rogue North Watershed

Common
Name

Scientific Name Status Occurrence in

the Glendale RA
Habitat

Lichens

tortured horsehair

lichen

Biyoria tortuosa A,B Documented Forest canopy in foothills

& oak savannahs

Olive-thorn lichen Dendriscocaulon

iiUricatuhim

B Documented Boles of deciduous oaks

Pringle's rim

lichen

Lecanora pringlei BTO Documented High elevation rocks

kidney lichen Nephroma occultum BAO Suspected Forests, usually old-

growth, maritime &
inland wet zone

matted lichen Pannaria ruhiginosa BTO Suspected Bark & wood

peltula lichen Peltula euploca BTO Suspected Rock, vertical cliffs,

semiarid valley & foothill

woodlands, savannahs

ragged lichen Platismatia laciinosa C Documented Alder bark in low-

elevation riparian

corridors, old-growth

associated.

oldgrowth

specklebelly

Pseudocyphellaria

rainierensis

A
BTO

Suspected Bark of various trees,

usually in old growth

hemlock or silver fir

cartilage lichen Ramalina thrausta A Suspected Conifer & understory

canopy, riparian, valley

bottoms; old-growth

Bay horsehair

lichen

Sidcaria badia BSO Documented Hardwood & conifer

bark, lowlands & valley

fringes

beard lichen Usnea longissima A,F Suspected Hardwood canopies in

riparian corridors,

adjacent conifer & oak

canopies; old-growth

Liverworts

Hayne's liverwort Sphaerocarpos hians BSO Suspected Muddy riverbanks

Mosses

filiform

anomobryum

moss

Anomohryum

fUiforme

(Pohlia fUiformis)

BTO Suspected Sandstone cliffs or soil or

rock in wet crevices

wideleaf crumia

moss
Crumia latifolia BAO Documented Calcareous seeps &

springs from coastal to

arid interior habitats

Crum's candle

snuffer moss
Encalypta hrevicolla

var. erumiana

B
BSO

Suspected Protected soil in crevices

of igneous rock, usually

in fog zone

largeleaf fissidens

moss
Fissidens grandifrons BTO Documented Rocks in waterfalls &

fastflowing streams,

mostly on bedrock

fissidens moss Fissidens pauperculus BTO Documented Bare moist soil banks

often as w/ Fissidens
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Common
Name

Scientific Name Status Occurrence in

the Glendale RA
Habitat

bryoides. Riparian, old-

growth

Muhlenberg's

funaria moss
Funaria muhlenbergii BAO Documented Dry exposed soil in cliffs,

rock outcrops & balds,

seasonal wet walls

starry hedwigia

moss
Hedwigia stellata BTO Suspected Rock faces in grasslands

& savannahs

wide-leaved

orthotrichum

Orthotrichum

euryphyllum

syn.: O. rivulare

BTO Documented Rocks or trees, in or near

streams, usually in

lowland forests.

serpentine moss Pseudoleskeella

serpentinense

BSO Suspected Exposed serpentine in

grassy scalds; often on

rocks.

marginate

splashzone moss
Scouleria marginata BTO Suspected Rocks in streams, often

in spray zone of

waterfalls

mucronleaf tortula

moss
Tortula mucronifolia BTO Documented Soil or rock, lowlands to

9000 ft elev.

tortula moss Tortula suhulata BTO Documented Roadside soil to 4200 ft

elev. Young forests.

Disturbed mineral soil.

tripterocladium

moss

Tripterocladium

Icucocladulum

BAO Suspected Shaded to exposed rocks

or hardwood bark, mostly

in low elevations

BAO ~ Bureau Assessment Oregon, BTO - Bureau Tracking Oregon, BSO - Bureau Sensitive Oregon

A,B,F - Survey and Manage Categories A,B,F

Appendix 7-B: Results of 2001-2 Kelsey-Whiskey Nonvascular Surveys; Species found

and the Units in which they occur.

Species found &
Status

KW Fuels Mari-Kelsey TS CA Gulch TS East Kelsey TS

Tortula suhulata,

BTO
29-1 22A

27-3

27-1 Beg

28-1-B

6-3north

12-4

17-3

8-1

8-2

7-2A

35-2

31-1

Fissidens

grandifrons, BTO
26-4.2

26-4.3

27-3 26-2

22-1

Funaria

muhlenbergii,

BAO

26-4.2

Crumia latifolia,

BAO
26-4.2

Tripterocladium

Icucocladulum,

BAO

27-3 1-2
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Appendix 8. Threatened, Endangered, Special

Status Wildlife Species in the Planning Area.

Appendix 8-A. Federal Endangered, Threatened and Candidate Species - Wild Rogue
North watershed.

Common
Name

Scientific Name Status Presence/

Inventory

Habitat Monitoring

marbled

murrelet

Brachyramphus

marmoratiis

FT,ST U/3 Y ^'

northern

spotted owl

Strix occidentalis

caurina

FT,ST D/3 Y Y

bald eagle Haliaeetus

leucocephalus

FT.ST D/3 Y Y

Southern

Oregon

/Northern

California

coho salmon

Oncorhynchus

kisutch

FT,SC D/3 Y Y

steelhead trout Oncorhynchus

mykiss

FC,SV D/3 Y Y

Pacific

lamprey

Lampetra tridentata XC, SV S/N Y N

Legend follows Appendix Table 8-E

Appendix 8-B. Protection Buffer/Survey and Manage Species - Wild Rogue North

watershed.

Common
Name

Scientific Name Status Presence/

Inventory

Habitat Monitoring

del note

salamander

Plelhodon elongatus PB,SM,

SoCSV

D/3 \ Y

white-headed

woodpecker

Picoides

alholai-vatiis

PB U/N Y N

back-backed

woodpecker

Picoides pubescens PR U/N Y N

flammulate

owl

OtiisJlammeohis PB U/N Y N

great gray owl Strix nebulosa PB S/3 Y Y

red tree vole Aborimus porno SM D/3 Y Y

blue-grey tail-

dropper slug

Prophysaon

coendeum

SM D/3 Y U
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papillose tail-

dropper slug

Prophysaon dubium SM D/3 Y U

Oregon

shoulderband

snail

Helminthoglypta

hertelini

SM S/3 Y N

chace sideband Monadenia

chaceana

SM S/3 Y N

Oregon

megomphix

Megophix heinphiUi SM L 3 U N

Legend follows Appendix Table 8-E

Appendix 8-C. Potential Special Status Vertebrates - Wild Rogue North Watershed.

Common
Name

Scientific Name Status Presence/

Inventory

Habitat Monitoring

white-footed

vole

Phenacomys

albipes

XC,BT U/N U N

western gray

squirrel

Sciurus griseiis SU,BT U/N U N

fisher Martes pennanti XCBS.SC S/N Y N

American

marten

Martes americana SV S/N Y N

wolverine Gulo gitlo litteus XCST U/N U N

Canada lynx Lynx canadensis FP U U N

ringtail Bassarisciis astutiis SU,BT U/N Y N

Townsend's

big-eared bat

Corynorhinus

townsendii

BS,SC Y/3 Y N

fringed myotis Myotis thysanodes XC.SV,BT S/3 Y N

yuma myotis Myotis yumanensis XCBT U/3 Y N

long-eared

myotis

Myotis evotis XC.BT U/3 Y N

long-legged

myotis

Myotis volans XC,BT U/3 Y N

silver-haired

bat

Lasionycteris

noctivagans

SU,BT U/3 Y N

Pacific pallid

bat

Antrozous pallidas SV,BT U/3 Y N

Brazilian free-

tailed bat

Tadarida

brasiliensis

BA S/3 ^' N
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Common
Name

Scientific Name Status Presence/

Inventory

Habitat Monitoring

dusky Canada

goose

Branla canadensis

occidentalis

BT S/N \- N

harlequin duck Histrionicus

histrionicus

XC,SU,BA D/N Y N

northern

goshawk

Accipiter gentilis XCSCBS S/2 Y Y

Swainson's

hawk

Biiteo swainsoni SV,BT U/N Y N

ferruginous

hawk

Buteo regalis XC,BS U/N Y N

American

peregrine

falcon

Falco peregrinus

anatum

SE D/3 Y Y

Forster's tern Sterna forsteri BT S/N Y N

black tern Chlidonias niger XC,BT U/N Y N

yellow-billed

cuckoo

Coccyzus

cimericanns

BS S/N Y N

Allen's

hummingbird

Selasphoriis sasiii BT S/N Y N

acorn

woodpecker

Melanerpes

lonnicivonts

BT S/N Y N

Williamson's

sapsucker

Sphyrapicus

thyroideus

BT S/N Y N

pileated

woodpecker

Dtyocopiis pileatiis BT D/N Y N

olive-sided

flycatcher

Contopiis cooperi XCBT S/N Y N

willow

flycatcher

Empidunax trailii

hrewsteri

XC,BT S/N \ N

black phoebe Sayornis nigricolis BT S/N Y N

purple martin Progne siibis SCBS S/N Y N

bank swallow Riparia riparia su S/N Y N

western

bluebird

Sialia mexicana SV,BT S/N Y N

foothills

yellow-legged

frog

Rana boylii XC,SV,BT S/N Y N

northern red-

legged frog

Rana aurora

aurora

XC,SU,BT S/N Y N
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Common
Name

Scientific Name Status Presence/

Inventory

Habitat Monitoring

tailed frog Ascaphus truei XCBT S/N Y N

western toad Bufo boreas SV,BT S/N Y N

Siskiyou

mountains

salamander

Plethodon stonni XC.BA S/N \' N

clouded

salamander

Aneides ferreus SU,BT S/2 Y N

southern

torrent

salamander

Rhyacotriton

variegatus

XC,SV,BT S/2 \' N

black

salamander

Aneides

flavipunctatus

SP,BA S/2 Y N

western pond

turtle

Clemmys
marmoratu

XC,BS,SC D/3 Y N

sharp-tailed

snake

Contia tenuis SV,BT S/N Y N

California

mountain

kingsnake

Lampropeltis

zonata

SV,BT S/N Y N

common
kingsnake

Lampropeltis

getidus

SV,BT S/N Y N

northern

sagebrush

lizard

Sceloporus

graciosus

graciosus

XCBT S/N Y N

green sturgeon Acipenser

medirostris

XCBT D/3 Y N

Legend follows Appendix Table 8-E

Appendix 8-D. Potential Special Status Inveilebrates - Wild Rogue North watershed.

Common Name Scientific Name Status Presence/

Inventory

Habitat Monitoring

Denning's

agapetus caddisfly

Agapetus denningi XCBT U/N U N

green springs

mountain farulan

caddisfly

Farula davisi XCBT U/N U N

O'brien

rhyacophilan

caddisfly

Rhyacophila

colonus

XCBS U/N u N

Siskiyou caddisfly Tinodes siskiyou XCBT U/N u N
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clatsop

philosascan

caddisfly

Philocasca own XC,BT S/N U N

Cooley's acalypta

lace bug

Acalypta cooleyi BT S/N u N

gray-blue butterfly Agriades glandon

podarce

BT S/N u N

western sulpher

butterfly

Colias occidentals

chiysomelas

BT S/N u N

rural skipper

butterfly

Ochlodes agricola

aghcola

BT S/N u N

mardon skipper

butterfly

Polites mardon XCBA S/N u N

coronis fritillary

butterfly

Speyeria coronis

coronis

BA S/N u N

Siskiyou

chloealtis

grasshopper

Choealtis

aspasma

XC,BT S/N u N

Franklin's

bumblebee

Bomhusfrankliui XC.BS S/N u N

Klamath rim

pebblesnail

Flitminicola sp.

now

BS S/N u N

nerite pebblesnail Fluminicola sp.

nov.

BS S/N u N

montane peaclam Pisidium

iiltramontanitm

XC,BS S/N u N

Legend follows Appendix Table 8-E

Appendix 8-E. Potential Neotropical Migratory Landbirds - Wild Rogue North watershed.

COMMON NAME SCIENTIFIC NAME PRESENCE TREND*

green-wmged teal Anas crecca unknown insufficient data

sora Porzana Carolina unknown insufficient data

turkey vulture Coragvps atratus present stable or increasing

osprey Pandion haliaetiis present stable or increasing

flammulated owl Otiis flammeolus unknown insufficient data

common nighthawk Chordeiles minor present insufficient data

rufous hummingbird Selasphorus riifiis present decline

calliope hummingbird Stelliila calliope unknown insufficient data

western kingbird Tvrannus verticalis present insufficient data
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COMMON NAME SCIENTIFIC NAME PRESENCE TREND*

ash-throated flycatcher Mviarchiis cinerascens present insufficient data

western wood-pewee Contopiis so}-dididus present decline

oHve-sided flycatcher Contopiis borealis present decline

hammond's flycatcher Empidonax hammondii present insufficient data

dusky flycatcher Empidonax oherholseri present insufficient data

pacific-slope flycatcher present insufficient data

Vaux's swift Chaetwa vaiixl present decline

tree swallow Tachvcineta bicolor present insufficient data

northern rough-winged

swallow

Stelgidopteryx

serripennis

present insufficient data

violet-green swallow Tachvcineta thalassina present decline

cliff swallow Hirundo pvrrhonota present insufficient data

bam swallow Hirundo nistica present decline

house wren Troglodytes troglodytes present insufficient data

blue-gray gnatcatcher Polioptila caendea present insufficient data

Swainson's thrush Catharus ustiilatiis present decline

solitary vireo Vireo solitarius present insufficient data

warbling vireo Vireo gilviis present insufficient data

Townsend's warbler Dendroica townsendi present insufficient data

hemiit warbler Deiidroica occidentalis present insufficient data

black-throated gray warbler Dendroica virens present insufficient data

nashville warbler Vermivora riificapilla present insufficient data

Macgillivray's warbler Oporornis tolmiei present insufficient data

yellow warbler Dendroica petechia present insufficient data

orange-crowned warbler Vermivora celata present decline

common yellowthroat Geothlypis trichas present Stable/increase

yellow-breasted chat Icteria virens present insufficient data

Wilson's warbler Wilsonia pusilla present decline

brownheaded cowbird Molothnis ater present decline

northern oriole Icterus galhula present decline

western tanager Piranga liidoviciana present decline

chipping spaiTow Spizella passerina suspected decline

green-tailed towhee Pipilo chlorurus present Stable/increase
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COMMON NAME SCIENTIFIC NAME PRESENCE TREND*

black-headed grosbeak Pheiicticus

melanocephalus

present Stable/increase

lazuli bunting Passehna amoeua present insufficient data

* Based on information from Partners in Flight in Oregon and might not necessarily represent nationwide

figures.

Legend for Appendix Tables 8A-8E.

Status:

FE- Federal Endangered

FT- Federal Threatened

FP- Federal Proposed

FC- Federal Candidate

XC- Former Federal Candidate

SM- Survey and Manage

PB- Protection Buffer

BA- Bureau Assessment

BS- Bureau Sensitive

BT- Bureau Tracking

Presence: Habitat:

D- Documented N - Habitat is not present

S- Suspected Y - Habitat is present

U- Uncertain U - Habitat is uncertain

A- Absent

SE- State Endangered

ST- State Threatened

complete

SC- State Critical

SV- State Vulnerable

SP- State Peripheral

or Naturally Rare

SU- State Undetemiined Status

Additional Legend Clarification:

Inventory :

N-No surveys done

Literature search only

2- One field search only

3- Limited surveys done

4- Protocol completed

U-More info.

Monitoring :

N-None planned or

needed

NA- Not Applicable

Y- Currently being

monitored

The categories of FE, FT, FP, FC, ST, SE, BS, BA, and BT are mutually exclusive. Hence, if a species is a

federal candidate or state listed as endangered or threatened, it is not also Bureau sensitive.

Oregon State Status SC (State Critical) : Species for which listing as threatened or endangered is pending;

or those for which listing as threatened or endangered may be appropriate if immediate conservation

actions are not taken. Also considered critical are some peripheral species which are at risk throughout

their range, and some disjunct populations.

Oregon State Status SV (State Vulnerable) : Species for which listing as threatened or endangered is not

believed to be imminent and can be avoided through continued or expanded use of adequate protective

measures and monitoring. In some cases the population is sustainable and protective measures are being

implemented; in others, the population may be declining and improved protective measures are needed to

maintain sustainable populations over time.

Oregon State Status SP (State Peripheral/Naturallv Rare) : Peripheral species refer to those whose Oregon

populations are on the edge of their range. Naturally rare species are those which had low population

numbers historically in Oregon because of naturally limiting factors. Maintaining the status quo for the

habitats and populadons of these species is a minimum requirement. Disjunct populations of several

species which occur in Oregon should not be confused with peripheral species.

Oregon State Status SU (Undetermined Status) : Species for which status is unclear. Species may be

susceptible to population decline of sufficient magnitude that they could qualify for endangered, threatened,

critical, or vulnerable status, but scientific study will be required before a judgment can be made.
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Bureau Status BS (Bureau Sensitive) : Species that could easily become endangered or extinct in a state.

Bureau Sensitive species are restricted in range and have natural or human-caused threats to survival.

Bureau Sensitive species are not FE, FT, FP, FC, SE, or ST, but are eligible for federal or state listing or

candidate status. Thus species that are Oregon state critical or Oregon Natural Heritage Program List 1 are

considered Bureau Sensitive species. Bureau Sensitive species are designated by the State Director and are

typically tiered to the state wildlife agencies' designations. The BLM 6840 Manual specifies policy which

requires any Bureau action will not contribute to the need to list any of these species (i.e. equivalent to

policy applied to federal candidate species). All anadromous fish species, unless federally listed, proposed,

or candidate, are under review and are considered Bureau Sensitive until status is detennined.

Bureau Status BA (Bureau Assessment) : Species which are not presently eligible for official federal or

state status but are of concern in Oregon may, at a minimum, need protection or mitigation in BLM
activifies. These species will be considered as a level of special status species separate from Bureau

Sensitive, and are referred to as Bureau Assessment (BA) species.

Bureau Status BT (Bureau Tracking) : Species which need an early warning to prevent becoming listed as

threatened or endangered in the future. It is encouraged that occurrence data is collected on these species

for which more information is needed to determine status within the state or which no longer need active

management.

All status information is based upon the draft guidelines from the May, 1999 edition of the BLM
Oregon/Washington Special Status Species Database.

Appendix 8-F. Northern Spotted Owl Activity Center Sites within the Wild Rogue North watershed.

Site Name Site Number Legal Location Suitable Habitat

Acres within L3 mi.

Far Out Mule 3391 32S-10W-S35 2,577

Quail Creek 0938 33S-10W-S1 1,229

Mule West 0929 32S-10W-S25 2,099

Mule Creek 0904A 32S-9W-S30 2,263

Ditch Hole 0961 33S-9W-S8 2,084

KCNA 3280 32S-9W-S26 1,826

Kelsey's Demise 2069 33S-9W-S1 2,205

Cool Springs 3283 33S-8W-S9 2,746

One 4 All 2619 33S-8W-S14 2,628

Rushin Rogue 2621 33S-8W-S29 2,861

Small Shot 2014 33S-8W-S21 2,679

Whisky Creek 2013 33S-8W-S26 2,350

Sargent Beno Post-ROD, located 7/99 33S-9W-S14 1,518
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Appendix 9. Fuel Models.

Resource managers need a consistent method for predicting fire spread and intensity.

Mathematical models have been developed for predicting rate of spread and flame length in a

continuous stratum of fuel that is contiguous to the ground. The initial growth of a fire occurs

in the surface fuels (fuels that are supported within 6 feet or less of the ground). If sufficient

heat is generated, a fire can grow vertically into treetops causing a crown fire to develop. The
nature and mechanisms of heat transfer in a crown fire are considerably different than those

for a surface fire. Therefore, the models are not applicable to crown fires.

Table A9-1. Description of fire behavior fuel models

FUEL MODEL
Typical Fuel Complex

FUEL LOADING
tons/acre

FUEL BED
DEPTH

in ft.

1 Hr 10 Hr 100 Hr Live

GRASS AND GRASS-DOMINATED

1 -Short Grass (1 ft.) 0.74 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.0

2-Timber (Grass and understoiy) 2.00 1.00 0.50 0.50 1.0

3-Tall Grass (2 ft.) 3.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 -

CHAPARRAL AND SHRUB FIELDS

4-Chaparral (6 ft.) 5.01 4.01 2.00 5.01 6.0

5-Brush(2ft.) 1.00 0,50 0.00 2.00 2.0

6-Domiant Shrub & Hdwd. Slash 1.50 2.50 2.00 0.00 2.5

7-Southem Rough 1.13 1.87 1.50 0.37 2.5

TIMBER LITTER

8-Closed Timber Litter 1.50 1.00 2.50 0.00 0.2

9-Hardwood Litter 2.92 0.41 0.15 0.00 0.2

10-Timber (Litter and Understory) 3.01 2.00 5.01 2.00 1.0

SLASH

1
1 -Light Logging Slash 1.50 4.51 5.51 0.00 1.0

12-Medium Logging Slash 4.01 14.03 16.53 0.00 2.3

13-Heavy Logging Slash 7.01 23.04 28.05 0.00 3.0

Fuel Model Definitions

There are 13 fuel models that predict fire behavior in four groups of fuels: grasses, brush,

timber and slash. The differences in these groups are related to the fuel load and distribution

of fuel among size classes. Size classes are: 0-1/4 inch (1 hour fuels), 1/4-1 inch (10 hour

fuels), 1-3 inches (100 hour fuels), and 3 inches and greater (1,000 hour fuels). The criteria

for choosing a fuel model includes the fact that the fire burns in the fuel stratum best

conditioned to support the fire. A description of the fire behavior fuel models documented by

Albini (1976) is contained in the following table:
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GRASS GROUP
Fire Behavior Fuel Model 1 - Fire spread is governed by the very fine, porous, and

continuous herbaceous fuels that have cured or are nearly cured. Fires are surface fires that

move rapidly through the cured grass. Very little timber or shrub are present.

Fire Behavior Fuel Model 2 - Fire spread is primarily through cured or nearly cured grass

where timber or shrubs cover one to two-thirds of the open area. These are surface fires that

may increase in intensity as they hit pockets of other litter.

Fire Behavior Fuel Model 3 - Fires in this grass group display the highest rates of spread and

fire intensity under the influence of wind. Approximately one-third or more of the stand is

dead or nearly dead.

SHRUB GROUP
Fire Behavior Fuel Model 4 - Fire intensity and fast spreading fires involve the foliage and

live and dead fine woody material in the crowns of a nearly continuous secondary over story.

Stands of mature shrubs six feet tall or more are typical candidates. Besides flammable

foliage, dead woody material in the stands contributes significantly to the fire intensity. A
deep litter layer may also hamper suppression efforts.

Fire Behavior Fuel Model 5 - Fire is generally can"ied by surface fuels that are made up of

litter cast by the shrubs and grasses or forbs in the understory. Fires are generally not very

intense because the fuels are light and shrubs are young with little dead material. Young
green stands with little dead wood would qualify.

Fire Behavior Fuel Model 6 - Fires carry through the shrub layer where the foliage is more

flammable than Fuel Model 5, but requires moderate winds greater than eight miles per hour.

Fire Behavior Fuel Model 7 - Fires burn through the surface and shrub strata with equal ease

and can occur at higher dead fuel mixtures because of the flammability of live foliage and

other live material.

TIMBER GROUP
Fire Behavior Fuel Model 8 - Slow burning ground fuels with low flame lengths are

generally the case, although the fire may encounter small "jackpots" of heavier concentrations

of fuels that can flare up. Only under severe weather conditions do the fuels pose a threat.

Closed canopy stands of short-needled conifers or hardwoods that have leafed out support fire

in the compact litter layer. This layer is mostly twigs, needles, and leaves.

Fire Behavior Fuel Model 9 - Fires run through the surface faster than in Fuel Model 8 and

have a longer tlame length. Both long-needle pine and hardwood stands are typical.

Concentrations of dead, down woody material will cause possible torching, spotting, and

crowning of trees.

Fire Behavior Fuel Model 10 - Fires burn in the surface and ground fuels with greater

intensity than the other timber litter types. A result of over maturing and natural events create

a large load of heavy down, dead material on the forest floor. Crowning out, spotting, and

torching of individual trees are more likely to occur, leading to potential fire control

difficulties.

SLASH GROUP
Fire Behavior Fuel Model 11 - Fires are fairly active in the slash and herbaceous material

intermixed with the slash. Fuel loads are light and often shaded. Light partial cuts or thinning

operations in conifer or hardwood stands. Clearcut operations generally produce more slash

than is typical of this fuel model.

Fire Behavior Fuel Model 12 - Rapidly spreading fires with high intensities capable of

generating fire brands can occur. When fire starts, it is generally sustained until a fuel break

or change in conditions occur. Fuels generally total less than 35 tons per acre and are well

distributed. Heavily thinned conifer stands, clearcuts, and medium to heavy partial cuts are of

this model.
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Fire Behavior Fuel Model 13 - Fire is generally carried by a continuous layer of slash.

Large quantities of material three inches and greater is present. Fires spread quickly through

the fine fuels and intensity builds up as the large fuels begin burning. Active flaming is

present for a sustained period of time and firebrands may be generated. This contributes to

spotting as weather conditions become more severe. Clearcuts are depicted where the slash

load is dominated by the greater than three inch fuel size, but may also be represented by a

"red slash" type where the needles are still attached because of high intensity of the fuel type.
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Appendix 10. Proposed Management Plan,

East Fork Whisky Creek ACEC

Bureau ofLand Management
Medford District

East Fork Whisky Creek
Area of Critical Environmental Concem

Management Plan

I. POLICY

This management plan is written in accordance with guidelines developed by the Pacific

Northwest Interagency Natural Area Committee and is consistent with direction in the

Medford District Bureau of Land Management and the Record of Decision and Resource

Management Plan, 1993 (RMP). The BLM's role is primarily guided by the mission described

in FLPMA (102(a)(8)) which states that public lands be managed in a manner that will protect

scientific and environmental values, and to "preserve and protect certain public lands in their

natural condition". Natural processes will govern management of the Areas of Critical

Environmental Concern (ACEC) and people will intervene only when a unique component of

the area is at risk. This document and the recommendations within it can be updated as

appropriate.

A. East Fork Whisky Creek ACEC Policy Statement

ACECs are established for their significant biological and physical features. They are

important in preservation and protection of unique terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems for

research and education. ACECs serve as natural laboratories and as baselines for the

comparison of the effects of human manipulations on similar geographical and natural

settings. They provide valuable gene pools for native organisms, including plant and animal

species designated as endangered, threatened, or sensitive. The Bureau of Land Management

recognizes their role in sound land use management, and has provided for establishment and

management of ACECs in the following policies and regulations.

The guiding principal ofACEC management is to allow natural, ecological, and physical

processes to predominate, while preventing human-induced encroachments and activities

which directly or indirectly modify ecological processes in the area. Active management to

try to reintroduce natural processes should be undertaken where these processes have been

interrupted. Natural areas in which ecological processes have not been interrupted should be

managed to maintain and preserve current ecological processes.

n. BASIS FOR DESIGNATION OF AN ACEC AND SETTING OBJECTIVES
A. Basis for Designation of an Area of Critical Environmental Concern and a Research

Natural Area.

1. Uniqueness and Size

The large size of the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed represents an ecologically
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functional Douglas fir/Tan oak system that has had very little human-caused disturbance. The

area is unique for the following reasons:

Historical;

There are several historical sites in and surrounding the East Fork Whisky Creek basin. These

sites include historic trails, mine adits, mine tailings and remnants of structures.

Cultural;

The entire basin has an unroaded character, undisturbed by timber harvest and seemingly wild

and natural.

Scenic;

The 34-8-1 road serves as the eastern boundary and is currently a designated Back Country

Byway to Marial. There are several vista opportunities along this route that provide very

good looks into the East Fork Whisky Creek as well as into the Rogue Canyon in the distance.

Natural Processes;

East Fork Whisky Creek lies amid the transition area between the Klamath Province and the

Oregon Coast Range Province. The location makes it quite unique because the area contains

features not only representative of both provinces, but also other unique elements which are

not easily classified into either province according to the Oregon Natural Heritage Plan. Areas

that are ecotonal in nature can provide important ecological information about species and

community interactions relating to both provinces.

There are seven factors concerning natural processes that exemplify its value:

. 1 . East Fork Whisky Creek contributes to Watershed Analysis recommendations for late

succession corridors to the east along the Rogue/Umpqua divide for connectivity

between Fishhook/Galice and Galesville LSRs.

2. The ACEC area is large enough to function as an independent ecological system. It is

large enough to support species that range over a large area and require the habitats and

vegetation diversity provided by ecosystems represented in the basin.

3. The area is composed of tertiary, secondary, and primary drainages. The drainages

contain undisturbed riparian areas.

4. The ACEC area already contains species known to be associated with and used as

indicator species of healthy old growth habitat. Spotted Owls, Goshawk, Pileated

Woodpeckers etc. are common to the area.

5. It is the largest known block of relatively unentered forest representing the Douglas Fir/

tanoak series in the Medford District.

6. It contains a mosaic of serai stages representative of the Douglas Fir / tanoak vegetation

community, and

can therefore provide important data on the natural processes occurring in the range of

successional stages from early serai through old growth conifers.

7. The vegetation composition on 91 acres would fill the Oregon Natural Heritage cell for

Tan oak-Douglas fir/salal-evergreen huckleberry (LIDE3-PSME/GASH-VAOV2.)

2. Relevance: Given the above mentioned unique factors, the East Fork Whisky Creek area

has relevance in that it will provide an excellent standard for comparison when determining

the success of implementing some of our proposed forest management activities identified in

the Resource Management Plan decisions. The area will also provide an opportunity to better

understand the ecological interactions of functional forest communities with minimal human

disturbance. Adequate preservation and research of the East Fork Whisky Creek ACEC will

enable us do a better job of insuring the long term health of forest ecosystems in managed

forest stands.
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3. Current Research

There are no research projects currently occurring in the ACEC.

B. Setting Objectives

1. Natural Systems

The objective is to preserve natural systems that exist in the East Fork Whisky Creek area.

These include: a) old growth ecological processes, b) successional processes and serai

development, and c) relatively undisturbed sub-basin of the East Fork.

2. Special Status Species

The objective is to preserve special status species that occur in the area, including a) Northern

Spotted Owl, b) Northern Goshawk, c) Clouded Salamander, d) Pileated Woodpecker, e)

Tailed Frog, and f) Western Bluebird

3. Research and Education

The objective is to serve as an area of reference for the study of succession, as a baseline for

measuring long-term ecological changes, and as a standard for comparing the results of

manipulative management.

III. NATURAL AREA AND ELEMENT DESCRIPTIONS

A. East Fork Whisky Creek ACEC description

1. Location

The East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed is situated in the Glendale Resource Area of the

Medford Bureau of Land Management in Josephine County, Oregon (Map 10-1 ) and within

the Wild Rogue watershed; T33S, R08W, sections 10, 11, 12, 13,^14, 15, 22 and 23. East

Fork Whisky Creek is surrounded on the west by West Fork Whisky Creek, Bonnie Creek to

the North and Reuben Creek to the east.

2. Site History

The East Fork Whisky Creek area was relatively undisturbed prior to the 1850's. Historical

information indicated Native Americans had a few trails into the Rogue River Canyon most of

which were on ridge tops. In the 1850"s, gold was discovered in the general area and miners

enlarged many of the trails into pack routes. Placer and load exploration occurred through the

I930's also in the general area. There are several exploration pits and adits within the

subwatershed. For the most part, this early exploration has been healed over by vegetation.

During the early 1930's the first road into the area was constructed by the CCC's. This road

currently forms the eastern and northeastern boundary of the subwatershed. Several small

units were harvested in the 1960's and then about once a decade up to present. These were

seeded or planted back to conifer and are early/mid serai stages at present. The youngest of

the harvest units was planted in 1994. The total acreage of harvest was 67 acres. All of the

harvested acres are near the eastern boundary road. The core of the entire watershed is intact

and undisturbed except for early mining exploration.

3. Aspect and Elevation

The East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed encompasses almost all aspects and ranges in

elevation from 1450 feet near the contluence with the West fork of Whisky Creek to 4017 ft

on Mount Reuben.

4. Geology

The East Fork Whisky Creek basin is comprised of two geologic formations. The Dothan,

late Jurassic in age, consists of both metamorphic sediments and volcanics. This formation

encompasses about 2/3rds of the basin. The Rogue Formation, also late Jurassic in age, is

composed of ultramafic materials including serpentinite. Most of the mining activity occuned

in this formation which is found in the southeastern portion of the basin because of its unique

geology. Because of the unique geology of the area. This unique mix of geology allows a

great diversity of plant communities to be present.
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5. Precipitation

Annual rainfall at the area in 40 to 60 inches.

6. Soils

Variation in the hardness, grain, and possibly chemical composition of the sediments helped to

produce a variety of soils. Soil depths range from over 40 inches to less that a foot. Some
soils are buried by colluvial rock and are likely skeletal. Since rainfall, clouds, or fog does

not totally compensate for low soil moisture holding capacity, the vegetation patterns tend to

reflect soil depth and water availability. Deeper soils may be found in "pockets" close to the

ridge tops in some drainages. Such lenses or pockets ai"e not atypical.

Josephine County Soil Survey

Speaker Josephine 72F

Beakman Vermissa 8G <60% slope

Vermissa Beekman 81G 60 to 100% south slope

Vermissa rock outcrop 82G
Vermissa Beekman 80G 60 to 100% north slope

7. Hydrology

There are few sub-basins in existence that have not been disturbed by roads or logging. The

East Fork Whisky Creek is one of the few relatively undisturbed watersheds in Southwest

Oregon. The area contains primary, secondary, and tertiary drainages.

8. Riparian Ecology ~^--—.^ -

The riparian zone contains abundant downed wood and old growth conifers including

Douglas fir, Ponderosa pine, and Pacific yew. Riparian hardwoods such as big leaf maple, red

alder, and vine maple are major components of the understory. The riparian habitat and its

microclimate are intact throughout the 7th field watershed due to the absence of road

construction and timber harvest. Stream conditions are typical of undisturbed forests:

abundant large woody debris, excellent habitat diversity, minimal sedimentation, and cool

water temperatures during summers. Few riparian ecosystems with these characteristics still

exist in southwest Oregon. The lower quarter mile of the stream is currently an active placer

mine. Riparian vegetation has largely been altered in this area.

9. Vegetation

Both xeric and mesic plant communities are in the drainage as well as a broad range of age

classes. Elevation differences and varied geology help to provide niches for the Sugar pine,

ponderosa pine, tanoak, and Douglas-fir communities. Patterns are also associated with

aspect, slope, and soil differences. Age classes and community differences produced by fire

are also evident. Low intensity underburns and stand replacement events have occurred

leaving patches 5 to 25 acres in size throughout the variable matrix. There are several stands

of very old trees on the upper slopes and along the creek bottom, with an array of age classes

along the mid-slopes representing the varied fire history. Below is a synopsis of the different

types of vegetation associations that occur, as well as a preliminary list of species in or

immediately near the area.

Tanoak - Douglas-fir / rhododendron-salal areas

These areas are found to occur on moderate slopes, various aspects, and on moderately drier

areas within the ACEC. Douglas fir (Psuedotsuga menziesii) is dominant in the overstory and

in the regeneration layer. Hardwoods such as rhododenron (Rhododendron macrophyllum)

and tanoak (Lithocapus densifloms) are codominants. The shrub layer is shared by salal

(Gautheria shallon), chinkapin (Castanopsis chrysophylla). The absence of hemlock in the

regeneration layer, and the fact that this association is found on somewhat drier sites with less

northerly aspects differentiates it from the Douglas fir - western hemlock / Rhododendron /

salal forest association.

Riparian vegetation zones

The riparian zones within East Fork Whiskey Creek are characterized by an overstory

dominated by Douglas Fir (Pseiidotsiiga menziesii). The subdominant layer is shared by vine

maple (Acer circinatum), big-leaf maple (Acer macrophyllum). Alder (Alnus rubra), and the

regenerating conifers. The Shrub layer contains mainly stink currant (Rihes hracteosum) and

red huckleberry (Vaccinium parvijlorum), and herbs include Boykinia major western inside-
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out flower (Vancouveria hexandra), fairy bells (Disporum hookerii), sword fern (Polystich

mimitum), woods sorel (Oxalis oregana), vanilla leaf f Achlys triphyllum), and pathfinder

(Adencaulon bicolor).

urn

Evergreen Hardwood Area

There are some areas within the drainage that are dominated by evergreen hardwoods. These

evergreen hardwood areas occur mainly on moderate slopes (30 to 60 %), and on the Speaker

Josephine soils which are deeper and well drained. Dominant overstory vegetation species

include madrone (Arbutus menziesii), tanoak (Lithocarpus densiflorus). Canyon live oak

(Quercus chrysolepis) is found interspersed within these areas. Douglas fir {Pseudotsuga

menziesii) occurs within these areas in the overstory and within the regeneration layer. The
understory in these areas contains very little vegetation, but Oregon grape (Berberis nervosa),

and goundcones (Boshniakia sp.) occur occasionally.

Canyon Live Oak / Douglas fir Vegetative areas

There are a few areas within the subbasin where soils occur on extreme south facing slopes

(over 60%). These areas are characterized by rocky steep ground with very thin, nutrient poor

soils. Canyon live oak (Quercus chrysolepis) and Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) are the

only two overstory species that can tolerate such conditions. Fire has historically swept

through these slopes leaving the understory relatively clean, and the Douglas firs within these

areas could be as old as 400 years.

Preliminary Vascular Plant Species List

Proposed East Fork Whisky Creek ACEC
May 3, 2001

Tanoak - Douglas-fir/salal-evergreen huckleberry

TREES

Arbutus menziesii

Calocedras decurrens

Chrysolepis chrysophylla

Comus nuttallii

Lithocarpus densiflorus

Pinus lambertiana

Pseudotsuga menziesii

Quercus chrysolepis

SHRUBS

Arctostaphylos canescens

Berberis nervosa

Berberis aquifohum var aquifohum

Gaultheria shallon

Lonicera hispidula var vacillans

Rosa gymnocarpa

Rubus ursinus

Toxicodendron diversilobum

Vaccinium ovatum

HERBS

Achlys triphylla

Calypso bulbosa

Carex geyeri

Festuca califomica

Fragaria vesca

Goodyera oblongifolia

Hieracium albiflorum

Iris chrysophylla

Lathyrus polyphylius

Polystichum munitum

Pteridium aquifohum var pubescens

Syntheris reniformis

Trientahs latifoha

Whipplea modesta

Xerophyllum tenax

Tanoak - Douglas-fir - canyon live oak/poison

oak

TREES

Arbutus menziesii

Calocedrus decurrens

Chrysolepis chrysophylla

Lithocarpus densiflorus

Pinus lambertiana

Pinus ponderosa

Pinus attenuata

Pseudotsuga menziesii

Quercus chrysolepis

SHRUBS

Arctostaphylos patula

Arctostaphylos canescens

Berberis aquifohum var aquifohum

Holodiscus discolor

Lonicera hispidula var vacillans

Symphoricarpos mollis

Toxicodendron diversilobum

HERBS

Achlys triphylla

Adenocaulon bicolor

Aira caryophylla

Allotropa virgata

Arnica spathulata

Boschniakia strobilacea

Chimaphila menziesii

Claytonia sibirica

Collomia heterophylla

Disporum hookeri var oreganum

Dryopteris arguta

Epilobium angustifolium

Festuca occidentalis

Goodyera oblongifolia

Hieracium albiflorum

Iris chrysophylla

Lathyrus polyphylius

Osmorhiza chilensis

Polypodium glycynhiza

Polystichum munitum

Pteridium aquifohum var.pubescens

Pyrola picta

Sedum spathulifolium

Smilacina racemosa

Syntheris reniformis

Tauschia glauca

Trientalis latifolia

Whipplea modesta

Xerophyllum tenax
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Douglas-fir - canyon live oak/poison oak

(grades into gravelly openings with canyon live oak, buckbrush and grasses)

TREES HERBS
Luzula comosa

Arbutus menziesii Achillea millefolium
Mvosotis discolor

Pinus attenuata Achnatherum lemmonii
Pentagramma trianoularis

Pseudotsuga menziesii Agoseris heterophylla
Plectritis brachvstemon

Quercus chrvsolepis Cardamine oligosperma
pp^ ^ecunda

SHRUBS Claytoniaparviflora
Polystichum imbricatum

Arctostaphylos canescens Claytonia perfoliata var. perfoliata
Sanicula "raveolens

Arctostaphylos patula Collinsia parviflora
Whipplea inodesta

Ceanothus cuneatus var. cuneatus Collomia heterophylla

Garrya buxifolia Lithophragma affme

Lonicera hispidula var.vacillans

Toxicodendron diversibbum

Species restricted to riparian areas

TREES

Acer macrophyllum

Taxus hrevifolki

SHRUBS

Conms sericea

HERBS

Aralia califomica

Aralia califomica

Asarum caudatum

Oxalis oregana

Petasites frigidus

Tolmiea menziesii

Woodwardia fimbriata

10. Fisheries

East Fork Whisky Creek is one of the few streams in the Medford District that has been

minimally affected by timber harvest, road construction or other land uses that are known to

adversely affect streams and the native species that they support. Cutthroat trout and sculpin

are the only two fish species known to inhabit East Fork Whisky Creek although it provides

marginal habitat for steelhead trout and coho salmon. Cutthroat trout and sculpins are

sensitive to and are adversely affected by increases in sedimentation, water temperature, and

loss of large woody debris that often occur as a result of forest management activities.

Use of the Klamath Province/Siskiyou Mountains Matrix of Factors and Indicators indicates

that fish habitat on the mainstem, east and west forks of East Fork Whisky Creek is in proper

functioning condition. Summer water temperature, one of the most important limiting factors

for salmonids is southwest Oregon, is consistently less than 60F, even during drought years.

Habitat analysis using aquatic macroinvertebrates as indicators, indicates that habitat integrity

in the East Fork Whisky Creek is moderate to high.

11. Wildlife

Although cut by coastal rivers, the coast range provides a continuous, high elevation,

migratory pathway into the Klamath Province. Elevations average about 2000 feet in the

coast range but increase in the Klamaths. The Klamaths, central to the southern part of the

Pacific Northwest also link with the California Coast Ranges, the Cascades and the Sierra

Nevada Ranges.

The East Fork Whisky Creek area lies amid the migratory axes on the crest. The climate is

influenced by marine air and colder, drier, inland highs. It is also located in the north-south

transition between the temperate and Mediterranean ecosystems. It typifies the southern coast

range transitional ecosystems.
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The East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed has several important wildlife habitat values due
to the large amount of undisturbed and unfragmented old growth conifer forest, the high

quality riparian zones, and the range of elevation. Several important wildlife species have

been observed in the area including the federally threatened Northern Spotted Owl. In

addition, habitat potential exists for the following additional species, although direct

observations have not been recorded: a) Peregrine Falcon, b) Bald Eagle (Federal

Threatened), c) Del Norte salamander (Bureau sensitive and species of concern), d)

Townsend's Big-eared Bat (Bureau sensitive and species of concern), e) Pacific Fisher

(Bureau sensitive and species of concern), f) Fringed Myotis (Oregon State vulnerable), and

g) Marten (Oregon State vulnerable)

The area has a wide variety of birds associated with coniferous and hardwood forests,

including all the neotropical migrant species found in the Klamath Province. Roosevelt elk,

black-tailed deer, black bear, cougar, and ringtail are also found in the area.

12. Threats

The East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed may be impacted by timber harvests bordering the

area. Clearcuts on the border pose the threats of windthrow to border trees, temperature

increases, and light increases. These threats may disrupt the ecological processes for which

the area has been dedicated. Road construction for bordering timber activities will create

further access to the area and possibly adversely effect wildlife. Road construction may also

introduce non-native vegetation, including noxious weeds.

B. The northern spotted owl was listed as a threatened species by the US Fish and Wildlife

Service in 1991. There is currently one nesting pair of spotted owls within the East Fork

Whisky Creek subwatershed. The spotted owl is an obligate old growth species that requires

old growth forests for foraging and nesting.

C. Surrounding Land Use
Some of the surrounding lands have been in timber production for decades. Along the edges

of the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed are several clearcuts of various ages, though

there are a few clearcuts actually within the boundaries. These units have resulted in timber

removal and fragmentation of the forest. Associated with the harvest practices has been the

development of roads in the area which indirectly impact the East Fork Whisky Creek ACEC
by creating barriers to wildlife species and ecological processes. Some non-native plant

species have been introduced to the area via the road maintenance and construction.

IV. MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

A. Introduction

Based on the ecological requirements of old growth Tanoak/Douglas fir forests, and the

management objectives developed for the East Fork Whisky Creek ACEC, fire management

and public use are currently the primary management issues in the area. The following is a

statement of policy, existing and needed information, and management actions required for

the area.

Some land is currently designated GFMA, and some LSR. Much of the area is currently

withdrawn from the timber base (Map 10-3a) because of several factors which include

riparian zones. Spotted Owl Core areas, and soils and slope limiting factors. .

No road construction would occur and most logging would be prohibited. Active timber

management would be limited to stand establishment and manipulation in previously

harvested areas and treatments that directly supported the values of the ACEC. Fire

suppression would be done with limited use of mechanized equipment such as dozers or

tractor lines. Heavy equipment would stay primarily on existing ridge roads. Approximately

10 acres on the northwestern ridge line adjacent to existing ridge road would be treated for

fuels to reduce the chance of fire in the ACEC. Several portions of the area may be

designated as Research Natural Area (RNA) in the future..
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B. Timber Resources and Special Forest Products

1. Policy

Under the RMP (pg 72), ACECs are unavailable for planned forest management or harvest of

Special Forest Products (pg 76). Timber harvest will occur only as part of strategies to

enhance other resources. In the East Fork Whisky Creek ACEC timber harvest should not

occur unless it is a component of an approved research project. Hazard trees should not be

knocked or cut down except in an emergency situation. Downed trees should not be removed

from the site. Any trees cut for trail construction will remain on site. Firewood gathering shall

be prohibited.

2. Current and Needed Information

Within the East Fork Whisky Creek ACEC, there are several units comprising a total of 67

acres that have been previously harvested. There is only one unit (9 acres) that is early serai.

This unit received brushing and release treatment in 2001. No further timber or silviculture

activities will occur within the ACEC. Natural ecological processes will be allowed to resume

in order to provide for serai stage comparison and future research.

3. Management Actions Needed
Sale planners should notify ACEC coordinators of nearby sales and discuss ways in which

ACEC objectives can be protected. Modifications of management projects to reduce adverse

affects such as feathering edges of cuts to avoid straight boundaries, using seed source from

Natural Areas, cautioning timber operators, and timing cuts to reduce adverse effects to the

ACEC are necessary.

C. Insects and Disease

1. Policy

The ACEC Coordinator will authorize any actions taken against endemic insects, diseases,

wild plants, or animals if they deem such actions necessary to protect the features for which

the ACEC was established. Where pest management activities are prescribed, they shall be as

specific as possible against target organisms and induce minimal impact to other components

of the ecosystem.

2. Current Information

White Pine Blister Rust is present within the ACEC. Surveys for other pest or disease have

not been initiated or completed.

3. Management Actions Needed
Surveys in the ACEC should be conducted on a regular basis by knowledgeable individuals to

detect early signs of pest and disease outbreaks. Timber staff and silviculture staff working

in adjacent areas should notify the East Fork Whisky Creek ACEC coordinator if any signs of

disturbance arise locally. A review of timber cruises of neighboring stands may be useful to

determine whether pests and diseases pose serious threats to the area. Monitoring of

infections should be conducted when outbreaks occur.

D. Fire management

1. Policy

Throughout the ACEC full fire suppression would occur. However due to the unique

characteristics of the ACEC some special suppression tactics would be utilized. Fire

suppression will be done with limited use of mechanized equipment such as dozers or tractor

lines. Heavy equipment will stay primarily on existing ridge roads. The fuels reduction acres

designated on the upper western ridge road are part of a design to reduce wide spread wildfire

throughout the BLM managed land adjacent the Wild Rogue River corridor north of the river.

Salvage of burned timber in the event of a wildfire will not be permitted.

2. Current Information

Throughout history, fire has swept through the East Fork Whisky Creek area. Exact dates of

past fires are not known, but many of the older trees within the ACEC have fire scars. Since

fire has played a natural role in the ecological processes occurring in the area, suppressing

fire would be counter to maintaining future natural processes. It is unlikely that natural fires

within the area will disrupt the serai climax ecological communities within the ACEC.
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3. Management Actions Needed
A post wildfire management plan should insure that the East Fork Whisky Creek ACEC will

be allowed to regenerate without human intervention. No post fire treatments will be

permitted, and no burned timber will be salvaged. All activities at the post fire stage will be

closely monitored by the ACEC coordinator along with the fire specialists on the District.

E. Domestic Livestock Grazing

1. Policy and Current Information

Domestic livestock grazing does not occur within the East Fork Whisky Creek subwatershed

or within the nearby area. It is highly unlikely that grazing will be proposed for the area in the

future.

F. Mining

1. Policy

The RMP provides that relative to leaseable minerals, surface occupancy and use is prohibited

in ACESs and research natural areas to protect important historic, cultural, scenic values,

natural resources, natural systems or processes, etc. (pg 78, 207). Relative to locatable

minerals, areas not specifically withdrawn from mineral entry will continue to be open under

the mining laws. Mineral exploration and development will be regulated under 43 CAR 3802

and 3809 to prevent "'unnecessary or undue degradation." Mining operations will be allowed

in designated ACECs but only in a manner that would not impair or degrade those significant

resource values that lead to area of critical environmental concern designation. A plan of

operations will be required in all designated ACECs. A plan of operations will not be

approved if operations would irreparably damage those resource values for which the ACECs
was designated (pg 79).

2. Current Information

Currently there are claims within the East Fork Whisky Creek ACECs.

3. Management Actions Needed

G. Public Use

1. Policy

ACECs must be protected from activities that directly or indirectly modify ecological

processes. Maintenance of unmodified conditions and natural processes is the prime

management goal. Incidental dispersed use may be permitted, but recreational use of the area

will not be encouraged. Camping, collecting of plants or animals, berry picking, and other

uses which threaten or interfere with research, educational opportunities, or other purposes for

which the ACECs was established, will be prohibited. Trail construction or reconstruction will

be permitted only if required to meet the needs of research, for educational purposes, or to

protect ACECs values. Any trails within the ACECs will not be mapped for public use. The

information will be given to researchers when necessary.

Scientists interested in using a ACECs must contact the District ACECs/RNA coordinator to

outline to the coordinator the activity planned. RNA coordinators approve study plans

proposed by non - B.M. scientists and execute cooperative agreements where appropriate.

The use of ACECs and RNA by responsible scientists and educators will be encouraged.

Generally, educational use by anyone below the upper class college or graduate student level

will be discouraged. Access to ACEC/RNA areas by parties external to the BLM is

authorized and approved by the RNA coordinator on the district, and shall conform to

conditions specified in approved study plans and/or cooperative agreements.

BLM scientists shall cooperate in research conducted by scientists from outside of the BLM
whenever possible, keep informed on the nature and progress of their work, and ensure that

research natural area values are maintained. Scientists conducting research on a ACEC/RNA
are required to file copies of all research data, reports and other pertinent documents with the

RNA coordinator.
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2. Current and Needed information

Research - Baseline data gathering on plants, animals and overall ecology needs to occur.

Determination of guilds and ecological niches and processes needs to occur.

Trails - There are no known trails into the area covered by this plan expect natural surface

roads described below.

3. Management Actions Needed

H. Roads and Utility Rights of Way

1. Policy

2. Current Information

Currently there is one road, (34-8-1 ) that borders the East Fork Whisky Creek ACEC along

the eastern and northeastern boundary. This is a gravel surfaced road. Two more roads, which

are natural surfaced, are currently being considered for decommissioning. These are ridge top

roads that are grown in and no longer passable by vehicles. (33-8-23 and 33-8-1 1 . 1 ) There is a

trail or fire access route on the ridge top between the east and west forks of Whisky Creek..

Road Maintenance on any of the roads within the ACEC or bordering the ACEC should not

utilize exotic species for road stabilization projects. Culverts and water ditches on these roads

should be checked as frequently as possible to avoid excess runoff during storms.

Coordination with District Road engineers is highly recommended to keep current with all

proposed road maintenance and construction activities.

I. Hunting, Fishing, and Trapping

1. Policy

The management of fish and wildlife populations is controlled by the Oregon Department of

Fish and Wildlife. Regulations for hunting, fishing, and trapping are set on a yearly basis. The

East Fork Whisky Creek drainage is within the Powers Wildlife Management Unit, # 26.

Hunted species include: bear, deer, elk, cougar, silver gray squirrel, ruffed grouse, blue

grouse, and mountain quail. Trapped species include: bobcat, beaver, otter, beaver, weasel,

striped skunk, spotted skunk, coyote, red fox, racoon, and gray fox. Fished species include:

cutthroat trout, winter steelhead, and coho salmon (only the Rogue River is open for angling).

In general, hunting and fishing are not encouraged in ACECs because the primary goal of

these areas is to protect functioning ecosystems with minimal interference from people.

2. Current and Needed Information

Regulations regarding seasons, bag limits, stream stocking, licenses, and techniques are

established by the Department through the Fish and Wildlife Commission and are applicable

on all lands within the state including private property. Due to the limited access into the

ACEC on roads, hunting, fishing, and trapping are unlikely to occur within the area on a large

scale.

3. Management Actions Necessary

None.

J. Introduced Species

1. Policy

Objectives under the 1995 Resource Management Plan are to contain and/or reduce noxious

weed infestations on BLM-administered land using an integrated pest management approach,

to avoid introducing or spreading noxious weed infestations in any area, and to reduce

infestations where possible (RMP pg. 92).

2. Current and Needed Information

Presently there are noxious weeds found on several roadsides bordering the ACEC but have

been identified within the ACEC. Yellow starthistle, tansy ragwort, St. John's wort,

knapweed, and scotchbroom are species known to exist along roads bordering the area.

Presently surveys are being conducted to map all populations of noxious weed that occur
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along boundaries or along access roads within the district. Once mapping has been completed,

a management plan will be developed on a species by species basis. Plant inventories of the

area should be conducted as soon as possible to evaluate the presence of any noxious weeds.

3. Management Actions Needed
Conduct plant inventories within the ACEC. No other management actions are needed at this

time. If control becomes necessary, several options exist for safe removal. Pulling noxious

weeds, with careful disposal, may be adequate for small infestations. If this method is

unsuccessful or deemed inappropriate by the District Noxious Weed Coordinator, biological

control insects may be considered, herbicides, which are not considered appropriate in the

ACEC.

V. MONITORING PLAN

A. Goals and Objectives

The goal of this monitoring program is to gather information that would be applicable to

management in similar ecosystems. This plan will:

1. Identify baseline species and plant associations needs for the ACEC,
2. Establish specific monitoring objectives,

3. Identify monitoring time frames and consistent standardized procedures,

4. Interpret monitoring results relative to the baseline information as well as monitoring

and implementation objectives.

B. Types of Monitoring

Ecological status monitoring will be conducted in the East Fork Whisky Creek ACEC:
a. Monitor RNA plant cell for changes over time } temporal/ spatial analysis

b. Monitor ACEC for forest pests and diseases } with aerial photos at 5 year intervals

c. Monitor effects of wild fire should they occur } and field verification of spatial

change: Area botanist, silviculturist, fire ecologist to complete.

d. Monitor for spread of noxious weeds - annual roadside survey along perimeter roads
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Commercial density management treatment in the LSR is designed to enhance habitat

conditions and connectivity. Maintaining a high degree of canopy closure (60%) would

continue to provide forest habitat connectivity across the landscape.

3. Maintain and restore the physical integrity of the aquatic system, including shorelines,

banks and bottom configurations.

93% of the Wild Rogue North watershed is under BLM management. Most streams in this

fifth field watershed are functioning properly due the relatively low road density and general

absence of management activity in most of the watershed. For instance overall road density is

2.4 miles per square mile and 75% of all Riparian Reserve acreage is greater than 80 years of

age, the age at which late successional characteristics begin to occur.

Designing location and width of Riparian Reserves includes protecting the inner gorge along

streams to avoid causing mass failures.

Fuels treatment and thinning in selected Riparian Reserves will accelerate the development of

late successional characteristics and the input of large down wood into streams.

Replacing aging road cross drain culverts and installing additional structures may reduce

stream channels scour and help restore a more natural hydrologic response to storm events.

Decommissioning 10 to 14 miles of existing roads (KWEIS - Table 2-1 ) would temporarily

disturb streambanks at crossings but the action would also help restore the natural flow

regime and reduce stream sedimentation. Effects would be locally important but would not be

detectable at the watershed scale.

Constructing new permanent and temporary roads would not contribute sediment to streams

because proposed road locations do not involve crossing stream channels. Therefore there

would be no direct or indirect effects on shorelines, banks and bottom configurations.

4. Maintain and restore water quality necessary to support healthy riparian, aquatic, and

wetland ecosystems. Water quality must remain within the range that maintains the biological,

physical, and chemical integrity of the system and benefits survival, growth, reproduction,

and migration of individuals composing aquatic and riparian communities.

The major water quality parameters of concern are sediment and water temperature.

Retaining Riparian Reserves would help maintain and improve water temperature over the

longterm and to filter sediment that may be mobilized in harvest units. Fuels and forest health

treatments in Riparian Reserves would not affect water temperature. The State of Oregon has

identified Mule Creek, Whiskey Creek and the Rogue River as "water quality limited

streams" for temperature. However, elevated water temperatures appear to be the result of

natural conditions.

Landings would not be located in Riparian Reserves so oil, fuel and other contaminants would

not be transported to streams.

Although some types of site preparation would expose mineral soil, designing Riparian

Reserve on a site specific basis would help ensure that they are effective at capturing any soil

that may be mobilized during storm events.

Establishment of an ACEC under Alternatives 2 and 4 would help maintain and improve

water quality since any activity in the area would have to be consistent with maintenance and

protection of non-commodity values.

Decommissioning roads would help restore the natural flow regime and reduce stream

sedimentation over the longterm at the local scale but would not be detectable at the

watershed scale.
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The proposed action would incorporate all appropriate measures for preventing or minimizing

the amount of sediment that roads in the proposed action may contribute (Chapter 2 of this

document; Best Management Practices, Appendix D, Medford District ROD and RMP; and

Standards and Guidelines, Appendix B-6. FSEIS Vol. II.)

Renovating 7 miles of roads (KWEIS - Appendix 3) would result in localized stream turbidity

during the first major rainstorm of the wet season. However, it would be negligible . short-

term effect and would not impede recovery of the streams' historic sediment regimes. The
action would reduce potential for failure of the road prism and substantially reduce stream

sedimentation that would degrade aquatic habitat. Closing as many as 9 miles of roads using

gates or barricades would eliminate vehicle use and erosion of unsurfaced roads during

winter.

Restricting log hauling and road renovation, maintenance and decommissioning on roads

listed in Appendix 3 to the dry season would minimize the amount of sediment that could

reach streams. Any sediment that is generated from these activities would be local and

transitory, dispersing during the first several months of the wet season.

New permanent and temporary roads would not contribute sediment to streams because they

would be built on ridges and on other stable terrain away from streams.

5. Maintain and restore the sediment regime under which aquatic ecosystems evolved.

Elements of the sediment regime include the timing, volume, rate and character of sediment

input, storage and transport.

Again, retaining Riparian Reserves would filter out soil that may be mobilized in harvest units

and appropriate S&Gs, BMPs and PDFs (as cited above) would be implemented to prevent or

minimize the amount of sediment from roads that reaches streams. Blocking and renovating

roads would improve drainage, reduce stream sedimentation and reduce the risk of major road

failure.

Establishment of an ACEC under Alternatives 2 and 4 would help maintain and improve

water quality since any activity in the area would have to be consistent with maintenance and

protection of non-commodity values.

Treatments for forest health and fuels reduction would reduce potential for stand replacement

fires that can contribute large quantities of sediment to streams. Conversely, large stand

replacement fires followed by high intensity storms have historically caused landslides and

debris flows that reached streams and improved aquatic habitat diversity and fish production.

All potential harvest units were inspected for indications of current and potential slope

instability; problem areas were eliminated from further consideration or buffered where

appropriate.

New permanent and temporary roads would not contribute sediment to streams because they

would be built on ridges and on other stable terrain away from streams.

Tractor yarding, which results in more soil disturbance than other yarding types, would be

used on a minor percentage of all harvest acres. Skid trails would be discontinuously ripped

and waterbarred to prevent movement of soil off site into streams. No blades would be

allowed, which will help protect soils.

Not constructing firelines in Riparian Reserves and burning under fall-like conditions would

help minimize potential for sediment to enter streams.

6. Maintain and restore in-stream flows sufficient to create and sustain riparian, aquatic, and

wetland habitats and to retain patterns of sediment, nutrient, and wood routing. The timing,

magnitude, duration, and spatial distribution of peak, high and low flows must be protected.

Peak flows would not measurably increase under the proposed action because:

(a) more than 90 percent of the forested acres in the fifth field watershed are greater than 30

years of age (Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis p. 54) and therefore hydrologically
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recovered from past natural and human disturbance. In addition, regeneration harvest, which

has the highest potential for increasing streamflow, accounts for less than one half (27-42%)

of all harvest acres under Alternatives 1 and 2 and represents 1% of all acres in the watershed;

there is no regeneration harvest in Alternative 4 (b) road density would not increase (c) some
potential harvest units were deferred and others dispersed in order to minimize potential for

increasing peak flows in small watersheds (d) riparian reserves would partially buffer any

increases in water yield from harvest units on streamflow and (e) soil depth is adequate in

harvest units to allow precipitation to percolate into soil during storm events for slow release

(f) landings and tractor skid roads would be sub-soiled and waterbarred to encourage

infiltration rather than rapid runoff.

Summer stream flows are not expected to decrease because removal of commercial size trees

in Riparian Reserves would generally not take place; a 25 foot buffer would be retained on

any streams that are treated for fuels reduction , forest health or for wildlife habitat

improvement. Buffering streams will help ensure that vegetation treatments would not

encourage growth of alder, maple or riparian hardwoods that consume large amounts of water.

In addition. Riparian Reserves would tend to utilize excess groundwater from up-slope where

vegetation has been removed through timber harvest.

7. Maintain and restore the timing, variability and duration of floodplain inundation and

water table elevation in meadows and wetlands.

The type and amount of timber harvest and other vegetation treatments would not alter

flooding frequency or intensity at the watershed scale (refer to Objective #6). Floodplains

associated with streams are restricted to the toe of side slopes adjacent to streambanks

because of high stream gradient. There are no known wet meadows and wetlands adjacent to

any harvest unit. Seeps and springs would be protected with a 100 foot wide Riparian

Reserve.

8. Maintain and restore the species composition and structural diversity of plant communities

in riparian areas and wetlands to provide adequate summer and winter thermal regulation,

nutrient filtering, appropriate rates of surface erosion, bank erosion and channel migration and

to supply amounts and distributions of coarse woody debris sufficient to sustain physical

complexity and stability.

Retaining no-cut Riparian Reserves one to two site potential trees in width adjacent to most

timber harvest units will help meet this objective. However, several decades of fire

suppression has created situations where active management of Riparian Reserves is needed

in order to meet this objective. Planned treatments include non-commercial density

management and prescribed burning to restore forest health and to reduce fuel loading and

potential for stand replacement fires. Non-commercial thinning would be used to improve

vigor and maintain large pines inside and outside Riparian Reserves in the West Fork Whisky

Creek watershed.

9. Maintain and restore habitat to support well-distributed populations of native plant,

invertebrate, and vertebrate riparian-dependent species.

There would be some adverse, localized effects on populations and species distributions in

upland areas, an effect has been thoroughly discussed in the FSEIS. Refugia would remain

within the watershed and its high value as connectivity to adjacent watersheds would be

maintained. Riparian Reserves recovering from past harvest or wildfire would continue to do

so over the long term and contribute to supporting a diversity of species in the watershed.

Based on this analysis, the proposed project would be consistent with the Wild Rogue North

Watershed Analysis recommendations and findings, applicable Northwest Forest Plan

Standards and Guidelines, NEPA documentation and applicable aspects of the National

Marine Fisheries Service March 18, 1997 Biological Opinion. The project would not hinder

or prevent attainment of Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives at the 5"" field watershed

scale over the long term.
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Consistency Evaluation

A. Evaluation of Consistency with the Northwest Forest Plan Standards and
Guidelines

This project is located on lands classified as Matrix (General Forest Management Area);

therefore the S&G's for this Land Use Allocation would apply. The following S&G's, which

are required by the NFP, (USDA, USDl 1994) particularly apply to this action.

1 ). Riparian Reserves are specified for five categories of streams or waterbodies (C-

30). Riparian Widths were established based on the height of an average site potential tree

(NFP. C-31;KWEIS- 2.3.1.4).

2). S&G RF-2a (C-32) states that ACS objectives are to be met by "minimizing road

and landing locations in Riparian Reserves." No roads or landings in Riparian Reserves are

planned (KWEIS- 2.3.1.4).

3) S&G RF-2e (C-32) states that ACS objectives for roads are to be met by

"minimizing disruption of hydrologic flow paths, including diversion of streamflow and

interception of surface and subsurface flow." New road construction, renovation and

improvement would incorporate all appropriate Best Management Practices cited in the

Medford District ROD and Resource Management Plan (June 1995).

4) S&G RF-3a (C-32) states that ACS objectives are to be met by reconstructing/

renovating roads and associated drainage features that pose a substantial risk to aquatic and

riparian habitats. Seventeen to 20 miles of road renovation and improvement are planned,

depending on alternative (KWEIS - Appendix 3).

5) S&G RF-3c (C-32) states that ACS objectives are to be met by closing and

stabilizing, or obliterating and stabilizing roads based on ongoing and potential effects to ACS
objectives and considering short-term and long-term transportation needs. Ten to 14 miles of

road would be decommissioned, depending on alternative (KWEIS - Table 2-1).

6) S&G RF-4 (C-32) states that ACS objectives are to be met by constructing new
stream crossings and improving existing crossing structures to accommodate at least the 100-

year flood, including associated bedload and debris. Projects should be prioritized based on

potential impact to aquatic and riparian resources. Crossings should be designed and

maintained to prevent diversion of streamflow out of the channel and down the road during

storm events. This would be implemented during road renovation and improvement

activities.

7) S&G RF-5 (C-33) states that ACS objectives are to be met by minimizing delivery

of sediment from roads to streams by whatever site specific techniques may be appropriate.

This would be accomplished by incorporating all appropriate measures contained in Best

Management Practices, Appendix D. Medford District ROD and RMP

8) S&G RF-6 (C-33) states that ACS objectives are to be met by providing and

maintaining fish passage at all road crossings of existing and potential fish-bearing streams.

No culverts important for fish passage would be installed or replaced under the proposed

action.

9) S&G RF-7 (C-33) states that a Road Management Plan should be developed and

implemented that will meet ACS objectives. The plan is in progress.

10) S&G WR-1 (C-37) calls for designing and implementing watershed restoration

projects in a manner that promotes long-term ecological integrity of ecosystems and attains

ACS objectives. Effects of proposed fuels, forest health and LSR treatments are discussed in

Chapter 4.

1 1

)

S&G FW-1 (C-37) calls for designing and implementing fish and wildlife habitat

restoration and enhancement activities in a manner that contributes to ACS objectives.

Effects of proposed fuels, forest health and LSR treatments are discussed in Chapter 4.
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Appendix 13. Silvicultural Prescription for

Alternative 1.

KELSEYWHISKEY EIS
Silvicultural Prescription for Alternative 1

INTRODUCTION

The Kelsey Whisky EIS project proposes to harvest timber, do forest development and forest

heahh related treatments, do fuels reduction treatments, and conduct follow-up vegetation

treatments (e.g., site preparation, planting of conifers, maintenance treatments, protection

treatments, spacing of residual regeneration, and associated treatments to reduce activity

fuels) in 95 units within the Wild Rogue watershed. This prescription assesses stand

conditions and recommends treatments within the project area. Stands from which timber is

proposed to be harvested are allocated Matrix (Northern GFMA / Connectivity-Diversity

Blocks). Treatment within Late Successional Reserves is proposed to promote stand vigor,

retain stand components, and reduce fuels. Removal of commercial size conifers as a by-

product of the treatment is proposed for some of these areas. Riparian reserves are being

proposed for treatment under this project. Removal of commercial size conifers from

Riparian Reserves is not proposed.

Areas proposed for harvest are outside of any Tier 1, Key watersheds.

Stands proposed for treatment can be categorized as being Mixed Evergreen or Mixed Conifer

as described by Franklin and Dyrness in Natural Vegetation of Oregon and Washington

(1973). Units are in the tanoak and Douglas fir series. Douglas fir is the primary conifer

species. Ponderosa pine, sugar pine, and incense cedar occur within the project area. Primary

hardwood and shrub species include Pacific madrone, golden chinquapin, tanoak, canyon live

oak, rhododendron, and salal.

OBJECTIVES

Land Use Allocation Objectives :

Objectives for lands allocated to Matrix :

-Production of a sustainable supply of timber and other forest commodities,

-Providing connectivity (along with other allocations such as riparian reserves) between Late-

Successional Reserves

-Providing habitat for a variety of organisms associated with both late-successional and

younger forests,

-Providing for important ecological functions, and

-Providing early successional habitat.

Connectivity/Diversity Blocks have slightly different guidelines that provide for greater

connectivity over time.

Objectives for lands allocated to Late Successional Reserve :

-Protect and enhance conditions of late-successional and old-growth forest ecosystems, which

serve as habitat for late-successional and old-growth forest-related species including the

northern spotted owl and marbled murrelet.

-Maintain a functional, interacting, late-successional and old-growth forest ecosystem.
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Objectives for lands allocated to Riparian Reserve :

-The objectives of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy.

-Provide habitat for terrestrial species associated with late-successional forest habitat.

-Provide dispersal habitat for northern spotted owls.

-Implement strategies to achieve the goals established in the BLM's Riparian Wetland

Initiative for the 1990s.

Unit Specific Objectives (see also Appendix 4. Objective-based Cutting and Treatment

Methods) :

Regeneration Harvest Units (RH): 31-1,5-1,6-3,6-4,6-5,7-1,35-1, 1-1, 1-2.8-1. 18-1, 13-1,

23-lA,4-l,and4-2

The objective of regeneration harvests (RH) within these units is to harvest timber and replace

existing mature and older stands with young vigorous conifer stands while retaining green

conifers, a hardwood component, and providing for future coarse woody debris. Production is

wood volume is a primary objective.

Overstorv Removal Units (OR): 12-1. 26A. and 26A

1

The objective of overstory removal harvests (OR) within these units is to harvest timber and

replace existing mature and older stands with young vigorous conifer stands with the

emphasis on retaining existing conifer regeneration within the units while retaining green

conifers, a hardwood component, and providing for future coarse woody debris. Conifer

regeneration would be released. Production is wood volume is a primary objective.

Regeneration Harvest/Overstory Removal Units (RH/OR): 33A

The objective of the RH/OR treatment within unit 33A is to harvest timber and replace an

existing mature stand with a young vigorous conifer stand while retaining green conifers, a

hardwood component, and providing for future coarse woody debris. In areas where there is

existing conifer regeneration, emphasis will be placed on retaining and releasing it for

development of the next stand. Production is wood volume is a primary objective.

Regeneration Harvest/Commercial Thin Units (RH/CT): 6-2, 28A, 33-2

Overstory Removal/Commercial Thin Units (OR/CT): 33-1

These units contain areas that meet RMP criteria for regeneration harvests and overstory

removal as well as have areas suitable for commercial thinning. That is, they contain areas of

pole and sawtimber size conifers as well as areas of larger mature and older conifers.

Releasable conifer regeneration is present within overstory removal units. The objectives of

the treatments are same as for the individual treatments. In areas of regeneration harvest and

overstory removal, existing mature and older timber would be harvested and replaced with

young vigorous conifers. In areas of pole and sawtimber size conifers (areas that do not fit

RMP criteria for regeneration harvest) timber harvest would reduce stand densities so that

increased growth would occur on selected leave trees. Production of wood volume at the

present time and for the future is a primary objective.

Commercial Thinning Units (CT): 35-2. 7-2A, 7-2B, 8-2. 12-4. 17-3. 13C, 27-lD, 27-3, and

27-4

Commercial Thin/Precommercial Thin (CT/PCT): 14A, 22A, 23A. 24A, 27-lC, 27-2, 33B.

5-4, 16-1, 17-1, 17-2

Precommercial Thin (PCT): 14C, 23B, 23E. 33D.

The objective of Commercial Thinning (CT) within these units is to reduce stand densities in

areas occupied by conifers so that increased growth can occur on selected trees. Harvest of
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some wood volume at the present time and an increase/maintenance of growth rates for wood
volume harvest in the future are primary objectives. Unit 14A is south of the 32-8-31 road.

No harvest will occur in the Bobby Creek RNA. Units 5-4, 16-1, 17-1, and 17-2 have another

primary objective. Treatment is proposed to maintain a large pine component in these stands

for the present and for the future.

Commercial Thin/Precommercial Thin (CT/PCT) units contain areas of commercial size

conifers and areas of non-commercial conifers. The objective of the treatment is the same as

for commercial thin units. Stand densities would be reduced to harvest wood volume at the

present time and to increase/maintain growth rates for wood volume harvest in the future.

Precommercial Thin (PCT) units are units of primarily non-commercial size conifers

sometimes mixed with hardwoods and brush. The objective of the treatment is to reduce

stand densities so that growth conifer growth rates will increase or be maintained for wood
volume harvest in the future.

Commercial Densitv Management Units (CDM): 11-1. 22-1. 26-3. 27-lA. 27-lB, 28-lA,

28-lB, 12-2

Commercial Density Management/Non-Commercial Density Management (CDM/NDM):
26-2

The objective of Commercial Density Management (CDM) within these units is similar to that

of commercial thinning and to commercial thinning/precommercial thinning. However, stand

density reduction treatments would be designed to enhance and promote desired stand

characteristics for wildlife or other non-production objectives. Stand vigor (forest health) is a

concern. Production of wood volume at the present time or for the future is not a primary

objective.

Pine Enhancement/Maintenance Unit (PEMU): West Fork Whisky Creek Uplands, West Fork

Whisky Creek Riparian Reserves

The objective of the pine enhancement/maintenance treatment is to maintain a large pine

component in these stands for the present and for the future.

Pine Conversion Non-Commercial Density Management Unit: 2-3

The objective of the pine conversion non-commercial density management treatment is to

accelerate the development of a mixed conifer stand (predominantly a stand of Douglas-fir

with a lesser component of pine) within a stand that is currently dominated by ponderosa pine

that was planted after a wildfire in the 1970s.
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STAND DESCRIPTIONS /ANALYSES / RECOMMENDED TREATMENTS

UPPER EAST KELSEY

UNIT 31-1 T.32S.,R.8W.. section 31

T.33S., R.8W., section 6

Stand Description : Unit 31-1 is a two-storied stand the has an overstory of mature and older

Douglas-fir and sugar pine generally 24-4()"dbh. The understory consists of brush for

chinkapin, canyon live oak, rhododendron and areas of thick Douglas fir and sugar pine

regeneration.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. Crowns within the unit are starting to thin. Crowns are starting to flatten. Mortality

is occurring as evidenced by presence of snags. Some conifer regeneration exists but for the

most part it is not of high quality. That is, much of the regeneration would not respond to a

release treatment.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir with scattered pine. Trees within

this layer would provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse

woody debris. Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre

would remain. The understory canopy layer would consist of a mixture of Douglas-fir

regeneration currently on the site and young conifers that became established within a few

years following harvest, treatment of activity fuels, and other site preparation. In the long-

term, the stand would retain this two-storied structure. There would be 3-5 larger hardwoods

per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of understory

conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy

cover and density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive

vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 31-1. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh.

Retain 7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained conifers

should approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed

throughout the unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain

three additional conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger

hardwoods per acre where present. Helicopter yard. Handpile and bum piles. Plant with a

mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly pine. Conduct follow-up

maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-up treatments may

include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Slashing and broadcast burning was considered. No
treatment under this project was considered for Alternative 4.
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UNITS 5-1, 6-3South T.33S., R.8W., section 5

Stand Description : Units 5-1 and 6-3south are unentered two-storied stands with an

overstory of mature Douglas fir generally 24-36" dbh. Occasional large sugar pine can be

found within the stands. The understory consists of thick rhododendron mixed with canyon

live oak and chinkapin brush. There is a limited amount of Douglas-fir regeneration present.

Few tree form hardwoods occur.

Analysis ; This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. A limited amount of mortality is occurring as evidenced by presence of snags. Some
blowdown is present. Some conifer regeneration exists but for the most part it is not of high

quality. That is, much of the regeneration would not respond to a release treatment.

Desired Future Condition ; The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir with scattered pine. Trees within

this layer would provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse

woody debris. Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre

would remain. The understory canopy layer would consist of a mixture of Douglas-fir

regeneration currently on the site and young conifers that became established within a few

years following harvest, treatment of activity fuels, and other site preparation. In the long-

term, the stand would retain this two-storied structure. There would be 3-5 larger hardwoods

per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies; Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of understory

conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy

cover and density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive

vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines); Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for units 5-1 and 6-3south. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six

inches dbh. Retain 7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained

conifers should approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed

throughout the unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain

three additional conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger

hardwoods per acre where present. Cable yard. Slash broadcast burn. Plant with a mixture

of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly pine. Conduct follow-up

maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-up treatments may
include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce activity fuels.

Treatment within units 6-3R2, and 6-3R3 is recommended to establish and promote an

understory of conifers within these riparian reserves. Slash brush and hardwoods 7 inches in

diameter and less to within 25 feet of streams. Underburn concurrently with site preparation

on adjacent harvest units. Within these units precommercial thin remaining conifer

regeneration at a lO'xlO' spacing. Interplant with a mixture of 50% Douglas fir and 50%
minor species predominantly late-successionally associated conifers. Conduct follow-up

maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-up treatments may

include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered ; Harvest of Subunit 6-3North and treatment of riparian

unit 6-3RI was considered. No treatment under this project of unit 5-1 was considered in

Alternatives 2 and 4. No treatment under this project of unit 6-3North or 6-3South was

considered in Alternative 4.
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UNIT 6-2 T.33S., R.8W., sections 5, 6

Stand Description : Unit 6-2 is an unentered multi-storied stand. The overstory consists of

mature and older Douglas fir generally 24-36" dbh. Some large ponderosa pines are present.

A middle canopy layer of pole and post size Douglas fir is present in some portions of the

unit. The understory consists of limited amounts of Douglas-fir regeneration mixed with

canyon live oak and tanoak brush.

Analysis : This unit is designated Matrix. Areas within the unit meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Some conifer regeneration exists but for the most part it is not of high

quality. That is, much of the regeneration would not respond to a release treatment. There are

areas of pole size Douglas fir that would respond to the release provided by a commercial

thin. Growth would be concentrated into existing stems with a thinning treatment.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that retained multiple canopies. Overall, the unit would retain

considerable diversity. Where there are currently large Douglas fir and pine over pole size

Douglas fir, advanced Douglas-fir regeneration, and hardwoods. The upper canopy layer

would consist of larger, older Douglas fir and ponderosa pine. Trees within this canopy layer

would provide future larger structural elements such as snags and coarse woody debris. A
middle canopy layer would consist of pole-size Douglas fir. The lowest canopy layer would

consist of existing conifer regeneration, hardwoods, and shrubs. Where there are currently

pole size conifers, stand densities would be reduced. These areas would still retain many of

the characteristics they currently have. Throughout the unit, ponderosa pine would be favored

for retention. Areas of smaller post/sapling size conifer regeneration would be spaced and

retained trees would respond to the release.

In the long-term the unit would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and

there was no understory canopy layer) into a stand of three canopy layers. There would be

dominant conifers over pole size and mature Douglas fir. These two canopy layers would be

over conifer regeneration. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of understory

conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy

cover and density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive

vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for the eastern three-quarters of unit 6-2. Harvest merchantable conifers

greater than six inches dbh. Retain 7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per

acre. Retained conifers should approximate species composition of the present stand and

should be dispersed throughout the unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and

cull trees. Retain three additional conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-

5 larger hardwoods per acre where present.

In the western one quarter of the unit, in areas of pole-size conifers, and areas of pole-size

conifers mixed with non-merchantable conifers and hardwoods, commercial thin (CT) is the

recommended treatment. The thinning should be primarily from below with the emphasis on

maintaining a canopy cover of 40%. When clumped, codominant and dominant trees may be

removed to achieve better spacing. Emphasize retaining vigorous, well-formed ponderosa

pine where possible. Hardwoods may be counted for up to 10% of the desired canopy cover.

Cable yard. Slash brush and damaged conifer regeneration. Handpile and burn piles. Plant with

a mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly pine. Conduct follow-up

maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-up treatments may

include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Regeneration harvest for the entire unit followed by

slashing of brush and damaged conifers and broadcast burning was considered. No treatment

under this project was considered in Alternative 4.
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UNIT 6-4 T.33S., R.8W., sections 6, 7

Stand Description : Unit 6-4 is an unentered multi-storied stand. The overstory consists of

mature and older Douglas-fir generally28-40"dbh. There are occasional sugar pines of this

size and larger. Hardwoods consist of tree form chinkapin, 8- 12"dbh and a limited amount of

madrone generally <8"dbh. There are areas of thick rhododendron and salal mixed with

chinkapin and tanoak brush. Canyon live oak is present as is some Douglas fir and sugar pine

regeneration.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. Tree crowns within the unit are starting to thin. Mortality is beginning to occur as

evidenced by presence of snags. Some conifer regeneration exists but for the most part it is

not of high quality. That is, much of the regeneration would not respond to a release

treatment.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir with scattered pine. Trees within

this layer would provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse

woody debris. Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre

would remain. The understory canopy layer would consist of a mixture of Douglas-fir

regeneration currently on the site and young conifers that became established within a few

years following harvest, treatment of activity fuels, and other site preparation. In the long-

term, the stand would retain this two-storied structure. There would be 3-5 larger hardwoods

per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of understory

conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy

cover and density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive

vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 6-4. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh. Retain

7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained conifers should

approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed throughout the

unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain three additional

conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre where

present. Cable yard portions of the unit that can be yarded from the temporary road.

Helicopter yard remainder of the unit. Handpile and burn piles. Plant with a mixture of 75%
Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly rust resistant sugar pine. Conduct follow-

up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-up treatments

may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : A longer and permanent road that would have provided

better access was considered. Construction of the road would allow the entire unit to be cable

yarded. Damaged conifers and brush followed by broadcast burning was considered if the

longer, permanent road was built. No treatment under this project was considered in

Alternative 4.
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UNIT 6-5 T.33S., R.8W.. sections 6, 7

T.33S., R.9W., sections 1, 12

Stand Description : Unit 6-5 is multi-storied stand of mature and older Douglas-fir generally

24-40"'dbh. Some sugar pine of similar size and larger exists. A middle canopy layer of pole

and sawtimber size Douglas-fir and 4-12"dbh madrone is present in areas. The lowest canopy

level consists of tanoak and chinkapin brush. The unit contains slick leaf ceanothus, canyon

live oak, and patches of Douglas-fir regeneration. Portions of the stand have been previously

entered for timber harvest. Pacific yew is present.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. Some of the overstory trees show signs of decay (conk). Mortality is beginning to

occur as evidenced by presence of snags. Some conifer regeneration exists but for the most

part it is not of high quality. That is, much of the regeneration would not respond to a release

treatment.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir with scattered pine. Trees within

this layer would provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse

woody debris. Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre

would remain. The understory canopy layer would consist of Douglas-fir regeneration that

became established within a few years following harvest, treatment of activity fuels, and other

site preparation. In the long-term, the stand would retain this two-storied structure. There

would be 3-5 larger hardwoods/acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies; Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of understory

conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy

cover and density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive vegetation

such as ceanothus.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 6-5. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh. Retain

7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained conifers should

approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed throughout the

unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain three additional

conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre where

present. Cable yard. Slash brush and damaged conifer regeneration. Broadcast burn. Plant

with a mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly pine. Conduct

follow-up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-up

treatments may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce activity

fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered ; No treatment under this project was considered in

Alternatives 2 and 4.
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UNIT 7-1 T.33S., R.8W., section 7

Stand Description : Unit 7-1 is an unentered multi-storied stand. The overstory consists of

mature Douglas-fir 28-40"dbh. Some sugar pine of the same size and larger exists. Some
snags are present. The unit contains a middle canopy layer of tree form tanoak, chinkapin,

and canyon live oak. The lowest canopy level consists of tanoak and chinkapin brush, smaller

diameter canyon live oaks, and patches of rhododendron. There are areas of Douglas-fir

regeneration.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. Mortality is beginning to occur as evidenced by presence of snags. Some conifer

regeneration exists but for the most part it is not of high quality. That is, much of the

regeneration would not respond to a release treatment.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir with scattered pine. Trees within

this layer would provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse

woody debris. Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre

would remain. The understory canopy layer would consist of Douglas-fir regeneration that

became established within a few years following harvest, treatment of activity fuels, and other

site preparation. In the long-term, the stand would retain this two-storied structure. There

would be 3-5 larger hardwoods/acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak, chinkapin, and rhododendron. Once conifer seedlings are established,

maintenance of understory conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as

fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the establishment

and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 7- 1 . Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh. Retain

7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20" dbh per acre. Retained conifers should

approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed throughout the

unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain three additional

conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre where

present. Cable yard. Slash brush and damaged conifer regeneration. Broadcast burn. Plant

with a mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly pine. Conduct

follow-up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-up

treatments may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce activity

fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : No treatment under this project was considered in

Alternative 4.
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UNIT 35-1 T.32S., R.9W., section 35

Stand Description ; Unit 35-1 is a multi-storied stand. The overstory consists of areas of

mature and older Douglas-fir 32-40'"dbh mixed with a limited number of sugar pine the same

size and larger. Within the unit there are areas of tree form chinkapin 4-8"dbh. These

chinkapin fonn a middle canopy layer. The lowest canopy level consists of areas of salal and

tanoak brush mixed with patches of Douglas-fir regeneration.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. Mortality is beginning to occur as evidenced by presence of snags. Some conifer

regeneration exists but for the most part it is not of high quality. That is, much of the

regeneration would not respond to a release treatment.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir with scattered pine. Trees within

this layer would provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse

woody debris. Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre

would remain. The understory canopy layer would consist of Douglas-fir regeneration that

became established within a few years following harvest, treatment of activity fuels, and other

site preparation. In the long-term, the stand would retain this two-storied structure. There

would be 3-5 larger hardwoods/acre

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies : Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak and chinkapin. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of

understory conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase

this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of

competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 35-1. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh.

Retain 7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained conifers

should approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed

throughout the unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain

three additional conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retained trees should be as

mistletoe-free as possible. Retain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre where present. Cable yard.

Slash brush and damaged conifer regeneration. Broadcast burn. Plant with a mixture of 75%
Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly rust resistant sugar pine. Conduct follow-

up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-up treatments

may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : A fuels treatment only was considered in Alternative 4.
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UNIT 35-2 T.32S., R.9W.. section 35

Stand Description : Unit 35-2 is a stand of pole and sawtimber size Douglas fir mixed with

tree form chinkapin and madrone. Conifer diameters generally range from 8-16" at breast

height. Scattered larger Douglas fir exists in the stand. There is a limited amount of sugar

pine. The sugar pine and hardwoods are falling out of the stand. Many of have died in recent

years or will die in the near future. An estimated 5% of the conifers show snow or wind
damage. The understory is open with areas of salal. The stand is for the most part a single-

storied stand.

Analysis ; This area is designated Matrix. Stand does not currently meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Existing pole size and larger remnant conifers are capable of responding

to a thinning. Areas of the unit are overstocked with conifers and other vegetation.

Suppression mortality is occurring in smaller conifers and hardwoods.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had approximately 40% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. There would be a hardwood component within the stand for a

longer period of time. There would be development of ground cover and brush in the unit as

the result of the canopy being opened. The stand would be two-storied.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become

fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir over limited

amounts of brush and ground cover. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Commercial thin is

the recommended treatment for unit 35-2. The thinning should be from below with the

emphasis on maintaining a minimum canopy cover of 40% across the unit. Space codominant

and dominant trees where they are clumped. Cable yard. Handpile slash and burn piles.

Silvicultural Options Considered : None.
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UNIT 1-1 T.33S., R.9W., section 1

Stand Description : Unit 1-1 is an unentered stand that has an overstory of mature and older

Douglas fir generally 28-36" dbh mixed with a limited number of larger dominant sugar pine.

The overstory is fairly open with an estimated canopy closure (in the upper canopy layer) of

30-40%. As a result of this open condition, tree crowns are fuller and overstory trees have a

greater live crown ratio than trees in more closed stands. A middle canopy layer of tree form

chinkapin and canyon live oak exists. The lowest canopy layer consists of thick chinkapin,

tanoak. rhododendron, and canyon live oak brush. There is a small amount of Douglas-fir

regeneration.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. Stand is not currently occupied by actively growing conifers. Some conifer

regeneration exists but for the most part it is not of high quality. That is, much of the

regeneration would not respond to a release treatment.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir with scattered pine. Trees within

this layer would provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse

woody debris. Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre

would remain. The understory canopy layer would consist of Douglas-fir regeneration that

became established within a few years following harvest, treatment of activity fuels, and other

site preparation. There would be a scattering of hardwoods between the two canopy layers.

In the long-term, the stand would retain this two-storied structure. There would be 3-5 larger

hardwoods/acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies : Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak and chinkapin. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of

understory conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase

this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of

competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 1-1. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh. Retain

7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained conifers should

approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed throughout the

unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain three additional

conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre where

present. Helicopter yard. Slash brush and damaged conifer regeneration. Broadcast burn.

Plant with a mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly rust resistant

sugar pine. Conduct follow-up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand

establishment. Follow-up treatments may include treatments such as handpiling and burning

of piles to reduce activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Broadcast burning was considered in Alternative 2. No
treatment under this project was considered in Alternative 4.
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UNIT 1-2 T.33S.. R.9W.. section 1

Stand Description ; Unit 1-2 is an unentered multi-storied stand with an overstory of mature

and older Douglas-fir 20-36"dbh mixed with scattered large sugar pine. A middle canopy

layer of scattered large madrone 10-16"dbh, canyon live oak 4-6"dbh, and tanoak 4-6"dbh is

present. These canopy layers are above a layer of tanoak brush. There is a small amount of

Douglas-fir regeneration.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. Stand is showing signs of decline. Decay is present in some of the trees. Some
conifer regeneration exists but for the most part it is not of high quality. That is, much of the

regeneration would not respond to a release treatment. Larger hardwoods are dying out.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir with scattered pine. Trees within

this layer would provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse

woody debris. Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre

would remain. The understory canopy layer would consist of Douglas-fir regeneration that

became established within a few years following harvest, treatment of activity fuels, and other

site preparation. There would be a scattering of hardwoods between the two canopy layers.

In the long-term, the stand would retain this two-storied structure. There would be 3-5 larger

hardwoods/acre

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of understory

conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy

cover and density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive

vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (.see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 1-2. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh. Retain

7 conifers across the range of diameters over 2()"dbh per acre. Retained conifers should

approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed throughout the

unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain three additional

conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre where

present. Cable yard. Slash brush and damaged conifer regeneration. Broadcast burn. Plant

with a mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly rust resistant sugar

pine. Conduct follow-up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment.

Follow-up treatments may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to

reduce activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : No treatment under this project was considered in

Alternatives 2 and 4.
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UNIT 11-1 T.33S., R.9W., section 11

Stand Description ; Unit 11-1 is very similar to other stands in the area. It is an unentered

stand of pole and sawtimber size Douglas fir mixed with chinkapin. There are a very limited

number of larger remnant conifers. There are a limited number of sugar pines. The sugar

pine poles and hardwoods are falling out of the stand. Many of have died in recent years or

will die in the near future. Past snow and/or wind damage is evident in a small percentage of

the conifers. The understory is consists or open areas and areas of salal and tanoak brush.

Analysis ; This area is designated Late Successional Reserve. Objectives for this land use

allocation are focused on late successional stand habitat and the wildlife that it supports. Pole

size and larger remnant conifers are capable of responding to a thinning. Areas of the unit are

overstocked with conifers and other vegetation. Suppression mortality is occurring in smaller

conifers and hardwoods. Ladder fuels are a concern along the ridge.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had a minimum of 60% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. There would be a hardwood component within the stand for a

longer period of time. There would be some development of ground cover and brush in the

unit as the result of the canopy being opened. The stand would be two-storied. Ladder fuels

would be reduced to a degree.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become

fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir and sugar pine

over limited amounts of brush and ground cover. The stand would contain scattered large

hardwoods.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies; Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation. Periodic underburning or other fuels

treatment would retard the development of ladder fuels.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines); Commercial

Density Management (CDM) is the recommended treatment for unit 11-1. Stocking should be

reduced from below with the emphasis on maintaining a minimum canopy cover of 60%
across the unit. Upper diameter limit for cutting is IT'dbh to conform with critical habitat

definitions. Cable yard. Handpile slash and burn piles. Evaluate for fuels build-up 3-5 years

after harvest. Treat fuels through slashing/handpiling/burning piles or through underburning

as needed to slow development of ladder fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : None.
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UNIT 12-1 T.33S.. R.9W., section 12

Stand Description : Unit 12-1 is a two-storied stand. The overstory consists of mature and

older Douglas fir generally 20-36"dbh mixed with scattered large sugar pine. The understory

consists of patches of Douglas-fir regeneration mixed with brush form chinkapin and small

amount of tanoak. Manzanita is present as is madrone, canyon live oak, and bear grass. The
stand was entered for timber harvest.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. Stand is showing signs of decline. Decay is present in some of the trees. There are

numerous snags and spike top trees. There is a sufficient amount of conifer to emphasize its

retention during timber harvest. Much of the regeneration would respond to a release

treatment. Much of the overstory has been removed in a previous entry(ies).

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir with scattered pine. Trees within

this layer would provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse

woody debris. Canopy cover would be light, as approximately nine large conifers per acre

would remain. The understory canopy layer would consist of existing Douglas-fir

regeneration and regeneration that became established within a few years following harvest,

treatment of activity fuels, and other site preparation. In the long-term, the stand would retain

this two-storied structure. There would be 3-5 larger hardwoods/acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Timely site preparation, removal of slash from established

seedlings, and reforestation following harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of

occupying the site before competitive species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are

established, maintenance of understory conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such

as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through an Overstory Removal (OR) is

recommended for unit 12-1. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh.

Emphasize retention of existing conifer regeneration. Retain 6 conifers across the range of

diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained conifers should approximate species composition

of the present stand and should be dispersed throughout the unit. Retained conifers should

consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain three additional conifers per acre for future coarse

woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre where present. Cable yard. Evaluate for

stocking levels. Space regeneration to a spacing of I4"xl4" where clumpy. Handpile slash

and burn piles. If necessary for unit to meet stocking standards, plant with a mixture of 75%
Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly rust resistant sugar pine. Conduct follow-

up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-up treatments

may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : No treatment under this project was considered in

Alternative 4.

CALIFORNIA GULCH
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UNIT 22-1 T.33S., R.8W., sections 21, 22

Stand Description : Unit 22-1 is predominantly a two-storied stand. There are large

scattered sugar pine and ponderosa pine over pole and sawtimber size Douglas fir. The
understory is generally open with some light tanoak brush.

Analysis : Unit is in a designated Late Successional Reserve. Objectives for this land use

allocation are focused on late successional stand habitat and the wildlife that it supports.

Maintaining large pine in the unit is desired. Unit is overstocked. Smaller conifers capable of

responding to release are present.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had a minimum of 60% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. There would be a hardwood component within the stand for a

longer period of time. The stand would be two-storied. Ladder fuels would be reduced to a

degree.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become

fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of multiple canopy layers. There would be large Douglas fir and

sugar pine over pole and sawtimber size conifers over limited amounts of brush and ground

cover. The stand would contain scattered large hardwoods.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation. Periodic underburning or other fuels

treatment would retard the development of ladder fuels.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Commercial

Density Management (CDM) is the recommended treatment for unit 22-1. Stocking should

be reduced from below with the emphasis on maintaining a minimum canopy cover of 60%
across the unit. Open up canopy 15' past the drip line around large pine. Upper diameter

limit for cutting is 11" dbh to conform to critical habitat definitions. Helicopter yard.

Handpile slash and burn piles. Evaluate for fuels build-up 3-5 years after harvest. Treat fuels

through slashing/handpiling/burning piles or through underburning as needed to slow

development of ladder fuels

Silvicultural Options Considered : None.
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UNIT 23-1 T.33S., R.8W., section 23

Stand Description : Unit 23-1 is a mixed stand. Within the stand there widely spaced mature

and older Douglas fir, ponderosa pine, and sugar pine. These trees are scattered amongst
small merchantable size conifers, non-merchantable conifers, tree form chinkapin, and

madrone. The understory consists of evergreen huckleberry, limited amounts of manzanita,

and salal. There is ceanothus in more open areas.

Analysis : Unit is in a designated Late Successional Reserve. Objectives for this land use

allocation are focused on late successional stand habitat and the wildlife that it supports. Unit

is overstocked as evidenced by areas of dead manzanita that have been shaded out. Smaller

conifers (4-10"dbh range) capable of responding to release are present.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would be

a stand that had stand densities reduced. Reduction of densities would result in reduced

competition on retained trees. Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality

of remaining conifers and hardwoods would decrease. There would be a hardwood

component within the stand for a longer period of time. Ladder fuels would be reduced to a

degree.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become
fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of multiple canopy layers. There would be large Douglas fir and

pine over smaller conifers, brush and ground cover. The stand would contain scattered large

hardwoods.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation. Periodic underbuming or other fuels

treatment would retard the development of ladder fuels.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marl^ing guidelines): A non-commercial

density management treatment is recommended for unit 23-1. Space non-commercial

conifers and hardwoods that are less than 7" dbh on a 16'xl6' spacing. Slash brush.

Handpile slash and burn piles. No treatment to be done to commercial size conifers.

Underburn where feasible in approximately 5 years to reduce ladder fuels. Slash, handpile,

and burn piles where underburning would cause unacceptable risk or conifer mortality.

Silvicultural Options Considered : None.
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UNIT 26-2 T.33S., R.8W., sections 23, 26

Stand Description : Unit 26-2 is a two-storied stand. Tlie overstory consists of

predominantly pole-size Douglas fir mixed with small sawtimber size conifers and

hardwoods. Hardwood species include madrone, chinkapin, and tanoak. The understory

consists of tanoak brush, rhododendron, evergreen huckleberry, canyon live oak, and salal.

Analysis : Unit is in a designated Late Successional Reserve. Objectives for this land use

allocation are focused on late successional stand habitat and the wildlife that it supports. Unit

is overstocked. Conifers capable of responding to release are present. Stand vigor is a

concern.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had a minimum of 60% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. There would be a hardwood component within the stand for a

longer period of time. The stand would be two-storied. Ladder fuels would be reduced to a

degree.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be improved. Crowns of existing trees would become

fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain the characteristics of or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and

there was no understory canopy layer) into a stand of multiple canopy layers. There would be

Douglas fir pole and sawtimber size conifers over brush and ground cover. The stand would

contain scattered hardwoods.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation. Periodic underburning or other fuels

treatment would retard the development of ladder fuels.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Commercial/

noncommercial Density Management (CDM/NDM) is the recommended treatment for unit

26-2. Stocking should be reduced from below with the emphasis on maintaining a minimum
canopy cover of 60% across the unit. Hardwoods may count for up to one sixth of the desired

60% canopy cover. Emphasize retention of codominants and dominants. Upper diameter

limit for cutting is 11" dbh. Tractor yard from existing skid roads. Cable yard remaining

areas. Space non-commercial conifers and hardwoods less than 7" dbh on a 16'xl6' spacing.

Slash brush. Handpile slash and burn piles. Evaluate for fuels build-up 3-5 years after

harvest. Treat fuels through slashing/handpiling/burning piles or through underburning as

needed to slow development of ladder fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : None.
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UNIT 26-3 T.33S.. R.8W., section 26

Stand Description : Unit 26-3 is a stand of pole and sawtimber size Douglas fir. Understory

consists of madrone, areas of tanoak brush, limited conifer regeneration, and areas that are

relatively open.

Analysis : Unit is in a designated Late Successional Reserve. Objectives for this land use

allocation are focused on late successional stand habitat and the wildlife that it supports.

Portions of the unit are overstocked. Conifers capable of responding to release are present.

Stand vigor is a concern.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had a minimum of 60% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. The stand would be two-storied. There would some
development of a second canopy layer as brush and other vegetation grew near the ground.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become
fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir pole and sawtimber size

conifers over brush and ground cover. The stand would contain scattered hardwoods.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation. Periodic underburning or other fuels

treatment would retard the development of ladder fuels.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Commercial

Density Management (CDM) is the recommended treatment for unit 26-3. Stocking should

be reduced from below with the emphasis on maintaining a minimum canopy cover of 60%
across the unit. Hardwoods may count for up to one sixth of the desired 60% canopy cover.

Emphasize retention of codominants and dominants. Upper diameter limit for cutting is

1 r'dbh. Cable yard. Space non-commercial conifers and hardwoods less than 7"dbh on a

16'x 16' spacing. Slash brush. Handpile slash and burn piles. Evaluate for fuels build-up 3-5

years after harvest. Treat fuels through slashing/handpiling/burning piles or through

underburning as needed to slow development of ladder fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : None.
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UNITS 27-1 A, 27- IB T.33S.. R.8W.. sections 27,28,34,28-1 A.

28- IB

Stand Description : These units have overstories of large sugar pine, ponderosa pine, and

Douglas fir over pole and sawtimber size Douglas fir mixed with hardwoods. Some of the

sugar pines are quite large. Some have diameters of over 6 feet. Some of the madrone and

chinkapin are also large, falling into the 16"-24"dbh range. Understories are open in some
areas. Other areas contain thick tanoak brush. There are areas of thick Douglas-fir

regeneration.

Analysis : Unit is in a designated Late Successional Reserve. Objectives for this land use

allocation are focused on late successional stand habitat and the wildlife that it supports.

Maintaining large pine in the unit is desired. Maintaining stand vigor is a concern. Unit is

overstocked. Smaller conifers capable of responding to release are present. Area gets a

limited amount of recreational use. Ladder fuels and fuels build-up especially along roads are

a concern.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had a minimum of 60% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. There would be a hardwood component within the stand for a

longer period of time. The stand would be two-storied. Ladder and roadside fuels would be

reduced to a degree.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become
fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of multiple canopy layers. There would be large Douglas fir and

sugar pine over pole and sawtimber size conifers over limited amounts of brush and ground

cover. The stand would contain scattered large hardwoods.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation. Periodic underburning or other fuels

treatment would retard the development of ladder fuels.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marliing guidelines): Commercial

Density Management (CDM) is the recommended treatment for these units. Stocking should

be reduced from below with the emphasis on maintaining a minimum canopy cover of 60%
across the unit. Open up canopy 15' past the drip line around large pine. Upper diameter

limit for cutting is IT'dbh to conform with critical habitat definitions. Cable yard areas

reachable from existing roads. Helicopter yard remaining areas. To address fuels concerns,

space non-commercial conifers and hardwoods. Prune limbs along road. Slash brush.

Handpile slash and burn piles. Evaluate for fuels build-up 3-5 years after harvest. Treat fuels

through slashing/handpiling/burning piles or through underburning as needed to slow

development of ladder fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : None.
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MEADOW CREEK

UNITS 7-2A. 7-2B T.33S.. R.8W.. sections 6, 7, 8

Stand Description ; Units 7-2A and 7-2B are unentered stands composed of smaller

sawtimber, pole and post-size Douglas fir mixed with madrone. There is a limited amount of

sugar pine. The sugar pine and hardwoods are falling out of the stand. Many of have died in

recent years or will die in the near future. Past snow and/or wind damage is evident in a small

percentage of the conifers. The understory is open with areas of salal, rhododendron, and

canyon live oak. Bear grass is present. Manzanita is has been shaded out.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand does not currently meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Pole and post size conifers are capable of responding to a thinning.

Areas of the unit are overstocked with conifers and other vegetation. Suppression mortality is

occurring in smaller conifers and hardwoods. With allowance to retain some "damaged"

stems for wildlife objectives growth would be concentrated on the more economically

valuable trees.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had approximately 40% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. There would be a hardwood component within the stand for a

longer period of time. There would be development of ground cover and brush in the unit as

the result of the canopy being opened. The stand would be two-storied.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become

fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, in.stead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir over brush and

smaller conifers. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Commercial thin is

the recommended treatment for unit 35-2. The thinning should be from below with the

emphasis on maintaining a minimum canopy cover of 40% across the unit. Space codominant

and dominant trees where they are clumped. Space non-commercial conifers. Cable yard.

Handpile slash and burn piles. Underburn areas where mortality to retained trees would not

result.

Silvicultural Options Considered ; None.
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UNIT 8-1 T.33S., R.8W.. sections 7, 8

Stand Description : Unit 8-1 is a multi-storied stand. The overstory consists of mature and

older Douglas 24-40"dbh mixed with sugar pine of the same size and larger. A middle canopy

layer consists of areas of tree form chinkapin and tanoak as well as some madrone. Thick

canyon live oak and areas of manzanita make up the lowest canopy. There are pockets of

Douglas-fir regeneration.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. Stand is showing signs of decline. Treetops are starting to thin. There are broken

top trees. There are snags. Some conifer regeneration exists but for the most part it is not of

high quality. That is, much of the regeneration would not respond to a release treatment

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir with scattered pine. Trees within

this layer would provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse

woody debris. Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre

would remain. The understory canopy layer would consist of existing Douglas-fir

regeneration and regeneration that became established within a few years following harvest,

treatment of activity fuels, and other site preparation. In the long-term, the stand would retain

this two-storied structure. There would be 3-5 larger hardwoods/acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of understory

conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy

cover and density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive

vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 8-1. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh. Retain

7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained conifers should

approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed throughout the

unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain three additional

conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre where

present. Cable yard. Slash brush and damaged conifer regeneration. Broadcast burn. Plant

with a mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly rust resistant sugar

pine. Conduct follow-up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment.

Follow-up treatments may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to

reduce activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : No treatment under this project was considered in

Alternative 4.
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UNIT 8-2 T.33S.. R.8W., section 8

Stand Description : Unit 8-2 is a stand of pole and sawtimber size Douglas fir and sugar

pine. Sugar pine comprises approximately 20-25% of the stand. Conifer diameters generally

range from 1 2-20" at breast height. Most trees have diameters towards the center of that

range. An estimated 20% of the conifers show snow or wind damage. Tree form chinkapin

and canyon live oak are present. The understory contains salal and beargrass. There are

scattered large remnant sugar pines within the stand. The stand is a multi-storied.

Analysis ; This area is designated Matrix. Stand does not currently meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Pole size and larger remnant conifers are capable of responding to a

thinning. Areas of the unit are overstocked with conifers and other vegetation. Area has

experienced a wind or snow event greater than other stands in the area. With allowance to

retain some "damaged" stems for wildlife objectives growth would be concentrated on the

more economically valuable trees.

Desired Future Condition ; The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had approximately 40% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. There would be a hardwood component within the stand for a

longer period of time. The stand would continue to be multi-storied. Overall, the unit would

retain considerable diversity. The upper canopy layer would consist of larger, older pine.

Trees within this canopy layer would provide larger structural elements such as snags and

coarse woody debris. A middle canopy layer would consist of mature conifers principally

Douglas fir. The lowest canopy layer would consist of existing conifer regeneration and

brush.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become

fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir over brush and

smaller conifers. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies; Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation. Maintenance of additional stems (and

associated canopies) in areas of past snow and/or wind damage will help lessen the chances of

unacceptable damage occurring, as the trees will tend to support each other.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines); Commercial thin is

the recommended treatment for unit 8-2. The thinning should be from below with the

emphasis on maintaining a minimum canopy cover of 50% across the unit to allow for

potential top breakage from wind or snow. Space codominant and dominant trees where they

are clumped. Cable yard. Handpile slash and burn piles.

Silvicultural Options Considered ; None.
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UNIT 18- T.33S.. R.8W., section 18

T.33S., R.9W., section 13

Stand Description : Unit 18-1 is an unentered two-storied stand. The overstory consists of

mature and older Douglas-fir 20-40"dbh mixed with occasional sugar pines of the same size

and larger. This canopy layer is above an understory of thick tanoak and chinkapin brush that

is mixed with areas of rhododendron. Areas where the understory is relatively open are

present. There is a limited amount of canyon live oak and a limited amount of Douglas-fir

regeneration.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. Some conifer regeneration exists but for the most part it is not of high quality. That

is. much of the regeneration would not respond to a release treatment.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir with scattered pine. Trees within

this layer would provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse

woody debris. Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre

would remain. The understory canopy layer would consist of existing Douglas-fir

regeneration and regeneration that became established within a few years following harvest,

treatment of activity fuels, and other site preparation. In the long-term, the stand would retain

this two-storied structure. There would be 3-5 larger hardwoods/acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies : Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of understory

conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy

cover and density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive

vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 18-1. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh.

Retain 7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20" dbh per acre. Retained conifers

should approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed

throughout the unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain

three additional conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger

hardwoods per acre where present. Tractor yard where slopes are less than 35%. Rip skid

roads when harvest is complete. Cable yard remainder of unit. Slash brush and damaged
conifer regeneration. Broadcast burn. Plant with a mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25%
minor species predominantly rust resistant sugar pine. Conduct follow-up maintenance/

protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-up treatments may include

treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered :

Alternative 4.

No treatment under this project was considered in
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UNIT 12-2 T.33S.. R.9W., section 11

Stand Description : Unit 12-2 is very similar to other stands in the area. It is an unentered

stand of pole and sawtimber size Douglas fir mixed with chinkapin and madrone. There are a

very limited number of larger remnant conifers. There are a limited number of sugar pines.

The sugar pine poles and hardwoods are falling out of the stand. Many of have died in recent

years or will die in the near future. Past snow and/or wind damage is evident in a small

percentage of the conifers. The understory is open with areas of salal and rhododendron. The
stand is primarily a single-storied stand.

Analysis ; This area is designated Late Successional Reserve. Objectives for this land use

allocation are focused on late successional stand habitat and the wildlife that it supports. Pole

size and larger remnant conifers are capable of responding to a thinning. Areas of the unit are

overstocked with conifers and other vegetation. Suppression mortality is occurring in smaller

conifers and hardwoods. Ladder fuels are a concern in this ridge unit.

Desired Future Condition ; The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had a minimum of 60% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. There would be a hardwood component within the stand for a

longer period of time. There would be some development of ground cover and brush in the

unit as the result of the canopy being opened. The stand would be two-storied. Ladder fuels

would be reduced to a degree.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become
fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir and sugar pine

over limited amounts of brush and ground cover. The stand would contain scattered large

hardwoods.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies ; Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation. Periodic underburning or other fuels

treatment would retard the development of ladder fuels.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines); Commercial

Density Management (CDM) is the recommended treatment for unit 12-2. Stocking should

be reduced from below with the emphasis on maintaining a minimum canopy cover of 60%
across the unit. Upper diameter limit for cutting is 1 T'dbh to conform with critical habitat

definitions. Cable yard. Handpile slash and burn piles. Evaluate for fuels build-up 3-5 years

after harvest. Treat fuels through slashing/handpiling/burning piles or through underburning

as needed to slow development of ladder fuels

Silvicultural Options Considered ; None.
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UNIT 1 2-4 T.33S.. R.9W., section 1

2

Stand Description : Unit 12-4 is very similar to other stands in the area. It is an unentered

stand of sawtimber. pole, and post-size Douglas fir mixed with chinkapin and madrone. There

are a limited number of larger remnant Douglas fir and sugar pine. There are a limited

number of sugar pines. The sugar pine and hardwoods are falling out of the stand. Many of

have died in recent years or will die in the near future. Past snow and/or wind damage is

evident in a small percentage of the conifers. The understory is open with areas of salal,

rhododendron, and canyon live oak. Bear grass is present. Manzanita is has been shaded out.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand does not currently meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Pole size and larger remnant conifers are capable of responding to a

thinning. Areas of the unit are overstocked with conifers and other vegetation. Suppression

mortality is occurring in smaller conifers and hardwoods. Ladder fuels are a concern in

portions of this ridge unit. With allowance to retain some "damaged" stems for wildlife

objectives growth would be concentrated on the more economically valuable trees.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had approximately 40% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. There would be a hardwood component within the stand for a

longer period of time. There would be development of ground cover and brush in the unit as

the result of the canopy being^ opened. The stand would be two-storied.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become
fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir over limited

amounts of brush and ground cover. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies : Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation. Periodic underburning or other fuels

treatment would retard the development of ladder fuels.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Commercial thin is

the recommended treatment for unit 12-4. The thinning should be from below with the

emphasis on maintaining a minimum canopy cover of 40% across the unit. Space codominant

and dominant trees where they are clumped. Cable yard. Handpile slash and bum piles.

Evaluate for fuels build-up 3-5 years after harvest. Treat fuels through slashing/handpiling/

burning piles or through underburning as needed to slow development of ladder fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : None.
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UNIT 1 3-

1

T.33S., R.9W.. section 1

3

Stand Description : Unit 13-1 is an unentered multi-storied stand. The overstory consists of

mature and older Douglas-fir 20-40"dbh mixed with occasional sugar pines of the same size

and larger. A middle canopy layer of scattered 4-8" dbh madrone is present. This canopy

layer is above an understory of thick tanoak and chinkapin brush. Canyon live oak and

manzanita are present. There is a limited amount of Douglas-fir regeneration.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. Stand is showing signs of decline. Tree crowns are thinning. There are trees with

broken tops and snags. Some conifer regeneration exists but for the most part it is not of high

quality. That is, much of the regeneration would not respond to a release treatment.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir with scattered pine. Trees within

this layer would provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse

woody debris. Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre

would remain. The understory canopy layer would consist of existing Douglas-fir

regeneration and regeneration that became established within a few years following harvest,

treatment of activity fuels, and other site preparation. In the long-term, the stand would retain

this two-storied structure. There would be 3-5 larger hardwoods/acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of understory

conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy

cover and density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive

vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 13-1. Design unit so that it cannot be seen from the Rogue River or

other conflict with VRM II guidelines. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches

dbh. Retain 7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained conifers

should approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed

throughout the unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain

three additional conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger

hardwoods per acre where present. Tractor yard portions of the unit <35% slope. Cable yard

remainder. Slash brush and damaged conifer regeneration. Handpile and burn piles. Plant

with a mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly rust resistant sugar

pine. Conduct follow-up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment.

Follow-up treatments may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to

reduce activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : A smaller unit (39 acres) was considered for treatment in

Alternative 2. No treatment under this project was considered in Alternative 4.
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UNIT 12-4 T.33S.. R.9W., section 12

Stand Description : Unit 12-4 is very similar to other stands in the area. It is an unentered

stand of sawtimber, pole, and post-size Douglas fir mixed with chinkapin and madrone. There

are a limited number of larger remnant Douglas fir and sugar pine. There are a limited

number of sugar pines. The sugar pine and hardwoods are falling out of the stand. Many of

have died in recent years or will die in the near future. Past snow and/or wind damage is

evident in a small percentage of the conifers. The understory is open with areas of salal,

rhododendron, and canyon live oak. Bear grass is present. Manzanita is has been shaded out.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand does not currently meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Pole size and larger remnant conifers are capable of responding to a

thinning. Areas of the unit are overstocked with conifers and other vegetation. Suppression

mortality is occurring in smaller conifers and hardwoods. Ladder fuels are a concern in

portions of this ridge unit. With allowance to retain some "damaged" stems for wildlife

objectives growth would be concentrated on the more economically valuable trees.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had approximately 40% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. There would be a hardwood component within the stand for a

longer period of time. There would be development of ground cover and brush in the unit as

the result of the canopy being opened. The stand would be two-storied.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become
fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir over limited

amounts of brush and ground cover. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation. Periodic underburning or other fuels

treatment would retard the development of ladder fuels.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Commercial thin is

the recommended treatment for unit 1 2-4. The thinning should be from below with the

emphasis on maintaining a minimum canopy cover of 40% across the unit. Space codominant

and dominant trees where they are clumped. Cable yard. Handpile slash and bum piles.

Evaluate for fuels build-up 3-5 years after harvest. Treat fuels through slashing/handpiling/

burning piles or through underburning as needed to slow development of ladder fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : None.
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UNIT 13-1 T.33S.. R.9W., section 13

Stand Description : Unit 13-1 is an unentered multi-storied stand. The overstory consists of

mature and older Douglas-fir 20-40"dbh mixed with occasional sugar pines of the same size

and larger. A middle canopy layer of scattered 4-8" dbh madrone is present. This canopy

layer is above an understory of thick tanoak and chinkapin brush. Canyon live oak and

manzanita are present. There is a limited amount of Douglas-fir regeneration.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. Stand is showing signs of decline. Tree crowns are thinning. There are trees with

broken tops and snags. Some conifer regeneration exists but for the most part it is not of high

quality. That is, much of the regeneration would not respond to a release treatment.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir with scattered pine. Trees within

this layer would provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse

woody debris. Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre

would remain. The understory canopy layer would consist of existing Douglas-fir

regeneration and regeneration that became established within a few years following harvest,

treatment of activity fuels, and other site preparation. In the long-term, the stand would retain

this two-storied structure. There would be 3-5 larger hardwoods/acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies; Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of understory

conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy

cover and density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive

vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 13-1. Design unit so that it cannot be seen from the Rogue River or

other contlict with VRM II guidelines. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches

dbh. Retain 7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained conifers

should approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed

throughout the unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain

three additional conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger

hardwoods per acre where present. Tractor yard portions of the unit <35% slope. Cable yard

remainder. Slash brush and damaged conifer regeneration. Handpile and burn piles. Plant

with a mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly rust resistant sugar

pine. Conduct follow-up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment.

Follow-up treatments may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to

reduce activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : A smaller unit (39 acres) was considered for treatment in

Alternative 2. No treatment under this project was considered in Alternative 4.
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UNIT 17-3 T.33S., R.8W., section 17

Stand Description : Unit 1 7-3 is, for the most part, a two-storied stand of pole and sawtimber

size Douglas fir that is mixed with scattered large, mature and older Douglas fir and sugar

pine. Tree form chinkapin and madrone are present. Areas of salal, tanoak canyon live oak,

and chinkapin brush, and Douglas-fir regeneration is present in the understory.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand does not currently meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Pole size and larger remnant conifers are capable of responding to a

thinning. Areas of the unit are overstocked. With allowance to retain some "damaged" stems

for wildlife objectives growth would be concentrated on the more economically valuable

trees.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had approximately 40% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. There would be development of ground cover and brush in the

unit as the result of the canopy being opened. The stand would be multi-storied.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become
fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain present canopy characteristics or develop (where disturbance created canopy

gaps and there was no understory canopy layer) into a stand of multiple canopy layers. There

would be larger Douglas fir and sugar pine over pole and sawtimber size Douglas fir over

areas of brush and ground cover. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marlcing guidelines): Commercial thin is

the recommended treatment for unit 17-3. The thinning should be from below with the

emphasis on maintaining a minimum canopy cover of 40% across the unit. Space codominant

and dominant trees where they are clumped. Cable yard. Handpile slash and bum piles.

Conduct follow-up treatment to maintain stocking standards. Follow-up treatments may
include brushing, handpiling and burning piles, and underburning.

Silvicultural Options Considered : None.
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MARI KELSEY

UNIT 1 3C T.32S., R.9W., section 1

3

Stand Description : Unit 13C is an unentered stand of pole, small sawtimber, sawtimber size,

and mature Douglas fir. Diameters of the conifers generally range from 4-30" at breast height

with most trees ranging from 6-16". There are occasional large, older remnant conifers with

in the unit. Some wind and/or snow damage is evident on trees within the stand.

Rhododendron and salal are present. Stand is two-storied.

Analysis ; This area is designated Matrix. Stand does not cuiTently meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Pole size and larger remnant conifers are capable of responding to a

thinning. Areas of the unit are overstocked. With allowance to retain some "'damaged" stems

for wildlife objectives growth would be concentrated on the more economically valuable

trees.

Desired Future Condition ; The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had approximately 40% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. There would be development of ground cover and brush in the

unit as the result of the canopy being opened. The stand would be two-storied.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become

fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir over limited

amounts of brush and ground cover. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies; Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines); Commercial thin is

the recommended treatment for unit I3C. The thinning should be from below with the

emphasis on maintaining a minimum canopy cover of 40% across the unit. Space codominant

and dominant trees where they are clumped. Cable yard. Handpile slash and bum piles.

Conduct follow-up treatment to maintain stocking standards. Follow-up treatments may
include brushing, handpiling and burning piles, and underburning.

Silvicultural Options Considered ; Retention of 60% canopy cover was considered in

Alternatives 2 and 4.
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UNIT 14A T.32S., R.9W., sections 14, 23

Stand Description : Unit 14A is an unentered stand of pole and small sawtimber size

Douglas fir and sugar pine. Douglas fir is the predominant species. Diameters of the conifers

generally range from 3-16" at breast height. Some wind and/or snow damage is evident on

trees within the stand. Tree form chinkapin, manzanita, and salal are present. Portions of the

stand do not contain merchantable conifers. Stand is two-storied.

Analysis ; This area is designated Matrix. Stand does not cuirently meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Conifers are capable of responding to a thinning. Areas of the unit are

overstocked. With allowance to retain some "damaged" stems for wildlife objectives growth

would be concentrated on the more economically valuable trees.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had approximately 40% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. Non-commercial size conifers would be spaced. The stand

would be two-storied.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become

fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir over limited

amounts of brush and ground cover. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Commercial

thinning (CT) of areas containing merchantable conifers is the recommended treatment for

unit 12-4. The thinning should be from below with the emphasis on maintaining a minimum
canopy cover of 40% across the unit. Above the Kelsey Mule Road retain a slightly higher

canopy cover to allow for potential wind and/or snow damage in the future. Space

codominant and dominant trees where they are clumped. Cable yard. Handpile slash and

bum piles.

Precommercial (PCT) thin non-merchantable conifers within the unit to a 14'xl4' spacing.

Slash brush and smaller (<7" dbh) hardwoods. In areas where there are no conifers, retain

hardwoods on the 28"x28' grid. Utilize a 7" dbh upper diameter cut Umit on conifers and

hardwoods. Handpile and bum piles. Conduct follow-up treatment to maintain stocking

standards. Follow-up treatments may include brushing, handpiling and burning piles, and

underburning.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Retention of 60% canopy cover in areas of pole-size

conifers was considered in Alternatives 2 and 4.
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UNIT 22A T.32S., R.9W.. sections 22, 23

Stand Description : Unit 22A is a two-storied stand. Overstory consists of pole and small

sawtimber size Douglas fir and sugar pine. Diameters of these trees are generally less than

24"dbh. Tree form chinkapin and tanoak is present. The understory consists of

rhododendron, manzanita, salal, and dwarf Oregon grape. Beargrass is present within the

unit. In places the understory is open.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand does not currently meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Conifers are capable of responding to a thinning. Areas of the unit are

overstocked. Calvert Airstrip is adjacent to the unit. With allowance to retain some
"damaged" stems for wildlife objectives growth would be concentrated on the more

economically valuable trees.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had approximately 40% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. Non-commercial size conifers would be spaced. The stand

would be two-storied.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become
fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir over limited

amounts of brush and ground cover. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Calvert Airstrip could still be used.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Commercial

thinning (CT) of areas containing merchantable conifers is the recommended treatment for

unit 22A. The thinning should be from below for most of the unit with the emphasis on

maintaining a minimum canopy cover of 40% across the unit. Within 100' of the ends of the

airstrip and within 50' of the side the thinning should be from above. As in the other parts of

the unit retain a minimum canopy of 40% canopy. Retained trees are to be vigorous trees

capable of responding to release. Above the Kelsey Mule Road retain a slightly higher

canopy cover to allow for potential wind and/or snow damage in the future. Space

codominant and dominant trees where they are clumped. Cable yard. Handpile slash and

bum piles.

Precommercial (PCT) thin non-merchantable conifers within the unit to a 14'xl4' spacing.

Slash brush and smaller (<7"dbh) hardwoods. In areas where there are no conifers, retain

hardwoods on the 28'x28' grid. Utilize a 7"dbh upper diameter cut limit on conifers and

hardwoods. Handpile and burn piles. Conduct follow-up treatment to maintain stocking

standards. Follow-up treatments may include brushing, handpiling and burning piles, and

underburning.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Retention of 60% canopy cover in areas of pole-size

conifers was considered in Alternatives 2 and 4.
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UNIT 23A T.32S.. R.9W.. section 23

Stand Description : Unit 23A is a stand of pole and sawtimber size Douglas fir with scattered

larger trees occurring lower on the slope near the riparian reserve. Unit contains areas of

smaller non-commercial size conifers mixed tanoak. madrone, canyon live oak and salal.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand does not currently meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Conifers are capable of responding to a thinning. Areas of the unit are

overstocked. With allowance to retain some "damaged" stems for wildlife objectives growth

would be concentrated on the more economically valuable trees.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had approximately 40% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. Non-commercial size conifers would be spaced. The stand

would be two-storied.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become

fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir over limited

amounts of brush and ground cover. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies : Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Commercial

thinning (CT) of areas containing merchantable conifers is the recommended treatment for

unit 23A. The thinning should be from below with the emphasis on maintaining a minimum
canopy cover of 40% across the unit. Space codominant and dominant trees where they are

clumped. Cable yard. Handpile slash and burn piles.

Precommercial (PCT) thin non-merchantable conifers within the unit to a 14'xl4' spacing.

Slash brush and smaller (<7"dbh) hardwoods. In areas where there are no conifers, retain

hardwoods on the 28'x28' grid. Utilize a 7"dbh upper diameter cut limit on conifers and

hardwoods. Handpile and burn piles. Conduct follow-up treatment to maintain stocking

standards. Follow-up treatments may include brushing, handpiling and burning piles, and

underbuming.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Retention of 60% canopy cover in areas of pole-size

conifers was considered in Alternatives 2 and 4.
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UNIT 23-A I T.32S., R.9W.. section 23

Stand Description : Unit 23A- 1 is a multi-storied stand. The overstory consists of mature

and older Douglas fir. Diameters generally range from 20-40"dbh. The understory consists

of tree form and brush form tanoak, with chinkapin and salal. There is little conifer

regeneration.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. Some conifer regeneration exists but for the most part it is not of high quality. That

is, much of the regeneration would not respond to a release treatment.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir. Trees within this layer would

provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse woody debris.

Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre would remain. The

understory canopy layer would consist of existing Douglas-fir regeneration and regeneration

that became established within a few years following harvest, treatment of activity fuels, and

other site preparation. In the long-term, the stand would retain this two-storied structure.

There would be 3-5 larger hardwoods/acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of understory

conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy

cover and density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive

vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 23-Al . Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh.

Retain 7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained conifers

should approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed

throughout the unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain

three additional conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger

hardwoods per acre where present. Cable yard. Slash brush and damaged conifer

regeneration. Broadcast burn. Plant with a mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor

species predominantly rust resistant sugar pine. Conduct follow-up maintenance/ protection

treatments through stand establishment. Follow-up treatments may include treatments such as

handpiling and burning of piles to reduce activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : No treatment under this project was considered in

Alternatives 2 and 4.
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UNIT 24A T.32S., R.9W., section 24

Stand Description : Unit 24A is similar to many of the other younger stands in the area. It is

a two-storied stand. The unit consists of areas of pole and small timber size Douglas fir

mixed with hardwoods and noncommercial size Douglas fir. Understory vegetation includes

tanoak, manzanita, rhododendron, and salal.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand does not currently meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Conifers are capable of responding to a thinning. Areas of the unit are

overstocked. With allowance to retain some "damaged" stems for wildlife objectives growth

would be concentrated on the more economically valuable trees.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had approximately 40% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. Non-commercial size conifers would be spaced. The stand

would be two-storied.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become

fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir over limited

amounts of brush and ground cover. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Commercial

thinning (CT) of areas containing merchantable conifers is the recommended treatment for

unit 24A. The thinning should be from below with the emphasis on maintaining a minimum
canopy cover of 40% across the unit. Space codominant and dominant trees where they are

clumped. Cable yard. Handpile slash and burn piles.

Precommercial (PCT) thin non-merchantable conifers within the unit to a 14*xl4' spacing.

Slash brush and smaller (<7"dbh) hardwoods. In areas where there are no conifers, retain

hardwoods on the 28'x28' grid. Utilize a 7"dbh upper diameter cut limit on conifers and

hardwoods. Handpile and burn piles. Conduct follow-up treatment to maintain stocking

standards. Follow-up treatments may include brushing, handpiling and burning piles, and

underburning.

Silvicultural Options Considered ; Retention of 60% canopy cover in areas of pole-size

conifers was considered in Alternatives 2 and 4.
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UNITS 26A, 26A-

1

T.32S., R.9W.. sections 22, 23, 26, 27

Stand Description : Units 26A and 26A-1 are stands of mature and older Douglas fir that

overtop sawtimber, pole, and post size Douglas-fir regeneration. Stem diameters generally

range from 3-26" dbh with some trees being larger. There is a limited amount of hardwoods
and brush within the units. Species present include tanoak, madrone, and chinkapin.

Desired Future Condition ; The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir. Trees within this layer would

provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse woody debris.

Canopy cover would be light, as approximately nine large conifers per acre would remain.

The understory canopy layer would consist of existing Douglas-fir regeneration and

regeneration that became established within a few years following harvest, treatment of

activity fuels, and other site preparation. In the long-term, the stand would retain this two-

storied structure. There would be 3-5 larger hardwoods/acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Timely site preparation, removal of slash from established

seedlings, and reforestation following harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of

occupying the site before competitive species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are

established, maintenance of understory conifer canopy cover and subsequent treatments such

as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through an Overstory Removal (OR) is

recommended for units 26A and 26A- 1 . Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six

inches dbh. Emphasize retention of existing conifer regeneration. Retain 7 conifers across

the range of diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained conifers should approximate species

composition of the present stand and should be dispersed throughout the unit. Retained

conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain three additional conifers per acre

for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre where present. Cable

yard. Evaluate for stocking levels. Space regeneration at a spacing of 14' x 14' where clumpy.

Handpile and burn piles. If necessary for unit to meet stocking standards, plant with a

mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly rust resistant sugar pine.

Conduct follow-up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-

up treatments may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce

activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Retention of 60% canopy cover was considered in

Alternatives 2. No harvest of the overstory and precommercial thinning of the understory was

considered in Alternative 4.
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UNITS 27- 1 C, 27-2 T.32S., R.9W., section 27

Stand Description : Units 27- IC and 27-2 are multi-storied stands. The overstory consists of

scattered larger, mature Douglas fir and sugar pine. A middle canopy layer consisting of pole

and sawtimber size conifers with diameters generally between 8" and 20". This middle layer

also tree form tanoak and chinkapin. In places, there is a third canopy layer of salal,

rhododendron, and tanoak. In other areas the understory is open. Some snow and/or wind

damage is evident. Some Douglas-fir regeneration is present.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand does not currently meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Conifers are capable of responding to a thinning. Areas of the unit are

overstocked. With allowance to retain some "damaged" stems for wildlife objectives growth

would be concentrated on the more economically valuable trees.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had approximately 40% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. Non-commercial size conifers would be spaced. The stand

would be two-storied.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become

fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir over limited

amounts of brush and ground cover. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies; Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation. Maintenance of additional stems (and

associated canopies) in areas of past snow and/or wind damage will help lessen the chances of

unacceptable damage occurring, as the trees will tend to support each other.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Commercial

thinning (CT) of areas containing merchantable conifers is the recommended treatment for

unit 27-lC. The thinning should be from below with the emphasis on maintaining a minimum

canopy cover of 40% across the unit. Space codominant and dominant trees where they are

clumped. In areas that have had substantial snow or wind damage in the past, retain a greater

number of conifers (-50% canopy) to allow for future loss. Cable yard. Handpile slash and

burn piles. Underburn /burn fuel concentrations where prescribed this type of prescribed fire

would not cause unacceptable mortality.

Precommercial (PCT) thin non-merchantable conifers within the unit to a 14'xl4' spacing.

Slash brush and smaller (<7"dbh) hardwoods. In areas where there are no conifers, retain

hardwoods on the 28'x28' grid. Utilize a 7"dbh upper diameter cut limit on conifers and

hardwoods. Handpile and burn piles. This unit contains areas that may not meet stocking

standards for smaller conifers (<8"dbh) after thinning is complete. Evaluate unit for stocking.

Inteiplant as needed to meet standard. Conduct follow-up treatments to ensure survival of

seedlings and maintenance of standard. Follow-up treatments may include additional

brushing, handpiling, burning of piles and underburning.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Retention of 60% canopy cover in areas of pole-size

conifers was considered in Alternatives 2 and 4.
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UNIT 27- ID T.32S., R.9W., section 27

Stand Description ; Unit 27- 1 D is a multi-storied stand. The overstory consists of scattered

mature and older Douglas fir and sugar pine. A middle canopy layer consists of sawtimber

and pole size Douglas fir. Most of these trees have diameters less than 30"dbh. Most have

diameters near 16"dbh. Some tree form chinkapin and tanoak exists. The lowest canopy

layer contains rhododendron, chinkapin, tanoak, salal, and beargrass. It is open is places.

Analysis ; This area is designated Matrix. Stand does not currently meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Conifers are capable of responding to a thinning. Areas of the unit are

overstocked. With allowance to retain some "damaged" stems for wildlife objectives growth

would be concentrated on the more economically valuable trees.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had approximately 40% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become
fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir over limited

amounts of brush and ground cover. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies; Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines); Commercial

thinning (CT) of areas containing merchantable conifers is the recommended treatment for

unit 27- ID. The thinning should be from below with the emphasis on maintaining a

minimum canopy cover of 40% across the unit. Space codominant and dominant trees where

they are clumped. Cable yard. Handpile slash and burn piles. Conduct follow-up treatments

such as brushing, handpiling and burning of piles, and underbuming to maintain stocking.

Silvicultural Options Considered ; No treatment under this project was considered in

Alternatives 2 and 4.
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UNIT 27-3 T.32S., R.9W.. section 27

Stand Description ; Unit 27-3 is a multistoried stand. The overstory consists large, mature

and older Douglas fir and sugar pine. Diameters are in the 40"-50"dbh range. There is a

middle canopy layer of areas of pole and sawtimber size conifers mixed with tree form

chinkapin, tanoak, and madrone. Below this layer are tanoak and chinkapin brush and salal.

Some areas of the unit are understocked.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Portions of the stand meet RMP criteria for

regeneration harvest. Other parts of the stand do not meet regeneration harvest criteria but

contain conifers. Concerns with slope stability and soils during road construction to access

this unit and yarding that were voiced during the Interdisciplinary Team Process. Although

parts of the unit contains older conifers, there are conifers present capable of responding to a

thinning. Areas of the unit are overstocked. Areas of the unit do not meet stocking standards.

There is mortality occurring within the larger diameter classes. A reduction in competition

will help these trees remain in the stand.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would be

to maintain the health and presence of an overstory of large diameter conifers to allow

existing smaller conifers within the stand to reach a merchantable size. The stand would be a

multi-storied. The overstory would consist of large, mature and older conifers. The middle

canopy layer would have been thinned and would have a canopy cover of approximately 40%.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Larger conifers would remain in the stand

and would be in sound condition at the time thinned trees met criteria for regeneration

harvest. Crowns of existing trees would become fuller and overall canopy cover would

increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy cover would return to near pretreatment

levels. However, instead consisting of numerous smaller trees, the canopy would be formed

from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit would retain or develop (where

disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory canopy layer) into a multi-

storied-stand. There would be Douglas fir over limited amounts of brush and ground cover

In areas there would be patches of young conifers. The stand would contain 3-5 larger

hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marliing guidelines): Commercial

thinning (CT) of areas containing pole and sawtimber size conifers is the recommended
treatment for unit 27-3. The thinning should be from below with the emphasis on maintaining

a minimum canopy cover of 40% across thinned areas. Space codominant and dominant trees

where they are clumped. Throughout the unit, retain large, mature and older conifers unless

they show signs of mortality within 2-3 years. Retain snags. Helicopter yard. Space non-

commercial conifers on a 14"xl4' spacing. Slash brush and hardwoods less than 7"dbh.

Handpile slash and burn piles. Evaluate stocking levels. Consider planting of disturbed areas

if stocking levels do not meet minimum standards. If necessary to meet minimum standards,

plant with mixture of Douglas fir (75%) and minor species (25%) primarily rust resistant

sugar pine. Conduct follow-up treatments through establishment of planted stock. These

treatments could include additional brushing, handpiling, and burning of piles.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Regeneration harvest of areas with larger conifers was

considered. Retention of 60% canopy cover was considered in Alternatives 2 and 4.
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UNIT 27-4 T.32S., R.9W.. section 27

Stand Description : Unit 27-4 is much like unit 27-3. Unit 27-4 is a multistoried stand.

There is an overstory of large, mature and older Douglas fir and sugar pine. There is a middle

canopy layer of areas of pole and sawtimber size conifers mixed with tree form chinkapin,

tanoak, and madrone. Below this layer are tanoak and chinkapin brush and salal. Some areas

of the unit are understocked. There is mortality in parts of the stand.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Portions of the stand meet RMP criteria for

regeneration harvest. Other parts of the stand do not meet regeneration harvest criteria but

contain conifers. Concerns with slope stability and soils during road construction to access

this unit and yarding that were voiced during the Interdisciplinary Team Process. Although

parts of the unit contains older conifers, there are conifers present capable of responding to a

thinning. Areas of the unit are overstocked. Areas of the unit do not meet stocking standards.

Unit 27-4 is similar to unit 27-3 in that there is mortality occurring within the larger diameter

classes. There is, however, a greater amount of mortality in this unit. A reduction in

competition will help these trees remain in the stand.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would be

to maintain the health and presence of an overstory of large diameter conifers to allow

existing smaller conifers within the stand to reach a merchantable size. The stand would be a

multi-storied. The overstory would consist of large, mature and older conifers. The middle

canopy layer would have been thinned and would have a canopy cover of approximately 40%.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Larger conifers would remain in the stand

and would be in sound condition at the time thinned trees met criteria for regeneration

harve.st. Crowns of existing trees would become fuller and overall canopy cover would

increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy cover would return to near pretreatment

levels. However, instead consisting of numerous smaller trees, the canopy would be formed

from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit would retain or develop (where

disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory canopy layer) into a multi-

storied-stand. There would be Douglas fir over limited amounts of brush and ground cover.

In areas there would be patches of young conifers. The stand would contain 3-5 larger

hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Commercial

thinning (CT) of areas containing pole and sawtimber size conifers is the recommended

treatment for unit 27-4. The thinning should be from below with the emphasis on maintaining

a minimum canopy cover of 40% across thinned areas. Space codominant and dominant trees

where they are clumped. Throughout the unit, retain large, mature and older conifers unless

they show signs of mortality within 2-3 years. Retain snags. Helicopter yard. Space non-

commercial conifers on a 14"xl4' spacing. Slash brush and hardwoods less than 7"dbh.

Handpile slash and burn piles. Evaluate stocking levels. Consider planting of disturbed areas

if stocking levels do not meet minimum standards. If necessary to meet minimum standards,

plant with mixture of Douglas fir (75% ) and minor species (25%) primarily rust resistant

sugar pine. Conduct follow-up treatments through establishment of planted stock. These

treatments could include additional brushing, handpiling, and burning of piles.

Silvicultural Options Considered ; Regeneration harvest of areas with larger conifers was

considered in Alternative 1.
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UNIT 28A T.32S., R.9W.. section 28

Stand Description : Unit 28A is a stand of sawtimber mixed with mature and older Douglas

fir. Stem diameters range from I0-24"dbh. Wind and/or snow damage is evident on some
stems. The larger mature and older Douglas fir is located primarily in the eastern portion of

the unit. The western portion consists of pole and sawtimber size conifers.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. The eastern portion of the unit meets RMP
guidelines for regeneration harvest. Some conifer regeneration exists but for the most part it

is not of high quality. That is, much of the regeneration would not respond to a release

treatment. There are areas of pole and sawtimber size Douglas tlr that would respond to the

release provided by a commercial thin. Growth would be concentrated into existing stems

with a thinning treatment.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that retained multiple canopies. Overall, the unit would retain

considerable diversity. Where there are currently large Douglas fir over pole size Douglas fir,

advanced Douglas-fir regeneration, and hardwoods. The upper canopy layer would consist of

larger, older conifers. Trees within this canopy layer would provide future larger structural

elements such as snags and coarse woody debris. A middle canopy layer would consist of

pole-size Douglas-fir. The lowest canopy layer would consist of existing conifer regeneration,

hardwoods, and shrubs. Where there are currently smaller conifers, stand densities would be

reduced. These areas would still retain many of the characteristics they currently have. Areas

of smaller post/sapling size conifer regeneration would be spaced and retained trees would

respond to the release.

In the long-term the unit would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and

there was no understory canopy layer) into a stand of three canopy layers. There would be

dominant conifers over pole size and mature Douglas fir. These two canopy layers would be

over conifer regeneration. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of conifer

canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and

density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for the eastern three-quarters of unit 28A. Harvest merchantable conifers

greater than six inches dbh. Retain 7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per

acre. Retained conifers should approximate species composition of the present stand and

should be dispersed throughout the unit. Retained conifers should consist of both .sound and

cull trees. Retain three additional conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-

5 larger hardwoods per acre where present.

In areas of pole and sawtimber size conifers and areas where those trees are mixed with non-

merchantable conifers and hardwoods. Commercial Thin (CT) is the recommended treatment.

The thinning should be primarily from below with the emphasis on maintaining a canopy

cover of 40%. When clumped, dominant trees may be removed to achieve better spacing.

Emphasize retention of vigorous, well-formed pine where possible. Hardwoods may be

counted for up to 10% of the desired canopy cover.

Cable yard. Slash brush and damaged conifer regeneration. Broadcast/ burn fuel

concentrations areas with larger, more fire resistant trees. Handpile and burn piles other areas.

Plant with a mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly pine.

Conduct follow-up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-

up treatments may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce

activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Commercial thinning (that retained 60% canopy cover)

only of the unit was considered in Alternatives 2 and 4.
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UNIT 33-1 T.32S., R.9W., section 33

Stand Description ; Unit 33-1 is a stand of pole and sawtimber size conifers mixed with

mature and older Douglas fir, sugar pine and hardwoods. Stem diameters generally range

from 6-24"dbh, with most 20"-t-dbh. The understory is predominantly Douglas fir, tanoak,

chinkapin, and a limited amount of sugar pine. Some rhododendron is present. In the upper
part of the unit, the understory is relatively open. There is a considerable amount of advanced
Douglas-fir regeneration. In the lower part of there are larger trees with little understory other

than salal. There is some mistletoe in this area.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. The portions of the unit meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Conifer regeneration exists and is capable of responding to release.

There are areas of pole and sawtimber size Douglas fir that would respond to the release

provided by a commercial thin. Growth would be concentrated into existing stems with a

thinning treatment. The potential for erosion on unit soils is rated in the moderate to severe

range. Incorporation of applicable Best Management Practices (BMPs) described in the RMP
should prevent unacceptable levels of erosion.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a .stand that retained multiple canopies. Overall, the unit would retain

considerable diversity. Where there are currently large Douglas fir over pole size Douglas fir,

advanced Douglas-fir regeneration, and hardwoods. The upper canopy layer would consist of

larger, older conifers. Trees within this canopy layer would provide future larger structural

elements such as snags and coarse woody debris. A middle canopy layer would consist of

pole-size Douglas fir. The lowest canopy layer would consist of existing conifer regeneration,

hardwoods, and shrubs. Where there are currently smaller conifers, stand densities would be

reduced. These areas would still retain many of the characteristics they currently have. Areas

of smaller post/sapling size conifer regeneration would be spaced and retained trees would

respond to the release.

In the long-term the unit would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and

there was no understory canopy layer) into a stand of three canopy layers. There would be

dominant conifers over pole size and mature Douglas fir. These two canopy layers would be

over conifer regeneration. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of conifer

canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and

density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through an Overstory Removal (OR) is

recommended for unit 33- 1 . Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh.

Emphasize retention of existing conifer regeneration. Retain 7 conifers across the range of

diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained conifers should approximate species composition

of the present stand and should be dispersed throughout the unit. Retained conifers should

consist of both sound and cull trees. Select against retaining trees infected with mistletoe.

Retain three additional conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger

hardwoods per acre where present.

In areas of pole and sawtimber size conifers and areas where those trees are mixed with non-

merchantable conifers and hardwoods. Commercial Thin (CT) is the recommended treatment.

The thinning should be primarily from below with the emphasis on maintaining a canopy

cover of 40%. When clumped, dominant trees may be removed to achieve better spacing.

Emphasize retaining vigorous, well-formed pine where possible. Hardwoods may be counted

for up to 10% of the desired canopy cover.

Cable yard areas along road. Helicopter yard other areas. Slash brush and damaged conifers.

Space regeneration. Handpile and burn piles. Select against retaining trees infected with

mistletoe. . Evaluate stocking. In necessary to meet stocking standards, plant with a mixture

of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly rust resistant sugar pine. Conduct
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follow-up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-up

treatments may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce activity

fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Commercial thinning and helicopter only yarding of the

unit was considered in Alternatives 2 and 4. In these alternatives the commercial thin would

retain 60% canopy cover.
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UNIT 33-2 T.32S.. R.9W.. section 33

Stand Description ; Unit 33-2 is a multi-storied stand. The southern portion of the unit

contains an overstory of Douglas-fir 24"-36"dbh. There is a middle canopy layer of 12"-

20"dbh Douglas fir and an understory that is open except for areas of tanoak brush. The
northern portion of the unit has an overstory primarily of 10"- 16" Douglas fir over canyon
live oak and chinkapin. There are open areas with canyon live oak, manzanita, and Douglas-

fir regeneration.

Analysis ; This area is designated Matrix. The portions of the unit meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. There are areas of pole and sawtimber size Douglas fir that would

respond to the release provided by a commercial thin. Growth would be concentrated into

existing stems with a thinning treatment. The potential for erosion on unit soils is rated in the

moderate to severe range. Incorporation of applicable Best Management Practices (BMPs)
described in the RMP should prevent unacceptable levels of erosion.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that retained multiple canopies. Overall, the unit would retain

considerable diversity. Where there are cuirently large Douglas fir over pole size Douglas fir,

advanced Douglas-fir regeneration, and hardwoods. The upper canopy layer would consist of

larger, older conifers. Trees within this canopy layer would provide future larger structural

elements such as snags and coarse woody debris. A middle canopy layer would consist of

pole-size Douglas fir. The lowest canopy layer would consist of existing conifer regeneration,

hardwoods, and shrubs. Where there are currently smaller conifers, stand densities would be

reduced. These areas would still retain many of the characteristics they currently have. Areas

of smaller post/sapling size conifer regeneration would be spaced and retained trees would

respond to the release.

In the long-term the unit would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and

there was no understory canopy layer) into a stand of three canopy layers. There would be

dominant conifers over pole size and mature Douglas fir. These two canopy layers would be

over conifer regeneration. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies ; Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of conifer

canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and

density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines); Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 33-2. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh.

Retain 7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained conifers

should approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed

throughout the unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain

three additional conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger

hardwoods per acre where present.

In areas of pole and sawtimber size conifers and areas where those trees are mixed with non-

merchantable conifers and hardwoods. Commercial Thin (CT) is the recommended treatment.

The thinning should be primarily from below with the emphasis on maintaining a canopy

cover of 40%. When clumped, dominant trees may be removed to achieve better spacing.

Emphasize retaining vigorous, well-formed pine where possible. Hardwoods may be counted

for up to 10% of the desired canopy cover.

Cable yard. Slash brush and damaged conifer regeneration. Space releasable conifer

regeneration on a I4'xl4' spacing. Broadcast/ burn fuel concentrations areas with larger,

more fire resistant trees. Handpile and burn piles other areas. Plant with a mixture of 75%
Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly rust resistant sugar pine. Conduct follow-

up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-up treatments

may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce activity fuels.
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Silvicultural Options Considered : Commercial thinning of a smaller unit was considered in

Alternatives 2 and 4. In these alternatives the commercial thin would retain 60% canopy

cover.UNIT 4-1 T.32S., R.9W., section 33

Stand Description : Unit 4-1 is a multi-storied stand. The overstory consists of mature and

older Douglas fir. Diameters generally range from 20-40"dbh. The understory consists of

tree form and brush form tanoak, with chinkapin and salal. There is little conifer

regeneration.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. Some conifer regeneration exists but for the most part it is not of high quality. That

is, much of the regeneration would not respond to a release treatment.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir. Trees within this layer would

provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse woody debris.

Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre would remain. The

understory canopy layer would consist of existing Douglas-fir regeneration and regeneration

that became established within a few years following harvest, treatment of activity fuels, and

other site preparation. In the long-term, the stand would retain this two-storied structure.

There would be 3-5 larger hardwoods/acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of conifer

canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and

density would slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 4-1. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh. Retain

7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per acre. Retained conifers should

approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed throughout the

unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain three additional

conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre where

present. Cable yard. Slash brush and damaged conifer regeneration. Broadcast bum. Plant

with a mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly rust resistant sugar

pine. Conduct follow-up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment.

Follow-up treatments may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to

reduce activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : No treatment under this project was considered in

Alternative 4.
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UNIT 33A T.32S.. R.9W., section 33

Stand Description : Unit 33A is a mixed stand. The northwestern portion of the unit consists

of mature and older Douglas fir generally 15"-30"dbh. The understory is open with scattered

areas of vegetation. The southeastern portion of the unit has a similar overstory. There is an

understory of Douglas-fir regeneration.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand meets RMP criteria for regeneration harvest.

Portions of the unit contain conifers capable of responding to release. Areas of the unit are

overstocked. Areas of the unit do not meet stocking standards.

Desired Future Condition ; The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would consist of a mixture of primarily mature Douglas fir. Trees within this layer would

provide larger structural elements such as future snags and larger coarse woody debris.

Canopy cover would be light, as approximately ten large conifers per acre would remain. The
understory canopy layer would consist of existing Douglas-fir regeneration and regeneration

that became established within a few years following harvest, treatment of activity fuels, and

other site preparation. In the long-term, the stand would retain this two-storied structure.

There would be 3-5 larger hardwoods/acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies ; Timely site preparation and reforestation following

harvest would allow conifer seedlings the benefit of occupying the site before competitive

species such as tanoak. Once conifer seedlings are established, maintenance of conifer

canopy cover and subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and

density would slow/prevent the e.stablishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines); Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) and

Overstory Removal (OR) is recommended for unit 33A. Harvest merchantable conifers

greater than six inches dbh. Retain 7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per

acre. Retained conifers should approximate species composition of the present stand and

should be dispersed throughout the unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and

cull trees. Retain three additional conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-

5 larger hardwoods per acre where present. Cable yard. Slash brush and damaged conifer

regeneration. Space undamaged regeneration. Broadcast burn areas without conifer

regeneration. In areas with conifer regeneration, handpile and burn piles. Plant with a

mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25% minor species predominantly rust resistant sugar pine.

Conduct follow-up maintenance/ protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-

up treatments may include treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce

activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : A smaller unit consisting of the overstory removal

portion of the unit was considered in Alternative 2. Under Alternative 2 there would be no

broadcast burning. No treatment under this project was considered in Alternative 4.
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UNIT 33B T.32S.. R.9W., section 33

Stand Description : Unit 33B is a two-storied stand. The overstory consists of pole and

sawtimber size Douglas fir. Stem diameters generally range from 12"-22"dbh. Openings

exist in the stand from past wind and/or snow damage. Tree form chinkapin and madrone to

12"dbh are present. There is chinkapin and madrone brush. Understory consists of areas of

Douglas-fir regeneration. In the northern part of the unit, ground cover consists of beargrass.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix. Stand does not currently meet RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Conifers are capable of responding to a thinning. Areas of the unit are

overstocked. Treatment would concentrate growth into fewer stems.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that had approximately 40% canopy cover retained across the unit.

Reduction of the canopy to this level would result in reduced competition on retained trees.

Growth rates of the remaining trees would increase. Mortality of remaining conifers and

hardwoods would decrease. Non-commercial size conifers would be spaced. The stand

would be two-storied.

In the long-term, stand vigor would be maintained. Crowns of existing trees would become
fuller and overall canopy cover would increase from post harvest levels. Eventually canopy

cover would return to near pretreatment levels. However, instead consisting of numerous

smaller trees, the canopy would be formed from the crowns of fewer but larger trees. The unit

would retain or develop (where disturbance created canopy gaps and there was no understory

canopy layer) into a stand of two canopy layers. There would be Douglas fir over limited

amounts of brush and ground cover. The stand would contain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies: Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competidve vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Commercial

thinning (CT) of areas containing merchantable conifers is the recommended treatment for

unit 33A. The thinning should be from below with the emphasis on maintaining a minimum
canopy cover of 40% across the unit. Space codominant and dominant trees where they are

clumped. Cable yard. Handpile slash and burn piles

Precommercial (PCT) thin non-merchantable conifers within the unit to a 14'xl4" spacing.

Slash brush and smaller (<7"dbh) hardwoods. In areas where there are no conifers, retain

hardwoods on the 28'x28" grid. Utilize a 7"dbh upper diameter cut limit on conifers and

hardwoods. Handpile and burn piles. This unit contains areas that may not meet stocking

standards for smaller conifers (<8"dbh) after thinning is complete. Evaluate unit for stocking.

Interplant as needed to meet standard. Conduct follow-up treatments to ensure survival of

seedlings and maintenance of standard. Follow-up treatments may include additional

brushing, handpiling, burning of piles and underburning.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Retention of 60% canopy cover in areas of pole-size

conifers was considered in Alternatives 2 and 4.
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WEST FORK WHISKY

UNIT West Fork Whisky Pine Enhancement/Maintenance

T.33S.,R.8W., sections 4,5,8,9.10,15,16.17

Stand Description: The West Whisky Fork subwatershed is dominated with Douglas fir and

scattered remnant sugar pine species in the upper canopy. Many of these trees are flat topped,

indicating that the sites are low in productivity and that the trees are declining. The all aged

stand conditions reflect the frequent fire intervals that occurred prior to the early 1900's.

These conditions range from open brush fields dominated by tanoak to a few homogenous
Douglas fir stands. The area is overstocked with brush, hardwoods, and conifers. Sugar pine

mortality has increased the past few decades through drought and increased vegetative

competition. Many sugar pine trees are displaying signs of stress through decreased crown
ratios and needle loss.

Analysis : Fire suppression, since the early 1900's, has interrupted the fire frequency in

southern Oregon and encouraged the overstocked conditions that present a high fire hazard.

Additional pine mortality is expected unless competing vegetation is reduced. This area has

limited access.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition for West Fork Whisky is to

maintain the large overstory pine component and provide favorable conditions that allow

smaller diameter pine to eventually grow and replace existing, larger trees.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies : None.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): A treatment

designed to maintain large pines within the treatment area is recommended. Within all land

use allocations in the treatment area (except 100 acre owl core areas), create small openings

(<l/4 acre) around large pines and groups of pine at a rate not to exceed two per acre where

large pine are present. Emphasize retention of codominant and dominant trees. However, if

codominant and dominant trees exist around large pines thin so that crowns do not interfere

with crown of leave pine. Slash brush and hardwoods less than 7"dbh. Thin conifers and

hardwoods in areas of pole and sawtimber size pine that are capable of responding to release.

On Matrix allocated lands, cable yard where feasible. Helicopter remainder of treated Matrix.

If judged to be a fuels concern (for example, areas near roads or high on a ridge) handpile

slash and burn piles otherwise pull back from boles of pines and lop and scatter. Within

Riparian Reserves create openings and reduce stocking in the outer half of the reserve only.

The inner half of the Riparian Reserves is to be untreated. Openings are to be a minimum
300' apart. Retain dominant trees. Remove codominants if crowns interfere with crown of

leave pine. Slash brush and hardwoods less than 7"dbh. Leave merchantable material on the

site as coarse woody debris unless it is a fire hazard. If judged to be a fuels concern (for

example areas near roads or high on a ridge), helicopter yard merchantable material, handpile

slash and burn piles otherwise pull back from boles of pines and lop and scatter.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Salvage of snags in excess of the amounts described in

the RMP was considered.
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UNIT 4-2 T.33S.. R.8W., section 4
I

Stand Description : Unit 4-2 is a two-storied stand with a north aspect and 55% slope. The
overstory consists of mature and older Douglas fir and minor amounts of sugar pine. Average

stand age is approximately 140 years and a quadratic mean diameter of 17 inches diameter

breast height (DBH). The understory vegetation is dominated by salal with lesser amounts of

Oregon-grape, tanoak and rhododendron. This is considered to be within the LIDE3-PSME/
GASH-RHMA3 plant association.

Analysis : This area is designated Matrix and meets the RMP guidelines for regeneration

harvest. This stand has reached culmination of mean annual increment. Some conifer

regeneration exists but for the most part it is not of high quality. Much of the regeneration

would not respond to a release treatment.

Desired Future Condition ; The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a unit that had two very distinct canopy layers. The upper canopy layer

would be dominated by Douglas fir. These remaining trees would provide larger structural

elements such as future snags and larger coarse woody debris. The upper canopy cover would

be open, as approximately ten large conifers per acre would remain. The understory would

consist of a mixture of residual Douglas fir and young conifers that become established after

harvest and post harvest activities. In the long-term, the stand would retain this two-storied

structure.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies : Site preparation and reforestation following harvest would

allow conifer seedlings to establish themselves before tanoak sprouts dominated the site.

Once conifer seedlings are established, release of understory conifer canopy cover and

subsequent treatments such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would

slow/prevent the establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines): Modified Even-

aged Silvicultural System with stand regeneration through a Regeneration Harvest (RH) is

recommended for unit 4-2. Harvest merchantable conifers greater than six inches dbh. Retain

7 conifers across the range of diameters over 20"dbh per acre. These conifers should

approximate species composition of the present stand and should be dispersed throughout the

unit. Retained conifers should consist of both sound and cull trees. Retain three additional

conifers per acre for future coarse woody debris. Retain 3-5 larger hardwoods per acre where

present. Cable yarding is the recommended yarding system. Slash brush and damaged

regeneration, handpile and burn piles. Plant with a mixture of 75% Douglas fir and 25%
minor species predominantly rust resistant sugar pine. Conduct follow-up maintenance/

protection treatments through stand establishment. Follow-up treatments may include

treatments such as handpiling and burning of piles to reduce activity fuels.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Commercial thinning (retaining 60% canopy cover) of

the unit was considered in Alternative 2. No treatment under this project was considered in

Alternative 4.
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UNIT 5-4.16-1,17-1.17-2 T.33S., R.8W.. section 5, 16.17

Stand Description : Stands 5-4. 16-1. 17- land 17-2 are identified as belonging to the tanoak

(Lide3) plant series and, for the most part, are within the LIDE3-PSME-QUCH/BENE2 plant

association. The overstory is dominated by Douglas fir with scattered sugar pine and incense-

cedar. The understory is composed primarily of tanoak. chinkapin, salal. and dwarf-Oregon-

grape. While average stand basal areas range from 100 to 140 square feet/acre, these stands

are generally open with overstocked pockets of mature Douglas fir and lesser numbers of

associated conifers that range from one to two acres in size. Quadratic mean stand diameters

range from 6 to 10 inches (DBH) with larger trees surpassing 52" DBH.

Analysis ; The areas are designated Matrix. While portions of the units (primarily near the

riparian reserves) meet or are close to meeting RMP criteria for regeneration harvest, the units

overall do not.

The clumpy distribution of conifers and brushy tanoak openings suggest that these stands

were influenced by wildland fires prior to the 1900"s. The residual groups of mature conifers

have withstood numerous fire events that maintained a lower level of competitive vegetation

in the stands. The units are now overstocked with younger pole and sawtimber size conifers,

hardwoods, and brush. Increment cores of the larger trees indicate reduced to minimal

diameter growth. These trees are in a condition considered in a zone of imminent mortality.

Areas of releasable conifers exist. Portions of these units are understocked with conifers.

Desired Future Condition ; The desired future condition for the short-term is to maintain the

health and presence of an overstory of large diameter Douglas fir and sugar pine to allow

existing smaller conifers within the stand to reach a merchantable size. A middle canopy

layer of released pole and sawtimber size conifers would exists. A lower canopy would

consist of areas of Douglas fir regeneration mixed with limited amounts of brush. In the long-

term, these stands would consist of large remnant Douglas fir and sugar pine over pole and

sawtimber size conifers mixed with limited numbers of large hardwoods.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies; None.

Recommended Treatment (see also Appendix 2; marking guidelines);

The objective of Commercial Thinning (CT) within units 16, 17. 17-1. and 5-4 is to reduce the

basal area in areas that are overstocked. The target basal area is 120 square feet basal area per

acre. The maintenance thinning would allow residual trees further dominance of the site by

reducing competition for water and nutrients. At least 40% canopy cover would be

maintained. Open canopy around large conifers (preferably sugar pine) to 15' past dripline.

Precommercial thin using a 14' by 14' spacing in areas that contain non-commercial conifers.

Brush units up to 7" DBH, handpile and handpile burn.

Within Riparian Reserves, reduce stocking levels of non-commercial conifers and hardwoods,

space conifers I6'xl6', slash brush, handpile and burn piles.

Silvicultural Options Considered : None.
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UNIT 2-3 T.33S..R. low., sections 2,3,10.11

Stand Description ; Unit 2-3 is a young stand of ponderosa pine that was planted following

the Quail Creek wildfire in the mid-1970s. Stem diameters generally range from 3"-14"dbh.

Portions of the unit have been treated in the past with release and precommercial thinning

treatments. In areas there is thick tanoak and ceanothus brush. In other areas the

"understory" is open with Douglas-fir seedling in from surrounding mature trees.

Analysis : Unit is within a Late Successional Reserve. When viewed within the context of

suiTounding stands, unit is out of place. It is an isolated stand of pine within an area of mixed

conifer stands, which are predominantly Douglas fir. Stand will take considerable time to

provide meaningful habitat for late successional species. Douglas fir is seeding in from

surrounding stands. Unit is near Rogue River Corridor (Congressional Reserve) and is along

a backcountry byway.

Desired Future Condition : The desired future condition resulting from this action would, in

the short-term, be a stand that would have changed little in outward appearance. The unit

would contain stocking levels of approximately 150-220 young trees per acre. There would

be a shift in stand composition towards more Douglas fir. Existing Douglas fir would be

released.

In the long-term, the unit would blend in with the surrounding stands. Douglas fir would be

the predominant species. There would be scattered larger ponderosa pine. Characteristics of

older forests such as trees with larger branches, trees with fuller crowns, late successional

forest associated species and multiple canopy layers would be present.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies : None.

Recommended Treatment : A noncommercial density management (NDM) treatment that

favors the retention of late successional conifer species such as Douglas fir over ponderosa

pine is recommended. Thin the pines to an average spacing of 17'xl7' where conifers are not

already at that spacing. Release Douglas fir when it is greater than half the height of adjacent

ponderosa pine. Retain the pine when the Douglas fir is less than half the height to retain

visuals along the backcountry byway. Where Douglas-fir seedlings are clumpy and less than

half the height of the pine space the Douglas fir on a 17'xl7' spacing. Slash brush and

hardwoods. Leave one or two main stems on clumps of madrone sprouts. Retain dogwoods,

big leaf maples and willows. Utilize a 7"'dbh upper diameter cut limit for these treatments.

Prune conifers along byway and throughout the unit. Handpile slash and burn piles. Do
treatments between October and May to avoid conflicts with recreation use of nearby areas.

Conduct follow-up fuels treatments. Evaluate for need for similar treatments in the future so

that acceleration of stand development can be achieved while minimizing visual effects to

area.

Silvicultural Options Considered : Removal of a small amount of commercial size material

was considered.
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UNITS 14C,23B,23E,33DT.32S., R.9W., sections 14,23,33

Stand Description ; These units are stands of smaller non-commercial size conifers primarily

Douglas fir with a minor component of sugar pine. Some merchantable size trees exist in the

stands. Hardwoods are present and consist of chinkapin, tanoak, and madrone. Salal is

present.

Analysis : These area are designated Matrix. Stand meets does not RMP guidelines for

regeneration harvest. Conifers for the most part are not large enough for a commercial

operation. Units are overstocked with non-commercial conifers, hardwoods, and brush.

Many of these conifers would respond to a release treatment.

Desired Future Condition; The desired future condition of these units in the short-term

would be stands of vigorous well-spaced conifers. There would be a minor component of

hardwood trees. In the long-term, the stands would develop into stands of pole and sawtimber

size conifers. One or more commercial thinning operations would be possible. Given a

longer period of time the stands would consist of sawtimber size conifers and large

hardwoods.

Prevention/Avoidance Strategies ; Maintenance of canopy cover and subsequent treatments

such as fertilization to increase this canopy cover and density would slow/prevent the

establishment and growth of competitive vegetation.

Recommended Treatment ; A precommercial thin (PCT) is the recommended treatment for

these units. Space conifers on a 14'x 14' spacing. Slash brush. Utilize a 7"dbh upper

diameter cut limit on both conifers and hardwoods. Retain dogwoods. Handpile and burn

piles. Conduct follow-up treatments such as brushing, handpiling and burning of piles, and

underburning to maintain stocking.

Siivicultural Options Considered : None.
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KELSEY WHISKY EIS

MARKING GUIDELINES
(for the preferred alternative)

REGENERATION HARVESTS

RH Units 31-1,5-1,6-3,6-4,6-5,7-1,35-1, 1-1, 1-2,8-1,18-1, 13-l,23-lA,4-l,4-2

OR Units 12-1, 26A, 26A1

RH/OR Unit 33A

RH/CT, OR/CT Units 6-2, 28A, 33-2, 33-1

In areas of larger conifers:

Conifers >20 inches dbh

-Retain 7 per acre (to comply with 6-8 larger trees per acre as called for by RMP; verify number

of acres before marking)

-Retain conifers across the range of diameters,

-Retain conifers to represent species present before harvest

-Disperse through unit where possible (ex. 7 tpa corresponds to approximate spacing of 79' X
79')

-Retain both sound and cull trees

-Retain if falling would damage or destroy regeneration

-Retain to form buffer of uncut trees around desired snags

Additional Conifers to meet interim CWD guidelines

-Retain 2 trees per acre greater than 20 inches dbh (verify number of acres before marking)

-Retain 1 tree per acre 10-19 inches dbh (verify number of acres before marking)

-Retain well-formed, vigorous trees

-Retain a mix of species

-Retain throughout the unit

Hardwoods

-Retain larger (>10 inches dbh) trees

-Retain a mix of species

-On an acre by acre basis, not an average over the unit (3 tpa corresponds to an approximate

spacing of 120' X 120')

In areas of pole and sawtimber size conifers

-See marking guides for Commercial Thinning units.

In areas that contain large as well as pole and sawtimber size conifers

-Space conifers greater than 20 inches dbh on an approximate spacing of 79 x79 (approximately 7

trees per acre) in that area. Select trees as described above. No additional conifers in these areas

to be retained for coarse woody debris.

-Space pole and sawtimber size conifers as described under commmercial thinning units.

Snags- retain except when they are a safety hazard
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COMMERCIAL THIN

CT Units 35-2, 7-2A,7-2B,8-2,12-4,17-3,13C,27-lD,27-3,27-4

CT/PCT Units 14A,22A,23A,24A,27-lC,27-2,33B,5-4,16-l,17-l,17-2

Thin from below (unless noted)- Mark so that the trees to be removed are primarily suppressed and

intermediates. Mark to take selected codominants and dominants when they are clumped. All CT and

CT/PCT units except unit 8-2 to be marked so that 40% canopy cover remains at the end ofthe treatment.

Unit 8-2 to retain 50% canopy cover.

Unit 22A - Thin from above portions of the unit within 100 of the ends and within 50 of the side of

Calvert Airstrip.

Units 5-4. 16-1. 17-1. 17-2 - These units to be thinned across the range of diameters to a conifer

basal area of 120 square feet. Retain vigorous, well-formed conifers. Trees be removed include

suppressed, intermediates, codominants, and dominants. Favor retention of pines.

Pole and smaller sawtimber f<20 dbh) size tr ees

-Retain larger, well-formed trees without wind, snow, or other

damage (generally dominants and codominants)

-Retain trees with full, vigorous, long crowns

-OK to vary spacing some to retain best trees

-Retain some broken top/damaged trees on grid (for wildlife)

Species preference

-Retain conifers that represent species mix of stand

-Retain releaseable pine over other species. Mark so that pines are spaced a little more open than

Douglas-fir or white fir.

-Retain Douglas-fir over white fir.

Occasional Remnant Mature/Old Growth Conifers within units

(all CT, CT/PCT units except 5-4, 16-1, 17-1, 17-2)

-Retain 8-10 per acre where present as leave trees

-Where present space approximately 65 X 65'

-Favor pines that are likely to remain in stand for awhile
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COMMERCIAL DENSITY MANAGEMENT

CDM Units ll-I,22-I,26-3,27-lA,27-lB,28-lA,28-lB,12-2

CDM/NDM Units 26-2

Reduce stand density (thin) from below - Mark so that the trees to be removed are suppressed and

intermediates. Retain codominants and dominants. Mark with the objectives of the land use

allocation in mind (late-successional stand characteristics). Retain overall canopy cover of 60%.

Around large conifers (especially pines) within units 27-1 A, 27- IB, 28-1 A, and 28- IB open up

canopy to 15 past dripline (with 1 1 dbh upper diameter cut limit).

Conifers Greater than 1 1 inches DBH
-Retain all.

Conifers Less than or equal to II inches DBH
-Retain larger, will-fonned trees without wind, snow, or other

damage

-Retain trees with good crowns

-OK to vary spacing

-Retain some broken top/damaged trees on grid (for wildlife)

Species preference

-Retain conifers that represent species mix of stand

-Retain releaseable pine over other species. Mark so that pines are spaced a little more open than

Douglas-fir or white fir.

-Retain Douglas-fir over white fir.

-Reserve retain late successional conifers such as hemlock and western red cedar

PINE ENHANCEMENT/MAINTENANCE UNIT

West Fork Whisky Creek Uplands

West Fork Whisky Creek Riparian Reserves

Mark to create small openings (<l/4 acre) around large pines and groups of pine at a rate not to

exceed two per acre where large pine are present. Large pine should be the vigorous and as free of

disease and mistletoe as possible. Emphasize the retention of codominant and dominant trees.

However, if codominant and dominant trees exist around large pines, mark to thin so that retained

trees do not interfere with the crown of the leave pine(s). Openings within the outer half of Riparian

Reserves are to be a minimum of 300 apart. No treatment within inner half of the Riparian

Reserves. Within Riparian Reserves retain dominant trees.
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Appendix 14-1. Past Timber Harvests and
Related Projects in the Project Area since 1982.
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Appendix 14-2. Regeneration Success.

Stocking Class represents a measure of the distribution of regeneration, expressed as the

proportion (percentage) of the area actually occupied by conifer and a limited number of

hardwood trees. Stocking is determined from a series of circular plots. For the Medford

District under the Northwest Forest Plan (NFP), plot size for trees less than 4.1 inches dbh is

1/229"" of an acre, which corresponds to a circular plot with a radius of 7.8 feet. Average

spacing corresponds to approximately 14' X 14'. Pre-NFP standards were based on plot sizes

relative to site class.

NFP standards are more closely linked to assumptions made in the Kelsey Whisky EIS

planning. Target stocking has 80-100% pf the regeneration plots occupied by suitable trees.

Minimum stocking has 60-79% of the regeneration plots occupied by suitable trees. Sub-

minimum stocking is where less than 60% of the regeneration plots are occupied by suitable

trees. To be counted as stocked, a plot must contain at least one tree of suitable attributes. A
suitable tree is a tree species, adapted to the ecological site, considered capable of meeting

forest management objectives. It may qualify as a component of the stand by having

survivied at least one growing season in the field. Current stocking standards are higher for

Matrix allocated lands where production of timber is a primary objective and lower for

reserve areas where there habitat and other non-timber objectives.

The following table depicts regeneration success of acres denuded by timber harvest and

wildfire within the Kelsey Whisky EIS area. It contains combined information from both

Forest Plan and pre-Forest Plan survey systems. The breakdown of stocking classes under

both systems when viewed independently is essentially the same. Given the tools described in

the Medford District RMP and sufficient funding, reforestation success of harvest units within

the Kelsey Whisky is expected to be similar.

Regeneration Success by Stocking Class (1959-Present)

Acres reforested through seeding and/or planting

STOCKING CLASS planted/seeded

Acres %

TARGET 6517 84%
MINIMUM 1035 13%,

SUB-MINIMUM 194 3%
TOTAL 7746 100%

Glendale Resource Area Micro*Storms Database.

Forest management does not end with the successful regeneration of cut or burned areas. Unit

condition and stocking are mentioned and treatments to promote growth and stand

characteristics applicable to the land use allocation are done to meet the objectives of the

allocation. (Stocking classes will be updated as monitoring under the Forest Plan system is

done.) These treatments are done until the unit has reached a point where commercial

thinning and commercial density management (8-12' dbh) is appropriate. Some of the units

regenerated in the late 1950s and 2960s have reached this point.
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Appendix 15, Public Comments and BLM
Responses.

Contents of Appendix 15

Roadless/Wilderness A- 1 54

Recreation/Wild and Scenic River A- 156

Sedimentation and Soils A- 1 56

Hydrology/Water Quality A- 1 57

Fisheries A- 1 58

Old-Growth/Late Successional Habitat A- 1 60

Fire/Fuels A-160

Habitat/Wildlife A- 1 62

Species Diversity A- 1 63

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) A- 163

Transportation System A- 1 64

Connectivity A- 1 65

Port-Orford cedar A- 1 66

Mining Contamination A- 1 66

Riparian Reserves A- 1 66

Economics A- 1 67

Timber Management A- 1 68

Size of Harvest Trees A- 1 69

Noxious Weeds A- 1 69

Cumulative Effects A- 1 69

Threatened and Endangered Species A- 1 69

Other Species of Concern (including Survey and Manage) A- 170

NEPA A-170

Many comments fell into a category of "statement of opinion" without providing additional information

not previously known, or provided no substantive argument for considering the statement anything more
than a personal point of view. Some of these types of statements required no response. Many comments

have been combined with others to facilitate concise and complete responses. Each letter was given a

unique number.

Table A15-1 Commenters to the Kelsey Whisky DEIS and corresponding letter number

# Name of Commenter # Name of Commenter # Name of Commenter

1 Gerald F. Jeli 5 lanto Evans 9 J. Cass

2 Howard S. Gold 6 Allison Hamilton 10 Gary Brostek

3 Tim Rosenthal 7 Friends of Living Oregon

Waters

11 Sallie S. Danielson

4 Jacob S. Handwerher 8 Nan & Walter Simpson 12 Lynn Pruzan
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# Name of Commenter # Name of Commenter # Name of Commenter

13 Lea Wood 41 Barbara Deutsch 69 Shirley Nelson

14 David and Julie Occhioto 42 Siskiyou Project 70 Charles Steadman

15 David Rains Wallace 43 Headwaters 71 Randall E. Hartman

16 Northwest Environmental

Defense Center

44 Klamath Siskiyou 72 James Bender

17 Ted Scourles 45 Stacy Drake 73 Phyllis Kirk

18 Alex Hamilton III 46 Jonathan Levann 74 Myra Erwin

19 Judith K. Canepa 47 Association ofO & C Counties 75 Deborah Newell

20 Jeremy Kamil 48 Lance Bisaccia 76 Dianna Huntington

21 William K. Steele 49 Siskiyou Chapter, Native Plant

Society of Oregon

77 Peter Zadis

22 Barry D. Blumberg 50 Elaine Woodriff 78 M.L. Chris Fielding

23 Jmi O'Neil 51 Chris Matheum 79 Corrie Watterson

24 Oregon Natural

Resource Council

52 Rachel Aquino 80 Robert Adams

25 Neil Seigel 53 Joan Baylie and Jim Mullins 81 Mr. & Mrs. Stephen L. Graves

26 David Mildrexler 54 John Schraufnagel 82 Reg Reagau

27 John Saemann 55 Phyllis Macy 83 Charlie Vincent

28 Karen L. Machciniski 56 Bradley H. Boyden 84 Connie Lonsdale

29 Lydia Garvey 57 Vasiliki P. and Paul Jr. L.

Kelly

85 Rod Bimey, M.D.

30 Barbara Dudman 58 Gerald and Robin Wisdom 86 John M. Kalb

31 Richard Campos 59 Donald Fontenot 87 Paul T. Howard

32 C.E. Close M.D. 60 McKenzie Flyfishers 88 John Saemann

33 Bruce Campbell 61 Olive Miller 89 Susan Landu

34 Gerald Orchard 62 Joanne Vinton 90 Dorothy J. Layman

35 Dr. & Mrs. Jonathan S.

Levy

63 James Bender 91 John Pamperin

36 Sally Streeter 64 Clifford E. Anderson 92 Susanna DeFazio

37 Frances Petschek 65 Gaiy and Christine Pellett 93 Sharon Laskey

38 Paul Moss 66 Patricia K., Just Imagine U,

Inc.

94 David Shane

39 R. Meehan 67 C Smith 95 Julie Remmerde

40 Terry Raymer 68 Mark R. Furler 96 Helon Howard
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# Name of Commenter # Name of Commenter # Name of Commenter

97 Margie Mee 113 Carla Winston 129 Russell Frankel

98 Eletheah Kesarah 114 Swanson Group, Inc. 130 Elizabeth Roberts

99 Steve Krisa 115 Barry Sniktkin 131 John Yoakum

100 Carol Ampel 116 David Dillon 132 Francis Eatherington

101 Alison Miller 117 Justin Fleming 133 Don Schuman

102 Southern Oregon Timber

Industries Association

(SOTIA)

118 Dave Metz 134 Sarah Damsell

103 Robert R. Rodriguez 119 Judith Gonzalez Plascencia 135 Marion Warfield

104 Swanson Group 120 Bill Yake 136 Scott Vasak

105 Robert L. Harvey 121 Steve Koller 137 Guy Prouty

106 M. Levin 122 Dave Willis 138 Alice Di Micele

107 Diane Hillgrove 123 S. Gertsch/R. Moore 139 Christine Perala

108 United States

Environmental Protection

Agency Region 10

124 Beverly B. McDonald 140 Adrienne Sturbois

109 Jane Moody 125 Wayne L. Kelly 141 Cheyne Gumming

110 Karen Salley PhD 126 Cynthia M. Hogan 142 Rebecca P. Wilmore

ill Steven Polinger 127
Rolf Stan-

143 Odgen Kellogg

112 George Shook 128 Gerald G. Gold 144 Larry Laitner
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Appendix 16. Biological Assessment NOAA
Fisheries.

jt^

/ VX

'NtuOl'

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
Northwest Region

7600 Sand Point Way N.E., BIdg. 1

Seattle, WA 981 15

February 4, 2003 M '

Refer to:

2002/01475

Ron Wenker

District Manager

Medford BLM District

3040 Biddle Road

Medford, OR 97504

Re: Endangered Species Act Section 7 Informal Consultation and Magnuson-Stevens Fishery

Conservation and Management Act Essentia] Fish Habitat Consultation for the Kelsey-

Whiskey Timber Sale, Bureau of Land Management, Rogue Basin, Oregon.

Dear Mr. Wenker:

This correspondence is in response to your December 12, 2002, request for consultation under

the Endangered Species Act (ESA) for the proposed Kelsey-Whiskey Timber Sale in the BLM-
Wild Rogue watershed. Additionally, this letter serves to meet the requirements for consultation

under the Magnuson Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSA).

ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT

On December 13, 2002, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries) received a

complete biological assessment (BA) describing the project and its effects, maps detailing the

project location, and a written request for concurrence wdth a determination that the proposed

action is "not likely to adversely affect" (NLAA) Southern Oregon/Northern California (SONC)
coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisulch), or their designated critical habitat. The project includes

commercial thinning, precommercial thinning, regeneration harvest, density management, and

prescribed burning.

NOAA Fisheries listed SONC coho salmon as threatened under the ESA on May 6, 1997 (62 FR
24588), with critical habitat designated on May 5, 1999 (64 FR 54049). Interim protective

regulations for SONC coho were issued under section 4(d) of the ESA on July 1 8, 1 997 (62 FR
38479). This consultation is undertaken under section 7(a)(2) of the ESA, and its implementing

regulations, 50 CFR Part 402.

The proposed action occurs in the Kelsey Creek subwatershed in the BLM-Wild Rogue

watershed, which is a tributary to the Rogue River. Five streams in the project area are

designated critical habitat for SONC coho salmon: (1) The lower 2.6 miles of the Kelsey Creek

^O Primed on Rrcycled Paper 'HP
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'0(^s mainstem; (2) the lower 0.5 miles of the East Fork of Kelsey Creek before its confluence with the

mainstem; (3) the lower 2.5 miles of the West Fork of Whiskey Creek; (4) the lower 2.1 miles of

I the East Fork of Whiskey Creek; and (5) 2.3 miles of the Whiskey Creek mainstem.

The Medford District Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is proposing treatment on 2,877 acres.

This includes 1 ,091 acres of pine enhancement/maintenance, which involves clearing around

\\' scattered selected large pines to reduce competition and encourage seedling survival. All

•

u commercial thinning, density management, regeneration harvest and overstory removal occxirs on

ridgetops and midslopes with no acitvity in riparian reserves. Commercial thinning and density

management vsill occur on 1 ,255 acres. Commercial thinning will reduce canopy cover to 40%
on thinned lands, and density management vsdll reduce it to 60% on density management lands.

Regeneration harvest and overstory removal will occur on 53 1 acres. Yarding will occur on the

1,7^6 acres outside of the pine enhancement/maintenance areas. Tliere is no yarding within

riparian reserves. Tractor yarding will occur on 201 acres, cable yarding on 1,102 acres,

' helicopter yarding on 235 acres and a combination of cable and helicopters on 248 acres. To

facilitate harvest, 1 .5 miles of temporary road will be built and 14.5 miles of road will be

ti> renovated. At project completion, 9.7 miles of road will be decommissioned and 6.9 miles of

; road will blocked to traffic. Twenty-two culverts will be removed and seven more replaced,

none of which are on fish-bearing streams. Eight of the culverts are 0.5 miles fi^om critical

habitat, the other 21 are 2.0 miles or more from critical habitat. One tributary of Whiskey Creek,

that has been running dov^ a road bed, wall be re-routed back into it's historical channel. This

work is 0.9 miles above coho salmon critical habitat.

^
Within the riparian reserves, there will be 76 acres of non-commercial density management, 28

acres of underbuming and some of the pine enhancement/maintenance. For the density

management, 25-foot no-treatment buffers will be established along the 1 .0 miles of intermittent

stream and the 0.2 miles of perennial stream. No conifer greater than 7 inches diameter at breast

height (dbh) will be felled and no material will be taken offsite. Within this density management

area, slash will be hand-piled and burned. No piles will be allowed within 25 feet of streams.

The underbum will reduce ladder fiiels and fuel hazards and all stream shading vegetation and

sources of large woody debris v»ill be retained. No underbum ignition will occur wdthin 50 feet

of streams and no mechanized equipment will be used to construct fireline within riparian

reserves. The pine enhancement/maintenance consists of clearing competing vegetation within

15 feet of the dripline of large pine trees. All felled material will be left on site and no treatment

vAW occur within 75 feet of streams.

Some acreage (497 acres) in the transient snow zone will be regeneration harvested. After

harvest, the open condition within the watersheds will range between 3% and 16%. The largest

increase would occur in the Meadow 7"* field which would raise the portion of land in open

condition from 0.1 to 9 %. This increase in open condition is not expected to cause an increase

in peak flows. Furthermore, the amount of the forest that used to be in open condition under the

historic wildfire regime ranged between 15 and 25 % (Wild Rogue North WA, 1999) so, peak

flows have likely decreased in the recent past from historic levels.
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Based on information provided by the BLM and developed during informal consultation, NOAA
Fisheries concurs with the BLM's determination that the proposed project is NLAA for the

following reasons: (1) There will be no commercial thinning, overstory removal or regeneration

harvest within riparian reserves; (2) within the 76 acres of riparian reserve density management,

25-foot no-touch buffers will be used to protect streams (which do not contain fish), no trees

greater than 7 inches diameter dbh will be felled, and no trees will be taken out of the riparian

reserve; (3) no handpiling and burning will be allowed within 25 feet of streams, and no

underbuming will permitted within 50 feet of streams; (4) within the pine

enhancement/maintenance area, no treatment will take place within 75 feet of streams, and all

material will be left on site; (5) an increase in peak flows is not expected, as all watersheds will

be left with 16 % or less open canopy; (6) all temporary roads are located on ridgetops; and (7) of

the 29 culverts to be replaced or removed, eight are 0.5 miles from critical habitat, the other 21

are at least 2.0 miles or more from critical habitat. Therefore, the proposed project is unlikely to

cau^e incidental take ofSONC coho salmon, or cause adverse effects to designated critical

habitat.

The BLM must reinitiate this consultation if: (1) New information reveals that effects of the

action may affect listed species in a way not previously considered; (2) the action is modified in a

way that causes an effect on listed species that was not previously considered; or (3) a new
species is listed or critical habitat is designated that may be affected by the action (50 CFR
402.16).

MAGNUSON-STEVENS FISHERY CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT ACT

Federal agencies are required, under §305(b)(2) of the MSA and its implementing regulations (50

CFR 600 Subpart K), to consult with NOAA Fisheries regarding actions that are authorized,

funded, or undertaken by that agency that may adversely affect essential fish habitat (EFH). The

MSA (§3) defines EFH as "those waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning, breeding,

feeding, or growth to maturity." If an action would adversely affect EFH, NOAA Fisheries is

required to provide the Federal action agency with EFH conservation recommendations (MSA
§305(b)(4)(A)). This consultation is based, in part, on information provided by the Federal

action agency and descriptions ofEFH for Pacific salmon contained in Appendix A to

Amendment 14 to the Pacific Coast Salmon Plan (August 1999) developed by the Pacific

Fishery Management Council and approved by the Secretary of Commerce (September 27,

2000).

The proposed action and action area are described above in this concurrence letter and in

section I of the BA. Designated EFH for various life stages of coho salmon and chinook salmon

{Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) occurs within and downstream from the project area.

Because the habitat requirements {i.e., EFH) for the MSA-managed species in the project area are

similar to that of the ESA-listed species, and because the conservation measures that the BLM
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included as part of the proposed action to address ESA concerns are also adequate to avoid,

minimize, or otherwise offset potential adverse effects to designated EFH, conservation

recommendations pursuant to MSA (§305(b)(4)(A)) are not necessary. Since NOAA Fisheries is

not providing conservation recommendations at this time, no 30-day response from the BLM is

required (MSA §305(b)(B)).

This concludes consultation under the MSA. If the proposed action is modified in a manner that

may adversely affect EFH, the BLM will need to reinitiate EFH consultation with NOAA
Fisheries in accordance with NOAA Fisheries implementing regulations for EFH at 50 CFR
600.920(k).

Please direct questions regarding this letter to Chuck Wheeler ofmy staff in the Oregon Habitat

Branch at 541.957.3379.

Sincerely,

^^ L^^lMNUliA- [•f/'

D. Robert Lohn

Regional Administrator

cc: Bill HudsonyCoos Bay BLM District

Dale Johnscn, Medford BLM District

Dan Delaney, Rogue-Siskiyou National Forest

Craig Tuss, Fish and Wildlife Service

'' ^iirTif-

.-.-.^•..'J;j*j --V;:- ,.'

:'""
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United States Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEME^^^
MEDFORD DISTRICT OFFICE

3040 Biddle Road
Medford. Oregon 97504 —..^

email address: orllOmb@or.blm.gov J

'""
';;v~"-v'~" ". .v. •

6840(118) J

G8109(BB:esg) JAN 2 8 2003 ( MZl
INREPLYREFEHTO;

Mr. Michael Tehan

NCAA Fisheries
}^hii:;;)?i :.;

525 NE Oregon street
^'t^' Off620OZ-O325-ieC

Portland, Oregon 97232-2737
^'*^' "^ ^

^-i Ui/inp;

Dear Mr. Tehan:

In accordance with regulations on interagency cooperation (50 CFR 402) pursuant to Section 7 of

the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 (as amended), the Medford District, Bureau of Land

Management (BLM) initiates consultation for the Kelsey-Whisky Timber Sale project with your

Roseburg Office. Enclosed is a copy of the Biological Assessment (BA) and supporting

documentation that addresses the proposed action that "may affect, not likely to adversely afFect"

(NLAA) a listed species. The attached copy, a revision of our original submission ofDecember

12, 2002, contains additional information and data corrections. We request concurrence on this

project.

The Southern Oregon/Northern California (SO/NC) coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisuich)

Evolutionary Significant Unit (ESU) was listed as threatened under the Endangered Species Act

(ESA) by National Marine Fisheries Services (NMFS); May 6, 1997. Its critical habitat was

designated June 4, 1 999.

We also request NOAA Fisheries' response to this consultation request to serve as informal

conferencing on Klamath Mountain Province (KMP) steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss). The
KMP steelhead trout ESU was proposed as threatened under the ESA but was not found warranted.

The effects determinations of the actions included in this BA for SO/NC coho salmon are the same

as for the KMP steelhead ESU.

Ifyou have any questions, please call Dale Johnson ofmy staff at (541) 61 8-2339. We look

forward to working with you and your staff to conserve the threatened, endangered and candidate

fish species in Southwest Oregon.

Sincerely,

Mary Smelcer

Acting District Manager

I Enclosure

1- Biological Assessment
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Biological Assessment for Kelsey Whisky Complex Project

PROJECT: Kelsey-Whisky Complex

EFFECTS DETERMINATION:
SO/NC coho salmon: NLAA

HABITAT CONSIDERED:
SO/NC coho salmon critical habitat: May affect, not likely to adversely affect

Essential fish habitat for coho and chinook salmon: will not be adversely affected

PROJECT LOCATION:
Agency: Medford District, Glendale Resource Area

HUC - 4: Rogue River

HUC - 5: BLM-Wild Rogue

HUC - 6: Kelsey Creek

HUC -7s: Lower Whisky, West Fork Whisky, Meadow, Bunker, Russian

EIS: Kelsey Whisky Final Landscape Management Plan, Proposed Amendments to the

Medford Resource Management Plan and Final Environmental Impact Statement

(RMPA/LMP/EIS) February 2003

WA: Wild Rogue Watershed Analysis [USDI ELM ( December 1999)

L BACKGROUND

A. LOCATION

The timber sale is located within the Glendale Resource Area of the BLM Medford District on

the north side of the Rogue River Canyon between Whisky Creek and Kelsey Creek in

Josephine, Douglas and Curry counties.
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B. FISH DISTRIBUTION

Salmonid distribution is shown on the project area map (attached).

Table 3-4. Streams and estimated habitat miles for coho salmon and steelhead, within the Kelsey Whisky timber

sale planning area.

Stream Name Miles of Coho Miles of Steelhead

Rogue River 20.0 20.0

Whisky Creek 2.3 2.3

East Fork Whisky Creek 2.1 2.1

West Fork Whisky Creek 2.5 2.5

Kelsey Creek 2.6 2.6

East Fork Kelsey 0.5 2.4

Booze Creek .5

Bronco Creek .1

Bunker Creek 1.2

Meadow Creek .9

Russian Creek .3

C. FISH HABITAT AND WATERSHED CONDITION

Twenty miles of the Rogue River and about 10 miles of streams on the north side of the river in

the project area are probably accessible to ESA-listed Southern Oregon/Northern California coho

salmon. Fish distribution is poorly known due to the area's inaccessibility. Most habitat is

marginally suitable for the species because of moderate to steep gradient, poor quality spawning

and off-channel rearing habitat and natural barriers. Mileages in this table are estimates of the

possible upper limit of the species distribution and are based on Oregon Department of Fish and

Wildlife habitat survey data. The Rogue River in the analysis area supports a large number of

fish species, including chinook salmon (Wild Rogue North WA).

Kelsey Creek and Whisky Creek, the primary fish-bearing streams in the Planning Area, are

properly functioning overall, although some factors such as sediment limit stream productivity.

Causes of stream sediment and substrate embeddedness in these major fish streams include

roads, naturally unstable soils and, to a lesser extent, a small placer mining claim on East Fork

Whisky Creek. Condition of fish streams in other subwatersheds reflects natural conditions that

are uninfluenced or marginally influenced by human activity. Degraded substrate has negative

implications for fish spawning success and winter refugia, as well as for aquatic

macroinvertebrate community composition and abundance.
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All streams are properly functioning from a hydrologic standpoint due to high percentage of

watershed cover in mid to late serai forest (Table 6). Moderate to high road density (Table 5)

and associated increase in the drainage network through road ditchlines in the Kelsey and

Whisky creek watersheds has potential for influencing timing and magnitude of peak flows. But

indicator factors like streambank stability and gravel accumulation in low gradient reaches

suggests that it is not currendy a problem.

Riparian connectivity in the Wild Rogue North is relatively high, ranging from 70 to 98% (Wild

Rogue WA - Table 17) greater than 80 years of age (the age at which late successional

characteristics begin to appear). Acres in this condition will continue to increase since they are

protected from future timber harvest under the Northwest Forest Plan. High riparian

connectivity favors not only aquatic organisms and processes but also terrestrial plants and

animals that use these areas as travel corridors.

Although maximum summer water temperatures in Whisky Creek exceeds state standards, the

condition reflects natural conditions (WA - p.20-23). There is only limited data for other streams

due to their remote locations and general inaccessibility. However, based on the general lack of

land management activities in all or the majority of their watersheds and high degree of late serai

connectivity of Riparian Reserves, it is believed that water temperatures in all subwatersheds are

well within the range of natural variability.

Historic wildfire characteristics resulted in much greater acreage in open condition (no or

minimal ground cover or canopy closure) than at present. Existing stream channel capacity

reflects peak flow conditions under historic wildfire regimes. Hillslopes adjacent to streams are

stable and well-vegetated and streambanks are stable in the subwatersheds where timber harvest

is planned (Table 3).

Refer to the Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis for addition information on stream and

watershed conditions.
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II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A. Project Details

The scope of this Biological Assessment is limited to commercial forest harvest and

associated activities.

1. The Kelsey-Whisky Project proposes commercial timber harvest to meet commitments of

the Medford District Resource Management Plan, as well as a variety of treatments for

reducing fuel hazard and thinning in an LSR to reduce wildfire risk and to enhance late

successional forest characteristics. Proposed timber sales included in the proposed action

are: Upper East Kelsey (04), California Gulch (04), Mari Kelsey (05), West Fork Whisky

(05), and Meadow Creek (05).

2. Details and a summary of the proposed timber harvest units appear in Table 3 and

Appendix 5. This BA is based on Alternative 1 as presented in the Kelsey-Whisky Final

EIS, November 2002.

3. Virtually all of the commercial timber harvest units are in the headwaters of the

following fish-bearing streams: Kelsey, Meadow, Bunker, and Whisky creeks. Two
units (16-1 on West Fork Whisky Creek and 1-2 on East Fork Kelsey Creek) are adjacent

to fish habitat (coho and steelhead on Whisky, steelhead only on Kelsey). Commercial

density management units 27-1 A and 27- IB are more than 2 site potential trees from

Whisky Creek.

4. Riparian Reserves a minimum of 150 to 180 feet in width would be established on most

streams and a minimum of 300 to 360 feet on fish-bearing streams.

5. About 76 acres of riparian reserve adjacent to commercial thin harvest units 5-4 and 16-1

(West Fork Whisky Creek) would receive non-commercial density management (NDM)
treatment (defined on last page of Appendix 5). This would occur in stands of young

conifers (200 to 250 trees/acre), hardwoods and brush where the treatment would benefit

growth rates of residual trees and accelerate the development of late-successional stand

characteristics. A 25 foot no-treatment buffer would be maintained along 1.2 miles of

intermittent (83%) and perennial (17%) streams. Within the 155 foot wide riparian

treatment area (each side of stream), the number of trees retained would range from 80

tolOO/acre. A combined total in the treated and untreated acreage of 97 to 122 trees/acre

adjacent to the 1.2 miles of stream would provide more than an adequate supply for

future wood requirements. An unmanaged forest in this area typically contains 30 to 100

conifers/ acre >20 inches dbh with an indeterminate amount of understory conifers,

hardwoods and shrubs. No commercial size material would be removed. All slashed

material would be hand-piled and burned. Conifers and hardwoods greater than 7 inches

dbh would be retained regardless of number or spatial arrangement. Riparian treatments
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in units #16-1 and #5-4 are between 0.1 and slightly more than 0.5 miles from possible

coho and steelhead habitat in West Fork Whisky Creek (Map attachment).

Another 28 acres of riparian reserve adjacent to unit 6-3 (regen harvest) in upper East

Fork Kelsey Creek would be underbumed to reduce ladder fuels and fuels hazard. All

stream shading and sources of large down wood would be retained. The T' and I"'' order

streams in RR units 6-3R2 and -3R3 in upper Kelsey Creek are about 3 miles from coho

habitat.

6. There would be no commercial harvest within Riparian Reserves. However, some
commercial size trees may be cut and left on site as part of an effort to enhance and

maintain large pines .

Clearing competing vegetation from underneath and 15 feet around the dripline of large

pines in the West Fork Whisky Creek pine enhancement /maintenance (E/M) area would

involve slashing brush and hardwoods, as well as conifer saplings and probably even

some commercial size conifers. The number of large pines that would be treated, as well

as the number of commercial conifers that might be cut is unknown because all acreage

in the E/M area has not been examined on the ground. However, field inspection of some
E/M sites in riparian reserves indicates that cutting large (e.g. min 20 dbh) conifers would

seldom be necessary to accomplish project objectives. Any commercial size conifers that

are cut would not be removed from the site..

Assuming a maximum of two large pines/acre (based on preliminary field inspection of

the E/M area) and 0.1 acres per opening, slightly less than 2% (27 out of 1464 acres) of

Riparian Reserve in West Fork Whisky Creek would be treated. There would be no pine

treatment within at least 75 feet of streams. None of the pine E/M treatment is adjacent

to habitat for OC coho, OC steelhead or any other fish species.

7. Haul routes from harvest units would be gravel, natural surface rock or paved roads. The

only haul route crossings of coho salmon streams are gravel roads (Whisky Creek).

8. Road renovation, decommissioning, outsloping and water-dipping and construction of

temporary roads are planned under Alternative 1 . About 8 culverts would be replaced on

renovated roads to accomodate 100 year flood events and another 22 would be

completely removed during decommissioning (Map attachment). Of these treatments,

decommissioning has the greatest potential for contributing sediment to streams,

especially during the winter following culvert removal.

Road decommissioning in the Whisky Creek watershed would involve subsoiling,

constructing water dips in appropriate locations, and rerouting one intermittent stream

that currently flows down a road into its original channel to eliminate severe erosion.

This action is about 0.9 miles from coho critical habitat. Road renovation (reestablishing
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the original road prism) and decommissioning in the Kelsey Creek watershed would

involve removing or replacing 29 culverts (none in fish habitat). Eight culverts on road

33-9-1 1 (T33S R9W Sec 10), about 0.5 miles from coho habitat, would be removed to

ensure that this inherently unstable road does not fail and deliver a large quantity of

sediment to Kelsey Creek. Another 21 stream culverts that would be removed or

replaced in the Kelsey watershed are more than 2 miles from coho habitat. Again, none

of the culverts are on fish-bearing streams. Road decommissioning and renovation in

other subwatersheds would not disturb stream channels nor contribute sediment to them

because the roads do not cross nor are they close to streams. Project Design Features

developed for road decommissioning and culvert replacement appear in Appendix 3 .

Table 2. Watershed Condition and Proposal For Alternative 1 of The Kelsey/Whisky Project

Total Acres * 24,960

BLM Acres (%)* 23.594(95%)

Estimated % total acres currently in proper

hydrologic functioning condition *

94%

Existing Road Density *

(mi. per sq. mile)

2.4

Acres to be harvested ( refer to Table 3) 1786. Includes all acres planned

for RH. OR. ORyCT,

RH/CT,RH/OR,CT,CT/PCT,
CDM,CDM/NDM

Does not include 1091 acres of

pine enhancement/maintenance.

Harvest units (acres) adjacent to coho

habitat

unit #16-1 (CT/PCT, 109 acres)

Proposed Road Treatment Under

Alternative 1:

Permanent Road Const.

Temporary Road Const.

Decommission

Renovation

Reestablish original road prism

Roads to be rocked

Roads closed with gates

Roads closed with barricades

Miles

1.5 (none in RR)

9.7

7.1

7.4

6.7

5.1

1.8

Wild Rogue North and Wild Rogue South Watershed Analyses
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Table 3. Harvest Unit Summary For the Alternative 1 - KelseyAVhisky Project Area

Lower

Whisky

(several

7ths)

West Fork

Whisky (7)

Meadow
(7)

Bunker

(7)

Kelsey

(6)

Totals

(acres)

% of all

treated

acres

Pine E/M* 1091

RH 14 113 15 281 423 24

RH/CT 49 49 3

RH/OR 12 12 <1

OR 21 21 1

OR/CT 26 26 1

CT 136 221 102 459 26

CT/PCT 189 279 468 26

CDM 234 27 30 291 16

CDM/NDM 37 37 2

1786 100%

CT= commercial thin, RH=regeneration harvest, OR=overstory removal

PCT=precommercial thin, CDM= commercial density management, ND]V1= non commercial density management

*Pine Enhancement/Maintenance across 1091 acres of the subwatershed involves clearing around large

ponderosa and sugar pines to reduce competition with other vegetation and encouraging seedling survival.
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Table 4. Yarding Summary (Acres) For The KelseyAVhisky Project

Subwatershed

Hue 6 or 7

Cable/Tractor Cable Heli Cable/Heli

Kelsey (6) 51 576 98 75

Lower Whisky

(several 7ths)

37 46 137 51

West Fork

Whisky (7)

81 122

Meadow (7) 113 163

Bunker (7) 236

Totals 201 (11%) 1102(62%) 235(13%) 248(14%) 1786

Table 5. Road Treatments For the Alternative 1 - KelseyAVhisky Project Area
Subwatershed

Hue 6 or 7

Temporary Decommission Renovaiion Reestablish

original road

prism

New pemianen!

road

Road Density

(mi./sq. mile)

Pre- Post-

Kelsey (6) 1.2 6.6 7.4 3.4 3.1

Lower Whisky

(several 7ths)

1.3 4.4 4.1

West Fork Whisky

(7)

0.2 1.4 2.4 2.4

East Fork Whisky

(7)

0.9 no change

Russian (7) 1.6 1.0 1.4 0.5

Meadow (7) 0.1 1.0 no change

Bunker (7) 0.2 2.5 no change

Copsey (7) 0.3 no change

Totals 1.5 9.7 7.1 7.4
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PROJECT DESIGN FEATURES

Helicopter Yarding

The purchaser would be required to use hehcopter landings that have been approved by the Field

Manager.

Helicopter refueling sites would be designed and operated to comply with all applicable

regulations.

All new helicopter landing construction would be sub-soiled, mulched and planted with trees

when logging has been completed. The road ditch line at the helicopter landings would be

bladed, seeded, and straw mulched before October 1 to allow proper drainage and to prevent

movement of sediment offsite

Helicopter landings would be constructed, used and ripped in the same season. These landings

would only be rocked if it is necessary to prevent erosion and stream sedimentation. Adequate

drainage would be provided to minimize erosion. Landings constmcted for this sale would be

ripped before October 15 and planted after logging.

Helicopter operation within 0.25 mile of northern spotted owl core areas would not be permitted

between March 1 and June 30.

Roads

Dust abatement would be done during dry weather when necessary on roads used for hauling to

prevent loss of fines in road surfacing.

Energy dissipaters and downspouts would be installed at cross-drain and stream culverts where

necessary to protect road fill slopes that are not adequately protected by natural materials.

The following design features would apply to this Project for culvert installation or replacement

in stream channels.

• The in-stream work period would be between June 1 5 and September 15 of the same year

in accordance with State of Oregon regulations.

• When replacing bottom-lay culverts, streams would be diverted around the work area

whenever reasonably feasible in order to limit movement of sediment off-site during the

low flow period. The diverted stream would not be returned to the channel and allowed

to flow through the project site until all stream work has been completed.

• Work would be temporarily suspended if rain saturates soils to the extent that there is

potential for road damage and for excessive stream sedimentation.
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• Bare soil areas would be seeded with approved, certified seed (weed-free) after

construction has been completed. Bare soil areas would be mulched with a cereal grain

straw from weed-free, certified fields.

• Culverts would be designed to pass a 100 year flood in accordance with guidance in the

Northwest Forest Plan.

• Culverts excavated from the road prism would be disposed of in an appropriate location.

• Hydraulic fluid and fuel lines would be in proper working condition in order to minimize

leakage into streams.

• Waste diesel, oil hydraulic fluid and other hazardous materials would be removed from

the site and disposed of in an approved site.

• Equipment refueling would be done where there is minimal chance that toxic materials

could enter a stream.

• Equipment would not be stored in a stream channel overnight.

To prevent damage to roads and potential for stream sedimentation, log or rock hauling would

be restricted to the following time periods unless authorized otherwise on a case-by-case basis:

Paved roads - All year

Rocked roads - April 5 to November 1

5

Natural surface roads - May 1 5 to October 1

5

New construction - May 1 5 to October 1

5

Road renovation (except roadside brushing outside of black stain period) and maintenance on

natural surface roads would be restricted to the dates prescribed for hauling. If the roads are

deemed too wet (road surfaces are deforming and road damage or sediment production is likely)

during a designated haul season (inclusive of the start and end dates), hauling would not be

allowed until approved by the Glendale Resource Area Field Manager.

Log hauling outside the dates specified above would be subject to approval by the Area

Manager and would be restricted to rocked roads.

Work would be suspended:

-when water is flowing on the road surface or ditchlines

-when snow on the road is melting

-when loaded log truck tire deflection exceeds 2 inches into the road surface anywhere

over the entire road length,

-snow removal (blading) on any road would not be authorized in order to prevent loss of

rock surfacing.

Road drainage improvement would consist of constructing a shallow water dip and armoring it

with rock below cross-drain culverts and draw culverts at locations where they are prone to

plugging. The road template would be outsloped where possible. Roads would be water barred

on steep sections.

10
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Temporary spur roads would be built, discontinuously subsoiling with winged rippers, water-

barred, seeded, mulched and log barricaded in the same year, between April 15 and October 15.

Conifers would be planted at a later date. Native grass seed, if available, would be used for

seeding immediately after subsoiling.

Road decommissioning would entail discontinuous subsoiling with winged rippers, mulching,

pulling culverts, water-barring and barricading, seeding with grass or planting with conifers.

Work would be done between July 1 and October 1 5 of the same year.

All bare ground disturbed by road construction activities would be mulched and seeded with

certified seed prior to autumn rains.

Excess excavated material would be end-hauled to designated waste areas. Side casting of

excess excavated material would not be allowed.

Landings would be located in approved sites and designed with adequate drainage.

No new landings would be constructed in Riparian Reserves.

Step landings would be re-contoured, mulched and seeded following use.

Fish/Streams/Riparian Habitat

Riparian Reserves would be established along all intermittent and perennial streams in

accordance with the Medford District RMP and ROD. Reserve widths would be 150 to 180 feet

on each side of non-fishery intermittent and perennial streams, 300 to 360 feet on fish bearing

segments (units #1-2 and #16-1) and 100 feet on springs and seeps.

Trees in Riparian Reserves and owl core areas that are accidentally knocked over during falling

and yarding would be retained on-site for fish and wildlife habitat.

Directional falling away from streams and wet areas would be required within one site potential

tree height of Riparian Reserves.

Large Pine Maintenance/Enliancenient

Openings would be created only within the outer Vi of Riparian Reserves. The size of created

openings would be limited to that created by cutting competitive vegetation under the leave pine

and to a distance of up to 15 feet beyond the drip line. Openings would be no closer than 300

feet from other created openings in the Riparian Reserve. If merchantable trees are cut they

would be left on the site to provide coarse woody debris.

11
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Vegetation Treatment and Prescribed Fire In Riparian Reserves

About 76 acres of riparian reserve adjacent to commercial thin harvest units 5-4 and 16-1 (West

Fork Whisky Creek) would receive non-commercial density management (NDM) treatment

(defined on last page of Appendix 5 ); another 28 acres of riparian reserve adjacent to unit 6-3

(regen harvest) in upper East Fork Kelsey Creek would be underburned .

- Brush and hardwoods would be slashed no closer than 25 feet of non-fishery streams. (There

are no vegetation or fuels treatments planned within riparian reserves that border fish

habitat).

- There would be no intentional broadcast burning within 50 feet of streams.

- Underburns would be allowed within 50 feet of streams.

- Pile and burn would be allowed no closer than 25 feet from streams.

- Firelines using mechanized equipment would not be constructed in riparian reserves.

Timber Resources (includes tractor and cable yarding)

Hand piles would be burned as early in the Fall as possible to best avoid adverse effects on

plants, or animals that may hibernate or nest in them. Broadcast bums would take place in the

Spring, if possible, and would be designed to:

-minimize conflicts with smoke management.

-minimize the risk of control problems.

-avoid adverse impacts to nesting wildlife species.

-minimize consumption of soil organic matter and surface duff.

-meet silvicultural objectives to prepare the site and reduce competition with conifer

seedlings.

-minimize the loss of large down wood.

-not exceed guidelines for exposing bare soil (Monitoring Handbook).

Tractor yarding would only be allowed between June 1 and October 15 (soil moisture permitting)

of the same year to minimize the amount of soil disturbance and compaction. If the Authorized

Officer determines that soils are too wet within this season, tractor yarding would not be allowed

until approved by him/her. Water bar spacing on tractor skid trails would be based on existing

guidelines considering slope and soil series.

Yarding tractors would not exceed eight feet in width and would be equipped with an integral

arch to raise the front end of the logs in order to minimize soils disturbance and compaction.
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Tractor operations would be restricted to designated skid trails and to slopes less than 35

percent, except where permitted by the Authorized Officer. Existing skid trails would be used

where possible. New trails would be no closer than 150 feet apart.

Tractor blades would not be used to build trails in tractor logging units. This provision would

ensure minimal soil displacement and would help to retain organic material on-site.

Following yarding and during the dry season (before October 15), skid trails in all OR and RH
tractor units would be water barred and discontinuously subsoiled using winged rippers to reduce

soil compaction, mulched with weed-free straw where necessary and planted with conifers. Skid

trails in commercial thin units would not be planted to trees. Water bar spacing on tractor skid

trails would be based on existing guidelines considering slope and soil series.

In cable yarding units the number of yarding corridors would be minimized to reduce soil

compaction and erosion. Corridors would be located at least 150 feet apart at the tail end and

lateral yarding would be required.

Partial suspension would be required on all cable yarding units where possible to minimize

ground disturbance and soil compaction.

Designated skid trails in overstory removal units would be located to minimize damage to

existing regeneration. Existing skid trails would be used where regeneration in skid trails is

sparse or in poor condition.

Six to twelve large green conifers per acre (12 to 15 in connectivity blocks), and a minimum of

three large hardwoods per acre (where available) would be retained in all regeneration harvest

and overstory removal units to provide for biological legacies and large structure in the

regenerating stands. The number varies between units to provide for coarse woody debris or to

provide site modification on more harsh sites.

All non-hazardous snags would be retained in all harvest units. If it is necessary to fall snags for

safety reasons, they would be left on the site to provide down coarse woody material.

Tractor and cable yarding on all commercial thinning units would not be allowed between March

1 and June 1 to prevent bark slippage on residual trees.

Heavy equipment would be washed before moving into the project area to remove soil and plant

parts to prevent the spread of noxious weeds.
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III. Effects Analysis For Alternative 1

Table 6.

6" or 7'" Field

HUCs
where commercial

harvest is planned

%
BLM

Acres Square

Miles

% veg > .

of age

30 years Transient Snow Zone*

Acres % in Open
Condition

Pre-

harvest

Post-

harvest

Pre-

harvest

Post-

harvest

Kelsey (6) 92 11546 18.0 90 85 8376 13 16

Lower Whisky

(several 7ths)

87 2403 3.8 95 92

West Fork Whisky

(7)

100 3928 6.1 90 85 5224 13 14

Meadow (7) 95 2597 4.1 100 93 1602 0.1 9

Bunker (7) 100 4486 7.0 100 98 2540 0.1 3

Russian (7) 1081 No harvest planned

24960

* TZS (transient snow zone) includes acreage above 2500' elevation

** does not include Russian Creek

The proposal has potential for contributing a minor, short-term, localized pulse of sediment to

streams from road renovation and decommissioning and also to increase runoff in the vicinity of

some harvest units, especially in the transient snow zone, during rain-on-snow events.

Although road maintenance, renovation, outsloping, water dipping, decommissioning and log

hauling may result in a pulse of sediment entering project area streams in the short term, the

amount of road-generated stream sediment would be minor and rapidly dissipate during the first

major rainstorm of the wet season. Any effects on coho salmon eggs or fry in Kelsey and

Whisky Creeks would be insignificant because implementing appropriate PDFs would help

ensure that sediment generated by these actions would be indistinguishable from background

levels by the time it reaches occupied habitat ( 0.9 miles to coho habitat in mainstem Whisky

Creek; 0.5 to more than 2 miles in Kelsey Creek - map attachment).

Effects of stream sedimentation on aquatic organisms would be greatest immediately

downstream of each crossing but they would rapidly diminish with increasing distance from the

road. Use of appropriate project design features (pp 9 - 13 and Appendix 3) would help ensure

that any effects are negligible and short term at the project level (HUC 6 and 7). Since

temporary road locations are on or near ridgetops on stable ground and are not near streams, road

construction would not degrade water quality and stream habitat. No permanent road

construction is planned under any alternative. Road treatments (other than construction),

especially road decommissioning, would reduce potential for erosion or failure of the road prism

14
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and resultant stream sedimentation in the long term. Closing roads using barricades and gates

would eliminate vehicle use and erosion of unsurfaced roads during the winter.t

Only very limited vegetation treatments are proposed in any of the riparian reserves; no

commercial products would be removed. Vegetation and fuels treatments in selected riparian

reserves (Appendix 5) would reduce potential for severe wildfire and would also accelerate

development of late successional characteristics in the long term. Implementing appropriate

project design features (PDF chapter) in these sensitive areas would minimize any short term

effects.

Riparian Reserves at least one site potential tree height (150 feet) in width from all streams in

accordance with ACS objectives, would effectively filter any sediment from overland flow from

road crossdrain culverts and harvest units.

The total proposed treated acreage (RH, OR, CT and CDM) across all 6"' and 7'^ field HUCs in

the project area under Alternative 1, is 7% of the total acres. Changes in infiltration, antecedant

moisture conditions, interception and evapotranspiration losses due to timber harvest are not

expected to substantially alter the flow regime. Analysis has shown that 85 to 98% of the area of

these subwatersheds is in a hydrologically recovered condition (Table 6), exceeding 30 years of

age, and that the proposed harvest would not lower it below acceptable levels (Wild Rogue

WA). In addition (a) road density would decrease somewhat, reducing the risk of road-related

flow increases (b) road drainage improvement and renovation, including some outsloping and

adding water dips would route more water from ditchlines on to forest soils to decrease the

amount that flows directly from roadside ditches into streams (c) soil depth is adequate in

harvest units to allow precipitation to percolate into soil during storm events for slow release (d)

compacted ground resulting from tractor skid trails and temporary roads would be sub-soiled

and waterbarred to largely restore soil permeability.

Most of the harvest units in the project area are in the transient snow zone (roughly above 2500 ft

elevation). Rain-on-snow events on these timber harvest units is not expected to increase water

yield because only 3 to 16% of the TSZ in each HUC would be in open condition following

harvest (Table 6). The percentage of the landscape in open condition in the past following

wildfire was much greater than projected conditions following implementation of Alternative 1

(EIS section 3.5.3). Existing stream channel capacity, which reflects peak flow conditions under

historic wildfire regimes, would easily accomodate any increase in peak flows without erosion.

Additionally, no units are located in any subwatershed where a large percentage of the TSZ is

already in open condition. It is expected that canopy condition in CT/PCT, CDM/NDM and

CDM units would return to baseline (pre-harvest) conditions within 5-10 years and within 30

years in RH units. Only 27% of all harvest acreage under the Alternative 1 is regeneration

harvest.

Base flow is not expected to decrease as a result of timber harvest because vegetation treatments

would not encourage growth of riparian hardwood vegetation. However, it may increase
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somewhat for several years in upper East Fork Kelsey Creek because the amount of vegetation

left on-site following regeneration harvest would have considerably less demand for subsurface

water than the existing old growth forest. Groundwater moving subsurface that is excess to the

demands of vegetation that reoccupies harvested acreage would eventually reach stream channels

and increase flow for several years until vegetation again fully occupies harvested units. Any
changes to baseflow would be most pronounced in T' to

3'^'' order tributaries of East Fork Kelsey

and upper Kelsey Creek and are not expected to measureably affect streamflow in coho critical

habitat.

Because forests in West Fork Whisky Creek and all of the Wild Rogue watershed are

overstocked with conifers, largely because of aggressive wildfire suppression over the last 50

years, cutting some commercial size conifers in riparian reserves would not degrade the properly

functioning condition of riparian or stream habitats. Virtually all of the streams in the pine E/M
area are T' and 2nd order and do not require large tree boles in channels in order to function

optimally. Clearing around large pines in the outer Vi of riparian reserves would have no effect

on water temperature because of the minimal acreage involved and because the action would be

more than 75 feet from stream channels.

NDM would accelerate the development of late successional characteristics in riparian reserves

in the longterm. Underburning would reduce fuel loading, ladder fuels and potential severity of

wildfire along these streams.

Pine E/M and NDM/pile and burn would cover an estimated 7 % of riparian reserve acres in

West Fork Whisky; underburning would involve less than 1% of Kelsey Creek riparian reserve

acres. These actions would have no effect on coho or steelhead because appropriate PDFs would

be implemented (page 12) and because of the distance between treatment units and

coho/steelhead habitat.

Essential Fish Habitat

Activities associated with this project would have less than an adverse effect on EFH for coho

and Chinook salmon. The effect would be minor sediment deposition resulting from activities

associated with road renovation and decommissioning. Peak flows in salmon habitat would be

unaffected by the proposed action.

The less than adverse effects would be short term and minimized by implementing appropriate

BMPs and PDFs in accordance with the Northwest Forest Plan and the Medford District RMP
ROD, including project design features on pages 9 to 13 of this document. Long term beneficial

effects from proposed road work would outweigh any short term effects and result in minor

improvements to salmon spawning success, aquatic insect production and gravel permeability.

Further mitigation is not necessary to reduce impacts to EFH or associated species.
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Conclusion:

The proposed action would maintain all habitat indicators in the Matrix of Pathway Indicators at

the Project Scale (6'^ and 7' field watersheds; Appendix 1). I find the proposed project is

consistent with watershed analysis recommendations related to aquatic and riparian habitats,

applicable Northwest Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines, NEPA documentation, and

applicable aspects of NMFS' March 18, 1997 Biological Opinion. The project has a negligible

likelihood of resulting in incidental take of SO/NC coho salmon and therefore is not likely to

adversely affect the species and its critical habitat.

s7^k!
Lynda Boody

BLM/Glendale Resource Area Field Manager
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V. Attachments
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Appendix I A, CHECKLIST FOR DOCUMENTING ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE AND
EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION(S) ON RELEVANT INDICATORS

Project Name:

Kelsey Whisky Proiect

Physiographic Province: Klamath/Siskiyou

7h Field HUC or

Project Scale:

Lower Whisky Creek 7" field.

Baseline rating based on ODFW data

for Lower Whisky Creek Reach I

Date: December 12, 2002

Preparer(s): Bob Bessey (Fish)

Loren Wittenberg (FHydrology)

Resource Area, Medford BLM

Glendale Resource Area

PATHWAY

ENVIRONMENTAL
BASELINE

EFFECTS OF THE ACTION(S)^

INDICATORS Properly

Functioning'

At F^isk' Not Properly

Functioning'

Restore^ Maintain' Degrade' Consistent with

ACS?

"3 Temperature BLM EA Y
3

Sediment AM EA Y

Chem. Contam./ Nutnent

Load

PJ --- EA Y

Physical Barriers ODFW EA Y

£
Substrate ODFW EA Y

c

F
Large Woody Debris ODFW;Pj EA Y

Pool Frequency ODFW EA Y

s Pool Quality ODFW;PJ EA Y

Off-Channel Habitat ODFW;PJ EA Y

Refugia Pj; ODFW EA Y

Width/Depth Ratio ODFW EA Y

c
O
Q

Streambank Condition ODFW;PJ EA Y

Floodplain Connectivity ODFW EA Y

£a

1
o

Peak/Base Flows WA;Pj EA Y

Drainage Network Increase WA EA Y

s
o

Road Density and Location WA;Pj EA Y

5
c
o

Disturbance History WA EA Y

U
Landslide Rates WA;Pj EA Y

Ripanan Resen/e WA EA Y
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These 3 categories of function ("properly functioning," "at nsk." "not properly functioning") are defined for each indicator in the "Matrix of Factors

and Indicators" for each physiographic province as agreed to by the Level I Teams.

The effects of the action are based on vi'hich way the project is likely to nnove a relevant indicator. However, no changes in baseline conditions are

expected. For the purposes of this checklist, "restore" means to move an "at nsk" indicator toward "properly functioning" or a "not properly

functioning" indicator toward "at nsk" or "properly functioning." "Maintain" means that the function of an indicator does not change. "Degrade"

means to move the funrtion of an indicator for the worse (i.e. it applies to all indicators regardless of functional level). In some cases, a "not

properly functioning" indicator may be further worsened, and this should be noted.

Codes:

BLM; Water temperature data

ODFW: ODFW stream habitat survey data

PJ: Professional judgement

WA: Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis

EA: Kelsey Whisky Final Landscape Management Plan, February 2003. The Aquatic

Conservation Strategy Consistency Analysis is considered a supplement of the EIS or EA

AM: Aquatic macroinvertebrate survey and report
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Appendix I B. CHECKLIST FOR DOCUMENTING ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE AND
EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION(S) ON RELEVANT INDICATORS

Project Name:

Kelsey- Whisky Project

Physiographic Province: Klamath/Siskiyou

6h Field HUC or Project Scale:

Kelsey Creek 6'' field. Baseline

rating based on ODRA/ data for

Kelsey Creek Reach I

Date: December 12, 2002

Preparer(s): Bob Bessey (Fish)

Loren Wittenberg (Hydrology)

Resource Area, Medford BLM
Glendale Resource Area

PATHWAY

ENVIRONMENTAL
BASELINE

EFFECTS OF THE ACTION(S)^

INDICATORS Properly

Functioning'

At Risk' ' Not Properly

Functioning'

Restore^ Maintain^ Degrade' Consistent with

ACS?

3

Temperature BLM LA
-

Y

o
u Sediment PJ EA Y

1
Chem. Contam./ Nutrient

Load

PJ EA Y

Physical Barriers ODFW EA Y

^
Substrate ODFW =^--='-^-"^'-^-^ EA Y

0^

£
Large Woody Debris ODFW;PJ EA Y

Pool Frequency ODFW EA Y

2 Pool Quality ODFW;PJ EA Y

Off-Channel Habitat ODFWiPJ EA Y

Refugia ODFW;PJ EA Y

i

Q

d
=

a
c
cs
j=
O

Width/Depth Ratio ODFW EA Y

Streambank Condition ODFW EA Y

Floodplain Connectivity ODFWiPJ EA Y

2 Peak/Base Flows WA;PJ EA Y

o
Drainage Network Increase WA EA Y

e
Road Density and Location WA;PJ EA Y

c
o
U
o

Disturbance History WA EA Y

Landslide Plates WA:PJ EA Y

^ Riparian Reserve WA EA Y
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1 These 3 categories of function ("properly functioning," "at nsk," "not properly functioning") are defined for each indicator in the "Matnx of Factors and

Indicators" for each physiographic province as agreed to by the Level I Teams.

2 The effects of the action are based on v\/hich way the project is likely to nnove a relevant indicator. However, no changes in baseline conditions are

expected. For the purposes of this checklist, "restore" means to move an "at nsk" indicator toward "properly functioning" or a "not properly functioning"

indicator toward "at nsk" or "properly functioning." "Maintain" means that the function of an indicator does not change. "Degrade" means to move the

function of an indicator for the worse (i.e. it applies to all indicators regardless of functional level). In some cases, a "not properly functioning" indicator

may be further worsened, and this should be noted.

Codes:

BLM Water temperature data

ODFW: ODFW stream habitat survey data

PJ: Professional judgement

WA: Wild Rogue North Watershed Analysis

EA: Kelsey Whisky Final Landscape Management Plan, February 2003. The Aquatic

Conservation Strategy Consistency Analysis is considered a supplement to the EIS or EA

AM: Aquatic macroinvertebrate survey and report
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Appendix 2. DICHOTOMOUS KEY FOR MAKING SECTION 7

DETERMINATION OF EFFECTS

Name of Action: Kelsey-Whisky Project

Location: Glendale RA, Medford BLM, BLM Wild Rogue 5'^ field HUC
Date:

1

.

Are there any proposed/listed anadromous salmonids and/or proposed/designated critical habitat in the watershed or downstream from

the watershed?

NO No Effect

YES May affect, go to 2^

2. Will the proposed action (s) have any effect whatsoever^ on the species and/or critical habitat?

NO No Effect

YES Go to 3

3. Does the proposed action (s) have the potential to hinder attainment of relevant properly functioning indicators (from checklist)?

NO Go to 4

YES Likely to adversely affect^, Go to 5

4. Does the proposed action (s) have the potential to result in "take"^ of proposed/listed anadromous salmonids or adversely affect

proposed/designated critical habitat? '^^—^_^
A. There is a negligible (extremely low) probability of take of proposed/listed anadromous salmonids or adversely

affect proposed/designated critical habitat Not likely to adversely affect

B. There is more than a negligible probability of take of proposed/listed anadromous salmonids or adversely affect

proposed/designated critical habitat Go to 5

5. A. Probability of take of proposed/listed anadromous salmonids or adversely affect proposed/designated critical habitat

results from actions on federally-managed lands Likely to adversely affect''

B. Probability of take of proposed/listed anadromous salmonids or adversely affect proposed/designated critical habitat results

from interrelated/interdependent actions of privately-owned lands Likely to adversely affect''

'"Any effect whatsoever" includes small effects, effects that are unlikely to occur, and beneficial effects, i.e. a "no effect"

determination is only appropriate if the proposed action will literally have no effect whatsoever on the species and/or critical habitat,

not a small effect, an effect that is unlikely to occur, or a beneficial effect.

^Document expected adverse effects on reverse side of this key.

^"Take" - The ESA (Section 3) defines take as "to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, would, trap, capture, collect or attempt to engage
in any such conduct". The USFWS further defines "harm" as "significant habitat modification or degradation that results in death or

injury to listed species by significantly impairing behavioral patterns such as breeding, feeding, or sheltering", and "harass" as

"actions that create the likelihood of injury to listed species to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns

which include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding or sheltering".

"Document expected adverse effects on reverse side of this key.
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Appendix 3 12/28/00

Project Design Features
For Road Renovation and Decommissioning

Project design features (PDFs) are specific measures included in the proposed action to minimize adverse impacts

on the human environment. Many project design features for projects in the Medford District are specified for in

the RMP and may not be repeated here. These include Best Management Practices (BMP) as described in

Appendix D of the RMP.

All of the following would be implemented for this action.

If changes to the PDFs are needed during project implementation, they would be analyzed by the Interdisciphnary

Team and the Field Manager, and an amended EA would be prepared before the change is implemented

Work performed in stream channels would be accomplished between July 1 and September 15 of the same year,

in accordance with Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife guidelines. The work period for decommissioning

road surfaces would be limited to July 1 to October 15 of the same year.

Where practical, stream flows would be diverted around existing culvert replacements so that the construction

sites remain de-watered; and would not be returned through the project area until all instream work has been

completed to minimize stream sedimentation.

Existing culverts excavated from the road prism would be disposed of in accordance with State and County

regulations.

Excavated side slopes where culverts are permanendy removed would be laid back to at least a 1 1/2:1 slope, to

reduce erosion potential. The width of the bottom of the excavation would match the width of the bank-full

stream channel.

Excess excavated material generated from this work from road decommissioning would either be spread in stable

locations within the existing road prism or hauled to a stable designated waste disposal area where sediment

would not enter stream channels.

Buried logs and other debris from culvert excavation would be placed in designated disposal areas.

Partial rather than total decommissioning may be more appropriate where vegetation on the road surface is well-

established, the surface is not eroding and ripping could reinitiate erosion. In such a situation, existing culverts

should be pulled and the road water barred and barricaded.
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Where full decommissioning is appropriate, discontinuously rip the road surface and water bar to prevent

longitudinal erosion of the road bed. Water bars would be constructed at the same time as ripping. Ripping

would be done with a winged ripper (24" tines) at least 18" deep and 36" apart to provide at least 70 percent

fracture of the compacted roadway material.

Equipment refueling would be done where there is minimal chance that toxic materials could enter a stream.

Equipment would not be stored in a stream channel overnight. Hydraulic fluid and fuel lines would be in proper

working condition in order to minimize leakage into streams.

Heavy equipment would be washed off of federal lands before moving into the area, to remove soil and plant

parts to prevent the spread of noxious weeds and disease into the project area.

Cutting vegetation on road fill slopes would be minimized in order to maintain slope stability and shading.

Work would be temporarily suspended if monitoring indicates that rain storms have saturated soils to the extent

that there is potential for causing excessive stream sedimentation.

Mulching would be done immediately after excavation or ripping to reduce erosion.

Decommissioned and barricaded roads would be open to non-motorized use, such as foot traffic, bicycles and

horses.

The normal work period for quarry operations would be June 15 to October 15 of the same year, to minimize

potential for generating sediment that could enter streams. Measures would be taken to capture sediment before it

reaches streams if quarry work must be done outside the preferred work period.

Waste diesel, oil, hydraulic fluid and other hazardous materials would be removed from the site and disposed of

at an approved landfill.

All soil disturbance associated with road drainage improvement and culvert installation/replacement would be

within the existing road Rights-of-Way, with moderate to small excavations and fills.

25

Alder and other vegetation would be cut in ditch lines to ensure proper road drainage. Ditch lines would be pulled

and cleared of obstructions where identified in the contract.

Energy dispersal pads would be placed at culvert outlets where necessary to reduce potential for soil erosion.
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Appendix 4. Other Relevant Federal Actions in the Watershed.

The following table shows all federal actions within the Wild Rogue North watershed (the northern V2 of the

BLM Wild Rogue 5'^ field watershed) from 1983 through the present time. Some of the projects (such as those

in Mule Creek), although within the EIS planning area, are not in the timber sale project area. Refer to map
attachment (to be provided at the Level 1 meeting).

26
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